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The Sun Valley forum on National Health, Inc.

The Sun :Valley Forum on National Health is A nc:nprofit eduizadonal
organizadon incoworated in p910 under :the laws'of Idaho. the Purpose of
'the Fort* is kwork toward the improvement of the health of Americans and .

of, the heal).11' care delivery sirstem, The Forum Seeks this objective Ihrough
educationtd: activitie$-7the sponsorship of symposia, conferences . aiid

lectures and (he preparation, and publication of boOksj papers and reports.
Governed by a board of directors of medical professionals and Jay leaders,

.
the ForuM endeavors to Carry, out its programs at the highest possible level
of quality and exCellence, . .

Attivities of the Forum' center in Sun Valley, a facility -well suited and
tequipPed for sustained, serious'discuSsion: The Forum's Symposia -bring
,toether leaders and' experts to meet; to share ideas, and to review expert:
pap& on aspects of the nation's health problems. Sypposium participants
include professionals in all healkrelated' fields 'as well ,as other persons .
associated 'with or ,intetrested 'in heahh, affairs, 'such as representatives Of

'consumers, businessmen, public officials and educators.
S,ince its founding in 1970 the Forum has'held seven such syrriposia. The;e

'were major ,undertakings, each' lasdng six days, involving ,about 30'par
pants, coricentrating on a group of: speciallY commiSsioned working papers,

'and each producirig.a final report: of the symposium. ,

'Activities of the Sitn Valley Forum 'on Nadonal Health are suppOrtect by

grants from individuals; corporations, foundations, and the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare's National Center- for Health Services,

Research:.
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Foreword

4

The growth of technology in health care has been a phenomenon reflective
of Nth the Capacity of modern science and medicine to develop' increasingly.
sophisticated methods to diagnose and treat illness on the one hand, and
the American cotrimitinent to the health of its people on' the other. Tbe,,

rapidly rising costs of hdlth'care in the lilted States has become a critIdl
issue to legislators, policy makers; planners, and researchers alike, and
effor LS to curb these rising costs must be matched by:efforts to understand '
'the complex political,' social, .and sconornic factors underlying medical
technologies and health care. costs.

In August 1977, a symposium entked "Medical Technology: The Culprit.
Behind Health Care Costs?". 'Was conVened ky the Sun Valley Forum on
National Health, lnc., for ihe purpose of exarhining the relationship'between
Medical, technolOgy and healdi care costs. The proceedings of. this sy,m-
posium 'are '-comprised by a series of ppers that ,lvere presented at the
conference'covering.a.variety of topics, including statistical evidence of the :
relationship between health care costs and medical technologies, case studies',

on the deveroprnent, introduction and use a technology, and recommenda-
tions corkerning relevant public policy issues.

Tht National ttnter for' Health Services Research and the Bureau of
Health Planning are pleased to publish these proceedings in the hope that
the debate contained within, them will assist all who 'are interested and

involved in health care in the United States to getter understand the issues
urrounding a complex topic of immense importance.

Gerald Rosenthal Cohn C Rorrie, Jr., Pti.D.

.*Director Director
National Cenwr 'for Bureau of Health Planning

Health Services Resea'rch

June 1979
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1,..)1% Robert J. glendon: Biographical ,i'lteA

Dr, Robert j.':'Blendon is' Vice President of, the Robert ..WOOdjohnso,4,
Foundadon. He previously served in the Department of'Health Education,
and Welfare; As Special Assistant for Policy -Development in Health and

m"tits Scientific Affairs to 134;th the Assistant Secretary and Deputy Undersecretary
of the Department. Dr. Blendon is a graduate of the School of Busiryss, The'!ef.
UniVewsny of Chicago, w.ith a master's degree in Bnsiness Administration.
In agilition, he holds a doctOral' degree from' the School "of Pnblic Heayh,

v Johns' Hopkins University, where hjs principal attention was directed
toward health services administAtion and restrCh.- Prior tcr'his HEW
appointment. Dr. Blendon served as .Assistant Director for-Planning 'and
Development, Office of 'Health. Cap Programs, Johns HoOkins',Chool of,
Medicine; and.- Assistant Professor, Department of Medical Care and.
Hospitals, at- the, School'of Public Health. ,

Sawa 1-1, A lbn Biographical shelf- z
.,

Stuart H. Altinan, Dean of The Florence Heller Grachiate School at Brandeis
'University, is an economist whose research ,interests 'are, primarily in the
area of Federal=health policy. Be ween 1971- and 1976, Dr. Altman, was the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Hea i Planning and Evaluation, Department
of Tlealth, Education, and Welfare. While serving in that position, he was-
one Of the principal contributors to the development ri1 advancement of
the Administration's National Health Insurance pro al. From 1973 to
1974, he was also Deputy Administrator at the Cost of Living Council
where he was responsible for ,deVeloping the Council's preigram on thst
containment-He is currently advisor to the Office of Technology Assess-
nwnt,. the Josiah Macy Foundationy and the Health, Cite Financing
Administration,' HEW. He is a member of tte Institute 'of Medicine and
serves on 'the board of the Robert Mood Johnson Foundation's Clinical
Scholars Program: Dt. Altman ,is chairman of the, board of the University
Heahh Policy ConsOrtium located at 'Brandeis- University. Dr, Altman has

- an M.A. and.Ph,D. degree from UCLA (1964) and taught at Brown University
(Associate, Professor, 1966-1970) and the Gracituate School of Public Policy.
(University of Califor.nia, Berkeley, I976-77):
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ititroductioh
:-

tuart Altnian and Røbert Blendon

,

Titi 'proceedings hias been 4r,rineri in response to the growingpnblic con
rbout .the.huge increasekin medical care coAs. One part of this ooacern
been related to whether or not.medical technology has causerrthis s
rise. If ii las, many fiave asked shOuld not the. 'public; tak", sollie of
action to slow the growing,cost of today's' new medical tectiniques?

The volume,aadresses the, rrlationship between,medical technolo: y ap
,Ireth' care costs The 16 papers preSenteci: here grew 'ou:t of a syno
conducted by, the 'Sun Valley Forum: on National -ljealth.in -Angu 977,

The, purpose .of this ForuM was ;twofold: firktr, e*arriine the eviden8e
relatingln wheiher theintroduction avariOns types of medical technologies:,
has been animp*ortant 'factor in the raiiidriseip health care costs ;;;tvr: the
past decade second, -to iiKiew,the need fOr add to disctiSS the impliCatiOus'bf
'ya -0Us proposkd public se.Ctor strategies for linining future coSt.increaSes

Optiolling the introdnction of expensfve'rriedical technOlogie's .

ii thscussion was particularly timely; bec.ause recendy most.. public

. opinion polls and government announcements on health care have singled
outje rapid escalation .of costs aS the most Critical' health care problem in
ttVnatron, with many observers 'believing that no substam,ial exPansion

ealth, Care benefits via natIonal' health insurance can be forthcoming
solution is 'found for controlhng these costs.....One particular'

romponent.-=the utilization of high cbst medical technol "has been
shIgled out by many public figures and researchers'as.a key h br in the
eost increase prdblem.
/In respons4 AO thesi:, Concerns.; ,several ,units within the federal goyernmtnt
and a number of, indeperident anitlysts have proposed greater putlic,sector
intervention in the health sectso; for purposes'of controlling co'srs. Of par-
ticitkr interest to somels'IlWneed for kovernmental approval.of expensive

-new medical services or 'd (Aces. W.sed on demonstrated effectiVerkess and
safety, prior (6 their inn. edam This ,and other 'prnpOsed interventions

'are likely to be given us.co,nsideration by the Adminiwation and the,
Copgress in the nrw

The need foVa private:group to examine the role of
technology n the' escalation of health care costs

At prese the tinite0 State.s is widely recogniled as having the mosl
u hnologaily sophisiiiated sysiem of medicine to be found anywhere in

V.
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..
the world. Sinck World War II we have, as a nation, invested an impressive

'amount of -tax dollars into the advaaeeme.nt of biomedical research, and
a bewildering array .of technologic advances has emerged, from this invest-
menu Where Ultimate 'technologies have been introduced, suchns, RAO
vaccine, ,major cost.reducdory and profound changes in health-status have,
,followecLrWhere no tinal biOlogical answer has as yet been discovered=as'
vPith cancer ot coronary hean disease---7-expensive' technologies Vice cobalt
,theyapy or cpronary care units have been develOpecl with less dear-cut
resulting benefits. However,' until recently the health care system has .
operated i» sticlt a way that any atew te<hnOlogY could be ,introduced ifa
lieensed phySician belieyed dvit it.was of benefit to his/her Patient. By and .

large,..sUch deeisions'have been.'made irresPecke p(.their cost-inipliCadons
" or' even .uneqUivOcat validation 'With drugs,..otcourse such a laissez-faia-e

.." .attitude disappeared many, years ago.
6

Hwever, with tlw continuous rise in:healtii.'care costs, there.:has been
perceivabk shif t in American attitudes about tedmology. This can Le seen

...in: (11 attention:given by th media to the costliness iot the new wave of
. Medical technologies, most recently the computerized tomography. (CT)
scanners; (2) the nuMbz, of professional conferences and-committees estab'
lished to examine the poSsible negative rolesof mediCal teChnologies; and
(3) the Tnsiderable recent activity, within various legislative branches,
devoted ,to the design of .ambulatory care mechanigins to .steril the increased
use of in-hopital, high-technology care. Concern about' the possible
adverse effects df technology in general, and Medical technology in par-
ticular, has heCOrne a regular pan of the public dialogue, More importantly.

and perhaps for .th c. first tinie in this counuy, various groups are suggesting
either slowing *down Or even temporarily halting the introduction of new
medical technologies. -

The growing discussiim ab6ui the desirability of coittinued investment
in cororiarykare uh its is a prototypical example of this phenom'enon. Studies
of r,oronarx care units have shown the average.cost per pluient treated in these
units to be nearly double 'the cost of other hospital patien ts. From this it has
been estiniated that the present additionpl cost of intensive care for patients
hosPitalized with acute coronary 'disease is nearly, half a billion ,dollars,
per year. 'Ile question incmasingly being raised is whether theeffectiveness
of these units in' preventing deaths is sufficient'io justify the required
-national investment.

The whole 'question of the relationship bellioen health care costs and
medical, technology is a compleX one: As suggested by the coronary care
example, ani, publik sector decisions in this area Could have long-term effects
on both the cost and quality or heahh care provided:in .thiS country: BecaUse
this isspch a difficult issue, thi're is need for a variety of groups, both public
and private, to examine systematically the question of what costs areimpcised
by new technologies, and taitalce a careful assessment of the actual need,
feasibility, and possible long-term impact of various proposed /public
sector controls.
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.facets Of the problem of mejlical techuology:
implies a lack of recog on of their in
need to torus adequat he narro
ship between health care costs,and m
aspects of technology that
(I) that the' medical care system
and dissemination of new`medic
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.s is forcing us
such instances

heSe technolog
ng' what righ

tided isSuessare C rieirtlY being add;e4sed by such groups
MeCtine of ie National Academy of SOences, the

ch:'Co;uncil Of/The Assemb of Engineering; and the
ciem Ilife 'and Ethics. Each is, quite apkropriately, subject/ ' ,,t , td
parat9 Pn-deptli investigation. , .

, /

Outli of p oceedings and sumthary of findings
medical technology" is' a yery general one, which -has many

pending on the user. In the world of medkine it can encompass
rn sterilized bandages toopen-heart surgery. In order to,focus
.! discussion of this tetra Was narrowed to include onlY thos

ogies' that appear to have a high potential for affecting health cae,._
.'or purposes of discussion, these technologies have been subdivided'
nee cawgories:

tose 'that require large Capital expenditures to purchasefor example,
t CT scanner;
ThoSe that 'clo not' require large capital expenditures or h gh costs of
ndant personnel, -but have potential for'enormous utilization because

of the large number of providers who will have ready access to themfor
exampk. certain surgical procedures or common laboratory tests; and
$. Those with high 'Personnel costsfor example, renal dialysis. gther

..,technologies, which are not believed, to 'have a significak.impact on the
cOst of medical care or which do no«lirectly involve patie Ca re, are' not

specifically addresed. . ,
.

4

The fnst section of ikhe volume provides an overall ,perspeet0'e ok-ohe,
main .issue addressed by the Conference: Has medical technology signifi-
cantly impacted on the per-unit costs of*.health care and otA'nationzd
expenditures for these services? As' a prologue to this se?,tion Illendo'n and
Moloney trace the national events of the li.tt decade.'They point to the fact,
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that the johnSorr.adMinistration quite delibera tely 'a vOided 'asking, 'the
country to,make, a :choice between continuing' the War. in. Vietnam and
enaCting the sddal, prograrris of the.ereat Society:: yheyJnaintaiii.that the
decision torpursue both goals lekto aiajorinflationary spiral. Between:

#.4965 .and-l972 medical dare:costs increa b.y ,almost ,50 percent and hospital
charges by 129 percent. .During.this period,'health exPenditureS grew from
.2 to 8,percent of the-federal budget. E.fforts at.cost control were aimed initially
at. callirig for voluntary,' self-iMpOsed' restraints' arid at. improvinikhe
management of the nation's hospitals,' When these effort:s did not succeed,
the government attempted to regulate the system' through' linVting tapital
expenditures and:through' util4ation, control. Despite these interventions,
health eXpenditures continued to increase faster than expenditures in other
segments of the economy.. Only the wagearid price con trols iristitnted by ti;e

. Nixon administration significantly .changed The rate of expenditures of
. .

healthcare in the Uni to States after the enactment Of Medicare and Medicaid.
illt,fli'an and Wallack then evaluate the extent to' which 'technolOgy'eari,''

be implicated in,todayl health care,cost problem. They poirito,to the conflict-
mg findings ,on the, role technology has', 'played in incresi.lig Costs. ;Pig

the testimony of 'Clifton Gaus before 'the, President's, Biomedical
Research-Panel ioncluding that "z nefv liealth Care technológy is a major,
cause of ,the large7.,yearly increases, in national 'health expenditures.. One
yew- litter ,,eltrial.:..Mushkin and her, 'colleagues from, the Public Serviees
Laboratory of 'Georgetown University reported' that "biomedical, research
'on balance redUces health outlays'rather than increases [than)." In present-
ink 'the cases for and against technology, Altmaniand Wallacic caution the
reader about the many methodological -limitations that haVe prevented
refiu.ed measurement techniques . from being-used to evaluate the impact
of technology. Nevertholess, the authors conclude that the evidence suggests
that "the sprepcl of complex technologies to more hospitals and the develop-

and.,deployment of expensive diagnostic ancrtherapeutic equiptnent
leaves lit t le doubt that the cost of a'day or a gay in a hospital has risen signifi-
cant ly in the past 15 years beGiuse of technological advances and diffusion.
The authors also question whether other savings could have been large ,

- enough to offger such hospital costs increases in an estimate of the impact of
tehtiology On 'tiotal natianal expenditureS for health services.

citousky, in her paper, attempts to denionstrate* the effect, not .of major
,tectinological innovations. but of & ancillary services used to treat common
conditions. Melting uf the 'cost-of-illness 'studies conducied, at 'the' Palo,
Alto Medical Research Foundation in the periods 1?51-1964-1971, she notes
thar, "with minor exceptions, cost raising changes in neatiftent oilaweighed

st-saving changes ,that the net effect of changes 'in treatment were
ketwrafly cosrt-taising." Shegoevn to say that "we fouild that the main cost-

, l'Itisinglactor in bOthperiods Was the steady increase in, the use of ancillary
services such as laboratory tests and X-rays, both in and out of the hospital."

,
Through a seriei; of estimate3, she, concludes that ,between $4.8 and $6.7

31.1P4bilhon ,mzky have been spent tor outpatient laboratory (ests and X-rays in
1975 accounting fOr 5-6 )36cent- of total' personal ht.alth care expenditures.
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Using the 'MassaChusetts.General HosPital as an eiample of the effeCt

tetnnology on rising hospital'costs, SanOrs notes_ that while annual pat.knt_'

'days changed little 'from 1965 to 1975, 1,862 new, employees were, ...dded.

This, coincided, tie saiji, 'with the introduction of 'aten.intensive care units:

,He, adds that new .roles Were needed to service the e'quipment,embodiedsin

the technology. He points (o, the Department of Inhalation Therapy at'the -

MGH as a,particululy`cogent example of growth., That department grew

from:four technicians okabudget,Of $32,333 'in 1959, to 70 teChnicians with

a budget of $884,000. ik 1976. He concludes that "at least M the tertiary' care

setting, technology can, indeed be "blamtkl' (or a subStantial port* of
rising, hospital costs." The author ,points to the forces both internal and

(vernal to the health care system that haveenconraged extensive emplOy,

men t of teAmology by theliospitals. Among those forces is a put)lic gOvetpred

by thf+Aelief that technology is a gOod Thing, the cost reimbursement systeM

of the iovernment and other thfrd party payers, and ale lack of incenkves-

for consolidation of services among.neighboringlhospitals.'
The second section. of' the voluine.conders the different types Of. tech;

nology which appeal-, to be most'crucial in, terms151 the.ir cost irriplications.,,,

.its a prelude to this.section, Kosentlzal thffereniiates among types of Medical

te:chnolbgy on:the basiS'of the nature oftheir.future cdsts,and-benefits. fie

presenty'a typology' of thecli.cal technologies based on.their inerlical objec-

Lives, i diagnosis, 'survival, illness ,management, cure, preventi'on aiTd

'systern management, "To the extent that thstinctionS can be Made among

typi6 of technology on, the basiSof expected costs andbenefits, the task

developing policif:ire this Sensitive area might be made more manageabte

he states.' -

:Three case studies follow that.focus on the nature of the developrnent anei

'diffusidn'of medical technology. Rettii reviews the historfy of renal dialysis

and transplantation' and recounts the events, from a political 'perspective,

'leading to passage of the Social Security Amendments of 1972. Section 2991

of that law ,extended Medicare coverage' for chronic kidney failure to more

than 90percent of the poptilation. On the basis'of this case, he notes that the

devdopment of medical 'technology occurs over a long periOd of-time, is

typkally international in character, and draws broadly from technical

-irdvances in .medicine and-from developments external to medicine, Thus,

ht, concludes, there is no logical place to intervene in the developrrient

process. Commenting on the diffusion of-medical technology into clinical

practice, he'states that "the institutional pathways by which new medical

technologiek flow into actual use are numerous and diverse. There is.thUs

no centralized institution responsible for the introdOclion of technology

t+t) use." .

Willerns et al., using the policies asSociated,with the CT scanner as-illus-

trative ,of 'government, policies regarding the deveing and diffusion of

medical technologies, note that cr scanners weir diffused before their.,

efficacysand saft:ty were assessed. They state that '!no systematic assessment

has been made of the benefits and.circumstances'under which CI' scanning

should be used. No Federal agency has a mandate to require, fund, or conduct

P
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large-sfale clinical trials mee high 'Standards of ,expertmental deSigrt
that (mild help deterMine t ultimate position of CT scanning in the
practice of ,medkine.". They,.poini ,to other deficiencies in federal ,policy
,that have im:pactedUpon the.diffusion, and use of CT scanners: These include
t.habsence clearly'defined indications for use that hancleicaps planning
-activities, gaps in the' Certificate-of-Need laws -that allow the regulations
fo- be circunivented by 'installation .of a scanner in a setting not subject to.

, and the xelatively open-erided' federal commitment Yinance
services, with costs recving lit de sccu tiny 'and x-harges bearing'no necessary
relation tocsts ' . ,. -.- .

. .Finebeik focusq on current meChanisms -that promote.th increased use,.
of clinical.chemistq tests. lTk points to factors such as automation, increased
insurance .coverage, financial ,incentives -to physicians and hospitals,
physician training and The practice df defens.ive medicine as contributing
to the rise in use of chemistry tests; often without any change in health status

!' for the patient.
.

.,' The third section of.the 'book suggests poSsible'policies to contrOj thesosts
auributed to the' use, ot 'medical 'technologies. Po6bins suggests that it is
possible to, anticipate, the coriseqnencesof 'applied research' whik it is in its

-- *developmi.ntal stage. He.' as'serft',that ,sual agsessments. "could provide a
, more. ratiPnal basis' for Certain priority decisions that might serve'jo inhibit
the development' and introduction ef technologies with unfavorable
cost/benefit ,ratios.",

. .After a survey of,the 'forces within the medical 'care system that affect the .

acquisition and use of medical technology, such as the fee-for-service
reimbursement system. increased specialization, the use of technology!
.acquisition ..12y hoskals to auract physiCians, and the preSsure for new
treatments and lechnologies in the face of severely ill patients, Schroeder

, and Showstack ,review ciorent policies affectiog technology use a id suggest
appropriate responses. The author:4 note that capital, regulations, J which '.

.Urtificate-of-Need is one example, have not been very effective in the past,
but view the National Health Planning and Resources ,Development Act,
and its' auendant changeS as providing the .stimidus for a more critical
review pi proposed 'new services. Changing.reimbursemern mechanisms

;. for th physicians and hospitals is seen by the authors as a necessary first
step to cost conirol; They-Write that if the present incentive 'system is not
altered, "then it seem!: to us much less- likely that aity other mechanisms
evised to allocate resources will be successy." la.iiddition, alternative

delivery systems, such as Health Maintenance:Organizations.- which are
constrained to operate under a. fixed budget an ' tereforemust performdlloc
some rationing of technological services, should bee ouraged. The authors'
also argue for increasing regulatory. contrpl over physician supply and
specialty distribution; enhancing the Professional Standards ReviAv

, . brganilation mechanism by developing, at the national level, a process.
- ,of technology evaluation and' standard kiting 'that would require the

National Institutes of fleahh or other federal agency to issue a socjal and
ecOnomic impact stateinent before funding development of fiew technology;A

k.



.and coor sinatingthe reimbursementmeclpisin with *DA-type regulations
. ....

'governing the Marketdissbminatiort of new medical devices. - ,

.
. 'Enthoven tend NDItargue extensively against attempts, to control costs bi,

nposing eco»omic and teChnical regulation on ,provitders. 'Instead, they

'suggest 'restructuring the delivery and payment systgn in a manner that
alters the financial incentives facing prOviders, The basis 'of cheir proposal-

is. Ow creation of .competing capitation-financed pkanS.,.FinanciaLaid
wotl.dcf,::be based' on , actuarial cdtegories chosen to capture most of the
predictable variatiOn in rriedical need: Premiums, woyld lii*, determiried bY

individual .health, benefit plans in a :competitive marketplace. For the

,npn-poor a. refUndable tax credit would. replace the presem open-ended

tax &xdUsion of emplayer contributicing and dr. takdeduction of individual
premium contributions usabli only-for premium payments to 'a- qUalified

health Oan.. For the pOor, Medicaid would be replaced w i th a voucher.
System that would be applicable only to qualified plans. Medicare' hene- ,

ficiaties would be perrniued 'to direct that the cost for their actuarial category

be iiaid to a qualified health plan. In all categories, additional benefits .

coUld be, elected:but:would be paid for indivklually In addition. the authors

propose several, reedatory mechanisms that would enhance competition
lmween qualified plans. Specifically, they ''.ggest oPen fnrollment to giNie

eyelybodya'cliOice amOng plans; communi ratitig to,reMove the incentive'
... .

of plans to seek out preferred riSks; establishment Of a limit that a family

must pay out of.pocket in a given year; mandatory informauo» disclosure

to aSsiSt consumers' -in, selecting alter»ative Plans; and .premiurn setting
by market area based on load experience rather than on natiorfal experience. ,---,

Marks urges the establishment of a kderal coordmaung agency to analyze

the, appropriateness and need of ,the application of 'new technology. fie

further asserts that a federal cornm`itment in the form of a stable level,of

funding is necessary to sustain the biomedical research eftort. He maintains

that previous shorr-term agreements with the National Institines of Health,
which reduced support in one year and increased it the next, have "probably

ledao inefficiencies in the research enterprise and inqaited the cost effective-

nes..s of publically supported biomedical research."

Gau.s and Cooper suggest five' appoaehes to controllMg medical reCh- .

nology. For any of the approaches to 'be meaningful, however, they urge ..._

that an agem y be established that would be responsible for evaluating the
.efficacy and. Cost-effectiveness of medical .tedinology Specifically, they'

propose instituting planning controls such as setting a national limit on,

,..capital expenditures controlled 'thrOugh the, Certificate-of-Need program

*or 'expanding Ceniffcate-of-Need authority to' include physicians; offices

and clinics and to require re(vrtif nation of facilities: reimbursenwnt limits

such as caps on 'hospital revenue increases of establishing, technology-

sensitive fee scheduks for physic;ans; direct market regulation similar t
FDA requirements. for drugs and medical devices; changes in physician

tikaining such ats reducing specialization or educating physicians as to the

economic' consequences of their decisions; and consumer education,
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-In response to the rgudents of Enthoyen:Noll and Gau-cooei, Betman .
,: and . oncy tximine certain observations in the Entboven-Noll paper to. 7:

)7 despite a sharp st4 ofkschedastic arguments that reguladon Cannot
work,yegulatioil is in fact con tintially increasing and, broadening: They also
explore, the consequences presented in the 'Gaus-Cooper_paper, to.poinkt.out :

potential Side effects of varibus regulatory -,iiiierventionS. Finally, . they, ,

suggest, a stra1tegy to'bring the .rate of increase in :national_ health card
*expenclitures-iniO line-With' the overall rate of groWth in the economy. The
smategy attempts to avoid -the side effects Of 'targeted regulatory strategies,
noted by En thoven-Non, and,Gaus-Gooper.,It aims to leave resource alloca-
tion decisions to hospitals and local planning agencies, :while providing
them with specific' reCommenditions by national sCientific advisory com-
miuees on how to allocate these resoteces.

Responding ,to, the Gaus-,Cooper paper, 'Heyssel rnakes the distincdon
between a general stra tegy.,,for cost COPLainment and one. direcied-,mainly
at' technology. He. dismisses the lattef, suggesting that t6 auemPt it'would.
'lead to greatr prcrblems. LiYe Enthoven and'Noll, he rejects-the regillatorr
zipproach. Instead he proposes "fundamental changvs in the reimbursement'
'of providers, changes in the_ tax laws'lll make the consurnfrawar,e of the cost
implications of the available choices, changes in covered benefits, mandated
changes in evaluation of technology, restructuring of the delivery system for
capit{t intensive-414h operating cost--7technologies, andchanges
medical education."

.

.Kletrman questions the uncritical use of the frectuem statement that,.
one-half of 'the increase in per-patitnt-day hospital 'cOst is .due to more

ensiVe use.of services.' After a detfflgt1/41 adjusbment of,the patient-day cost
'ease data, Klarman t-oncludes that the increase due to price changes is .

about two-thirds, and he thus reduces the impact of "intensity" toOpe-thi
Klarrnan further-questions whether anyone can really say anything'about
theimpact of tTchnology from the cost increases due to intensity of .services..-----

- In the rernaimter of his paper, Klarman respon4sto-the'pollei options
proposed in the Enthoven-Noll,and,Caus'JCaoper papers. Li . Enthoven-
Noll le.dismi: -esille'i't'ise for More copayment. While he 'get rally agrees
vith the ur.gunjents set fOrth by Enthoven-Noll against regulation, he .does
not vieK the I-. IMO or other competuive forms of health care delivery as a
major policy option.

The last section is, a summary of the conference. and presents ihe major
findings and-where possibre, su -Tests a ,series' of options on what type of

n rnactio the gorernem migh t- e.
his hoped that the papers will serve -as a valuable resource to pubjic

sector decision makers- responsible for deciding-what the government's nex.t
moves will be in the battle to control medkal care costs.

.
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Perspectives_ on the growing debate over
,he cost of medical lechnologiOs

.1tobert J. Blendon and Thomas.W. Moloney',
IT

17:6 many viewers!of Americaiypubhc policy, a nadonaikniposiunt on tke
. effect of Medical technologie on health care CoSts miiit.seem an anomalY. It

is well known that the Unue States devotesmore Of its resources to scientific'
researCh, training; and toclmological development than:do ,tnost- other
industrialized, nations Our subitantial 'space prograin, explorations of
nuclear energy, and major investments in-biomedical 'science do not:suggest '
a nation peply troubled by the ,possible economic side effects olcontinued
sciemifit and technological advaneement.

10 fact, that advancement has 'been a major factor in our continuous
economic growth..Yet, in the fields of health and medicine, the rapid expan-
sion of technology now has emerged aS a major soiree Of ptiblic concern.
Why has this happened, and particularly in ri,ei,s,tr inp;where improvements'
in medical care have often resulted directly froM new technological advances?

The . purpose of this '.patri is to provide a .persPective, on the national
events leading to the thethe of this symposium. In developing this perspee-

. tive, we will first trace.a series of events starting with the Vietnam War and
the 6teat Society, and then examine the eVolution of the federal government's
efforts 'to intervene in the medical cost problem.

How the Vietnam War and the.Great Society 'set
the,stage for the.cost control-issue

Phor to 1965, most Americans believed that the health sector contained
s snfficient internal controls so, that growth could be self-regulating. It was

comMonly ,thought that 'government should play. a very limited'role in the
medical field, despite,the fact that for twentyyears health care Costs had been
rising at .rates well ahead of the overall 'cost of living. The rate of increase'
was of only minor concern to the American ,public because the amounts of
money ,actually spent did not preclude- the development of other highly
desired scpcial progrems.

.
. .

But from 1965 tq 1972, Iftere occurred a series of national events thai, in
the 'writers belief, inadvertently propelled the federal government 'into
responding to inflation in the health field with a sense of purpose 'and a

. degree of regulatory mtervention which could no have been un' agined a
decade ago. These events:especially the Vietnam \1tr and'the Great Soeiety
legislation, created inflationary pressures whicvcaused a fundame nal

'f.
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'eliange in Americans' perception of the role that government should play.
'healtli 'affairs. The major impetus tor the Change .wa,s the fact that the

fe4eral government simultaneously expended, $120 billion for ,a war in
Vietnam, enacted, a flurry of 'acial legislation which included more than
500 social programs, and implemented a major tax reduction.' 2

The critical' point with regard to subsequou soCial policy came in the
mid-1960si At that time, the Johritn Administration quite deliberately
avoided aSking the couritry to make a choice. between continuing the war
in Vietnain and enacting the social prOgrims a the' Great Society. Despite
the Taunting Costs of both, 'restraints were not placethon conSumer or
public-sector 'domestic spending, nor on growing military commitments.4'
This consciOui policy, in turn, led to a major inflationary spiral: The cost of
livingincrease jumped from one Percent a year in 1965 to almost six percent
hy 1970;3 the federal-deficit roSe from $2 billion in.1965to $23 billion in 1972.3,

rttew federal' health initiatives played a prominent role in the overall.
inflationary spiral. The Great Society legislation included two neW govern-
mem programs, one designed to offset medical cal-e fort the' aged, the other
for the p6or. The'enactment of these two programs marked the beginning
4 the large-scale 'growth of American publie, insurance and the dramatic
inrrease in federal budgetary contribilitionS ko'the health sector.

Few Americans foresaw that simply shanging the way American's timid
for' their care would reSult in a phenomenal. growth in the costs of health
'ram The general belief 'it the time, was that doctors, hospitals, and nursing
homes woOd merely be paid from a different pocket: It was also generally
assumed that insurance would have no effect on the way health, serVices were
provided. However, once the financial barriers to obtaining care were
removed, ,and individual out-of-pocket cash payments for medical Care.
fell from 53 percent to 38 percent of health expenses', health institutions
began fo 'behave quite differently, and an inflationary spiral, begam5
Hospitals in d United States began to build beds at a much faster rate..
dramatically upgraded the kinds of service they provided to patients, and

. markedly , increased employees' wages.6 89 The resultam increases in
costs, strikingly illustrated 'in Figure 1,10 were enorThous.

. They came as a surprise to many Americans, including public officials,
distinguished medical leaders, and the American press.. For, as shown in'
Fig_ 2, by 1971 national health ex_penditures (publid and private) exceeded
the burgeoning expenditures for defense required by our deep; if reluctant,
involvonent in the Vietnam War), 12 As shown in Fig. 3,'3 approximately
$3.9 'billion was spent for health care in 1965, but by 1972 national public
and private health expeNitures had increased to almost $83.5 billion.
Concern about this startling rise intensified when it was realized that fully
half of the difference, between these yrarsor $22,25 billionwas due to'
inflationary increases." While not all of: them were due to economic pres-
sures within the health field itself (there was a high level of inflation in the
economy in general at that time), inflation ran strongest 'in the health area.
As shoWn in Tabk. 1,12 the consumer price index rose by about one-third
during' the period between 1965 and '1972. Duri»g the' same period, medical

11
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care costs rose by almost 50 percent and hospital charges by a phenomenal
129 percent-Thus, between' 1965 and 1972)health expenditures grew from
2 to 8 percent of the-federal.budget.12

These huge ,and inflationarY' health eiiknd tures' caused a number of
react'ions: They becarne a major target, for political leaders who wished to
institute Counterinflationary methods and began to .pose a serious threat
to the enactment of other soda! , desirable programs. Furthermore, they
put 'in serious question the recurthig issue of a future ,nationar-health
insurance program. For years,. many, Americans had hee,n atteMpting, to
bring the,United States system of inSurance coVerage uP to the standards of
Canada and Western Europe. These countries had developed .i.nSurance
sy.stems. Which provided protection for 98 percent of their citizens and
-covered almost' 9.0percent of the costs of providing health Care serVices.
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In:contrast, ,publie and 'private inurance in4the United States-, provides
coverage for-about 90 percent 'of the, popuFation, and. many Individual
citizens remain responsible for a thid 'of the oasts of the care Alial. they
receive.,4 '1, 16 As a result, many Americans find our -system of insurance
coverage inadequate; as an example, they point to the .financial disaster

. encountered by lathilies unfortunate enough-to haye one member develop-
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a .catastrophic% illnesS.16 In addition, only rnin,niaJ insurarke is. available
to cover the costs of ontpaiieni MediCal services.o:This 'creates additional

nancial h,r4hiPS and often causes individtals to delayrzetting,needed
edical care, thus inaeasing their chances of becoming seriously ill:
It was apparent by1972 that the national desire for better health insurance-

could not beiddressed Unlessoscalating health care costscould be controlled.
FOr example, if the .inflatiOnary. portion -of the increase in expenditures:
betWeen:196.5, and 1972-422.25 billionhad been kept at half.of that actually
expferiencvd, then the United States' could have used the other half to enact.,!
in71977,. a national 'health. insurance "program similar to, those of Western,
European countries)3 II But the 'unique brand of inflation permeating
our:economy .ikuiphe 1970s has made this decade 'a particularly difficult one
'in which to. introduce major social legislation ,such .as a national health
insurance program. This icirm of inflation', termed "demand-pull inflation,"
characterized by the simultaneous- rise in both unemployment and inflation, .

has defied our Standard economic attentptS tso bring it under control: lt 1;as
left both pur 'national political 'leadership and otu- economic experts' with
an unusual sense of tincertAnty about the futui-e performance, of our
economy and, thqrefore, a reluctance -to introduce expensive new soci'al
pikrams.19 .

The nation faces*three other constraints to expanding our health financkng
programs. First, evein without a national health insurance prokram the
United States already has a relatixely .high-cosr health tare syst
(Table 2)," 21 22 Second, dUring the last decade we have experienced one of
the Western World's loyest rates of real economic growth, so that new
dollars are' unavailable --for such a venture (see Table 3).23 Third, of all
Western coun5es we continue to 'devote the largest share of. our econ'omy
to defense' spending, so that it is fmore 'difficult to find resources

that might be devoted to health and medical matters (Table 4).3
The .forces motivating' expenditures for social 'programs or forAefense

, are quite different. Defense-expenditures have ben 'made in response' to
our,national desire Co maintain the ability to deter either' conventiOnal orj
nuclear attack. We maintain this ability on behalf .of Canada and a number
of allied Western European and Asian cdnntrie" s as well as op our own.
This commitment to the defense of othefnations has led the United StateS
.to spend a larger share of its econt9rny ,On 4.1efenSe than do most Western
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Total haltith OxPenditurga

Yabe
a partantage of the Gross NationalProduct 1970* "

14ealttk expenditures as a',
percentage of GNP

United States
Canada . .

Sweden,
'United, Kindgom

- Norway, . .

6.7
, 8.3

5.4
6.5.

; Table 3 ' ,
Ammo* annual rlde.of growth In per capita:GNP *a dollars), 1985 to 1975"

.Growth rate 1065-1975Country

United States
Denmark- .

West Germany .

Netherlands . . .

United Kingd6m .

Norway . . .

Sweden
Canada

,

1 1 4.. 1

1. . .... . 1

-
4

1.1%
42.5

7,9
3.1

3
4,0

71bIS 4
Milltery expenditures as a percentogi of GNP, 1974*

'Counfry Percentage

United States .. - 62%

Denmark . . . . 2.4

West Germany . . - . - - . . 1 . 1 3.6

Netherlands ', . . , . ......... ... . . . . . 3.5

Unkted Kingdom * ' : 5.2

Norway , . , , . . . 3.1

Sweden . . . .. .
.. 3.1

Canada .. 2.1-

U.S.S.R. . 1 - more than JO

countries; in fact, in recent years thUnited ,States' defense expenditures
-have been very similar in. size to(Those of the Soviet Union. Expenditures
for social programs, on the other hand, have been made in response to
dornestic pOlitical pressures rather 'than to the potential threat of inter-

national even ts.. 19 21
Although 'there is not, .in theory, a direct relationshiP 'between these

different types of expenditure, our "actual history in the post-Korean War
pe(riod suggests that: (1) there has been very little growth in the share of
the Gross National ProduCt devoted, to federal expenditureS, and (2) within
this self-impOsed ceiling, the size of the defense budget has at leAst indireCtly

-affected theamount of funds available for domestie social programs. Overall

federal expenditures have risen only about one percentage point every, four

and a half yearsfrom 18 percept of the. GNP in 1955. to 23 percent in 1977.25

4rw ,y
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SlinultaneouSly,, a decrease in .nationar'defense expenditures hag been
.

accOinpanied by.an 'increase in expenditures for ,domestic *jai' Progra s:
defense expenditures.'hav6,. dropped from ,9.3 percent to 5.8 percent, of the
GNP: from 1960 to 1976, while:expenditures for dornestic social,prOgrams
'have increased'from 5.8 percent to I2.5percen0

In order for. the United Stares to. exPand its hea'Ith' financing systein to a
. significant, degree, 'experts believe it Will have'to remove,at least ,One of

four encirmous obstacles. We must'either; (1). reduce the.cost of (de/Current
health care sYstem, (2)' substantially improve the condtryls' real e4Moinit -s
growth, (3) significantly reduce. spending;for national defenSe, 'or (V reduce
expenditules for other. social prograrns'(welfare, housing, etc.). In the minds
of many, solution (l); seeMs to be the most feasible. Given the skiWness of.
the counu-y's economic recovery, thefintransigence of the Soviet iinion.iw
arms liMitation talks; and "the pressures.for other social areas, that solution
seems. the Only real alternative; reducing theielativ'e CoSt of the'currerit health
care system may well be the esSential step toward realizin.g a longstaqing
hope---the enactment of national health insurance. .

. Thus, the impetus exists. 'for serious .governmental efforts' to con
mediCal care Costs.. However, unleis we trace the ,evolution'of these efforts,
it is difficult to imagine how theY have come to fOcus.speCifically on the',

issue of controlling medical. technologieS.

Earlier governmental efforts ,at'cost cohtrot
By 1968, it had become Clear that improved public and private health

insurance coverage, while greatly increasing the financial security of
individual Citizens, had also generated a wave of inflation, in the health
field. As a result,,a number, of academic economists andpolitical conserVaL
tives. called Lot a reduction in the seope of publk' and private infurance.
They argued that control of inflation, required less, not more, heahh insur-
ante coverage.2627. Although their arguments were considered technically
sound, this approach' was nok politically viable. Americans were not
considered willing to return to personal payment of large and unpredictable
medical billsas the price of slowing inflation .in the health sector.

In the sear.r.h for a workable solution, the federal governmenes,first choic. e
.was to call for voluntary, self-imposed restraints.. These efforts included
slight adjustments in thedesign of private and public health insurance
,paymeht systems. In addition, prominent individuals serving in private
agencies were asked, to define and plan- on a voluntary basis for their com-
munities' health needs.'28 29 These voluntary efforts were largely ineffective;
the inflationary pressures were so great that private Planning bodies were
unable to make- the kinds of decisions- required to curtail the rapid' infla-
tionary spiral..

A second effort was aimed at improving the management of the nation's
hospitals. It was reasoned that if hospitals had a "managerial reNolution,"
and thereby reduced their inefficienciek and improved their apparently low
levels of productivity, inflation Might lir brought under control." al Thus,

16
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ihe United-States:. in;ested'heav ly iii'prOvams tO,improve the quality of
continuing education prograrns for hospital administratorS. At the same
time, hospitan began' to implement advanced managernent 1.echniques.32,.
A curious tesuh of this effoit was that:expenditures greW at an even faster
rate as better ,trained management teams entered the 'hospital 'sector, S4me
have' speculated that ,this 'migh t:. be because 'better .management made
hospitals more adept at atoracting resources to iniprove the quality of their

. . .

indiyidual, inStitutions. In any case, the result was in sharp-contraSt to
the expectation that over3.11 eXpenditures'.WOuld be reduced,

With the apparent:failure of these two'efforts,\many Amerigans bejan to..
'move.awayfrom their traditional.assumption that the health sector coulci
be Self-regulatiag 'and toward the belief that .1here was a need for more
governmenr involvement.and regulation. Here, however,:th'e exact nature.

. of the mandate was unclear. Many people had 'serious misgivings about
the Usefulness of a stepped-up' federal role and/or little trust in dr ability' .

Of the government to administer effectively any' intervntions whith on the
surface, might be appealing. However:, the general feeliftg eventually
prevailed that ,the go4rnment had to do something more:

As a result, the United States developed a series of interventionist mecha-
nisms hy which the government, without taking over the oWnership and

operation of the major health institutions., started to play a major rekulatory
role in the provision of medical care. It instituted (1) limits,On theprOldera-
don of costly, capital equipment and facilities, and (2) limitS On the rates of
hospitalization. Limiting rapital expenditures was .a 'form of regulation
termed 'f.ran'chising." Prior to this time, hOspitals had. independently
decided whether they wished to construct new facilities or clinics. As 3,,
result of franchising, an external public agency now would'be empowered
to decide whether new 'capital facilitW could be constructed in a given-
geographical area,29 33 Limiting rates of hospitalization,.the second control
device;,was a form of regulation termed "utilization controlThis form of
intervention was develop'ed in response to,the growing belief that current
forms of ,health insurance encouraged expensive overhospitalization.34
External bodies now would supervist wtoo 'should use the hospital and
which services the.' hospital would provide. The. hope was to reduce the
country's hoSpitalization rates to a 'point where they would be more corn-
parahte to thbse found in Western Europe and in. health imintenance
organitations in the United States,.

Neither of these two types of rekulation proved able to limit substantially
enher,the rate of growth in health care,expenditures or the, health care
con4)onem of the Consumer Price' Index. Health t'xpenditures continued
tti increase faster than other segments of the tkonorny. MearnAile, the general
national economic OutlOok reMained bleak.

in 1970, a new administration attempted to slow these inflationary forces
the overall et onoMy by using a combniation of conventional economic
!.; of restrictive monetary policies and federal budget austerity. However,

as can be seen in Fig. 4, the results of this policy were again not what we
had hoped to achieve. Not only was the country left with high levels 'of
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inflation, bUt ,the unemployment rate suddenly jumped to levels highsr
than any since the Great Depression)

This alarming situation created a further, shift.in public attitudes toward
the, fedetal goveinment's taking a direct role in the ,management of, the
total economy. In response, the Nixon Administraticin undertook. 'wage
and price controls. This was the first time sucti a drastic measure had ever*.
been employed in peacetime. -The action gave the federal governMent
unprecedtnted authority to intervene in the health Care economy. Only
such a crisis and such a'program could have led to a policy ,that allowed an
external body to determMe the prices that could be charged by private,
hosPitals and phsicians.

The results 'of, this particular intervention were dramatic. AS shown nit,'
Table 5, or the. first time in a quarter of a century hospital and medical
are rates of price increase fell below those for the overall cost of living. In
the ears between the enactment of the Medicare' and Medicaid programs
and the beginning in .1971 of the Economic Stabilization Program, tIve
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Table 5

Average aanbaliz pricirincreasee (C9nsum.r Price index)",

Period

Semi-private
Overall .74Total medical hpsPital room

cost of living care component ,Oarge

1950-1055.
, 1955-1960
'. 1960-1965 . . .

Pre-Medicare (FY 1963-66)
PosA4edicare.(FY 1966-.89) .

Pre-Economic Stabilization
Program . ,

VEconornic Stabilization
Program (1971-74) r-

Post-Economic Stabilization .
Program (1975) , . .11.2. 14;5 21.7

1976' 4.8 10,7 11.7

22% 3.8% 6.9%
2.0 . 4.1 6.3
1,3. 2.5 5.8
1.7 2,4 5.4
3.7 6.5 15.6

5.6 6.7

6.6 4.3 5,6

GetInSuer Wire Index for serMprivate hospital, room charges iner ased
a t 'an avvate of .14.3 percent per year.. During :the Econorni.c Stabilization

. ProgiaM years, the iirrease dropped to an average of '5.6 pereent a year."
Of ail the interventions attempted, .this program, has to date been., the only
one since'the enaCtment of Medicare' and Medicaid that significantly changed,

t the rate Cif expenditures' for health car6-in the United States16 37 38

By the 'end of 1974, the general economY had .begun tO ithproye; and, as
:prdmised, !he'Economic Stabilization Program came to'an end. 4.5 a result,
federal limitations on the prices that hoipitalsand physicians Collhfcharge
were 'lifted. W.hen this happened-, medical Ore prices jumped.ri
They n6w 'contMue to rise at, a.-rate similar to that ,before t. te Econo
Stabilization Program-14 t mesas fas't as the overall cost Of

A

Future federal Initiatives -
,We .now, have a new administration in .Washington which has indicated

that nationai heahNnsurance still remains a major priority:Clearly, if this
is,to be the case, other forms of governmental intervention to control costs
pi medic:al, care will be examined. biveri the forms of regulation already in

.place, there appear to be only four other types of intervention Open to the
government at this time: (1) regulate the prices that hospitals and physicians
can charge, (2) liMit wages paid to health professionals and aneillary-per-
orinel, (3) limit the' numbers of workers' employed by health institutions,

. and (4) limit 'the proliferation of new medical technologies.
.The first three ,of these alternadyes all respond to the fast that rising

costs are closely associated with the unusual labor intensity of the health
sector." The Administration has already unsuccessfully proposed legislation

niting the rate of ioricrew in prices ,hospitals could charge7 The second
alternative comes into direct conflict vith the biuerfeelings that emerged
during the Economic Stabilization Program, arising from what was con-

3,11
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. .
. sid red. to be the unfairness, of wage controls, determined:by a, distant
' .governmem in Washington.: The third Option seems difficuh,to ii!gges4 aga"

time of high unemPloyment, particUlarly since healt.h instinitions.are suCh
large eMpIoyerS0 Women, minorities, and unskilled workerS.

The lack of appeal of the firit three Opt ons hasled to, the Current seriotis
consideration of the fourth, evidence (l) the auention:giVen by the,
media ,to the costliness of the new wave of medical technologies, mo t
recently the computerized axial tomography (CAT or CT) scannerS; (2) ih
number'of professional conferenceS and committees exploring the,possibl
negative rok'of medical teChnology;;ana (3) the considerable recent.eftOr
within' various legislative 'branches .to stem the tide of the introduction
new hosPital-hased technologies by .designingrograins for 'more ambtila,
tory care.

Concern' about: .the possible adverse effects of medical technology, in
. general has become a regular part of publiC dialogue. Most -importantly,
and perhaps for'the first time in this country, various groups are'Suggesting
slowing or even temporarily halting, the introduCtion of new medical
technologies. t Of particular interest has been, the suggestion that . perhaps
'expensive new clinical services 'or' deviCes should be subject, prior to their
Mtroduction, to some mechanism- for public' approval based On demon
sowed effectiveness and cost impact. 40 This proposal is analogqns to the
current constraints placed by the Food and Drug Administration on the
introduction:of new drugs.

Conclusion'
Thus, the events of the last decade have set the stage for the discussion's

at this conference. ,Because of thepressure to add nationlal health' insurance
to the country's pending legislative agenda, additional governmental
efforts to Control healthcare costs.are likely to begiven serious consideration
by the new administration and the Congress during the next few years; and.

there is a danger that the politital presSures may be so powerful as to push .
aside the necessary and complex task of examining:the actual rehmionship
between health care costs and medical technologies.

In prior times, the increased costs, asseciated with ,SCIentl lc ptogress
were considered, the necessary price of .improverne.nts in medical care: To
change this policy could have long:term consequences for our future mediCal
uvatment capabilities. 'Before public 'action is taken, it is essential, firSi, to
deterMine what costs are imposed ,on the health sector by the intrOduction
of new technologies, and, second, to make a careful assessment ciif the actual
need, ,the feasibility, and the possible long-term 'consequences of proposed .

governmental controls on the 'introduction and use of new medical
technologies.
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Is medical technology the culprit behind rising
health costs?. The case for anci against /

I/Stuart.H. Altman and
Stanley S. WallaCk

In SePtember 1975, Clifton GauS, representing the S
trauorr '(Medicare); conclUded 'that

Adopting new health care technologyi
in national health expenditures.

. .

al Security Adminis-

Major canse of ihe large YearlY increaseS,

One yeariater (October 1976), 'Selma Mishkin and he
that

we find, at least tot the period 1930-75 that biomedical tesea
redueet health outlays rather lhan inceases jthem)-2

orkers repOrted

..
.The methods .hy which these two 'analysts arrived at, such 'opposite,

conclusions is of interest itself:But the questiori of critiCalpolicy significance
is vtliich'ope is true- clearly, if tOhnology decreaseS health expenditures,
theiti is no'need td discuss control of 'the adoption and diffusion of expeniive'
medical technologies.' If one accepts Gans's' conclusion, however; one need
'not, infer that. innovative Medical technologies Oust be controlled, but it Is
a necessaryfirst,condition fOr, their adoption. '

Because this is, only one of 1,6. papers, that' will grapple with the issue, of
technology and health costs, many asRects of :this problem will be left .to
others. This paper is deliberately lacking in balance; We will concern
outselves entirely with the expenditure side of the eCluatio,n, leaving to others
the .assessment Of the .value of- specific technological procedures. This
paper will atteMpt to assess whether or not technology has led to more or
less spending for healt,h`care.,So as not to create a false sense of anticipation,
we, will state at the outset that it is not possible to support either conclusion
with certainty. But there is sufficient evidence agtinst technology to' bring
itto trial to determine if it is indeed "the culprit behind rising health costs."

balance: .

, .

;ThiS' report is made pursuant to contract PLp-97199-77SH. The amtol'int
charged ta the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for the ;vork
restating in this report (inclusiVe of the amounts so charged for any prior
reports submitted under this contract) is $1,000. The'names of the persons,
employed or retained by .the contractor, with managerial or professional
responsibility for such work, or (or the content of the report are as follows:
Stuart' a 'Altman.
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Framework for discussing 'technology
Our interest is not in,technolpgy per serbut in how technology hzis affected

the growth in4tealth expenditures. Health expenditures rose froth 5.9 to 8.6'
petrent of. the Gross National Product betWeen 1965 and '1976. This increase

attributable to population growth, price increases, and 'higher per capita
utilization of medkal serviceS. Over 50 percent of the increases resulted from
,higher prices, and over one-third.from per eapitaincreases in the quantity
and quality of health service utihzed. Institutional and outpatient care-both
increased, but institutional, eare grew at a muchlaster 'rate. txpenditOres
for hospital and »ursing home rare as a proportion of althealth expendi twes
rose. from '37 to 47 percent during the same 11-year period.* HoSpitaf
.expendittires have received the bUlk of auention becaltse they account for
49 percent' of total health expenditures.

.The increases in prices, and utilization reflect the significant changes in
the. demand and 'supply, Higher Per capita incomes can be, expected to
generate.grea ter demands for health Care, but the extensive growth of private
and public health thsurance seems an pen 'More important factor, Third-
party paymentS (layered about one-quarter of expenditureS in 1950; by 1976
this figure approached 70 percent,. When individuals arc not paying the
bill directly, their sensi tivity, to prices and price increases dithini,shes: A 1000
percent-increase in'hospital costs since 1950 without a noticeable change in
out-Of-pocket paymentg has occurred becatise of the growth of private and:
public health insurance. The demand for health Care Was'met by an exPan-
sion of ci-le delivery system. The numbers of both hospital beds and peisonnel
have grown steadily, by over 50 percent since 1960.

Extensive. insurance coverage and uncertainty about the. benefits from
health care provide incentives that, lead to the use of smices of Jow or of no"
marginal 'value. lechnolog advances, which increase the number of
tests and, pmced tires capahl being. performed, Create the potential for
providing even more scr icts lost marginal 'value. However, technology
need not always add to the cost of treatment; it can also reduce the cost of care
or the amount' of 'care needed to tre.at specific diseases: When it appears that
costs will increase because the technOlogical' advance itself is expenive;
qnest ions as to its effectiveness and efficacy are apt to be raised. The constant
questioning, which is. becoming a common occUrrence, emanates from a
growing «mcern that the large increaseS in medical expenditures over the
past 10 to 15 years have not pmduced a corresponding improvement in
health status as measured by improvements in survival rates for the most
prevalent diseases.

la evaluating -the impact of technology it is important, therefore, to
differentiate between those technological changes that are associated with
.proviaing a given treatment more efficiently and those technological
advances that encourage the use of additional treatmvas.. SOIThe tech-

affect only one dimension, others have a cOmbined effecl. These

r iteview of recent trends in total and publit lzpenditures see Congressional Budget
flee; tsp.nd iur Jor Health Care: Federal Prq'.'ams and Their 1:4feets, August 1977.
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litter types are the more difficult ones, to manage if a, contrOl policy is
addpted. F,or example, the 'auto-analyzer .substannallY 'reduces the cost:per
labora tor" test, but facilitates the ordering, of Many more t,ests. Anhalyzing
changes, in total expenditures' for latoratory tests only, combines the two
effects..To the extent ,that future policy-decisions are based On limiting the.:,-
availability of cost-raising technologies, .the adoption ofauto-analyzer-type
equipment might be incorrectly 'impeded. Instead,a policy shoukl b q,ught,'
that encourages the adoption ,of per-unit cost-reducing equipment: but

. discourages questionable increaseS in utilization. .

Figure 1 shOws a sample Matrix that seParates these effects. Technological
advances; suCli,.as immunization against polio, which redUce the cost ,of
treatment and'inctdence of the illness 'obviously reduce costs (lewer, right
box). Conversely, hemodialysis Units and other therapeutic 'advances which' increase both per-unit treatment costs and utilization of serVices will raise
total, heal th 'expenditureS (upper 'leftboWbiagnostic treatments, such as
ctscanners and automated clinical laboratories, which raise and lower per
unit eosts respectively, will raise or, lower total health expenditures depend-

.

ing upon lic4v extensively they are utilized. Thus, 'in two of the four boXes,
question marks .Seem appropriate.

. .
clear definition of the'. term' "technology'? should ,precede any, attempt

. to measure its impact on health spending. Yet, few of t.ie studies discussed'
in...this paper develop such a definition, and even" when they do, 'such a
definition is irrelevant t'o the statistical analysis empl?yed, Each of, four
techniques used thus far. to' measure the impact of techkology has usually

"circumvented the lack of precise definitions -.by' empl4ing crude proxy
measures, The residual approach method measures the iMpact of all other,-
relevant variabks ,on changes in health-care spending arid, then defines the
residual (either positive Or negatiye)' as the effect of technology.* excess
inflation approach (used mainly for hospital spending) separates out those
expenditure increases due to general inflation .and those due to excess or
above-average hospital employee, wage increases, and defines what remains
as the growth in the quality and quantity of services, a significant portion,
of which Is thought to be technologically incidced. The specific illness
approach analyzes changes in the overall cost of trepting specific illnesSes
or medical conditions over time and then attempts ,to explain what occurred,
using detailed knowledge of changes in the procedures employed. Finally;

. Figure 1
impact of a technical advance on health care expenditures

Average cost per unit
Utilization

Higher Lower

Higiver

Lower
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the 4pectpc teritniquis approach 'avoids the problem by foeusing .on one
'proCedine or technique and ,tracing its impact 'over 'time.' 1.

The researehers who .have use4 these proxy apProaches are not to be faulted
for, their lack ot precikon. The problem rests with the lack- of sufficiently'
detailed statistical information, 'which inhibits the Conversicin of precise
'definitiOns 'into' meaningful measurement techniques: -In this , paper 'we

..
will not attempt to add to the confusion by presenting a.definition of ()m-
own. Rather, we will expLiin at least some of the seeming differenCes-ih
results as due to either definitiOnal :differences .or lack of-coMparability -in .1
the_unkts of' measurement employed: .

,At least initially, the definition of technology should be interpreted
broadly rather than narrowly. Often when technological' advances,and their
vssaciated costs . are discusSed,:prevailing 'diagnostic and theraPeulic
equipment -and procedures become the focus, Accepting this limited defini,,
don' excludes '5ome very valuable additions to the 'heahh Care Sroviders'
armament, advances which.. haye achieved significam cost savings by
:decreasing the;heed for expensive treatment, partiCularly hospitalization.
The best examples of such technologies are- immunizations' and drug
therapies for ,infectious diseaseS, such as:tuberculosis, lobarprietimonia, -

diphtheria., RotiornyelidS'-ahd mental illness ft i,sAglso important, where
possibk, to adopt 'a broad definition of health exPenditUres. Concentration
on hospital CSts' Only, can,' miss those technologies that ,haye. eliminated'
.the ne.,.6.1. for. hoSpitalizadon.,

The case agalnit technology.
. The 'major 'Studies tnat:have shown .Kchnology to increase cost; have
cbnCeritrated. On thy-hospital sector 'Only. As.poted above, 'this could be a

--serious,limitadon to-the extent that analysis'bf hospital costs.,alone,par-,.
t,icularly per diern costs, excludes-those technolOgical benefits that avert the
need for stich.care. :Nevertheless, since hospitals account for 40 percept Of
health expenditures, they are .tife rajor Cost center in the.medic'al sector.
Hospitals are also the arena where 'most-new technologies are employ4

The Gaus (Social Security,AdMinistration, or $SA) conclusion thaltneW
health care technology is a major 'cause of rising medical expenditures ,

bitikls on findings made during the design of the tconomic Stabihzaton
'Program health cost control ,plan using the excess inflation approach'.
An SSA analysis indicated that only 'about 50 percent of the total increase in
the cost per hospital patient day between 1965 and 1971 could be accounted
for by general inflationary trends in the economy,14,thiu,is, by higher wages
paid to hospital, employees or prices paid by hospitals 'for their supplies. ,
The otheri,50 perCent came for "other things" or -represented increases in
goods and services per Tiatient day. As can be seen' in Table 1, wh,earje.the

term "Changes in Services" captUres 'other thingi," there have been
increases in both labor and nonlabor-inputs.. In the, period 1967-71, the coSt
()la day of hospital careijetit. up at an annual rate Ot 14.0 percent, Of that
amount, 7.8 percer'it wit'; due to general inflation, leaving 64 percent to be
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4' Item
, Averag annual percnt Increase

1966-67 1967-714 1071-73

total Increase .

Increasts.in wages
.apd prices . .

Wfiges
iPrices .... . 1 At

'Changes in serificei 3.3
Labor . . . 1.7
Other (non-labor,.
e.gr, x-rays, lab -

tests,- etc.), .' . 5.9
Percent .ot total increase due to:

Wages and prices 50.7
Services . . 49.3

10.4% 14.0% 10.5*

3.9 . .6.2
4.8 9.9 6.3
2.6 4.8 "- 3.8
8.5 6.2 5.3 .
3.9 2.9 2.3

10.5 1.14 913_

37.5 5517 49.5
82.5 44:3 50.5

1974 1976 1976

9.8% 15.8% 14.7%

6.8 10.7 8.3.
6.2 . 9.8 9.0 ,

9.0 11.0 i
3.0 51 6.4
0.7 2.7 2.2

A

6.0 7.5 10.6

,69.4 67;7 .56,3
30,6 32.3 43.7

,Souree: Ptice dent are.from the Conwmer Price Index, Jiturw, of Labor.StatistIcs, All other data are from Hospitals,
I31.;lcli /papa, Auttuit% \ferioUs rare anq Hospital Statistics 1973 , American Hospltal Association 1974. Data tor tiecal

years 1973-76 are.from.the Hospital Panel ipdicators Survey:a. *24.

. IFigures celculeted on,s per patlint del/ basic figures for all other periods are calculated W. per adjusted patient
day balite. .

.

explaiml by the addition, Of new employees, Ate purchase of more and
better medicat,eqnipment or juSt more adMinistrative costs:,

Whereas, about:2.25 hospital workers were- employed, per patient day s- a eare'in 1960, the rate exceeded 5 by 1975;The growth in nonlaborinputs
; has been even more dramatic, with the annual ina-ease cionbling from about

five percentArlithe eay.b, 1950s tO over 10 percent by 'the late-1960s; These
nonlabor inputs inClude the cost of pew billing equipment needed to till
out -foimS required bY governmem. and the coSts of additional diagnostic
tests,. as well as the Costs or-remodeling,an old hospital' wing or' an entire,s. ,
neWlftiOing: Also inclUdect as nonlabor inputs.a're the acquisition of neW
technological innovations 'and existing innovatiOns put in Place by other

%. hospitals. .

In a recent study on hcIspital 'cos.ts prepared for the CoUncil on Price and
Wage' Stability, Martin F Idstein. and Amy Taylor;came to a similar' con-
clusion.-as the SA analysis for the 20-year period.1955175.10 For this period;
the ayerage cost per patient day '(AcPPD) in 1967 dollars rose at Ai ikrtnual
rate of '6.1 petrent. They estimated that only one-foUrth of the increaSe in
or cost pei,hospital day in excess of` the general inflation level was the
result of higher .wages.paid by hospitals; or that 75 percent of -the relative
increase could.be attributed to the:increase in .real inputs per patient day,.
That if hospitak employees' ,earnings had increase41 in line with all
private nonfarm 'workers, the' annual, increase wduld have.been 5.0 percent,,,

.(Table 2). Hence, the Feidstkin and Taylor study supportS the basic condu-
sion of 'Gaus and the 'SSA that die hospnals of, today are using far, more
uputs more technology, and more employees, -to produCe an Mereasingly

, sophisticated siYie of hospital care, and "that this has addei aporeCiably to
the' CosT of hospitl care,
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2
Astwal rofos of thin," oorokno* nd loffoi oiltol

Maga refs o

'.ACPPDain
.ACP.PD'Il. .'. 1947 dollar!,
. ihospiial If hcsipital

*Viol's* . implOyea
-aiming.' . : arrilpgs

... ,. , ItIcrond inorfuisog
Earnings of 1.. like all , . -.. liki,all7 :

Earoingsvol-'-ali-p4val.4,-- 'private A CPPp 2. , privoio
hoipital _,nonfarm 'nonfarm::-: m 4067 : nonfarm

mploye!-. employ**. ACPPDA arning.. :. dollar. aming.
(1) s*' (2) (31,'," -.- (4) ,' TO :- (V)

1955-60 4.8 3.6 6..9 62
1960-63 3.9 3.1 6.5 6.0

.1963-66 4,0 3.8 7.4 . 7.3

196649 . .. . 9.5 53.. '13.3 10.6

. 1989-70 101, : 15.7 12.2

1070-71 , 102 6.5 119 11.7

A 971-72 . OA : 7.0 14.0 13.5

.. 1972-73 . '; .4,6 . 6;8 9.0 102
197374 , . 5.6 '*- 6.2 11.6 12.0

1974-75 . 10.8 : el' 18.3 16.7

- 1955-86 .. 44 3,5 * 6.9 6,3 .-

1986-75 8,7 . 5.8 116 11.8 .

.1965-75 6.3 4.5 . 9.9 8.8
. .

,r

,..

4.7 4.0
, 5.3 5 4.5

5.3 5.2'
8.8' 8.1
9.2 5.7
9.2 7.0

10.3: 9.8
.2.8 18
0.6 0.2
8,4 5.8
5.10 )4.5b

5.6

Soon*: Marlin Foldetern 10 'd Am); Taylor:4"71virFlapld Rim of Hospital Coats,' Olsb2ssion Paper'No. 331 NM 1977),
Harvard institute 01 Ecorlortilc Rsearch. Harvard University. CaMb ridge. Mau.. Tags 6, p. 17.

.
4ACPPD: Ahnoal cost per patient /lay.

. bThosa-hgeggprt have boon facalcullted 'from the original article.
v$ ,..-

.

-1

This level of analysis has certain limitations. First,..we cannOt estimate
with any precision what proportion :i>f the increases' in labor and nonlabor
'costs can be attributed to technologicai.Changes and 4iffnsion; nOr do we
know, very much about the composition of the nonlabor componentS.
Are the technological -increases mostly small items; such as tests and prci.7
cedureLor ar.r....they Major purchases, such as oPen heart surgicatunits and
in tenaivare fad lities?

Such anapproach has been criticized by -Paul Gertman.yho:argUed that
concentrating on only changes, in the cost of a day of hospital careomitted
several important factors that could turn the equation in favor of techno-
logical innovations as a "net" cost saving factor." Thestuother factors
indude'declining length of stay per hospital admission, the Costs "averted".
by dimmating h-ospitalization 'f.or patients fVho prior to.the introduCtion
of a particular drug or procedure would have required it, and the changing
composition' of the United States population:

411
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While the.Gertman criticism cannot be dismissed, an analysis of aggregate
,statistit& casts doubt oh his positive assessment of the impact of technology.!
'Although the average' length of a hospital cay has decreased from the'li68
high- of 8A dayS to' itS current level of 7 s this leVel is still .2 of a day .

high r than'it was in 1960 (Table 3).
Using the Feldsteinh-aylor constant dollar esumate of average real" (i.e.;

1967 dollars) cost.per patient day, 'the cost per.hospital stay waS calculated
for 1960 aad1573. As shown in line 5 of Table 3, the per-Stay "real" coSt in
19.73 WaS more than 2.4 times the cost of a stay in )960. Bth the-potential
trade-offi between inereased Capitalization and shorter lengths of stay. is

;important to keep in mina IrTfact, this is one key reason that the unit of
control used in both the Economic 'Stabilization Program's Phase IV:
.co»trol systern and the suggested. hospital cOst containment, proposal of''
Presicknt Carter is expenditures per hospital admissiorirather than spending
per hospital day.

With,respect to the issue of "averted"'('osts, there is also reason to question ,

Gertman's optimism. Certainly there have been technological breakthrough
which hav.e drastically:reduced the need tor hospitalization: for particular
diseaSes. But have they been sufficient to overcome the extra costof treating
unresponsive illnesses or the costs of pew attempts tO 'cure previciusly
inctirable, fast-mortality rosts? On a quick and unSophisticated tevel
discussion*,of more sophisticated analyses of aggregate health care spending
'in later-sections), if the, net impact- had been positive, pat capita "real"
spencling per hospital admission would have declined. But as shown in

, Table 3, line 9, suCh spending-actually- went up:faster than per-admission
costs, ,(2,9 times xersus 2.4). This is a resull of hospital admissions

*in later tlictissions, Gertrnan erophac,ized iha lu4 (ommenm about the poviiive impact of
technology ate probably more appropriate with reqwii to explaining changes in total health
expetl(littaws than in,hospilitlNpending,only.

-

Table '10 12

4131 t

Various estimates Of hospital costs

1960 1973

(1) Average cost per patient day, current dollars . 2,23. 1l4.69
(2), Consumer Price Index (1967 = 100) .. .' . , . . . . . 0,887 1.331
(3) Average cost per patient day, (real) 197 dollars . . , $36.34
(4) Average length of a hospital stay (days). . . . .. . 7.6 7.8
(5) Estimated average (real) cost per hospital stay

[(3) x (4)1 . . - . t - $Z76.18 $672.13
(6) Hospital admissions . -. . . . . 23.0 mil 31.8 mil
(7) Total (real) hospital expenditures 1(5) x (6)) $6.4 bil $21.4 bit
(8) U.S. population . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . , . 180 mil 210 mil
(9) Per capita estimated real cost per hospital stay

[(7) 4- (8)1 ,.. - . ...
(16) Percantage of population under 5 or over 65

$35.00
22.8%

$.101.90 ,
19.8%

Sourc: Estimates derived from American Hospital Association 6tddi.to the Health C. Field, 1975 Edltion, American
Hospitel Associenon%hiCagO, 1975. Table 1. pp. 17-18. (Total Nonfederal Short-term (3eneral 4-lospitals and Other
Special): Health. United States 1975, OHEW.Nationsi Center for Health Statisties 1978; Martin Feldstein and Amy Taylor,
"The Ftspid Rio of Hospital Costs,* Harvard Institute of Economic Research Series (Cambrldoe, Mass.), 1977.
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sing faster than the population (38 percent Versus 16 percent).,Finally,. it
appears that the marginal impact 'of the changing cormiosition of die United
states populariorr betWeen 1960,.and 1975 shoukl have been 'to lower, nou
raise: hospital expeVitures...In' other wOrds, on- an age-adjusted basis,
J-tospital expenditures actua1ly haA!'e gone up'fastr since 1960 than-it revealed
in the simple aggregate statistics. In 1960, the percentage of the population
most vulnerable tlo hapitalizatiofiunder five Years of age or, over 65was
22.8\percent; by- 1973 it had declined to 19.8 percent..

I.. .

he positive findings Of the. excess inflation approach .hlsO have-been
supported by a multivariate regression analysis by-Karen Davis. Davis used
a time trend variable (resiaual approach) to dtpict the impact of technology
on hospital;coSts, after adjusting for changes in demandcaSe mix, and
usage tate, She found technology, to 'account. for about 26 percent Of the
annuzd, increase in hospital expenses per admission for 200 hospitals during
the years 1962-68.13 The importance placed 'on. technology is consistent

s .
with the excess inflation approach, which voUld attribute to technology a
substantial'portion of thr increase in per diem hospital costs due to changes
-in labor, and nonlabor inputs. ..

An important component of the rise in per diem hospital cost has be n'
'the spread of modern technologies from medical centers tO smaller ana
, .

smalkr community hospitals. In a study of the diffusion of new hospital
technologies, Louise Russell has systematically analyzed-this process since
the end of World. War II.14 She estimated,that the rapid. diffusion of just one
technological innovation, intensive care units (ICUs), coulid- account for.

' almoS't 10 percenupf the cost 'of an average hospital day.in 1974. What is of
particular concern to Russell is that this rapid diffusion took place without
a thorough analysis of the benefits of sucti treatment. In fact, recent studieS
Seem to suggeSt that the,routine use. of ICUs is harmful to some patients.14

'In-summary, the consistency Of the hospital cOstlindings 'reported above, ,
the spread of comptex technologies to more hospitals, and the evelopment
itnd deployment Of expensive diagnostic and therapeutic equi, sent leave
little doubt that the cost of a day or a stay in a hospital has risen signifi-
cantly in ihe past 15 years twcause of technological advances and.diffusion.
Rot this is only part of the answer; it is only the visible effect of technology.
The technologies that reduce the need for hospitalization or shorten the

these invisible effects rave thus far been. preliminary. Thus we cannot yet
1length of stay are inv sible to such an approach. Our attempts to mezrsure

declare 'technology goilq.. ..

Impact of technological change on selected Hine s
Unfortunately, there has ,been very little analysis done on the cost of

treating partic ular conditions: The most extensive work has been done by
Anne scitovsky and Nelda McCall on -patients treated at the Palo Alto
Medical Clini( for the 1951-71 period. l'hey analyzed eleven con(litiomi
commonly found in hospitals, including appendicitis, maternity care,



pneumonia, 'and foreorth fractures. 6 They found mixed restilts: real costs
declined for five Of, the eleven-COnd tionk studied..

IRgeneral,.the.cpst savingi found were largely the result of shorterle.ngths
of-hospital stay. Forexainple, in the case of maternity eare, theoverage length.
'of stay decreased from 4.6 days..in,1951 to,2.8days in 1971. Thel'ost-raising
impact of technologies &ten occtirred because more diagnostic tests and
therapeu tic proCedures were performed. FOr'example, the average number
of diagnostic testslor a perforated appendir,rose from 5.3. Per ease in .19512
'to r

. fp; the eleven conditions,, cost-raising ,aspects of technological changes
exceeded the cost-saving ones, in fact, the real coSt increase for treating one
condition; rnyocardial infarction; far outweighed the eombine&Cost savings

, of the five conditions for which real -costs decreaS4.T.he inereased,fuse of
imenSivescare'.units was largely responsible 'for the much greater. treaunent
Cost for Myocardial infarction, 'but.). significant increat in, the number
of tests and procedures alto occurred'. For example, the nunber of inhalation
therapy' treatments rose from 12.8 in 1964. to 37.5 in 1971,',

..
the' various approaches 'used to analyze the impact or technoiog,

the-specificillness approach is by far.the moSt detailed. It does have a number
of drawbaa's,, 'however. First, technological :irriprovements. may 'affect.
the incidence of variovs i11nessc if through technological advances
some illnesses are.,prevented or cured, yeatment of patients with other
diseases will of -necessity increase; and they could be more expensiVe to,
treat., Another measurernent' problem with the approaCh is that, through.
tecknological aaances, illnesses not preyiOusly treatable (not necessarily'
curable) become amenable to .tre,atment. Finalry, an illness=by-illness
approach to determine the impact 6f-technology:on health expenditures is
a cumbersome' and, expensive investigatory proCess. The ,Scitovsky-McCall
study; for eXaMple, needs to corroborated bY similar analyses in other
settings. Of particular interest is whether it" is a few conditions, such as te
care of. myOcardial 'infarctions ,. that are generating the much greater
i9creases in tQtal hospital costs, cdbether the substantal cost increases..
areattributable tO many Conditions.-Firially; the Seitovsky-McCall findings
are limited by.Ahe sinalnuiriber, of, cnditions analyzed; an illness-based
stUdy on 'the ten most itrevalent Conditions for hospitalization would seem
to warrant.serious consideration. .

I.

The case in-support of technology
Some_ of the averted costs of technological. change are reflected in 'an

'analysis .of hospitalized illnesses. flowever: the savings are not 'Ceived
for those technologies' that eliminate the need ior hospitalization, or the
illness itSelf. Therefore, the level of analysis most likely to depict technology
in at favorabk.light is that which .is based-on total health expenditures. To
date, only two studies hve assessed theimpact of technology on total health
care expenditures. Both 'Victor nichs. and Selma Mushkin et al. used a

k
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residual approach in esiiinating the impact of, technology,.with seemingly'
contradictory' results. Fuchs esiirnated that technology accounted for' 0.6
pecentage points, of the 8.0 percent annual rate of increase in totathealth
care spending between_1947 anai 967," Mushkin et al., on the Other hand',
-esUMated that it reducea.the annual iate of spending between 1930 and 1975

by 0,4 percentage pointS.2
,.Both studies 'estimated the additional 'impact of Jechnology on health

,care spending after. accounting ',for increased insurance coverage, higher
per capita income, and the greater availability of physician arid. hospital: A

-cess-inflatiotror-illness-studies-dicHlot-atteMpt-to iselte-
aiious causes, of increased hospital costs. Imthese studies, changes in

the, entire end product--7exPenditures for .hospital ,Careyere Measured
and analyzed. Feldstein and Taylor Would agree:however; that mtch
the availabiliti 0( "soPhisticated" and costly medical care is directly .
attributable, to the pervasive existence Of 'private and public insurance
coverage.)0

There is huh: argument bin that higher family incomes and the growth
.of third-party coverage have enabkd 'the health industry to, purchase more
equipment, :'perscinnel, and other, resources .for the provision of health,
service's. Would such expenditures have occurred without the increased
availabiliiy of high-technology protedures?, Stich a question 'cannot be
answered using either the excess. inflation or the illness approach, but instead'',
Must rely on morelcoMplicated' multivariate Models' .01 the nation's .
health system.

While the residualiiipproach, has been used extensively by economists to
explain ,the "extra" impact of technology, it is a methodology with signifi-
caot, limitations. Foremost among them is a difficulty of crucial importance,
that of proper! y specifying the model. Any mistake in specificatioic-iai
affect' the residual' estimate. Since muCh 'of' the variation is ardund a zero
residual (a neutral estimate of the impact of technology), even relatively
*small' errors in specification or in the statistics used to estimate the model
("an lead to the ,conclusion that ,technology has had a positiveimpact on
rising health. care cosi, when the true result is negative, 'or vice versa. This
diffi<-ulty with specification is aggravated by the pioblem that nev4 tech-
nologies have been widespread as a result of increased demand for ,and
improved financing of health care. Therefore, variables that rapture the
irnpat t of inqeased detmmd of health care will also pick up the effects of
technologY. For example, increased spending for patient with end-stage
renal failure couTd be attributed to increased financing from Medicare, yet
this inCreased financing rosidted primarily from the introAuction of a new
ype a medical iechnology, renal dialysis.,Therefore, while a otultivariate

-m-odd is desirable for isolating the separate-effeCrof technology,. measuring

it through a residual technique is cloito troublesome both statistilly,
and conceptually.

, As mentioned previirusly, thz..most comprehensive analYsis- conducted
thus far for the irripaci of technology on ,total health expenditures' has
been done by Selma Mushkin and her colleagues at Georgetown ((niversity's.-
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Public Services ,LabOratory. As shown 'in Table 4, 'Mushkin disaggregated
tbe factorS conuibuting to the increase in total health expenditures from
1930 to,1975.2 Of the 3150 percent growth in total health care spending in
that period, population and its.changing age composition ac'counted for
19 percent and price, changes or inflation contributed another 42 percent;,
leaving 39 percent to ,be explained by other factors The Mushkin et, al.
residnal :approach went further' and attemPted 'to explain, thle marginal
impact of technology, on health spending after aCcourning for the influence.

. Of two' "sotirces .of funds" variables, changes in Per capita real 'disposable,
---inroiweTandthe-grzow thitrililid95-aftyydyrnenis7ReizitiSe-OIThelitigh466-

correlation'between, the two'yariables, an issUmed incOme elasticity of 1,0..
was .used a 'direct proportional relationship, between increases . in
health spending and per capital real disposable income)..* This resulted in

deriVed third-party elasticity of .54; for example, a 10 percent increase in
third-party'payments leads to a 5.4 Percent increase in total health exPendi-
tures'. When combined, the two sources.of funds variables explain'44 percent .
olthe change in spending, leaving a negatipe residue of 5 percent (19 percent
from 44 percent), ,Iyhich was attributed tolechnology.

Mushkin et al. acknowledged- the ,5enattivitY of their, residual estimate
aud the [4(1 that the earlier Fuchs study using a Similar methodology found
the unexpliii nod residual to be positive (Table 5). Mushkin suggests that
the differences in results. might be explained by the different time 'periods

two stUdies and' the use of a different third-party payment variable.
Given the questionable reliability of the residual approach, and,the fact

tat two of*the three studtes using it arrived at positive estimates, while,

.t tnt iit dunotigh ihstu ihe dint of ritlinges fl litpil nu tnne heafib eventit-
Ill es sr(' John R, Vitts. "C.S. ilealth Cate Spending: An AluTnalivi Analyweof tin rease,.."

impel -pte.ented to thy Anictir klnirtpi IS(' Meeting on Heath Costs, Washington, D.C..
Ink 122. 11176,

UM* " "
Facto're,kontrIbutIn o he Incrase In health expenditures, fiscal years 1.30-754

Factors
Total percent change in

each ot the factors
Percent of total rise
i'ibuted to each /actor

Total . . .... +3150% 100.0%
Population +75 16.0%
Price . . .'+328% 42.0%
income *121% 23.Wo
Aging +13% 3. i45%

Third-party +200% 21.0%
Residual -1791, -5.0% a

'In computing these' percentage increases, Social security estimates for ceieridar 1929 ere used to represent fiscal year
1930. This use of the estimates is made possible because the basa data used in'corepifing !roe Social Security.estimates,
for calendar 1029 aro from the Committee on Costs of Medical Care study which relines tO a 12-month period .during
1928-31.,

Source 0/ the Oate,:yMenorie Smith Mueller and Robert M. Gibson, *is*ionsi Health Expenditure*, Nicol Year 1975."
Social Security 8ulletrn, February 1976. pit). 3-20', Barbera Cooper. Nancy WortNngtOn and Mary McGee, Compendium
Of Naironal'ideetTh.Expenditures. IS. CHEW, Weshington. O.C.. Government Printing 011ie*. Jenuary 1916.

Source: Seim* J. MOtitin..1..ynn C. Paringer, and Milton 14. Chen, "Returns to Biomedical Research 1906-1975. An
Initial Assessment44,pla on Health Expenditures." Georgetown University. 20 October 1976,p 6. Table 1.
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' 'tab* 5
flootOrs 4,0oiribiftiflo to wow*, of *tot hoolth opondlturos

1930-75 annual Fuchs study.1947-67 annual .

rate of change rite of change

Iota! health expenditures
Accounted for by

Growth of population
Aging of population
Rise in 'price ,

Growth of real income
Growth in 'third-party

payments .

Decline In quantityrdemanded
due to relative price change

Unexplained residual .

7/0%

1.2
.2

12

1.8

-.5 .

2.3

0.8

ii-4,Source: SolmalAushkin, Lynn C. Parinwer, end Milton M. Chen, "Returns to Biomedical Research 1 1976; An initial

Aesesernent of Impacts on Health Expenditures." Olorgetown University. 20 October 1976, tx-11. 7 3.,

Mushkin et al., using the samemodel to estimate the marginal impact of
technology 'in the period 1909-1934, achieved results that:were inconclusive,2

it is hard to accept the Mushkin et al. conclusion that technology reduces
health outlays. Nevertheless, their suidy does raise doubtsabout an unaitical
acceptance .ot the. "technology is the culprit behind rising health care-,
costs position.

Summary and conclusions
The resuhs obtained thus far as to the impact Qf technology on health care

spending would suggest cantion in actKliting either the Gaus or the Mushkin
posi ti oh uncritically. Statistical problems have, prevented very. refined
measurement techniques from being used to evaluate the impact of tech-
nology. The two prime techniquesthe excess-i ion approach and the
?ime series muhivariate analysis techniquebotle the residual method
of estimation. That is; whatev& cannot be explained with other relevant .

variabk-gerieral inflation, larger than average medical wage increasts,
changes in the age and sex composition of the United States population,
and increased demand for medical servicesmust at least in:pah be tech-
nologically indueed. But the residual approach is really a very crude proxy ,

measure for technology and at best should be used only to establish
\ general direction'.

While ,it is generally agreed that were lot for .the pervasiveness of
third-party coverage, much high-cost tech ology would have "sat on the
I

pelt," the reverse is not so obvious; that is, given the exte»t of third-party
i7overage, the same amount of money 'would have been spent for health
Tare without the existence of these new technologies, It is on this point
that the excess inflation approadi and the multivariate residual approach
part company.
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mplicit in the Gaus statement is that if the induction of new technologies
And th'e diffusion 'of.existing technologies had not taken place at the rate
they did, less mbney would have been spent for hospital care (and'perhaps
all health care). The Mushkin -et al. 'study suggests that most of the actual
sPending, 'if not more, wOulds.have ,taken .place without this technology;
it just would have Fone for other services.

In comparing the indictment against technology derived by Gaus and
Social Security against the f)ositive findings of My'shkin et al., twO basic
differenceS. in. study design 'must 'be remembered. The Gaus'study concert,

ti mates on rx-phrining incr. eases in --bpspiTaicmroir1y7awdlor the' period
beginning- in 1965. On the other hand, Mushkin ci al: use total health
expenditures as a base and derive their estimates overa 40-year time range.
beginning in I93Q. But the hospital is the area where most costly technologies
-are employed,, and the segment of the.industry which has witnessed the
greawst cdst increases in the last decade. It is hard to believe that. the
."possible" savings.due.to averted hospitalization could have made up for
the large increases in spending. These- resource-.intensive innovations
appear both to have raised the per unit costs of treatthent and fc-.) have led to.
the use of »lc of the most expensive types of treatment, Lewis Thomas has
coined the 4prcssion "half-Way technologies" for therapeuti(treatments
such as hemjdialysis whisch treat but do not prevent. pr Cure illness," Since
the fivanci4 system is willkig to foot the.bill for such treatment modalities,
it is'no wonder that they have been so ex Wnsively used. Furthermore, the
utifiration of. such procedures and the purcliase of expensive equipment
have too often oCcurreds without serious consideration of their (Pst
effect ivetiess.

What of the future? The key to understanding ivlie her technology, has
been and will continue to be "the culprit behind rising health care costs.,"
and, if so, what to do abl.?tu it is to find the answers to three critkzd quest ions:

1. t-las the existence of lethnological innovations in the health field in
recent Te»rs led to more or les; sjwnding for health services, given tlw greater
caPacity of patients to afluLd more costly services because of the growth in
per capita i»come and the increasing availability of third-party heahh
coverage?lAore importantly. what do such past trends portend for the future?

2, Is the spending Of resources for technology and rdated activities
.rielding marginal benefits commenstuate with the value that these resources

generate if they were rec hanneled to other forms of health tale. for
'example, more pi-event ire or bonw health seryic es?

3, Should the government consider adop lighter controls on the
developmem and diffusion of tec hnologic al iittova ticms in the health
s'ystem, including a reduced raw of growth in tlflw fituc'ing of high tech-
nolirgy health services?

Question S is a kgitimate issue to discuss c"t'tiif it is determined that the
ne( impact of increased sspeoding lor iv( hnqlogii has Ven to reduce total
,expendittnes for health wrvices, that is, provide4-one believes that govern-
.

ment çin ix. effective in limiting stu h spending And in tec hanneling such
into higher pay-oll areas.

t
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We wOuld hope that these questions Would form the basis of much of the
discussiOn for Abe rernainder of' this cOnference. .

. ,
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Changes in the use of ancillary services
for "common" illness

Anne A. Scitovsky

'Introiluction-
. Most of the discussionf ,the effects .of 'technological-change on'the coits
of medical, care, and of ways of controlting costs, have centered on, high-cost
innovations such as organ transplant's, open-heart surgery, renal. dialysis,
7irld'brain and body scanners,. The less ,dramatic changes that. have.SCcUried

-.in the treatment of the common, everyday iltnesses'that: makeup the bulk
. of medical ,care have received relatively little attention, Yet., .. taken together,

these Changes may Well have had as impottant 'an effect, if nbt agreater one,
on medical care costs than the more spe tacular innovations,

The cost-of-illness ,suidies thathave' en conducte42,at the Palo Alto
Medical Research Foundation (PAMR based on 'data of patients treated
at, the Palo Alto'Medical Clinic (PAMC)i shed some light on how changes in
the treatment of a 'number ,of commOtit 'conditions haveaffected- average
costs. per episode of illness) 2 We found that, with minor exceptieps, cost-

ing changes in treatment outweighed cost-saving .changes in .both
periods covered 'by ttie studies-4951 to' 1964 anil 1964 to 1971so that the
net 'effects.of changef in treatment were generallykost-raising. Furthermore,
we 'found that, (he main cost-raising factor in, botk-periods was the .steady
increase in the use of ancillary services such as lliboratory tests and -X.-rays,
both in and out of the hospital. Tables 1, 'and F, summarize some of the
findings'from our Studies. Table 1,shows that, in most instances, the number
of ancillary services per episode of illness rose steadily over the entire 20-year
Period 1951 to 1971. For example, the number of, laboratory tests per case
of uncomplicated appendicitis rose from 4.7 tests per case in 1951 to 7.3 tests
in 1964 to 913 testis in 1971. Tests per case of perforated appendicitis increased
from 5.3 tests in41951 to 14.5 in 1964 to 31.0.in 1971, and tests per maternity
case rose from 4.8 in 1951 to 11.5 in 1964 to 13,5 in 1971. Although the rise in
X-rays per case was less spectacular, in most instances increases were found.
The same was true for other, ancillary services such as electrocardiograms.

Table 2 indicates what this meant in termsof costs. It shows the increased,
costs of ancillary services from 1951 to 1964, and from 1964 to 1971 (iris)atient
and outpatient) per episode of illness, as a percentage of the earlier year's
use of such services in the later year's prices. Thus we see that in 1964
ancillary services used in the, treatment ot the various conditions cost
anywhere from 26 perCent (simple appendicitis) to 147 percent (maternity
care) more than they would have cost if the 1951 pattern of services had

s o 3 39
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# , :table V,
PAMRP cos1-40-10nosi itudkor Numb., of anciltary swims per cosi, by type of sef+irce,

stlicted Minim., 1951, 1964, and 1971 .

Typo otaervice and illness
. LABORATORY TESTS.

. .
. : .

Appendicitis, 'simple , : 4.7 7.3' .. 9.3
. -.Outpatient .. . . . . . . 1.4 , . 1.9 2.3'

Hospital . . . . . . . . . 3.3 5.4 7.0

Z-7-------Tiaiteriilty care . . . .

"Hoipital

: Appendicitis, perforated ', .,..
Outpatient , . ...... .

.. 0, 0 .0

a

i

V t .. 2.8
2,5

5.3 14.5

11.8
2.7

13.5
Outpatient , 1.,,.. 447.84-7-7-- ig1,1-
Hospital . , . ... . . . ,4 . 2.0 :: ,- 1.6

Cancer of the breast 5.9- ...: 4.8 27.4 ,
Outpatient : -1.3 4..3 16.9
Hospital . , . . .. 46 10.5 10.5

Myocardial infarction . - 37.9 48.5
Outpatient ... . .. . NA 5,5 3.3
Hospital . _ . . , , , . . NA 32.4 45:2

Pneumonia, not .hospitalized . NA 3.0 2.3
-Pneumonia; hpspitalized . . . .... .. _ 6,7 18.6

OutPatient . . .. . .. - NA 1.7 5.8
Hospital . , .. . , ... , , , - . NA 5.0 12.8

Duodenal ulcer, not hospitalized NA 54 &it
Duodenal ulcer, hospitalizeb 22.7 27,3
- Outpatient ,. . . . . . . . , NA 6.0 6.2
, Hospital .... NA 16.7 21.1

X-RAYS . -,. .

Cancer of ,the brpast8 : , . , . , . ., , .2.4 13.0 12.9
Diagnostic . . . ..... . ..... - -..7 2.0 2.3
Radiotherapy . . . - . . . ..... . . 1.7 11.0 10.6

Foreerm fracture, cast only . . , . . . , ,, . . 2.3 2.3 2.2
arm fracture, closed reduction,,

no general anesthetic .3.7 2.7 3.9
9Pearm fracture, dosed reduction,

.

general anesthetic ,. . . . . . . . . . .. . 2.0. SA 6.4.
.Outpatient . . . . ... . . , ..... . 1.6 2.7 4.1...
Hospital , . . . . . ..... . . . . , .4 2.7 2.3

Myocardial infarction . ....... 1.3 6.3
, Outpatient NA ,1 .4

Hospital . . . . NA 1.2 5.9
PneumOnia, not hospitalized NA 2.0 1.8
Pneumonia, hospitalized . . . ,.. . . a` .

a.

2.5 . 3.6
Otitpatient ....... . NA , .1.3 1.6
Hospital ...... . :- . . . ... NA :' 1.2 . 2.0

Duodenal ulcer, not hosC;italized ... , i NA 2.4 2.2
Duodenal ulcer, hospitalized - 2.7 3.1

Outpatient . NA 1.7 .9
Hospital ... . . ........ . NA 1.0 2.2

ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS
Myocardial infarction ........ _ 5.4 ,9.0

Outpatient NA 1.4 1.7
Hospital . . . . . . . NA 1.0 7.3

INHALATION THERAPY ,

Myocardial infarction . NA 12.8 37.5
Pneurtionia, hospitalized NA 3.8 '2.6

4A11 itre outpatient services.
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. . - Table 2,
, - .

-
-: !WARP coat-ot-iilnese $tUtS. 1964-eciuel enrag,'scoots et ancillary :services ae per-

floatage. of catiiiitad 1104 obits a* 196tpaltern el anailloy aervicas, sat Uri eCtual
- ...verso, cCsteas perestitele'Pf estimabiellbliosetsWithlirosimtteen oi ancillary saav)cea,
. selected Meows -,;.,-,

1964 aptpal coats as percentage 0.1964 estimated4oPets,,1951 (Mg. pattern

Appendicitis, simPle . 4 4 i 11 42 6 24 %

4 Appendicitis, perforated- ". .- .

' MaternitY care .. . . .., . .. , . . , . .246.6 .

Cincer of the breast - . . :. .150.9,(e*cluding radicAerapy) `*

'
,258.8,(including.radiotherapy)

Foresrrn fractures, general anesthetic .. .. . .174.8

1,971 actual costa as percentage,of 1971 estimated costs, 1904 usage pattern
Appendicitis, simple . . . . .. . . . . ., . . . . .140.7%

Appendicitis, perforated '- 175 5

Maternity care . . ., . . . . . . . . : ... , . .104.1

Cancer of the breast, including radiotherapy .. ,104.9 A

Forearm tracturei, general anesthetic . . . . . . .1141
Forearm fractures; no general anesthetic ' . . 2 . .148.3

Myocardial infarction . ; ., .' ,.. .., . . . . . . , .1 86.3.

Pneumonia (not hospitalized) . . . .. . . . . . : 96.6
Duodenal ulcer (not hospitalized) .' 94.8-

.

prevailesi.'Sicitilarly, in 1971 ,(except for pneum:onia and duodenal ulcer,
where they cost slightly less), they cost 4 percen((maternity -are), to 86

- percent (rnyocardial infarction) more than .they would have 'cost if the
1964 pattern of, use had prevailed..

These, findings strongly suggested 'the need for further exploratioin of the
' impact on costs of the use Of ancillary- seNices in the- treatment of common

illnesses. 'Because' of lack of other .dat.a on eostsper episs;de otillness, this
paper concentrates 'on aticillary services in ambulato4 'care,: since such
care can be assumed to be largely (or common'conditions. The question this

..,paper, addresses is: How much of our medical care dollar are we currently
spending for ,ancillary:_servkes in arnbulatoiy care, and how does this .
compare with what wepight be'spending if the use' of outpatient ancillary
services bad remained at the mid7-1960s level? Concentration on theambula-
'tory ca,iv sector does-, not tpean;,Itowever, that the change in the -hospital
sect)r can be negkcted.' If anythibg. 'fudging- by the PAMC cost-of-illneSs
data, ihe increase in the use of ancillary servicesthas been even greater in cite
inpatient care of comMon conditions. Though that area is beyond the scope
Of this paper, it descry% further' study.'

Estimates,of expenditures for ancillary
services in ambulatory' care

-Before discussion', a few comMents about my estimates are in order. These
estiMates afietr outpatient laboratory tests and-X-rays only. They are based
On..utiliiation and Charge data from a number of providers, some of them

4
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prepid health, plans, others .feelor:service providers, Uti .14tion data
from 'health' plans can 'be expressed tither in `terms of number' of -$ests or.
ProCedkes per enrollee per year, or in terms of number of tests or procedures
per -Rhysician' Office Nisi( or DOV (doCtor office' visit) .;the term generally

f' tried); Vie ,foriaer is ObViouSly .preferable as paasis for natiOnal..estimates,
lthough e%)en :this meaittredoes'nOt pr1de striy cOMparlbk data beCaUse

.' of differences,in the padent 'and 'physician' populatiOns between different
plans HOW6,er,'' this rneaAire is not in fee7for-serviCe ,settings,
:where there is'no population ,base, 'to Which -to relate the volume of serviees.
Since there were more, data aVailable on the nuMber of laboratorY teits'and
X-rays per DO.V. than per enrollee, the'per PQV measurf has been 'used,

It' must, be, borne in innid,:hoWeveti,' that,-this, measure .has:sOrne short-
%Cornings,'It,d6es not take aCCOunt'Of 'differences between providers in, the

composition of their physician, populations by field of 'specialtY, nor of
changei omer 'tithe in 'the composition by field- of specialty for- a, single'
provider. For example, if different providers have different, pro:portions of
'physicians in, fields,of speciahy that generate few. if any ancillary serVices

ophthalMologists; pSychiatrists), the data' are not strictly cOmparable.
Furthermore, iL there: is-a change over time in ,the number 'of physician
office visits per episode' of illness*,, eStimates using this -measure will be
biased. For example, if the number of physician office visits'per episode o`r
illness declines over, time, the 'measure results in an overestimate' Of the
increase in the total -number of tests performed. Whike. it is possiple to
correct for Some-of these shortcomings, given sufficiem time, and additional
data, no attenipt to do so has peen made in this paper.
: Using *data on the.numb,er of tests per DOI/ required all'estimate of,the

total number of physician office visit in the 'United States. The National
-Center for Health. Stastics-(NCHS) figures for visits in physicians' offices,
hospital outpatient clinics, and .einergency rooms have been -used.3 In 1975,
there were 854.3, million such visits, or 4.1.visits per person. Excluded from,
this 'figure ares physician visits In company and industrial health centers,
visits, in miscellaneous other locations, home visits, and telephone consulta-
tions, which in 1975 together totalled slightly 'over 200 million. Since'
these visits and consultations probably generate at least soMe ancillary
services,the estimates presented 'here tend to understate the'actual volume
of and, expenditures for outpatient laboratory tests and X-rays, altlukugh
lack of data makes it impossible'tO sziy by how, much.

Furthermore, 'because the estimates are limited to outpatient laboratory'
testS and X-rays, they do not represent total expenditures for all outpatient
and ancillary servkes. On the basis of data from the PAMC, it seems reasbn- '
able to estimate that- expenditares for laboratory tests and X-rays must
iricreased by at least 25 percent. to yield estimates (4 tRta1 expenditures for
all outpa0ent ancillary. services. The PAMC data show that, for.thepast ten
years grOss.revenue from lahor'atory tests' and X-rays has accounted for about
.7"0 perc'eni of lotal gross revenue from, all''ancillary services. However, the
PAMC probably provides a higher proportion of miscellant'otts other
ancillary Services (such as rathation therapy, diet service. Pulmonary function
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test,:and screening; physical therapY). than is 'aVailable. in the a bulatory
care sector aS a whole: Therefore, -it seems reasonable to, asiume that national,
,expenditures for outpatient, laboratory tests arid X-rays,,..account for about
.84! percent, of total national expenditures:for outpatient ancillary services.

Finally, these estimates-must.be regarded as tentative; They are based on
tata from 'a few proViders whose. patient ,and Physician' populations

differ it-I'm-arty respects; Despite theSe limitations,' however, it seerns' highly
that ktual expenditures foroutpatient laboratory tests and X-rays lie

.so lere between ihe low and high estimates arrivea at in this surdy. The
medium estimate probably comes-closest t-o-actual expendiu4res,

.

Laboratory' tests

The.'only national data currently available on ilke volume of outpatient
laboratory teks come .from.the.Natiorial Ambulatory.Medical,Care SurVey
of 1973 and sliow that in 19.6 percent of physiCian office visitsa laboratory :

...procedure' was ordered. or provided,:' The ,Survey covered only patient.
tcouniers in the offices of physicians classified by the American Medical'

-Associotion or , the American Osteopath. Association( as "office based,_Ici

paiient care." Although NCHS, which cO ducted.the survey, estimates that
this included about 70 percent of all ambulatory encounters, important
egments,olambulatory care, especially care rendered in hos.pital outpatient

dinics and emergency'rooms, were omitted. In addition, the figute does not
tell uS how many tesis were performed. National data on' the. costs of or
charges for oUtpatient'laboratory tests are noretxistent.

Tables 4 and 5 show data' on outRatient laboralory -tests obtained from
various proyiders of medical care sei-vices.iTablt: 1 shovjs the number of
iaboratory procedures, and Table 5, the number of laboratory tests per
DOV and, where'applicable, per enrollee per year. A procedure is defined as
a laboratory 'service for which there is usually a single chdrge in care settings .

where services-are billed for, but which may consist either of it single test
(i.e.: a white Wood count) or a pand of tests (i.e., a complete blood cO(nt, or b,
CBG, 'and the automated survey pinOs, or SPs).*Tesi or-15 years ago Ahis
distinction was not very important, because the only frequently performed
laboratory procedttre consisting of multiple tests was a 'CBC., In recent-
years.' ilowever, with rile introquction of automated laboratory 'etipripment.
it luts assumed major importance. Some of tlw data sources wunt the nutnber
oflaboratory procedures, dtbers the number of laboratory tests." The number
of actual laboratm-y- tests is dearly the better measure. Accordihgly, wherever
possible. the actual number of laboratory tests for 1975 has, been obtained"
from those sources that (Oirni the munber of lab&atory procedures. Table 3,
for 1975, illustrates the great differences that dist between diffeKent providers
in the ratio tests to procedure.,The differences reflect partly (he degree of
automition of their laboratories. and- partly Their practice and billing

e at
'The PAMC 1,. Ow- 1),' one ol Ow ,u r% used here dmi rounnel) Ione( ts Lta ou (11 I I I'

latkoratoty % vms (patients), die 111411ther of 10 xuatory /no( edute,, and the numbei t.d labora-
e ,

cs1,. ,
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Table 3
Lano;rattirk tests and procedurek

Number of Laboratory procedures
laboratory tests consisting of Tuttiple tests
per laboratory as a percentage of all :

procedure 'laboratory procedures

Totai CBC SP

Palo Alto Medical Clinic, 1975 3.4 22.7% 20.1%. 2.6%
Columbia (Md.) Medical Plan, 1975 . 13 9.9% 8.2% 1.7%
Univdtsity of California, San Francisco

Outpatient Clinics, 1975 . . . . . 2.6 15.1% 1.5% 13.6%
University of California, San Francisco

Outpatient Clinics, 1976 4.9 6 59.0% 15:8% 43.2%

,
systems. Data from 1976 for the University of California, San Francisco
outpatient clinics have been jncluded because they illustrate how rapidly
changes in automation 'can affect the number ,of tests per laboratorY
procedure.**

The first column of Table 4 shows the number'of lab:watory procedures
per DOV for a number of- providers and/or holth plans for selected years
in the period 1964,,to 1975: The,only provider for which data are available,
for The entire period is the PAKt. There appears to have 'been little chunge
in the number of procedures per DOV, at the PAMC during this period, the
'figures fluctuating between alow of :55 and a high of .72: By contrast, the-
data for the other providers show a steady upward trend. 'The Kaiser-Oregon
data show an ,increase.from .76 AoratorY procedures per DOV in 1968 to
.91 in 1971 Similarly, the data for both the University of California, San
Francisco outpatient clinics and the Columbia (Maryland) Mejlical Plan
show a steady increase in the, period 1971' to 1975, from .47 laboratory pro-
cedure& per DOV to .ti4 for the former, and from .48 to .73 fOr the latter.
Including the data for the Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound
(Scanle Prepaid Health Care tModel City] Project) and Thr th'e king County
Medical/Blue Cross Plan of Washington and Alaska for the years 1971
through 1914, the average number of laboptory procedures per DOV
ranged between .63 and .85 in 1974/1975.

Table 5 shows therdata on actual laboratory tests for selected years fluriitg
the same period. As in Table 4, the first column of the table presents
data in terms of number per DOV, the second in terms of number per enro lee
per year..For. the 'three providers concerning,whom data 'are available for

'at kast some of the years 1964 to 1975, the figures for tests per DOV show a.
steaay substantial increase over the son. Data for the PAMC (all patients)
ihow tiai the number of laboratory tests per DOV rose from .88 in 1964 toi
1:61'in 1970 to 2:11 in 1975. S,imilarly, data forthe PAMC-Stanford University'

' According lQ it( the University of Califc)rnia, San 'Francisco, the incre se in the
number of CBC.s reflec ts a change in billing procedures. Uritil 1976. in irpst instances, each of
the tAts' included in a CBC was billed separately; a's of 1976,a single charge for the CRC has
heen made.
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Table 4,1'
Number of outpatient laboretory.pioosdures per paysicien office visit end psi lonrollee

per:year, eelected proViduiresend:pleas, I9414-11018

NumberOloutpatirsel laboratory prOceduros

per dootOre offic-visit
Provider and/or plan, and year (DO y) Per enrollee

, -

Palo Alto Medical Clinic*
1964 . . A

aa

966
1970 : .

1971 . . . . . A

.70

.57

.63

.69

NA
NA
NA
NA

1972 . . . a a a a a 7 a a , . .55 NA.

1973 . a .0 a 'a 4 i a 1 .58 NA

1974 . ,
- .

A . . .72 NA

1975- . .62 NA

Ksisei=Oregon Region
1968b A . . . .76 2.51

1970b . . s .89 3.01

11"471c . . 4 a a i 1 a a .91 3.12

University of California, San Francisco
outpatient clinigad
1,971 . . . . . . . . -. . ..... :47 NA .

1972 ......... . a 56 NA

. 1975 . . . . . . ) .84 NA

Columbia (Md,) Medical plar?I'
1971 . A

.48 2.48

1972 A A,*.. ,59 3.05

1973 ..... .72 3.68

1974 . .... ..4 . .78 :3.75
1975 . . . aa ** .73 3.72 4

Group Health Cooperative of Puget
Sound-Model City Project*
1971-74 (average) . ; . .85 3.82

King County Medical/Blue Cross Plan of
.Washingtork and Alaska-Model City
Project*
197144 (averagei .63 2.87

40 te refer to all patients.

.)040: FfurbOrt, DK, a 11 4

c Source: Some informatkin Osoecrip.tive of i Secceeefully Oprating +WO.'
dData rev to fiscal years.
*Oats are from a study of the Sesttle Prepaid Health care Project under the dilation of Or. William C. RIchordson.
They refer solely to M Project's experienc with Group Ilealth Cooperative of Puget Sound and King County Medical/

Blue Cross plan of.Waehington snd Masks

prepaid plan show an increase from .79 in 1966 to 2.33 in 1972 to 2,82 in
1974. Data for a fourth provider:'Elealth Insurance Plan of Greater New York
(1-.1IP) for the years 1964 to 1970 only, show a rise from .88 tests per DOV in

1964 tp 1.21 in 1970. .
., .. .

..

., It is of interest to note that despite the diversity of the proviters and of
their patient populations; the figures of tests per DOV in 1974/1975 are
strikingly similar. Four of the six providers for whom we have data show
about 2.0 laboratory tests per DOV. The e?tceptjon on the low side,. with
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Table V.
Nwobilot outpatient laboratory tests per doctor's office visit and

per enrollee per year, selected providers and plane, 1964-1976

Provider and/or plan, and year

INumber of outpatient labOratory tests

Per doctor's office visit
(DOV)

- Palo Alto Medical CliniC*
19,64 A 1 A 1

1966 .

1968
ilk I Ali

1970 . A11
1971
1972

A A

. VA .... A .

1973 . .... , ...
1974 . .. ba

't 1975, 11 A 0 1

1976 . . . i
Palo Alto Medical Clinic-Stand 'University

prepaid plan
1966 . . A

1968
A A At

1972 ... .. y

1974
Kaiser-Northern California-Stanford

University'prepaid plan
1974

.dsealth Insurance Plan of Greater New York b
1964 . . . . . .

1966
1968 ...... 1

1970 ; . . ........ .

Medical Care Group ot Washington
University, St. Louis
1974 .... 2.04

Columbia (Md.) Medical Plan
1975 ....... . . . 1.07

University,of California, San Francisco
outpatierq clinicsc
1975 ...... . , ......

A

.88

.77
1.07
1.61
1.64
1,70
1.71
2,10
2.11
2.12

.79

.86
2..33

2.82

1.98

.88
,94

1.01
1.21

Per enrollee

NA
CNA'
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

3.79
3.09
7,90
9.67

5.96

3.48
3.66
3.70
4.01

0,24,

5.42

2.14 fiXs e
4.12 NA

oc,eta refer to all patients.
b
Source.' HIP Statistical Reports "I No reports have been published since 1970.

cOata refer to fiscal years.

.0 F..

1.07 Tsts per OV, is a relatively new plan, the Columbia (Marykind)
Medictl Pl.nr the ex< eption on the high side, with 2.82 tests per DOV, is the
PAMCStanford University plan. Accordingly, 2.0 teswts per DOS! have beet?,
chostm as the basis fotan estimate of the'volume of tests,' To beon the con-
servative side, however, an estimate has also been made assuming 1,5

the data on tests per DOV and data
rance and Medical care utilization

laborawry, teqs per DON', although
fixim Our various «rat-of-illness, 1

swdies rnake it avear doubtful that the actual rate in 1975 was that low.
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An -estimte of .2.0 'laboratory tests per DON' in 1975 may appear too high in
view of' the finding of the 1973 National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey
cited earlier thrat only 19.6 percent of physician office visits led to a Jaboratory
procedure. There are two leasons why I do not think this figure exces-sive,
First, PAMC data show thai. in the period 197p to',I976 the percentage.of
office visits leading to a laboratory procedure was almost identical to that
,shOwn by 'the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey of 1973, fluctuating
between,a low of 19.0 percent (in 1971) and a high of 20.4-percent {in 1972).-
Secondly, the National Ambu tory Medical Cafe Survey, as mentioned
earlier, omits an important se ment of physician outpatient visits, for
example, visits in hospital clinics and emergency rooms.. In 1975, these
visits ambunted to ia.9 percent of all physician outpatient visits and 16.0
percent of the combined/total of physician office visits and visits in hospital
outpatient clinics and emergency rooms,, the figure being used in, these
estimates.' While there are no readily available, data to substantiate the
hypothesis, it seems likely that these visitsIgenerate more tests per' visit
than do visits in physicians' offices. Access to ancillary servicesis easier in
a hospital setting Than in a physician's office, the staff is probalily more
test-oriented than are physicians ,in nonhospital-based settings, and
patient population may be sicker, especially patients using an emeraency
roign. Thus a4timate of 2.0 tests per DOV which includes vans in
hospital clinics and emergmey rooms Seems reasonable. .

To translate the-estimated volume of tests rmo an estinwe of total 1975
expenditures for outpatiem laboratory tests' required an estimate of the..
average charge per test. This proved problematical, not only because 'of very
limited data,,but because the ch.arg' per test 'depends largely on the extent
to whu r. h a given provider perfor 'is multiple-test procednres, especially
the automird survey panels (Serial Multiple Analysis (SMA) 6s and 1
For exampie, at the PAMC the charge for a 12-test survey panel in 1975 was
318.50, or alrput $1150 per test. If these 12 tests Had been doni separately on

, diffete'm days, the charge would have been $88.50, ot about $7.10 per test; if
dontt sepaiately on the same patient on the sante day, $71.00, or about $6.00
per test. Obviously the great6- the use of automated procedures, ,the lower
the average c hatge per test.

,:zIfhe only data on average Icharges or costs of laboratory tests which:were,
possible to obtain weit.:

$2.50 P;VM( :, 1975 (average hat ge)
g$2.53 Medi( al Cale. Group of Wash igton University, St. Louis, 1974

ver agy charge) .

$2.01 Group licalth Coopetative of Puget SoundModel City Proje( t,
1974 (average ct/stjor ahe entire Cooperative).

$3.62,. King County Medical 'Blue Crwo of Washington and Alaska
Model City Pmjec t, 1971 (average (barge paid by the Piojeet)

Data on the use of u ) U It ple-test prc)c'edurt'S, t'Spet
pitnel.'s, by these git nips are too fragmentary to help muc

et! vey
t ion of
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an appropriate figure., l' have therefore again made tWo estimates,.one of
$2.00 per test, the other of 12.50 per test. . . .

,. ...,

. Tia ar;i've at estimates of tOtal national exPendittires for outpatient .'.. .
laboratory testS' in 1976i my estimates of .the.number of -tests per DOV and.

. .,

_The average chargt,per test were combined in three ways.soes to arrive aj a
low, a medium, and a high estimate:

0.4

.. .

Low . : , a . . iv , 1.5 laboratory tests per DOV, $2.50 average charge
Medium .., , '. 2.0 laborinory tests per 1)0V,, $2.00 ayeragecharge i

High
,

2.0 laboratory tests per DQV, $2.0 average charge
..

The higher average charge estimate of $2,50 per test was combined with --
the lower estimate (*number of tests per DCA' on, the assumption that the
lower 'voluMe of tests reflects a Slighdy loWer use of automated labOratory'
procedures and hence a somewhat. higher charge per test. Multiplying these
estimate,s by the NCHS )975, figure of:854A million physician office visits'
gives the following estimates of total national 'expenditures for Outpadent

, .laboratory teSts in 1975:

Low estimate ' . . , $3,204 million
Medium 'estimate .......... ..... . . . ..... , $3,417 million
High estimate, $4,272 million

These are not trifling amounts, and 1 shall commmt on them further ))elow.
How muCh more-are we spending tor outpatient laboratory tests tha» we

would be spending if the mid-1960s rate (if laboratory tests per DON/ had
prevailed in 1975?.To be conservative in the sense of not overestimating the
increase in expenditures, I am assuming a rate of one test per Doy, a, figure
which seems reasonable on the lSasis of the'data we have for the mid-1960s.
Since this rate implies a low use of automated procedures., the average
charge per test would probably be at least $2.50 and posslbly $3.00, if not
slightly. more. With an estimated 854.3 physician office visits a year, this
would mean current expenditures of $2.136 million (at $2.50 per test) to
$2,563 million (at,$3.00 per test). In other words', even the low 1975 estimate
of 'national expenditures for outpatient laboratory tests' is between $640
millipn and $1 billion higher: and the high one between $1.7 billion and
$2.1 biliio higher, than estimated expenditures in ,195 would have. been if
mid-1960s patter»s of use of outpatient Jahoratorv tests had'then prev:Ailed.

X-rays

There have beeD three nationwide surveys of the volume of X-ray visits in
the t1nite States: for July 1960-june 1961, April-june.1964, and April-
September 1970. They show a steady increase in the volume of X-ray visits
from 47..0 visits per 100 persons in 1960-61, to 49.8 visits in 1964, to 55.9 visits
in 1970." The data for 1970 also show that on the average an X-ray visit
involved 1.3 X-ray e;arninations,1;- which translates into 72.1 X-ray
t'xaminations per 100 persons:
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Unfortnnowly, while these surveys dist ngtris between X.,ray visits and
examinations in -hospitals, 1))lysicians' offiCes, mobile' units, and- othie'
settings (schools, health 'departnwntS. indUstrial clinics), 'they do not
distinguish bc,twtren hospital inpatient and hospitallutpatient X-ray visits.
However, on the basis of data from the, American Hospnal Association,*,
it` is possible to estimate the percentage of 'hospital X-ray examinations in
1970 which,were outpatient X-rays. Thest.-data show that in 1971 (the earhest
year fOr Nvhich data ore available), 40:2 pere'ent of-hospital X-ray examina,,
tions were outpatient examinations. Applying this figure'to the national ,
hospital X-ray cl-t.a for 1970 gave figures Of 17.6 hospital-outpatient X-ray
examinations per 100 'persons, and a total of 48.7outpatient X-ray examina7
nuns per 100 1),ersons induding X-ray examinations in physicians' offices
and other locations. This is equivalern -to 13.3 X-ray examinations per
100(pOV's in 1970.

As rn ,the case of outpatient lahoratory tea, the only national data on
outpatient X-rays alone come from the f\:1ational AmbulatorY Medical Care
Survey of 1973..They show that in 7.1 percent of physician office visits, an
X-ray procedme was ordered Or provided.4 liven if we assume the 1970
national ratio of 1.3 X-ray examinations pet X-ray visit, this co1ie5 10 001y
9.2 X-ray examination per 100 DOIss, a figure whiCh is low compared'to
the numbei of X-ray pi ocedures per 100 DOV's,estimated on the basis of The
national data for 1970. Again, one possible explanation is that the 1973
sark'ey probably resuluid in an underestimate,of the volume of Outpatient
ancillary services bectu%se it did not, include visits in hospital Outpatient
clinics and emergency rooms, Where the ratio 'of tests per visit is probably

gher than in physicians' offices.
The National Ambulatoty Medical Care Survey figure is also low corn-

. pared 10 lb(' rates for a num her tri providers shown in :Vable 6. The 1.971 '1975
tates fOr four of the seven providers for whom I was abk. to obtain data
tanged front 13.5' to 16.9 X-ray examinatVins pep. 100,DOVs, with a fiffh

-ider reporting a very ,mtu h higher rate of 21,8 X-rays pca 100 DOVs for
1971. Onh two ploviders repotted lower figures (g.f.) and 10.2 X-ray visits per
100 DON7.0 which iffe ( IOW to the Niational Ambulatory Medical- Care
Sravey figure.

'1:ot au estitnate of natiOnal expenditures for out tatu. it X-ray examina-
tions, the figure frorn't he National Ambulatory Medical Cate Survey would
would appear to be the figure to tt5i. because it is dN ived front a nationwide
sut vey. flowevet, both the estn»au'd rZOT of X-rays bawd on the 1970
national strive:. and the taws 61,,the, providets soto mgi s sugg.est that tlw
nationai tate was bight.: than that shown bY the Sur ve. It is true that all
the data slu-twn iv Iabh. 6, witlitthe exception of those lot the PAMC, ate
hom itrepaid !wall k plans. It ciin be otd that theinnembeis probithly
Om; more 5(1 V C' ttItI the popHation'at larkt, although creq this is not

I Wish to thank ii W4 Nbt hat 1(ii this n'iltnination. Flic.Aitio it an I 1osintal Assoc ;anon
dtwi show that thupoorlir X rat (AMIN /IMP, I'M 37 9 prtt rot arid 13,2 pen rot

im.,poot X.ta rx,opin.k.ditOns, ding tin the sa/c itt thr I ispital, I bast owd the figtoe
tot !luso Las itti 100 iti..ifitdietts
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Tabte
Number Of outpatient X-ray procedures psr.100 Aswan stile visits and per 109

nrollees per year, selected providers and plans, 1904-1975

Pirovider and/or plan, and y ar

Niimber.Of oyfpa(lent,X-rey procidures

Per 100 doctor'S office
visits (00V) Per 100:'enr011ees

Palo Alto 'Medical Clinic.
1964 *. 8 NA
1966 . 12.4 NA
1968 12.2 ":NA
1970 14.6 NA
197; 14.9 NA
1.972 16:5 NA.
1975 . 16.6 NA

Palo Alto Medical Clinic-!Stanford University
prepaid plan
1966 . . A ..
1968
1972
1974 : . . , , . .

Kaiser,-Northern California-Stanford
University prepaid plan
1974 . ; , a

Kaiser-Oregon Regionb

13.1
14.0
15.9
16.9.

63.3
50,4
54.0
59.3

1971 . ....... . . ,

Group Health Cooperatiye of Puget Sound-
Model City Projecte.

4.6- 85.1

1971-1974javeragei . 8.5 36.0.
King County MedicaliEklue Cross of

Washington and AlaskaModerCity
Project
1971-1974 (average) . . 13.5 60.0

Columbia (Md.) Medical 'Plan d
1971 . .. \ 6.7 35.1
1972 7.8 40.1
1973 .... 8.0 40.9
1974 8.4 40.4
1975 10.2 51.6
1976 10.8 57.8

*Data refer tO all patients.
bSourcs: Some Information Descriptive of s SuccessfiStly Operating HMO,*
c Data Ire frdm a study of the Seattle Prepaid Health Care Project under the direction of Dr. William'C. Richardson. They
refer solely tO the Project's experience with GrOup Health CoOperativ of Puget SOunct and King County kledlcal/Olue
Cross of Washington and Alaska.

°The figures for 1972 through 1074 are very tentatrve,

quite certa in. considering the extent of present-day health insurance coverage:
BLit even if health plan members were heavier users of X-ray services, this
possible upward bias may be olket, at least in part, by the fact that none of
the plans had members aged years or olde. According to the data from
the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey, persons aged 65 and over
have a considerably higher use of outpatient X-ray services than younger
persons: 8.0 percent of their physician visits led to an X-ray visit, compared
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tb 6 percent of 'the visits'of thostunder 65 years.' Therefore, I have chosen a.
rate f 12 'X-ray examinations- kir 100 IDOVs as a comietive estimate an
a rate of 14 X-ray examinations as a somewhat higher-es4mate.''The lower.
rate is eqUal to 49.0 X-ray examinations per 100 persons-in 1975,* the higher
Lb. 574 X-ray examinations.

The data, on average costs of charges per X-ray examination that I was able
vik obtain are shown below:

$28 PMC, -1,975 (average charge)
.$1.6 Group Heatth ,CooPerative- qf Puget SoundModel ,City Project,

-1974 (average coSt. for 'the entire Cooperative)
.$20 king Count* Medical/Blue Cross of Wasliington'aridAlaskaModel

City Project, -1974 (average charge paid by ihe Project),

The PAMC Figure Ma* be higher than the figures for the other tWo proViders
because the 'PAMC ,Fitobably performs a smaller percentage of relatively
low-priced X-rays, especially routine. chest X-rays. I have, therefore based
my estimates on the data from the other providersrselecting an averagecharge
of,$16 per X-raY as a conservative estimate and of $20 per X-ray as a somewhat .
higher estimate.\

As.in the case of laboratory tests, cStimates of thwvolume of X:rays and of
aVerage chargeo per X-ray have been combined in threeways so as to obtain
a low, a medims, a`high estimate:

*, Low 12 X-ray examinations per 1(X) DOVs, $16 avrage cost
Medium ., 12 X-ray examinations per 100DOVs, $20 average cost
High , ..... 14 X-ray-examinations per ,100 DOVs,420 average cost

'Multiplying these estimaths- by the ,total -number of physician offke visits
in 1975 (854.3 million) results in the following,estimates sof total national
expenditures for outpatient X-ray examinations:

Low estimate ......... ....... ..... ........ $1,640 million
Mediinn estimate . .. . . . .. . . $2,050 million
High estimate .. . . . $2,392 million

Estimating how much more was spent for outpatient. X-ray examinations
in 1975 than would have been spent if the X-ray utilization rates of the
mid-1960s had prevailed is 'prOblematical, because only the RAMC .tinie
trend data .are firm. Sources at the Columbia ('Maryland) Medical Plan
stated that their data for, the ear1y,1970s were 'not very reliable. The PAMC-
Stanford University prepaid plan data are seriously affected by the imroduc-
.tion of a 25 percent coinsurance provision in 1967, applying to all physician

will be nowd that this is almost identical,to the rate estimated fof 1970 on the basis of the
1970 national survey of X-ray visits: 'The reason this rate corresPonds, to 12.0 X-rays per 100
DOVs in. 1975 and to 13.3 in 1970 is the diffel'ence in the.physician utilization rates between
the tWo years: in 1710 there were 5.7 visits per person in physicians' offices and hospital out-
patient clinics and emergency rooms, while in 1975 this figure was 4.1. (Data for 1970 on visits
in physie imts' offit es and hospital diMes and emergency rooms based on pers)nal communica-
cation ftom the National Center for 1-kalth Stallstics4
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, and outpatiem ancillary services. This led 'to a substantial decline in the
number of office visits per enrollee and to a somewhat -smallersdr6P-in
X-ray exarninatiOns per enrollee in 1968 (which explains why Table 6 shows
a small increase in the number of X-rays per 100 DOVS but a drop in X-Tays
per 100 enrollees for 1968). Thus we have .only the PAMC data 'for an
estimate. These show that: the X-ray utilization rate. in 1964 was about 30
percent below the 1975 rate: If we assume that this ratio held for the
ambulatory care sector as a whole, we. spent- from $500 million to $700
rmlhon rnore for outpatient X-rays in 1975 than if the 1964' use pattern ,of
outpatient X-ray examinations had'prevailed.

Estimated expenditues for outpatient laboratory tests and X-rays
as a percentage of seltcted. types of health.care expenditures.

To give my estimates' of expenditures for outpatient laboratory tests and
X-Tays some perSpective, Table 7 showS what alley amount to as a percentage
of estimated national expenditures for outpatient physidan and ancillary
services (column 1), nationl expenditures for physician and outpatient
amiillary services excluding hospital oUtpatient services (column 2),, and
total national personal health care expenditures (column 3)..The figures ih

Table 712

Estimated. national expenditures for outpaflent laboratory tests and outpatient 'X-rays
.as a percentage of selected national health,care expenditures, 1975

Estimated expenditures as a percentage of

(1)
Estimated
n'ational Ro' (3) b

expenditures Total Total
1.

for outpatient nationpf national
physician and expenditures personal

ancillary ter physician health care
Estimated services service's expenditures

expenditures ($19,083- ($22,925 ($105,745
(millions of $) million) million) million)

Low estimate
Laboratory tests 3,204 16,8 14.0 3.0
X-fays ..... 1,640 8,6

4s
7:2 1.6

Total
idtedium estimate

4,844 25,4 21.1 4,6

Laboratory tests 3,417 17.9 14.9 3.2
X-rays 2,050 10.7 8.9 1.9
Total 5,467 28.6 28.8 5.2

High estimate
Laboratory tests 22.4 16.6
X-rays ..... 2,392 12.5 10.4 2.3
Total 6,664 34.9 29'21 6.3

a
Percentage may not add op o otais beceuseV roupding

b
SOW'

'cos Gibson and Mueller: National health expenditures. fiscal year 1976",
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columnS 2 and 3 are based on the,figures:published by the Social Security
Adnnnisuation (or fiscal year 1975,5 while the figures, in column I are based

on _an estimate of total expenditures ,for all ov,patiem tihysicia,n and
ancillary srics I arriV&I at.this estimate-4 excluding frOm the national
figure for physician. expenditures, (22,925 million) the estimated expendi-
tures, for physician inpatiem services (42 percent of the total, based On .the
findings of Ronald Andersen's 1970 survey)6,andidding to it the es'timated
expenditures for hospital outpatient services (12 percent of total hospital
expenditures, based on the ratio of gross outpatient revenue .to total gross
revenue of community hospitals in )975 as estimated tw the American
1-10spital Association),

As the table shows, according to my estimates between $4.8 and $6.7 billion
may have been spent forputpatient laboratory tests and X-rays in 1975, This.
amounts to 25,percent to 35 percent of estimated expenditures for outpatient
physician and ancillary Services, 21. percent to 29 percent of expenditures f6tr

physician and, outpatient ancillary services excluding hospital' outpatient
services, and 5 percent to 6 percent of total personal heal th care expenditures,
in 1975. According to the medium eitimate, which probably comes closest
to the actual figures, expenditures for outpatient laboratory tests and. X-rays
would beequal o 29 percent of estimated expendiwres for outpatignt
physician and ancillary services, 24 percent of xpendiwres for physician
and outpatient ancillary serices excluding hospital ,outpatient:, services,
and 5 percent of total personal health care expenditures, To make 'some
further comparisons, they correspond to about 70 percent <A total 1975
expenditures for dentists' services, over one-half of all expenditures for
drugs and prescriptions, and about 60 iirercent of total nursing home expendi-
tures.5 nese are substantial sums, especially when -we remember that
expenditures for Outpatient laboratory tests and X-rays probably account
for only about 80 percent of total expenditures for all outpatient ancillary
.servi('es. Thus total expenditures for.,outpatient ancillary. servkes 'may
have ranged frorn'$6.1 billibn to $8.3 billion in 1975, or between 6 percent
and 8 percent of total personill health Care expenditures.

may lw argued ttkit trONst,imates (quite .apari from the.question of
itheir acc uracy ) overstate theirclsiand the increase in ctists) of ancillary
servi«.s, since ancillary, services.1:9"ave been substituted for ,thySiCian
services or may have led to a reducriop in the aveiage duration pf physician

. This is a possibility, btu to the best of my knowledge, rnere are no
data support ,richer hypot1Wsis. The cost-of-illhem data ort average
numbei of physician \isits pei episode of ilhiess are inconclusive, in the
ixliod 1961 'to 1971, the average npmber of physician visits per episode
stayed muc h the same for otitis media, simple'appendicitis, maternity. c are,
and the simplest kind of foreaim nactures. It rose slightly for perforated
appendicitis and tlw niort serious types Of forearm fractures, and declined
foi cancer (A myocuthal infarction, duodenal ulcer, and.
imetimonia.1 Furth wet sdy.,01 this problem, as well as of rxissible changes I

in the average dination of physic ian visits ja subject on which we have no
data at al)), NMITIN indi( med.
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alSo possible, however, 'that 'my estimates understate expenditures
for 'ancillary services. It ,has been suggested to me that the increased use of
laboratory, tests is likely to lead to an increase in 1alse positiyes,", which
then necesSitate additional physician visits.* It is an interesting suggestion
v?hich alsodeserves further study.

Conclusion
It is h9ped that this paper has shown convincingitthat when the effect of

'technological Change on Medical care costs is examined, it is nth enough
io look only at (he spectacular innovations such as brain scans, rerial dialysis,
.open-heart surgery, and so forth, important as these are. Thechanges going
on in the.treatment of common conditions, which require less wectacular
medical intervention and whia, (alien tOgether, probably account for the,
bigges*hare of our expenditures for medical care must be eXamilied far
more closely then they have'been to date. in particular, the pse of ancillary
service's in the. treatment of these conditions needs more attention. First
and foremost, additional data are required' to fill the enormous data gaps
'whiff, this paper has Shown to exist in the area: Data are needed on the use .

of ancillary services in different practice settings, br field of specialty of
.the physician, by type'and size of hospital, and by some sekcted diagnoses.

What is also 'needed, of course, is art evaluation by the medical profession
of the relation 'between the use of ancillary services and the qttality of cate.
'Is more caremore laboratory tests per case, more', X-rays, more ekciro-
cardiogramsreally 'better care? If cost-benefit analyses of ,high-cost
technologkal ,innovations have been . scarce, they have been nonexistent
in this less dramatic area.

This leads to a final question. If such evaluations should show that,there
is very little return for all the money spent for adttional diagnostic tests
and therapeutic procedures, what can be done? As a first step. the relation-
ship between the use of ancillary servkes and the dange,r, of maipractke
suits, needs close study. Physicians, frequently give a fear of malpractice
suits as Idle rea,vm for ordering tests and procedures which have little
justifkation On Puiely medical grounds. While this may be a factor, it is
unlikely to be thiLsofe or even the main reason for the incrsitsed use of
ancillary, services. Neveitheless, revamping the way in which malpractice
complaints'are handled might be of some help. A number of suggestions

Wfor doing so havt;,been made, stitch as removing them from the traditional
legal system and handling them .like Workmen's Compensation claims.

What.can be done beyond this is a problem.it may be feasible to control
The number of brain scanners or intensive care beds. IlOw to control
physicians? use of ancillary services-i's another matter. It will be interesting
to see what happens to the use' of ancillary services, in hospitalsunder,

. President Carter's propcAed plan to limit the incmase.in hospital expendi-
tuns to 9 percent. When it comes to the ambulatory care sector, the problem
is even more difficuli.Whether PrOfessional Sumdards geview Organizations

4 1 WO to th,ink Steven.Snydet. M.D., San Franc sm tx.)t tins suggestion,
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will 'deal ,ith it reaktins to be seen. It 'may have to be tackled at IJ)e medical
school level, ;.tt the beginning Of a physician's training, whiCh.to'a hu-ge

.- (went .determines his. future' practice patterns. The time may well- haNie
conic -to seriously-consider this posSibility.
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Technology and the !molt!!

Ch*arles A. Sanders

introduction
TeChnology is commonly singled out as the major caiese of risin&costs in
health care. Such:criticism fails to consider that technology per se is but
a:single part of the health care system and therdore difficult to diiSect aWay
froni the, system itself.

Despite enornlous growth in technological fields; little quantitative'
nforthation is available concerning technology's cost, impact on heahh,

or mechanism of introduction. The actors involved in the issue of tech-
nological growth include:

I. The public itself, Which equates new technology with improvement
in health care,

A .1

2: The feleral government,' lose policies.in biomedical tesearch and
insurance, have led to technologiCal innovation and adoption,.

3..Other. third-party insurance carriers: using the cost reimbursement
system,
. 4. Prirate indUstry, with its extraordinary capacnY torespond to perceived
needs,

5.. The individual inventor, physician innovator, or biomedical engineer,
6. Universities offering basic discoveries for subSequent application, and.

r, 7. Health care providers, whether phyiicians allied health specialists,
or hospital§.

This paper adCiresses the development, adoption, and diffusion of
technology within the'hospital &ening. It attempts to put into perspective
tbose forceS, both intrinsic and extrinsic, that drive the system to employ
technology, and offers illustrations of success and failure of the contem-
porary pideess. Current Mechanisms that have an effect on the use of
technology will be reviewed, and a series of potential. mechanisms will be
suggested that may help hospitals to adopt and tnanage new technOlogy
so as to bring benefits and costs into a more rational framework.

Historical perspective
Hospiial costs

It is'well inQwn that both health care and hospital costs have risen at an
alarming rate since the mid-1960s, quadriipling since 1964 and doubling
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since '1970. Expenditure for health' care rose to-rnore than $1.40 biIII&I or
8.6 percent of the Gross National Product in '1976. Of this, more than
$50 billion was spent in hospitals alone. in a study'Of the growth of-bospital
costs, froin $13.2 to $46.6 billion between 1965 and 1975, the Social .SecUrity
Administration noted that the inccease had occurred.at a rated' 13.5 percent
annually (Compounded), of .Which 53 percent 'was due to price:increases,
8.7.percent reflected population growth, and 38.3 penlent cotrld be attributed
to "technologic improvements." yhile the figure for price increases closely'
paralleled Consumer Price index data ,for the same period, itnroduction
Of technology into health care, was clearly a new and large exPense.i

Even at the most cursory inspection, hospitals appear op face a variety of
strong, conflicting, and often inappropriate incentives'to adopt and utilize
new. technology.* New' technologies have provided more efficient, and
accurate means Of di.,ignosing or excluding disease, bpt generally, have.
achieved' palliation rather than 'cure. Little qUantitative informatiomls
available relating the employment of technology to the extension:of useful
life. although the life expectancy of the general population has risen from
an average of 70.3 years in 19652 to 72.6 years in 1975.5 Fur lermore, froth
1960 to 1975, there was a.decline in the infant mortality ra rom 26 to.16:I
per 1.090 live births, and a drop in maternal mortality o 7l percent. In
addition, tlw death rate in 10 of the first 15 causes of death in the United
Sum*. declined. A lkof this suggests that we must be "doing something right."

Some insight i»to the effect of technology can be gained by translating the
experience at the Massachusetts General Hospital into cost. Although the
.total number of annual patient days changed little (348,000 versus' 351,000)
from 1965 to 1975, 1.862 new einployees were added. This coincided .With
the introduction of IQ intensive care units spread over 97 bedS with costs
ranging from $200 to $425 per day (1975 dollars). New roles were needed,
including medical systems analysts and programmers and a biomedical
engineering department to service much of the 'equipment embodied in
the technology. Mare highly skilW nursing 'and technical personnel vAt,re
secured to administer hyperalirnentation solution and to draw and analyze
blood for complex new tests such -as rathoimmunoassays. Radiation
therapists and physicists were needed to deliver .sophisticawd trt:aunrnt to

-pte-viously untreatable cancer patients, as were bioengineers capable of
measuting blotrd flow to diseased extmnities. knhalation the9py and the

, (aie labotatory provide two particularly mgent exampres of growth.
'Ube kvart mem of inhalation 'therapy increased from four technicizros on a
budget ol $32,333 in 1959, to 70 te hui iaIts with a bndget of $884,000 in 1976.
An iltlIte ( ate laboratory established in the mid-1960s for thj benefit of
< ritically ill patients now employs 20 technicians and has an a»nual
operating budget in excess Of $800,000.

One inescapable conclusion from these data. incomplete though they may
hat, at least in a telthuy care setting, tethnology can indeed be

fhp,. (elm It .fittl n,in h4. olt.* . cxltv...srt in this powi h.nv 'welt (timed ift part
hum dist 11%`,14111,. ut dir t mimimimih sliming lii ilillif ui Medi( COMffiltiee (+01 1 e tim miogv
I health cdte,
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"blamed," for a substantial portion of rising hospital costs. FurthermOre, the
major expense of .the technolOgy lies primarily in the cost of:personnel and
'supplies to support it rather than in the acquisition cost of the equipment
itself. However, the'rise in cost of technology devices has not been insignifi-
cant. Although there have been substantial improvements in the capacity
and sophiStication of various technologies, it should be noted that between
165 and 1977 the cost of items such as cardiac pacemakers rose from $500
to $1300, fluoroscopes With image intensification from $40,000 1.6 $200,000,
cobalt machines from $40,000 to $150,000, and computed tomography
(CT) scanners from $385,000 in 197.1 to nearly $700,000 in 1977.

While the foregoing commentary provides some insight into risMg.tosts
of hospital care, it does not deal with those forces either within o? outside
of the health care system which have created the fertile milieu wherein
technology has .been develic)ped,'adopted, and diffused.

The driving forces

It is impossible, in trying to evaluate the impact of technology upon
heahh-care, or more precisely, upon health, to be completely quantitative in
defining those forces that have driven the health care system and hospitals
io employ technology to the extent they currently do. In general, the.forces
are twofold, external and internal.

External forces. 1. The public, at least until recendy, has believed that
"more is better." In the mid-1960s, our national psychdlogy was go'yerned
to a large extent by a "moon shot mentality"; there wOs nothing we as a
people could riot do, as long as we were willing to devote energy and
resourceS to solving a problem. Improving the health ()tour people wvg no
exception, and health care in-creasingly betame defined as a "right." Little
attentipn was given to preserving health, and the technological explosion
of the late I 960s, encouraged the myth that technology could rescue patients
from the consequences of the major diseases affIktingvhe population.
Accordingly,. thOse financing research and health core services wer4
encouraged to provide more resources, with the goal and, indeed, the
expectmion that su( h a national policy would result in, better health for all.
Only recently, as health care costs soar and the major diseases resist conquest,
has the public begun to question whether this pokly is, realistic', Their
question has been focused even more shin ply by the realization that the
.nation's resources are limited. Us the energy clisis demonstrates. In all,
the pu bl ic is concerned. although still ambivalent, about healih care's
commanding a majorwortion of their limited resources. There is *ill the
belief that technologyNs a good thing: even now. moretmight be better.
This perception rernaMs an important force in drivin Ith care
system, and hospitals III pat tic ulai, toward developing a
technologies to diagnosis and therapy.

16

2. The government has reflected the public s ishes in health ate m
both its rescan I polic y and insurancA. systenis.
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Biornedica rch, primarily embodied in the programs_of the National
Institutes of 'Health, has been a potem force in idenfifying and fostering
-new areas of in veStigation ranging from the most basit'to apOlied research.
As a result, inVestigative and cliracal specialist's have been developed and
,&persed throughOut American medical schools sand hospitals. Oddly, one

the greatest, acComplishments, of government-funded research has been
the, staffing and suppordng 'of American medical education, in addition,
major advances in unckrstanding, diagnosing, and treating disease have
been aChieved by technology devloped through government grants and
contracts. Such advances have been a major influence in shaping our current
capabilities in health_ care: witness the development of the CT scanner,
proton beam therapy, thcearly technology, of radiology, autOmated systems
.of blood testing, cwnputer-based drug compatibility tests, and .the Medline
an4.Medlars information syswms.' Al though federal funding is now in large
meaSure' redirected toward categorical illnesses, it is likely that the $2 billion
spent annUally for biomedical research, much of it in hospitals, will continde
to' foster even greater utilization of tech»ology.

Medicare and Medicaid. The ,legislation in 1965-64 entitling' the elderly
and:disadvantagtd to financial aid with medical expenses roughly coincided
yid') the tedrnological explosion in medical Care. Understandably, increased

,

demand accompanied broader insurance coverage, and increased payments
direcfiy affeeml the ability of hospitals, to adopt and diffuse both old and
new technology. Most particularly, Cost reimbursement provided the
hospitals with a guarantee zrgainst toss on a new teChnology,,so lung as the
state or federal government would accept its cost into the hospital charge,
schedule. us little Or no external restraint in adopting and utili'zing
technology was imposed on the health provider, and the' technologic.cyck
moved onward, checked -only by such restraint as was exercised by the
plovider.

3. Other third:party (privato payers, like thtigoverninent, have employed
a t ost reimburSement system with the satire disincentives to economy through
conserving resources or restraini»g the adoption and utilization of new
le( hnology.

Private induLr and zndn'idual inventors who havc identified a need
for a particular technology have played an important role, often in (-milli
with potential phy-ician or bospind users. Most of such work has been
derivative of theorieS' or prototypes developed in a medical setting, which
industt y, with, its great developmental and fabricating capacity, is tinioudy

'situated to capitaliie upon.

5. Unitersities have also been a sonrce of germinal discOverie5, which*
could be applied medically. In pat ticular, those institutions with strong
engineering schools have been responsible tot numerous important basic
advances, although the actual technology trnskr has tesulted titan ( lose
collaboration between the university pet-immel and their pmfessional
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colleagues in inedicine. A notable exampk of suct collabo anon was the
applicatiOn by researchers at Massachi.»:etts Institute of Technology and
NIGH of radioactive P3) first to the diagnosis, arid later,to the treatment of
hyroid disease. Nuclear medkine utilizing many isotopes is noW a corner-
stone of diagnosis, and. to a smallet'extent, treatmern of a variety of diseases.
A less frequently applied technological device is the cyclotron, which is
capable of treating ,pituitary tumors with Bragg peak radiation. Used
primarily for puiposes other than medicine, 'very expensiveand in low
demand, the cyclotron has not been housed in the hospital itself.

The foregoing paragthphs suggest but by no means exhaust the range
of external forci's bearing upon the relationship betweep the hospital
and technology.

Internal forces, he individual physician or speeialty unit has been
the'primary source of the developmem, adoption, and utilization of 'tech-
nological innovations'within the hospital.'In 'some instances, the path from
origination tO introduction into patient care has been entirely within the
hospital (as in the case of radioimmunoassays for digoxin, parathormone.
and thyroealcitonin). In others, c:Iquipment or sophisticated chemical
fabriCation technologies requiring sizable capital expenditures'' bavtoften
required industrial involvement to 'complete the transfer and _diffusion

process (i.e., the Swan-Ganz flotation catheter, hernodialysis machines,
Circulatory assist devices, and hyperahmentation solutions). Funding for.
suCh projects has varied, although the major sources have been the federal
government, and to a lgser extent, private industry and foundations.

The physician may also be requested by a partictilar funding solace 10
patticipate-irrthe development or evaluation of a itiechnology which ulti-
manly 'may help in patient care, as in the case of government and private
industrial c mtracts to conduct animal and human testing of drugs and
medic al dev s.

The hacpwal has seldom been Ow plime mover in iden 'frying the need
ew le( lmology, seldom considered itself responsible for innovation or

even ha monitoting the introduction of technology into patient care,
beyond assming patient safety and, establishing programs T:11-i-ch are

. ..
economically viable. In Ilw case of safety, the malpractice crisis and the
requitement. that standing mmmittees on human subjects ieview resear( h

proposals have heighwned hospitals'w awareness of their responsibility.
,Howevet, be( anw Of the numerous pathways by which new technology
(an be innoduced into the patient care setting, these tom erns have »ot
provided an overill st ieeni»g method. Assnining that safety standipgis ot
tisk-lwneht iatios wen,,ac «viable, tlw major force in dec iding whether t

new technokgy would be introduced has in fact be-'n whether thirclIparty
canters Cvolild i ellninit SC 'the hospital at a level sufficient to stisunit the'
tec hnology. In the setting ot cost teimbuisement, there has been, and is,
little incentive fot the hospital to view tlw benefn-cost influetne 01 the
tec hnology 411 I-tali-6141AI dkV;AWS, 01 to examine the new technolog
the «mtexi ol the total diagnostic and thetapeutic capability of the inst tu-
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tion. Moreover, nO incentive has existed for' hospitals to consider- using
similar and underutilized Services in other nearby institutions. Their failtire
to do so has proMpted the charges that hospitals are insensitive to cost,
proMote needless duplication of services, and mindlessly pursue their own
parochial interests. To be balanced against such charges are considerations
such-as transport of patients, the tipe of hospital involved (full service versus
community), the actual, projected need for the technology, and, as a corollary
to the last, the fact that some duplication within the system i4ecessary
when the demand supports approxlmately MI utilization of the technology.

Thus the hospital to date has been largdY passive in the introduction of
technology. Aldrough it has not had to be-so, the pressures &enerated from
within by the physician inventor and by practitioners wishing to use the
technology, even on an initial trial basis, can be extraordinarily powerful.
In fact, with a permissive reimbursement system it has been, and is, easier,
and sometimes wiser, to adopt promising technology even before its ultimate
role in patient care i certain, than to refuse an opportunity to explore its
potential benefits. Today's hospital faces a myriad of incentives to utilize
tet hnology and disincentives to constrain it.

4r

I lustrative case s udies.

Before ,citing two case studies of the development, adoption, utilization
and diffusidn of technologies 'in medicine, let me ,emphasize that these
example's illustrate that lechnology and its place in medicine are Moving
continuously. We' are forced to make judgments about ,technology with
-nperfect methodology and data and in a time of increasingly limited

resour«'s, while simultaneously we haveanalyonal commitment to improve
the health of our citiiens and protect thcyn from potentially danger-bus
chemicals, energy sources, medical technofogies, etc.

Still, we should not forget that medical advant suet) as digitalis,
penicillin, insulin, smallpox vaccination, vitamin 1112 for treating pernicious
anemia, and numerous medical devices have been introduced without
clinical trials of any magnitude and have been accepted and retained at
least in principle because of their obvious h,berapeutic benefits. In other
instant-es, technologies, particularly in the fields of antibiotic and cancer
chemotherapy and medical, devices, have followed the same abbreviated
path to clinical application and have been discarded, usually within a short
period of time, when they were found ineffective or actually harmful. In
the latter instance, most such trials have been carried out in patients for
whom there was no satisfactory therapeutic alternative,

The following two examples are iltustrative of successful and failed
technologies ,and, although oriented toward the field of cardiology, serve
as an analogue to many examples that could bo cited in this or any other
medical specialty.....

coronary arteriography and bypass surgery. Sciec nyc coronary arteriog-
raphy exemplifies a diagnostic technology which hat to wait nearly a decade
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:for a therapy that could palliate the disease it was clearly.' ,capable of
diagnosing: coronary artery diSease: CoronA angiography waS introduced
in 1958 by Dr.-Mason Sones of the Cleveland Clinic,5 and several thousand
angiograms were performed, primarily in his laboratory and almost exclu-
sively for diagnostic purposes. Only a few patients were referred for surgery,'
because tlie only technique potentially capable of improving myocardial
blood supply was the implantation of one or both internal mammary
arwries into the myocardium (Vinebergprocedure), N,.ith the expectatiot
that the implanted vessels over time would eStablisti connections
existing coronary vessels, thus improNing blood 'supply.6 That procedure)
although introduced in 1949. was of dubious value and never acceptedi'
videly. Probably fewer -than 200 such operations were done between,
1949 and 1967,

Nonetheless, coronary angiography flourished in the' Sones laboratory
. despite the lack of an accepted therapy, despite the high cost of radiographic

equipment, and despite,the relaiively high doses of radiation. The multiple
reasons for acceptance "of what was essentially, ti diagnostic proCedure
included its apparent ;ability to exclude coronary disease as a cause of
dibilitadng chest PaM;' the prec sion w 1,vhich a diagnosis could be
established, and the yilhngness of the 1ndivIh&J patient and some third
parties to bear the expense of the procedure.

With ,the introductipn of the saphenous vein bypas4 graft procedure in
1967,7 a therapeinic .modality became available which dpparendy provided
immediate improvement of blood supply to an undernourished myocardium.
Although it rlequired vast techliologic support, simplicity and logic
were powerful for.c4 ii its being accepted widely and rapidly as theiapy

this country's Jeading cause of death clue to medical disease. The rest is
ory known th all. in the field. Open heart surgery, previously limited to

vah c replacement and repair of congenital heart defects, initiated a new era.
Currently, it is estimated that more than 50,000 bypass operations are done
annually at a 'cost in Arcess of $10,0000 per operation. The approach was
'propelled forward by the medical instinct for effective procedure and the
strong emotion genord by the consequences of coronary disease, and in
the beginning few quantitative questions were asked about the effectiveness
of 1,he surgery as it related to morbidity and nmrtality. To be sure, trial and
observation have disclosed That some patients were not benefited, because
tlwit disease h,t1d, progressed to the point where the heart was irreparably
dainaged and restoration-of blood flow could not improve it. Such patients

. ; .

ale now viewed as pmential candidates for cardiac transplantation, if and
when the immunologic problems surrounding that pmcedure can be
solved. Yet, the vast majority of patients with symptomatic coronary mtery
disease have been viewed as candidaes for the'bypass procedure. And in smne
centers it is alkged that patients, with asymptomatic but aPparently "life
threatening" lesions should also be bypassed.

Despite the enormous commitment of resources to this technology, which
in fact is a family of technologies including c ardia«atheterization.
radiology. cardiopulmonary bypass maciiines. blood banking, em c.. it is only
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now that data are' emerging that purport to demonstrate that the operation
relieves symptoms and prolongs life. Such data are usually retrosPective in
nature, not subjeCt to double' blind or control technignes, and in ma
.instances, ignore the natural history of the disease. To keep. things
--Perspective, it is_probably too late to carry out claSsical statistical studies4
in pan due to our population's mobility and 'freedom of choice in seeking
therapy. Furthermore, if the procedure were a failure, or largely so, the
evidence already woukt have accumulated to indicate as much, and the
procedure would have been, discarded as other ineffective procedures have
been, s,rich as the Vineberg operation, pericardiolysis, and omentopexy.

Commint: The 'study illustrates the preoccupatiori our'society has with
technology, panicularly when, like coronary angiography, it has a diagnos-
tinny precise capability, or ,appears ,Lo offer a logical' and simple therapy
for, a severe, ubiquitous disease. One Wonders what the course of events
would have been had the medical profession urged more restraint in' the
introduction of this technology and set up a method to evaluate its effective-
ness statistically. Could medicine have resisted'the'public outcry, emOtional
though it may have been, which might have accompanied knoWledge of
the availability k-)f a procedure which is superficially so attraCtive? Could
the third parties who have paid for 'these technologies almost from. their
beginning haffe withstood such pressure? The questionis moot but provoca-
live and, if considered,should be examined in light of the times in which the
developments took place.

Prosthetic devices in cardiology. With the increased knowledge and
,Mterest of rhe engineer and physicist in biologic Systems, activity in
-developing prostlwtic devices. for all fields of medicine, has burgeoned.
The field of cardiokigy has been. exceptionally active, sin& in many ways
the principles of hydraulic engineering arapplicable to the cardiovascular
system. The main problem in this rapidly expanding arez-t has, been to
develop a prosthetic material having a surface whic h is biologically com-
patible with blood ovet an extended period of tnne, and also havitzg sufficient
enduram e, for, the device to function effectively and repetitively in, the
«mtinuous trauma of a pulsating system. Despite these difficulties,
linfnagel in the I 950s devised and inserted a plastic valve into the descending
portion of the thoracic aorta in patients with severe annic insufficiency.8
This tec hnolOgy antedawd the development of the cardiopulmonary bypass
maclnne and admittedly was a desperate attempt to palliate a disease which
hud teadied its end Stages and,for which there was no alternative therapy:
Little was understood at that time about the biologic interaction of bhiod
and foreign substances. Placeu, of the valve in the descc.nding aorta only
pat tially relieved the work load, on the left ventricle. since die aortic valve.
itself continued to be incomiwtent and the blood ejected into' the upper
i)Ot lions of tlw body would continue to regurgitate imp the left ventricle.
The history of the linfnagel valve was short. and in retrospect, predictable.
The patient's symptoms wete relieved only partially, although for a (line
khe ( a td iat condition was mote manageable -clinically with drug therapy.
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However, the major limiting factor was the ineompatibility of' the val4
itself, with the blood. The, resulting clot fonriation, embohzadon tceareaS
distal tO the placement of the valve, and complete obstruction of the valve
by clotting' created insurmountable ,obstacles. 'Hence, the valve was 'never
widely accepted, although a few patients were substantdially benefited, albeit
for a short time. Thus this technology, which was' created and introduced by
an imaginative physician, did not diffuse throughout the cardiovascular
field, solely because of its soon. obvious limitations and not because of
safety policies imposed by the government or policies of reimbursement-
by third-party insurance carriers. k

In )961; the'modern era of cardiac.valve prostheses began with the collabo-
ration of a surgeon, Dr. Albert Starr, and an engineer, LowellEdwards, whd
developed theStart,Edwards valve' to replace diseased cardiac valves.9 This
approach itias made possible by the availability of effective cardiopulmonary
bypass' iupport.- It is interesting that the. Starr-Edwards prosthesis, still
extant, did not diffuse widely umil the clinical trials conducted by Starr
,himself in a nuMber Of patients with various types of mitral arid aortic
valve disease indkated ,that the valve was ah effective, therapy for the
'diseases in'which i(was employed. Although the third-party payers were not
rel 'rpm( to reimburse for this procedure even in its early sthges of deve14-
men the natUral caution 'of the, medical profession toward what was, then
'odic rapy delayed the widesPread use of these devices until their clinical
worth ccn.ld be proven. To some extent, however, the aeceptance was delayed .
also bvcause of the relatively few centers capable of providing the skilled
personnel and technology to support the invention. However, as the worth
of the valve became proven, there was a marked 'growth in the number of
fardiovascutar pump teams througt.rout the country primarily devoted to
applying this technology. In retrospect, the proliferatiOn of such teams was
excessive but responsive to' a number of factors, including public demand,
die desire of physicianS and hospitals to provide this capacity in their
facilities, and the Willingness Qf third parties to reimburse for the procedure.

Nonetheless, it should be emphasized that the technology was applied,
for the most part to padents for whom no effective alternative source of
treatment was available. The benefits of drug therapy had been exhausted
and, at lein at first, valve replacement was reserved for d most severe

cases, ;.14practice which has continued to the present- in the Pplication of .

radical tN hnologies. As exiwrient e demonstrating its effective k!,. increased,

valve replacement *W;AS extended to patients who were less severely affected
by theit disease. Thus the major issue of when such palliative therapy should
be employed was and still remains one of judgmevt.

As might be inedicted, valve replacement is not without severe complit a-
dons in sow patients. "1-1wse include unseating of the prosthesis, embolism
from dots forming on the prosthesis, hemolysisof blood due to the excessive
sheat fort es on the formed elements of the blood in contact with a foreign
submant e, and actual degenetation of the poppet within the valve despite
extensive endurance testing in tiw engineering laboratory. In an effort to
build a device free of sut h wmplitations. other vAlve prostheses have been
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deVised by individtal physicians, sometimes in collaboration with hydraulic
.engineers. In the» early stages. Virtually all of these eMployed foreign
materials which during 'the test of time in patients have been found to.
prodIUT (1.1C sztme problerns of the Starr-Edward3 valve and usually with
an even greater frecitiency. Thus these devices now in large measure have
been diScarded. The Starr-Edwards valve itself has continued u) undergo
deyelOpment and at present is dw,srandard technology for valve replace-
ment, since tlw refinements have led to a progressive diminution- in the
frequency of the previotAsly, described complications.

Nonetheless,, beeause" Valvc replacement patients require long-term
anticoagulation, not vithout complic.ation itself. 'there has been a con-
tinuing search for a beuer prosthesis. One of the areas that initially appeand
prornisMg was the transplantation, primarily in the aortie area. of human
valVes obtained from patients 'who had'died from other causes. HoweVer,
this technique.has suffered from a number of problemS involving avail-
abili technical difficulties in insertion, and fatigue of the
valve after it has been in place-for varying lengths of time. Currently, the
rnkljot focus in new prostheses is on the potential,of applying allografts,
usually derived from the pig because its tissues appear compatible with
those. 01 the human, apparently will not require long-term anticoagulation
of ,the patient, and may not be subject to the complications encountered
with the Starr-P.dwards valve. The driving force in development of this'
new technology is no longer the individual physician, ,or physician and
engineer in informal collaboration, but a whole cohort, including physician,
engineer, industry, a»d governme»t. A major facilitatingfactor in ftsting,
thi.; new teChnology in the human has been the -Willingness of 'third-party
payers .to reimburse for the procedures, even though the technology still
must be considered in its experinwntal phase.

Comment: Beginning with the liufnagel valve, there has never been' a
standard, c)inical trial to prove the effectiveness of any given valve replace-

proSthesis. The lack of an efkciive therapy in desperate clinical
situations gave rise to' the development of this field, ,and the policy ol
third-party carriers of reiMbursi og for the procedures facilitawd its adolit ion
and diffusion throughout the hospital system. Ineffective protheses have
'been discarded primarily because they failed to meet the standards of
individual physician res-earchers. ,In addition, the indications and hepce
the utili/ation of these devices in the human have been left to 'the jtulguati
of individual c ardiovascular teams, whose picwesses of evaluation and
review may 1.;ity considerably from inslitittion.. to institution. Finally. the

`decision to introduce such le( hnology liaCrested largely with the physic ian,
and hospitals have played little, if any, tole of this decision making piocess.
However, some h2spitals have actually sought this cztpability to maintain

position oflieminence within a «)mmunity. To the extent that this
has been the case, unnecessary duplication of expensive services may
have resulted. Regardless ol the mechanism by which the decision has
been reached to adopt this or any other type of -technology, the hospital has
had to ploy' e many soppoi ling services whose cost in let ins Of pet sound,
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space. and equipment has not been cotinted in when the major technOlogy
itself, Was adopted, Thismay explain, at least,in sot-tie inStances, why-cardilb-.
'vascular teaniS,'after enjoying,:ininitial period of support, have been found
to. be ihapproPriateily placed. that is; placed in institutIons whose patient
volume is, not adequate to support the effort The cardiovascular field is not
alone in this'situation.

Control oi technology in hospitals
'There are two majoireasons to consider the question of control of ech-

'nology in 'hospitals: (1) the 'high Cost of' health care, and in particntar
'hospital care; and (2) cOncern about protecting the public, from the intro-
duetion of technology that may be of minimal effeCtivertess, ot that might
prove harmful.

The following comments will be directed toward existihg control
mechanisms and-will suggeSt some new mechanisms of potential value.

Current mechanisms

Determination-of-Need and P.L. 93,641, At present. 33, 6t d 'the
District of Columbia 'have operative Determination-of-Need laws, al ough--
these vary in scope and in particular as to whether or nqt doctors' offices

.are included. Public Law -93-641.mandates that a Determinatiortol-Need
law be.in place in every state by 1980, but it does not require that the law
extend to doctors' offices.

Although this, mechanism is attractive in theory, experiente to date
suggest's that it is extremely, difficult to implement. Effective planning is
limited by the amount of data available upon whicll to base decisions. Much
decision making has occurred in an atmosphere ofcrisis generated hy a request
from specific proViders to 'adopt new technologies or replace old facilities:
Faced with such crises, decision making authorities, have been unable to
devote their attention -to developing a methodology that addresses the
structuring, of a health ,system which makes facilities ,and their technology
available on an equitable basis. Their power has peen limited by their
inability to have a marked effect upon existing fatilities. However,' it is
conceivahle, and even likely, that in 'the absence of specific authorization,
those administering Determination-of-Need laws will resort to the indirect
method of closing hospitals by cylnyingapplications to upgrade old facilities
which have been cited for failure to conform to current life safety codes.
While such practice constitutes blatant abuse of the intent of the Determina-
tion-of-Need law by employing methodologies outside the scope of the
law, it nonetheless is a way to "game" the system in order to makce it conform
to the wishes of the regulators. Were such regulators possessed of the
necessary data and wisdom on which to base decisions, the means they used
might be condoned as justified by the ends. ljnfbrtunately, the profes-
sionalism currently resident in Determination-of-Need authorities is not
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such- that.the public can be assured that the laWs will be directly or indirectly
'applied in 'an equitable fashion. Furthermore, Determination-of-Need
pertains only to ,large technologies whose capital costs exceed .$100,000 to
$150;000; thus, asignificani amount of new technology'could be introduced
Which would fall below the threShold for review but would increase the
costs of medical care as much-as, if not more than, c'ertain technology over'
which the law has jurisdiction.

The addition under Public Law 93-641 of Health Systems Agencies and.
State Health Coordinating Councils to work with the 'Determination-of-'
Need process appears to address sOme of the above questions. Again,
however, the law is extremely complex and idealistic, for it is based on two
assumptions. It -asst:imes that.the reqUisite amount of data.can be collected
upon which to make decisions abont the health care system, and that the
professionalism .required for such decision malcing can be developed within
/public bodies which are theoretically repreSentative of the populace. At
his time, itis difficult to point to a health systems agency that pOssesses the

'necessary planning expertise and can be considered truly representative.
Indeed, the process to date has not resulted in attracting those elements of
cornmunity leadership that would give *confidence that the needs of the
public at large rather than those of the vested interests, 'be they rich or poor,
had been, t#en into consideration. Furthermore, these agencies have failed
to' link their efforts effectively with the Determination.Of-Need process.
They exhibit operational inefficiencies and lack of continuity in defining

# and pursuing tile mandated goals in health planning. These same criticisms
have been directeti at hospitals, which specifically have been criticized for
failing to cooperate with one another to ensure' that overbedylind
excessive duplication of services among hospitals do not exist in'an gi4y en
area. There is a clear question as to whether or not the health systems agency
and Determination-of-Need process can or Will be able to develop a coherent
health system that is better than .the current "system." Theoretically, the
answer should be a resounding "yes," but in' practice, the performance of
this public process has failed to inspire much confidence.

Some success might be achieved if, at'least from a'procedural point oMew,
the agencies involved in publie planning could respond in a timely manner
to organizations requesting Determination-of-Need. Although agency
practices and administration of Determination-of-Need laws vary from
state to state, the time required to make decisions is extraordinarily long.
Facilities or technologies may undergo such extended review that the cost
of the capital expenditure ran increase substantially simply because of
delays in processing the application. ...

lf the regulatory process-conld be efficiently adMinistered, some yardstick
to meaSure its performance could be_leveloped. Thc current practice
unfortunately tends to deny or delay all proposals for an unconscionably
long period of time. At the Massachusetts General Hospital, for example,

- an ambulatory care center has been under consideration for nearly three
years. During this time the costs of construction and capital equipment
have risen by more than 25 percent, excluding, ofcourse, the incremental
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'cost, nel Committed to'seeing the project- airough to conchision,
whetltr it kV positive or.negative action on the part of the public bodies.
Similarlythe Affiliated 'HospitaU Center in Boston_spent more thap fiVe

. years in -obiaining appro),a1 for a facility whkh finally contained 100'fewer.
. beds than were proposed but whose inflationary cost had risen more than two

. and a half times during the'interim.,Some would argue, and not ,without
merit, that while the ultimate revlt of such a process wasatemr hospital,
tile teal question is whether or lit& it was sufficiently "better" to justify an

.
.

e'xpendituye-of $100 million rather than' $110 million, Many similar problems
Could be cited whkh have arisen in, the procsess of implementing Determine-
tion-of-Neeci laws. ,/ I

,
Cost coni missioni. A nurnON- of states have-established cost control

commissions effort ,to contain the rate of rise ,of hospital costs, of
which 'technology is thought to be a significant component. These include
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maryland, and Washington. Although the

' method of:operation 4nay syary fiorn mate testate, each commission-exerts
considerable authority over the degree to which hospitals may raise charges

' tO cover ,the costs pf services provided, Such comrnissions-theoretically.are.
attractrve from a cost containment poinoof vievt.since they'could be useful

in controlling the proliferation oUtechnology oithin the hospital, bUt to

0 d
'te

they liave lacked the expertise or data base on whiCh.to.onake judgmems
regarding the iole of'a-hcispital in a particular airea. Like the Health Systems

Agencl and the State, Healtli Coordinating Couna these cOmmissions
ire capable CA addressing only'a portion of the problem of developing
I health cuff 4stem, namelY, cost. Again, 1 commission activities in

approving or di oving.charoes cckuld be linked uzian effective planning
R,

.

process, their i i would be,,enliaqed -greatly. Sush a linkage bas not

devdoped to'.dk The performance di the commissions must be judged
against their ability to contain costs, as compared to cost ,containment in
othei' s'tates withont similar regulatorykprocesses. When that: comparison

is maZle, commission perroemance is not impressive. A -1976 study covering"

18 sates. attempted, to ascertain for the Fesleration af American Hospitals

the effect, of rate regulation On hospital expenditures and revenues. Thig

study, revsaled little, if any, impact attributable to the presence or abs'ence of

mandatory rate regulation lnd a 1-2 percent, better, performance in states

with voluntary rate,regulation.10 ,

The stock answer to why the performance of cf;ist control commissions

ha- ot been better 'is that such remmissions are/still evolutionary and

thei )otential ;remains to be realize& While it is impossible KS argue with,

a statement, the appr6ach appears far from being a panacea:At isediffkult to see in a free 'society how the adversary relationship commonly

, resultini, from the actions of such commilsions will in fact realize the,

. , clogiired goal witWout creatirtg chaos, Or, at che very least, inertia, in a system'

whicll is constantly in ingtion,, and whose major actors arc committed, at

lea'st superficially, tt, improving rbe qualit);.of care delivered to our citizens.

I%Sutii adversely rdationshiPs -do nol provide incentives for 'better- per-
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formance, but create a rnindset among 'the regulated that is 'geared toward
protecting what' they have, rather than toward the economic wisdom of
investigating how they might achieve their goal through cooperation
and planning.

-- FDA and medical devices legislation. The key ,frderal instruments
addressing the adoption and diffusion of technology at this time are the
regulations of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and, the recently
enacted Medical Devices legislation, The role of the FDA is to protect the
public safety and to keep off the market those drugs that are of no use or of
marginal utility in ,tbe field where they are applied. The scale of their task is
awesome; and its stringency is such that it is, litae wonder that the United
States has fallen' far behind in the developmen't of new drug technology,
ranking behind a numbeT of European countries as well as Japan. The
standards to which dowstic industry are held in developing, new drug
technology are so seVere that there is an inordinately long lead time, ranging
h,om monthS to years, before a neW drug originating in the United States
can -be sold on, the open market. In our zeal to protect the public safety, we
have 'forced the *FDA .to adopt standards which have spawned a 'federal
bureattiracy incapape of timely response, to the enormous, capacity cif
American industry to ptoduce drugs potentially useful for the treatment
of a number of common diseases. To be.sure, ,the introduction, of drugs
onto the, open market should not be a -Completely unlettered process, but
the standards to which American industry are held ,ar the present' tim-o aye
enervating and wasteful of resources. This policy, if continUed, may in the
long run be'detrimemal to the American people.

The Medical Devices kgislation, also administered by the FIA7hts the
laudable goal of ensuring that no new devices will be accepted for the open
market until they,are appropriately tested: The legislation divides devices
inio several categories, with the mo`st stringent standards applied to those

ed into the, human body. Sudi legislation in Many ways is overdue, but `
it is crucial that tlit standards set ih the implementing regulations be
reasonable and not untlith idealistic. What is to(---lle. measured is the risk-
lxnefit ratio of such devic es when thmpared with the Aternatives; in some
Oist`s there are 'none.. The natural tendency in administerMg a federal, .

law is to "play it safe." If bad results occur in .4 few, cases; the attendant
semationalisni distorts the actnal contribution of the technolomi. It can
only be hoped t
five Inec han ism h

application of the, law to medical devices an Met-
uial wsting, and, equally importani. a means for

(Oil-Miming evaluation will be*devised, with the umkrstandfrig that if a
,liminmy testing, it may have to bi removed

tnedianisni for meliminary yv'aluation
nationa) 'review panel coirtposed of expens on

the subject to develop
ka research protocol to be carried out in a few selected

device is found wmuini; a
f.rol* the -markt:t. One
miglIt include ccmvenn

centers, initially in 'animals and. if apparently successful, later 'in humans.
The time frame, tor preliminary evaluation would; of course, depend upon

--the type of device under study.,Otrinf.vvaluatiott ((mid be the responsibility
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of a separate peer review panel convened under FDA auspices. To ensure
objectivity of e'Valuation, once introduction and diffusion have 'taken
place, such panels should be composed of individuals not participating
in the.original decision to, place the device on the open market. A similar
prOcess might be employed for the drug field as well, that is, initial confirm-

/ tion, by a panel, of animal testing carried out b'y the industrial laboratory.
,followed by clinical' ti-ials in a few designated medical centers throughout
the country. Whether the FDA can or should.bear such heavy responsibility,
Tor testing and 'standards remains unresolved. '

Third-party insurance carriers. Currently, third-party carriers play bnly
.an indirect role in the evaluation an51 acceptance of technology into the
,medical field. Where'prNpective rate setting is the-major form of teimburse-
mentthat is,`a rate of reimbursement is provided to the hospital ,based on
some standard of case-mix which considers the types.Of services provided,
the hospital must determine the relative importance 'of various technologies
it wishes to support in order tei balance its budget. in such a milieu any
introduction new ,technology must be within the fitcal constraints of
the reirnburseinent limitations imposed by the third-party carriers. Although.
prospective rate setting has been adopted for Medicaid in numerous states,
the exiStence of pluralistic forms of reimbursement in a stateensures that
third parties are not a great deterrent to the introduction of new technoloik.
(Zit reimbursement remains the mechanism by which most hospitals are'
funded for the services they provide. This area is ripe for extensive exploration%

1stPotential mechanisms
,

Before discussing the discrete mechanisms by ehich technology is ntro-
ihluced and ultimately controlled, it should be emphasized that the most

fecdve policy will be one, that alters the system by retaining incentives for
the individuals wh6 control the technology: Two mechanisms, prospective
reimbursement and utilization review; appear to hold considerable promise.
However, to again thenvequires; first, a major change in policies goyerning
reinbursetnent, and, second, develoPment of a utilization review that
incrudes ancillary services rather than merely utklinttion of beds, avoriginally
mandated by the Medicare Act of 1965.

Prp.spective' reimbursement. Prospeuive re mbursement. has the potential
of bringing together alrthe decision makers in the hospital to discuss the
adoption and use of a technblogy. To acComplish this requirel,beha7ioral
modificadon in a system where the individucal physician entrepreneur has
long been the prime 'actor in the utilization of new or old technology, while
bearing no risk. And such behavioral modifiyation cannot be accomplished
so long as a cost reimbursement yolicy exists, .i.e., so long 'as the hospital
can routinely pass the (ost of any new or existing and pds"Sibly overutihzed
technology along to a third-party payer. Ckarlip, the third ptii is not in a
position to make klecisions regarding the ,importance of new technology.
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and:the fecleraltovernment, through the F or other agencies, is not really
able to establish the efficacy of a -particular technology in a highly special-
ized hospital. A pmspeetfv,e rate setting system that recognizes the individual
characteristics of a hospltal and prbvides a rate that,adequately compensates
for the services provided, is a powerfnl motivanng force toward intra-
institutional decision making. Such decision making not only has the
advantage, of imposing -4.he responsibility for the inrroduction of new
technology upon those most qualified to evaluate it, but also has*thedecided
benefit of :iromoting an institutional awarehess of theOimilization that
exists already either in the hospnal or in neighboring Mslinitibns- Inter-
institutional cooperation is thus facilitated, and a genuine will to, cooperak
for the common good 'is fostered.

, Although prospective rate setting is not the ultimate answer to the
containmeu of medical costs, be it applied to tecimollogy or to the utilization
of hospital beds, it dCies vfea the decision making in those most qualified

Megates the regulators to a role they cart more naturally assume, 'that
is, (insuring 'compliance with a ystem whith has been developed. The,
difficulty in setting.a prospective rate rests in devising a formula that recog-
inzes diffelynces among ipstitutions (i.e., the difference in costs of providing
services in a tertiary sc-at institution and providing 1.hem in a cummuMty
hospital). Som'e have,prop-bsed that a case-mix approach be emplrech others

110T contended that such a formula is susceptible to rnanidation on the,
part of the provider. Untioubtedly,- there is truth in both a gurnttits, b.
the concept of prospectivi budgeting is sound, and devisin methodolop

it should not prove an insurmountable gbstatle. It offers an opportunity
'ye a number of goals common,'to the provider, the payer, and

the re.gttlator. , t
"

ywizaoneview. Until -nms the concept of utiliza'tnin review has been
. , .

confmed to the issue of bea occupancy. it has not been extent-led to the
monitoring of ancillary services employed in the .diagnosis and tvannem.
of specific illnesses. As a result .of the extraordinary demand for medical
services generated by Medicare and ,Medicaid entitlement and by other
third-parti insurance carriers, as well as by the avAilability of extensive
technblogical moyations' over the. past 12 years. it is not surprising that
hospitals havc .tudgeted for steadily ...increasing laboratory utilizliti*o6
rates. he major questionof. (mine, is whether or not such techrsilogies
shave been, appropriately ualited in diagnosi,s or therapY carrie 1 ct in tlw
most effectiCe manner. it seems likely that overutilization of avable tech-
nolo es occurs. We do pot know this to be a faet, but because of oi4rinzibility
to clefine qualit of care and aat because: of the malpractice cris, there is,
clearly 'a latent, if ,nott actual, tendency to use available technolOgy withqut-
neassarily t onsidering:its rfal contribution to solving the problems of -,

. ,

-the patient!' .' I 1 ''

, \
. 1 S.

.

COnsiderable savings might:lie ac hieved if an effective utilization review
program relating roiquality of care in a specifiC illin'ssit-otild be developed;
either through the mandated Professional Standard.s Review Organization
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mechanism:, or through the initiative of third-party payers. The,diffiewhy

in ckfining "quzatiYol cae" is enormous, in that quality 'acceptable in one
'setting rnight be found wanting by the criteria of another. Nonetheless, it is
imperative that' our society and the medical prigession, in particular, agree
Upon some ground rules which will of course require refement, through
JflW. It is likely that if the probIrm Of qual i ty and utiliia (ion can be addressed 4

in a meaningful way, -money previously expended in applying existing
technoloAies 'for marginal indications might be freed up. In ...the beSt 'of all

worlds, it could then be applied to the development and' evolution of new
technologies to supplant the old,

\ Limitation of capital. A simple but 6id way of cot-Aro)ling technblogies
in'the hospitals or in other health care settings would be to limit the spending
.for new technology and facilities in a givep gei*aphic area. ThisProposal
is found in the current °drier bill. VYbilt it might be effective in saving
money, it might not recognize distinet atOnportant regiOrial characteristics
reflected by the types' of hospital and service provided. In particular, hospitals
with a high density of tertiary care mighi be ill servjd liy such a policy, since

.
they are the largeszanti most sophisticated users of both 'new and old tech-
nology. hirthermore, the pohcy would not respect the pluralistic nature of
the American free, enterprise system, particularly, the ,freedom of choice
which patients. enjoy, and in all likelihood will want, to maintain, to deter;
mine where they will seek medical care andliow much they will pay for it.
These conunents are not to be. cwifused with issues of equity rehuing to
providing people wi access to a reasonable swndard_of heahh care wherever
they live. On the other hand, it is'ihe,obligation, and indeed the strength.
of our system to promote the capacity of institutions with stiecial.expertise to

vkle sOphis,ticawd :;ervites of proven value. lf,a formula is applied rigidly
and does not consider-the special -characteristics.A instittitions in our
ountry, then the leavening prbtess will 'inevitalily result in mediocrity

within the systcts. Ex ellen( e may be sacrificea unnecessarily in the niune
f tost totuainment ahd accessibility: The while iinportatio, is a-

swanm end attainable through tithe, rilec hanisins, and it should not be
allowed to detract horn a 're;ttei issue. MediocritY ,ha's never been the
Amy) a an goal, and it would'be sad indeed were it allosjed to assume that
position in our nue systii-(1.

Summary. "
Th'e Atnetic an health ( OW s.#41n, in p;;Irtic ulai its hospita S con*

to that point itriv, ht,,toty where c are must be observed ioth in (1W ilitHIdut -
ew technology and in the alkof die old..T6ac hieve this, a bdiaviorah ,

difI atiuti 'on the pat; of hospitals, '131)-yc ians, and the public 'num be'
Inongtht ;ilium. In the view of the atit,hot.. suc 'h a modification is best at'com-
plished by pwinoting nnilitives within the systntn lather than by the
imposition °I stiingent out ,,ide tegulatams rekgai ing the pi'ovidet ai
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regulator, to adversary positionS. The solution will be complicated and
multifaceted, but achievable so long as the incentive principle, is preserved,
and it is lecognited that the current situation was reached not within the
span of days or months but over several decades, Timeand patience will be
needed if ive are to achieve the goals..we commonly seek, and maintain the
unique capacity that has made the American 'medical system the world's
laboratory for technological innovation. To allow providers to manage
available resources under regulatory guidelines would retain incernives and
potential, for growth and innovation. Alternatively, if the decision making
power`over the delivery of health care and the adoption and diffusion of new
technology is placed clitire.ly within the reguhnory bodies,, it is-doubtfttl
that the system -that has made this country preeminent in many areas of
health care win be preserved.

There are admitledly many problems remaining to be solved in the areas
of accessibility to health care for all of our population: containment of
health cart- costs, which have be-e'n rising at an inordinate rate, and assurance
of the quality of care which is delivered. These questions are not insoluble
nor ate they entirely dissociated from' those' thzit ,relate to techp9logy.
Nonetheles, they can be solvedat least partially if theProblem is approached
on a systenis or institutional-basis rather than by looking at each Problem aS
if it were separate and distinct.

Cpnclusioh
This paper might be most appropriawly c olutleci with a series of

q tletit !Ms:

1. I las the evolution of technblogy in hospitals' been the result of the
parochial interests of physicians or hospitals, or has' it been due largely_to
a health system ccimmitted to conquering or palliating the major diseases
afflicting our popuhdion, combined with-a reimbursement system which
has not beem conducive to critical analysis of the cost of introducing and
continuing to use new technsology?

2. ReCogniiing tha4 technologkal ipnovations have had v4ying success
and in some instances-eclearly failed, is it surprising that in a co4ntry blessed

plentiful resources the evolution of technology ha \fosterewhkle new
iiidustriesoind professions dedicated to the presmation of life?

3, lir Our frustration over ri4,..ing costs in a time of limited regources uld
we nun the control' of hes+th care system with its admitird fauld over
to gpvernment regulation, whIch in other countries has failed to produce
the type of cost control'and quality of care thzy. the American puttlic has

, -corm; to'expect and the Medical profession wants'to provide?
4. Is thew a health care crisis in .the ultimaty sense that our 'citiLeps are

unable to find the health care they reCi'llire? 6r, is there a crisis in the-sense
that sonte groups do not have access to the system' that they. require? -

5.' Will tfw provision ol a health care system that is accessible to ItIL be
the answer to the problems of health? Or, does the answer reside primarnr
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in improving* socioeconomic, status of nericans, in educating our
populati9n, on preserving health, and in 'continuing our commitment to
research aimed at discovering the causes-and therapy for major diseases
affectin yhe population?

6. Is it realistic to expect that as our population grows older and therefore
more susceptible to multiple diseases, that the important role of palliative
medicine will be diminished? Or, is the major question really one which
addresses a balance among preventive, early detection, and therapeutic-

,

technologies? .

7. FinallY, is it:realistic to expect that the total cost of maintaining health
and providMg heialth care is going to remain stable or diminish?

As we, ponder these questions, there are .no clear answers. Our problems
relaw to frustration in 'the face of complex, and sensitive issues:of limited
resources and the preservation of meaningful life. They must,be addressed,
at best' in an. objective, constructiveatmosphere, by persons dedicated to the
'maintenance of Iiigh-quality care and compassionate cost containment,
not governed by the mindless question of how much health care caw be
bought for a dollar,
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Anticipating the costs atld benefits o1

new technologY: A typolOgy for policy

Gerald Rosenthal

littrodu Ion
It haS become fashionable recently . to make cost containment the major
foCus of public policy in health care. Emphasis is giVen in public discussion
to the need for "controlhng the riSing costs of health:care" before efforts to'-'

improve' the perfOrmance of the system ,can be undertaken. While 'this
position receives' widespread support, both 1.he views as to cause and the

: prescriptions- as to,response display a wide range of 'opinion.
. Two ,general perceptions emerge. First,- imcontrast with discussions of

) health care policy7of (.11,e 1960s, which tendea to emphasize almOst entirely
the potentialltliefits.' to be; derived from 'any change in the health care
-system,' there is. now increased ,attention directed at 'Lilo costs likely tO be

.. associated with the chanke. Second, ther.e is a strong desire to find a scape-

goat. for risinecosts and focus, the cost containment on it, rather than to
recognize either the complexity of the task or its:Nider effects oil the'health

.
. ., ..

carev syStem. . .
. .

These perceptions. have taken rodt in:an:enviroinnent where there is
. .... ,.
increasing concerned awareness _that ranch of what is ao'ne in ihe name of
goOd medical care" has Ilttle, perhaps no, positive impact on health status -,

and, under some circumstances, may actnally produce negative results in

the patient. Theeffeeton medical demand wrought by increase in the
prevalence of dironic disease' and the related need for long-term care have
tended to reduce OUT belief in the capacity of "Stience:' to cure, since much

.. of what- is done in' the health care syst4a isHlife-supportive without any
expectatiOn of preventing or' eliminating die "disease." The growing
propor riNsf resources being devoted to the care of the elderly and terminally

ill only '.
t

eineorces this view..
. .

It is not surprising that these circumstances have generated a growing
skepticism, as to die wisdom of continuing to encourage' the unfettered
development and proliferation of new medical technology. For some, the
pendulum of support has swung completely from a position that the
benefits from technology are sufficient to justify any co'sts, to a position that
technology generates so many costs as to negate any benefits!

One of the purPoses of this meeting must be to identify the degree to
which specific policies could be implemented to moderate the technology-
generated pressure on costs, while not forgoing all of the benefits which can
emanate from a responsible 'technology deVelopment strategy. Any policies
dire( ted at making adoption of a new technology less easymusdncorporate

t
C'
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meanS to assure consideration:of both cogs and benefits in ways not
encoUraged in the current ,structure of the health care, systM.,Clearly, all
new, technology is not bad, an'a a critical elemem of technology.policy will
be the degree a.6 which it explicitl l. addresses options for development,
distribution, and scale of medical care technologies. To The extent that
distinctions 'can be made among types of technology on the basis 6f expected
costs and benefits, the task of developing-policy in this sensitive area might
be made more manageable. This paper addresses that goal.

A typology of medical technologies
In a real sense, all changes in the way medical care services are produced

and distributed aci. changes in technology (with a small, t). However, the
current discussion is directed at a more hthited catory, often called "hard"
technologies. -ThAse are :tyPically distinguished by costly new, equipment
and maior capital expenditures neCessitated by their .adoption. But even
limiting the discussion to hard' tcchnology it is difficult to address the
''problems" of technology in, generic' terms r to develop policies whicl;
can have a positive impact aeross the wicle1rae Subsumed by, the term.

Tfic need for differentiation among types of technologies is increasingly
acknowkdged. When' Lewis Thomas used the phrase "half-way tech-,
nologies" .to describe an area of modern medical care, 'he was referring 1.6
the . increasing lc-finical resources bei»g devoted to care, the purpose of
which is not to, cure but rather, to inaeage illness, ofwn when there are no
immediate expectations of cure. While the Quinlansiype of case, is One
extreme example, others are more common, such as renal dialysis. Implicit
in Dr. Thomas' categorization of "half,way technology" is a statement
about expected future costs and 'benefits. Sudi technologies, as he describes
them, are associated with relatively high costs for an extended period of
time (limited tvically by mortality) without any direct expectation of cure.
This is not to say that no benefits are generated. Rather.tsuch beiwfits are
less apparent than cure and more difficult to asses's. 'IThe "half-way
technologies". contrast with the simpler. cure-focused view of homeostatic
medicine that guided earlier investments in ,developing tedmology..

The conuast that Dr. Thomas points Out is important; it makes clear the
implications of difkrentialing among types of technologies in terms of
expet tt'd future benefits as well as of the timesueam of costs. hose benefits
are first delimited by the nature of 'the medical circumstances fin whic ii
the technology is being devdopi-d.'lhis argues foi differentiating, among
tedmolbgies by their medical objectives. Folloing that :irategy, it is
possible to expand the set of categories in ways that provide more insight

. tbc process of devdopingand abplying new technology.
The f Mowing table presents such a typology of medical tedmologies
h sonw examples.

Categories 2-1 represent a continuum »Idler than discrete clusters. The
pacemaker could be considered either an illness management technology
or a cure technology. while the iron lung fits either survival or illness man-
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Tab!. 1
A typology-of medical tochnologhis

.

Type Example(s),,

Diagnostic, . . CAT scanner
Fetal monitor
Computerized eleotrocar iography
Automated clinical labs

. Intensive care unit
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation
Iron.lung

llness management Renal dialysis
Pacemaker

Hip joint replacemInt
Organ transplantation

Pediatric orthopedic repair
Diøt ,control for phenylketonurla
Vaccines. for Immunization

. Medical information systems
Telemedicine

Survival

7

Cure .

Prevention

System management .

agement depending on 'one's, view of its, medical impact on the patient.
For our purposes.. precision at the boundary is fess important than well
defined central tendencies. Ahhough not, strictly speaking, inedical,
technologies, .ystem management technologies are included for the 'sake
of completeness. The. distussiori that follows attempts to identify for, each
-category issues that would need to be addressod in any policies that were
designed ro influence the cost impacts ,of new technology by limiting its'
appl ica t ion.

Diagnostic technologies-

Mudi ci,f the recent disctission of mediczil technology and its impact on
costs has been stirhulated by the rapid spread of a major new diagnostic
tool. the CAT scztnner.

Two sjwcific ty'pes of diagnostic lechnologies can beldentified. The, first
new way of jirocessing existing tests, such as computer interpretation

of X-ray film amd democardiograms. in this type-, benefits come hom
eithet unit «mt reduction Or increased precision; These new technologies
tend to be used about as much as the ones they replacv unless cum reductiom
ore ufficienl to encourage an expanded' use. as in the case of the automated
linical laboratory.
The se«md type is a new diagnostic test. such as the CKF scan and ultra-

sound monitoring. In this case, ihe potential application-levels are less ekar.
If the technhlogy is specifically focused on a particular disease with clear
indicating symptoms ;Ind known incidence, it 'may be possible to antioipa If'
the scale. of application with soak. confidence. More typically, however,
new tiiiigitostic tools create opportunities for application as they become
more available, ill part because they may be permitted Without the require-
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tnent of 1 prior "probable'. diagnosis. This is niost likely to occur if they
substitute, nonvasiVe procMures- for im.asive ones,- thereby l-educing the

-.4.ipparent risk to the patient..The recent CAT scanner experience probably'
reflects iufluences little different, albeit considerablr more rapid, than
those influencing the'growth of radiology generallY; it may well be repeated
with the .,developrnem of ultrasound-based teclmologies. The huge
multiplication .of tests for snspected 1.)i.aM tumors in institutions that had'
acquired CAT scanners does not suggest an incipient epidemic, but. rather,
a response to test availability, reduced 13a tientrisk, and reimbursement policies.

-Other factors also tend to expand the application' of diagnostic' tech
nologies. Malpractice- considerationS and the prattice, qf "defensive
medicine" make the cost of not giv.ing test potentially higher than that for
giving it. If the risk of testing is reduced bythe new technology, the pressure
to use 'the .innoration will be even s»onger.-Arry policy designed to'limit
appheation will need to deal direCtly with this pressure:

Many 0.1. the erke.fits to be derived from diagnostic technologies depend
,on the degree to which the nwdiallcare system can nApond to improved
diagnosis with. an improved outcome'. Therefoxe, all applications of a given
technology are not likely to generate equal benefits. Policies limiting the
availability of a diagnostic technology need to incorporate S'orlie means for
directi»g it toward Ale applications that generate higher benefits. Such a
policy can, take many foriis. including limiting itimbursement to particular

Vts of circ<mnstances whkrc indicators for the' procedure can be specified,
or requiring multi-ins itional--aces to a technology approved for
installing in a single -institution under tertificate-of-Need programs .

thereby-placing the allocation responsibility on the set of institutions that
share access.

The application of a diagnostic tool can have significa It secondary effects.
An improved capacity to diagnose 'often serves to suggest outcome-
iniploving tee hnologics and to focus the necessait-t t-search and development
effoit.

The responsiveness of new diagnostic tools and procedures to all these
stinìuli niakes theircost impact particularly difficult to control. In addition,
their use is difficuh, if not impossible, to limit on medical grounds. There
is considerable evidence that high capital costs alone represent no significant
barrier, since the volume of use that can be medically frgitimized (as with

-the (;AT scanner) allows rapid recovery of costs.
expanded use of a new test clevice caused by all these factors creates

anothei problem. it generates wcond-order expenditures for followup of
false positives, corrobonttion of indicative but incpnclusive results, and
the hos1i iajiation and physician visits that'may accompany the diagnostic

:process.: 'impact on cost of t hese secouLLny, effects may be more sign if kan t
IC» the at r nated clinical lab than for the CAT a..:innm4hOugh the scanner's
high cap tal costs tend to capture the attention. The point is (hat till widely
applicable' diagnostic technologies generate cpsts beyond those strictly
rclated to mt`diate application, and these rcondary costs may be
far more jt 4.wt than the costs of acquis. 'on. Policies focused strictly
on zainisition thus may miss much of the mark.
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welopment is. equally diffiCult to control. Hopes of pnifits from' the.
lume markets encourage private development without major public

- investment. Also, initial "invention" is often the unintended byproduct of
research .effort directed elSewhere. Once "invented,'" development iS

difficult to limit in.;a market where recbv&y of invqiment is so certain.
TheR'fore, strategies to limit development directly doinot look particularly
promising. The success of .policies' to reduce the cost impact 'of diagnostic
tedmologies ill depend on their ability to limit utilization;and to offset
the pressute toward expansion by modifying the current market incentive
structure.

Survival technologies

Survival_ techndlogies are those directed at Maintaining the.life, of the .
pafient until further medical Care is available or can be'applied, or until the
natural, healing capacity of the patiet Can overcome the threat to life. Such
,cases are dramatic, and much public po as been directed at maximizing
,access to and distribution of survival technologies. The Emergency Medic-al
ServiceS, Systems, Act aims at, broader, access by patients suffering from
life-threatening accident or :illness'. IC also encourages development of
new life-supporting technologies and:procedures that can hasten the entry
of the viCtim into the medical care Systems. The prevailing view is that the
benefitsderived froin the technologies, legitimize' their costs.

'From other sides, however, the identical technologies draw mub criticism
and many accusations of waste. There. is growing concern at the cost'of
sustaining the. lives of the dying and of supporting life where there is no
,hope that the padent's condition will ever change through survival tech-
nologies. The Quinlan case provided some fuel for this point of view, eVen
in a context where concern- ;,:fith.. the impact of survival technologies on .
conventional definitions okmortality was predominant.

These differences illusu-ate a major dilemma. The widespreaki availaNlity
of survival technology is,seen as justified in emergency situatiop where time
.and immediate access/are 'critical. Therefore, a policy of enc9ulaging
applications has found widespread support. However, otwe in place.

' intensive care, units and other survival technologies become a part of a'
medical care ,system dedicated, even obligated to sustain life. This commit-
ment is quite independent of any expectation that with survival will come
improvement or reduced dependence on artificial life suPport: Indeed, as is .

the case with diagnostic technologies, failure to utilize a survival technolog*
where it is avaiipble and couTd be indicated, may be far more costly to the
care provider, in terms of exposureAo malpractice risk, than using it when
no further imProvemenc in tf?e patient's condition can be made. (Excess
capacity may make such applications relatively ineXpensive initially, but
secondary costs and the, inability to limit use will inev,itably. result in

% .
increased costs.)

While survival technologies present many Of thy same characteristics:0
diagnostic technologies, from a policy standpoint l'hq rejoesent very
different problems. For surVival technologies, the application 4ilways is
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linked immediately in time to patient mortality. Therefore, the technology
is seen as necessai y, even if zrot suffiCient. This argueS against constraints on
distribution, 'In the absence of any criteria 'Ala limil appliCation to .those
cases where survi4- can be f011owed 'up- wick improvement; snrvival tech-,
nologies will continue to be utilized, in circumstances whete patient

ortality is inevitable,and the costs asociated with that mortlity iJl be
)ificantly increased.

.

the rcase of survival technologies Malpractice considerations only
orce ihe basic tendency of the medical care system. For a policy to run,

counter to this, it Would have to Provide a basis for differentiating between
. "good", survival and "not good" qirvivalan extremely difficult task.
Without.- clear choice criteria,: limig access 'to survival technologies
.will b difficult.' The developmertt f such criteria should receive a
high priority..

Illness management technologies

,Tibis ( ategc.;ry 'i's directed at offsetting or amehörating 111(.1 effects 'of a
speCific disepse or illness. The deve:lopment and application of renal diplysis
(m end-stage renal disease is ,one such technology;, insulin therapy .for
diabetics is another, as is the developing technology of 7tiabiftatign
embodied .itm vision enhancers', light sensors, and 'new, prosthetics. In most
cases, potential applications and,- therefore, maxiMum benefits are limited
m current and projected rates of incidence of the condition be rg managedt
(if the. technology is not eswntial 16 survival), or prevalence of t e condition
(if the tedmology is-essential to survival). This provides an upPer limit
to the potential volume of use and the distribution of .benefits.

With regard to effects, illness manageMent teclmologies are of two kinds.
Sonic.. sUch as renal dialysis, are Associated 'with survival; others, sujh as
prosthetic devices, are unrelated to survival but alike! the;degree of disability
,issociated with the illness. . .

It seems c lear that when techn.okgks ate essential fol. survival, 'limiting
develupnwnt _is difficult. .11w direct and highly visible evidence of such
benefits provides devtiopmeiit with a dritiug stilnulus 'and re:itricts the
possibiliiy of limiting application. Tlw medical Criteria that supkort Jheir
useare ( kar. if thebenNits also accthe to group*.s iu the politiCal maihstreatrr,
plessines for public support may be irresistible. .

,
Nom the cost side,:such 'technologies have significant implications.

B. enhanc ing r.tii'vival; they increase prevalence over time of the illness, and
,hvity! ul the technology. If the operating (VMS of the technologY are signifi.
( ant, the iesources devoteil to that particular form of medical. care will
ikhtintie to rise until limited, by the eventual mortality rate of the treated,
cohorts. The renal dialysis,ex'perience is a case in point.

Sintt. limitations on deveropment or application of this type oltechnolOgy
do not have strong suppoi t cis policy sirategies, reducing their cost impact

- . .may leg inre IncreaAe4 development diwcted ''at reducing the operating
wst,, by intioduting ks.,.; expensive teohnology (i.e.. wearable kidneys and
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alternative.dialysis s .ategies), 'Alternatively, one can hope that the upper
fitnits of full utilizat will be fiscially tolerable:,

For illness manag ent eechn6logies nOt linked tO stirvival, the circUm-
.

stances are much' different, The valtiation of benefits is much more
'Speculative, and.the tosts of nenapplication of ale technology may fall

,

.outSide OE th e. health care system.
When, the new technology:is, inCorporated into the functions of providers

curfently cari6g for the.patients whoAvill derive the exPeeted benefits, those
benefits eafi be small and yet SAiffice to 'stirhulate wider 'application..The
growth of nuclear Medicine and 'open heart6urgery reflects theseinfluinces.
Reimbursement policie's which 'pay for services within these settings,' coupled
with the. malpractice influences notea earlier, 'reduct cost impacts and
hence the valuation of benefits. The cdst of maintaining 'and operating such
technologY is incorporated within the overall Fost tructure of the provider
,fiCtitutiOna and, as ',capital costs are !educed, link direct ability to limit
application is evidenced.
' Buried. within the increased "intensity of, are.,' which acc`Ounts.for much

of the rise in hospital costasis the adoptiOn of this type of technology. The
addition of the capacity to perform new surgical procedures influences the
kosts, of care even if such procedures, are. not...performed, and control of
either development. or .applicatjion is paraicularry difficiht.for teChnologies
which repment new (wore costly) configurations of existing resources rather
than new capital expenditures, which can be at least monitored through
Cereificate-V-Need or similar oversight.

The curmnt interest in expanding clinical effeiliveness studies is directed
primarily at this type of technology,, biitlt to justify new adoptiOns and 16
validate currently utilized proced4res. In the absence of rigorous clinical
evidence of benefit, the mervresurriptn ,of poSsible benefits- now serVeS
to s wider applicatiOn and - genekrine reased i'osIS: Effective
hilt» n requires a inearis fr establising clinical beirefit criteria to
justify adoption or provide valid support .for'reject ion of a new technology.
Such di»ita I criteriti are essential if coSt containment policies directed at

-
reducing 'ilvivilable technology are to be viabk."

( The pressures to expmul the development a»d appliiation of illness
management technologies come both from the ease with which current
reindnusement policies enable the int reAed Costs to'be absorbed and from
clincaI pressuies to make available all services and procedures which might
have.a positive impact, partiularly when they do not increase the patient's'

For many areas of illness managemeni tkhnology, however, the
'conditions causilig these pressures do not pre0Qil. In apiticular. rehainlita-
tion .and daily living enhancement technologies tend to be-applied, if at

outside the mainstream of medical care; there is often no reimbursement,
Ad the "malpractice costs" of not making technology available are not seen

t as sigMfit ant. This leads to a curious set of circumstances. If a new iljness
management tec hnology is encompassed withi» the medical care-delivery
system (and «wend by medical care reimbursement), then small expected
future benefits will be suffn itmt to generate a higl) likelihood of adoption
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,zuul incorpotat i.tito the "standard medical menu.- On the pther
hand, illness managertient leolmologies that fa ll;mtside the system are likely
to be undeintill.red in rehuion to their expectecl, benefits. his i4 paniCularly
n Lkc in the areas of-long-term care.,c hronic disepse treatnient. and rehabifita-
nice service!.:: 'A -technology policy that fails to consider applications outside
tlw medic al' c arc delivery system Will perpetuate this ityiba lance in' the
Alocation of n.sourees. (;roiving evidence On disability., leveN in the
population suggests large potential benefits from encouragement Of
developme.nt of technology in these areas. '

,
Cure technologies

Cure technologies z signed to alleviate or elimMate virtually all of the
disashility associawd with a particular illness Or ,disease. Included in this
category ale procedures, such as heart repairs, hip joint replacements and
vunsplantation, and treatments, such as antibiotic therapy and the recent
application .of long-term, low-temperature maintenance of a patient in a
Washingmn hospital to offset an otherwise untreatable infection. While the
costs ol cure techndlogies cal), be (mite high, they end to bq incurred. unlike
those or illness 'management technologies, over a relatively short', time,
and theft benefit% are a function of the valuv placed on recovery.

The pr.essures toward applying developed cure technologies are sinular to
those toward applying survival technologies. The visible and highly valued
bem.fits from cute technologies often itre compelling in dnect relatiOn to
the incidence of the disease addressed, but alsO in some cases (i.e., children's
diseases,) t the' particular population affected. Furthermore, successful

.applic anon of cure technology is central. to the conveptional image of
what tesean h and tlevelopment is about. Limitatibns on applicatit its
ate often hard to impicmjnt.

Cuic teclknologies have re«. ved attention as a cost-im leasing at
particulat . criticism has been diterwd devoting revunces to prcx edu es
sut It as hip joint repla«.ment for eldet ly patients Where benefits are viewed
as being less sign ifit ant. What is at issue lwr'e is not the basn legitimac
of the cure tet Imology but rather Ow notion that all applicat ions are dm
of equal benefit. im idea eat het 'tick!) essed with iespet t to d iagnc
tec hnidogies. This aspec t of c me IN Imologies has iimilit:ttions lot oth

development and appfic anon.
v

Pet haps more impm taut. t me Imologies often tequin., lot thelybenents
to be genet zysql, a number of complementaty developmews whuh also
most be nu ot pot ;tied intO a t.xilit lot managing medic al Vt
I'm example, the benefits whit h c,rn «rine hom successful frgan trans-
plantaticm de10.nd gleath on the state of te( Intology of tiss typing and
otIon %Image, areas of development not supported by the ytvincit sv,,tem
lot meth, al aie.wlvic es. The nanspiontation plot edut es mselves meadil

ate int ol pmated into the unem medic al tame wsvi c es de3ieu y system, both

fin nut perses ol using rest mr«.s and lot te«.iving Ira 1/1 owcyrt , the
such plol'edtites iui&l the henefii; to be obtifitud bout them ,ate

sensttiv ac Ovine% whit h equit deltifet au. Myr (mem dec isions Made
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outside system. This litrIxing of technology development and

ic stiaregies 'is a central aspec t of niost cure technologies tmd i?;

a it-wined' eiente»t of effective: ixihry in this :Ara.
IT is pOSsibitc: t.'pand 1lr application of some cure technolog.

p;nricularly' those involving iigUaI procechnes. in way thut reduce the
antic 11 )a4 ed %benefits. FxpericiWy 1,v.iihirperi-braii surgery anti transplanta-
tion 00( edip-es provides strmig support t'or «incentrating, technologies in
settings where IIU vohnne of. service tind quality of ma9agement assure
maximi/ation poirnlial.2-benelits. Whereas the reasbn for limiting aVail-
ability of some diagnostic trchnolpgies- i,vas to resriain utilization, for cure
tee hn9logies t hr hIt k fli testraint is 1101'ClIC ivnt nil issue. 'Rather, the COn-

cow at nm iv( oni mended ab poi )C lS liEctwd at ass'nriog a yak of opertit ion
Whit n ( all Opilln1/(' OttICopic5. tru h gencyates some

intleased toe, hut 'it will ()hen r in vonr('r, olote6incs.)

pole( inning ation tin franchising, tennbubsement
en odici means alsv has the priteniial to reduce systenl eosts ,

( once'iinating ()vet brad in fewei settings?
Poll( i(".s on dre develiipment of cute technologies then metst reflect the

inicidepe»dener of technology developtrients Outside the inedie al care

stetn, and tit?' benefits that can doived from tipplieation of a given
tec linolow Poh( ies ou ii>i>lit ations )11'II'L (ounterac t ,the ease t"'

ith tvhic h
the ssiern ,,uppot is new cure technolligies by limiting application to a
level in whit h epialit is reflected in paticin,out«mies, anti the pore itial
benefit lioni IN; tity technoteky:c att be

Neve. logks

Pieven n icc hnologies ate di -( eel at 1 cduc ing he lin idence of incertal

inoihicht,y tit a given population, 1 he eikTelopmem of va« ines is

WIC Mt( h hnology; diercontiol 101 babies with low phenvIalainne kvels

pirNent mental ietpdation is anothei, Thcgtowing attention' being
given to inborn illots ,01 nirtabOlitan sin h .0s1 DOWn' NYWhon)1'

plien\lketomilia has iatsed the Possibiliey of gencfn 5< teening :is a pteven-

leclinolog). The r.liegoi also iniAht osing applion«-, t()
(011(I( bad bone gterivih patients in some Whir). While this pio( Mine
might be seyli as a c tue. its him lion is 011(11 Avenel !indict oilhopedie
pmblems. and it can lie thit viewed .15 1)17'Vel4irt,

Dryekipment and appli(ation suategies iot prevention 1r filiologies
present zi manlier of spe( ial issues. Potential benefitx hom su ii technologies

botfi the pitvala»re ol the di,abilitv Zind its shet ()hen. extensive
epidenniolcig'n al resew( h is Ile( essai V to identify pi era kitc( and-, thrtefote.

ui.sistein'i of liotential benefits. lul1-nov(11)(1ns in test procedut es and
the developineni of eat ly peditm scierning nic lease awatenessof pievalein
and thus stinitiltite the development cil ne:w preventive technologies,

While pie\ Nitric iee may have signifi(aitt impaos on health-
(aie tysI4, 11161 (IC\ ChOpInel)! Mid ()hen thCit APprit Ale not incoipo-
iated m(t) the'sei vice Icillibillseinent titlit pays foe the (adult's of
ptc.i cm ion, Development iesociic es' C owe i nal ilv 1 loin kunds
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iesearth, and applications. have been financed frorn public health and
wclluc resoutces or individual payments.

A. policy designed to manage medical technology (particularly, if stimu-
lated hY ost coosideration) would 00 well to. itddress the Problem of
ensuring adequate resourc . cominitmmts for preventive tech.nologies in

sysu.rn where many other tec hnologies have ready access to resources for
applicationtand often for development.

From the stapdpoint of -both benefits and costs, succesSful' prevention
mologies have high payoff, and a modc...st continuous investnwnt ,on

the part of the medical system '.ould seem easy to jut4.ifY. An nnportanr
consideration is the difficohy often -encountered 'in sustaining the applica-.
lion (and therefore the benefits)- of such technologies when they are not
routinely incorporated into the system. The high percentage of/children
not immunirc:d agai»st polio providesevidence of this pro fem. The
assuranc e that applications of medical technology will occi in a scale
sufficient 'to generate benefits merits as Tuch attention as, avoidance of
unproductive applications.

While the above discossiou has focused On medictl tcd3nologics, preven-
,tion tec hnology pro:ittes a SI imulus to loq beyond this/limit. In one sense,
passive passenger restraints in alitomobiles' 'Rd smo.-4(suick scrubbers can

e seen as nonmedical preVention wchnoJLgics. T e growing attention
being paid by all industrialized countr.ws to, the cgntribution,of industrial
processes 'and personal behavior to morbidity alid mortality suggests that
this frame of reference is auseful one. From:a ct* containment perspective,
-such wchnologies may be among the most proinising. Here too, the asseSs-
mem of costs and benefits provides a goide tOdevelopmem and application,
although implementation of policies falls outside the operation of the
medical-care system:"

System ,management technologies '
#

While not strictly Medual, there . i her class of to. hnojogies,- cal.
. ,hen. system managepent technologies. which hit. significant implications

for costs of medi01 care. sThis *category includes medical information
systems and tel9t4wdic Me systems. Ihe cos,is of such tedmologies ,mre
itn (voluted ito'o ' the .opeiating structure of the medic al care providers, .

and then Iwnefits*-1Ae teflected in a capac ity to manage incr'easing amounts
of informatioh within or among seivne-providing settings or to substitute
moving infprinationl foi moving patients or providers

Stimuliyed by ease of cost recovers, and routinr opetation. ekrkal systems
lot billing and inventoiy cOntiol have been developed co it neurally and
mai kuted widely. On the 41 hand,. medkal information systems have11

been ilevehqied in !manly t rough public research and demonstration efforts.
The henefit; front thes e. sYstem management technologies are subtle, and
their implementation ohm iequires modification of medical, practice.
which may limit their a«cpunne or, in some cases, may «yupromise
aVailability of reimbuisement for them.

.1'
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But 'system minagement tecAologies have great potential t2 impact on
the cosrs of and benefits from medical rare generally. Therefore,'any typology.

medical care technologies to be complete must include them, and' any
)1i`cy based upon such a typology must take them into ziccount.

Summary
'pis paper is intended to contribute to a productive discussion of the

contribution of new medkal technologi,es to health care coats and its
implicakions for policy. To this end, it identifies-a number of categories of
medical technologtes 'in ,terms of iheir objectives (expected benefits).
billuences on 'the development and application of each technology type
ate exppred, as are differences in access to resources .when that access ismot
related to expected benefits or benefit-cost relationships. Of central concern
is the degree to which the current deployment of new medical technolor y
reflects reimbursement policies' which reduce the limiting influence tof
costs; and malpractice considerations which overvalue some potential
bsenef its by 1-;tising the cost of omission. These Characteristics do not:int uence
each type of technology to the'same degree, but policies to rationalize the
investMent in technology and to ameliorate its cost impacts must contain
explicit soategies to offset them, or the policies are likely to prove inelfective.

4.
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End-stagei:enal disease and the "cost"
of medical technology
Richa-rd A. Rettig' -
14

'6iiistin -

, r

Erkd-stage, or chronic renal disease is the clipicalcOndition of pacientS Who .
have experiericed.sufh a 'degree of irreversible .deterioration of kidney
funCtion Matt :1;vithoutt treatment;.death will soon.follow, ln the earlY 1960s,
two therapies einerged that. wer8 life-e ' nding for victimS 'of this disease
state. 'One . Was -hemodialysi,s, the e es.s. by which MetaboliC- i;raste
products--,.normally cleared 'by the .ki ney through the. urinary tract7--are .

"washe.d ". fi7o1n the blood'steaM by an artifidal kidney. Tlie other was renal
.nsplantatio'n, a surgical procedure by which a.healthy kidney -from' one

individual is implanted in another, with end-stage renal disease, and the
transplanted kidney functions as the recipient's Own kidire-YS once did,' ,

13oth therapies, but especially hemodialysis, were and have remained
highly expensive, a 'fact widely recOgni-ied.from the oirtset. They were so .
:expensive, in fact, that '-payment of treatment costs ivas well beyond . the-
capabilicies of most individuals- and families involvedis Consecluendy, this
country Was confronted 'with the Alilemma of, haVing pe-saVing medital
technology avtiilable that was ma((ess1blIts enyens because of its high
cosi, a dilernnra that was dramatized- ugh- both , national 'print and
broadcast media.' .2 , , " .. ,

A long policy deb`ate occurred from the mid-1960s until 1972 about the
federal government's responsibility for the payment of the costs of patient
care. There was a series of partial federal policy an'd eprograin sponses, but
no direct provision for patient care finanicng for the gener pulation was

, made until the'enactment of Public taw 92-603, the SOciat SeC'urity Amend-
Illent5 of 1972! Settion .2991 of that law ektended Medicare coverage for
chronic kidney, failure to any individual under' 65 years of age who is
"meclically determined, to have chrrraft renal diseaSe and who requires herno-
dialysis or.renal transplantation for such disease," if the person is-fully or
Coriently insured or entitled to montirly benefits under the provisions of the
Sircia I Seem ity Act, or is the spouse ordependentThild of such'a person .4 Such
individual 4 represent more than 90 I )(Teem of the United States population.

More than five years have elapsed sinee Section 2991 went into effect. Some
10,000 patients are currently. benefiting from the End-Stage Renzi] Diseas6
Program authorized by this provision and by the related Medicareprovisions
(those in the So( ial- Se( wily Atirellints of 1972 relating to the disabled,., '
and thor,e for persons over age 65)..s Yet the nation's experience with this
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program remains troublesome 'to many .citizens, including sciendsts,
physicians: executive branch officials, and members of Congres'IS.

One of the main purpoes of this:paper is to.probe 'the sourcet, ot distress
'a bow this program. Another is to extract, from this case thelessorq that could
be applied to other expensive, life-saving technologies. BefOre,qroceedMg,
hoWever, it is useful to-recapitulate briefly the historicaldevelopment of both
hemodialysiS and renal-transplantation,. to acquire perspective on the
processes by which new medical technology is generee4, and tOreview the
manner by which these therapielkok introduced.

Background
The development of medical technology-6

Hemodialysis. The search for an ankficial substitute -for the kidney dates
from, the early part of this century. In November r9.12; Abel, Rowntree; and
Turner, .working at Johns Hopkins, performed an experirrient that inVolved
'drawing blood frorn dogs, passing it by an arterial cannula through a tubular

Semipermeable membrane, and' diffusible spbstances
from Ow blood back itho ,the animal through a venous cannuk2 These.
experiments established the conceptual basis for dialysis but-encountered
two major obstacles: the lack o( an effective anticoagulant and the abSence

-f an effectivt membrane. The 'first of these problems was' solved i 1918

when investigators doing research unrelated to kidney disease developed
heparin..The s'econd solution emerged in the 1920s7when cellophane was
commerc:ially produced for the first time, initially for use.ascsausage*casingi8

The first artificial kidney Machine was deyeloped Nazi-occupie.d,
Holland in the early 1940s by a Dutcli physkiap, Willem J. Kelff, ,who'
developed a rotating drum through 'which a cellophane sausage casing.was
wound.'The blood horn th'e patient was passed through the casing, which
was rotated constantlY through a dialysis bath, and passed back into the
patient. The first effort to use this new machine was made in.1943. The
first 16 patients on whom treatment was attempted diecl but the seventeenth
patient revived from a .uremia:induced Z-.6ma and lived.

On his first trip to the United States..in 1947 Kolff (whoJater emigrad-
to (he linked States) provided the medical researchers'at Peter Bent Brigha'm
lospital in Boston with the engin'eering drawings of his machine, and the

first madiine built in this Muntry Was known as'-the Koff-Brigham
machine.1011 An interesting .sideliet suggrsts -that simuhaneous Invention
was occurring: Kolff published -his results.in 1944,12 but soon 'thereafter
Alwall in Sweden and Murray in Ganatla putilished similar results of tleir
experience with clini,cal dialysis:13" The three physicians had been working
inckpendently vf each othtfr and,. :until lhe .Appearanoe of Kalifs article,
without knowWdge of each other.

The kolff kidney and the Skegp-Leonard kicdney (a different type) .were

us'ed by a small number.'of phY,siiians from 1947 to A960 .to treat acute,
reversible kidney failure. Patiems suffering, frQtri acute, failure rould be
reswred to health by use of the.machine, while those with chronic failure
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coukl benefit from it only so longas they were connected. If the machi-ne was,
disconnected, the patient would soon die.

The major limiting factor for chronic patients waS the problem of vasallar
access. In early 1960, Belding H. Scribner and his colleagues at the,Vniversiiy
of Washington Medical School in Seattle invented a permanendy implanted
subcutaneous catmulae-and-shunt apparatus that permitted repeated
connections to be made between patient and machine at the same site.
They described the technigne in this way4

In the process of trying to simplify the technique of continuous Inimodialysis,
the problem of long-term carinulation of arteries and veins preset)ted
The technique which has been devefoped and is herein.described solves this
problem by M,Iiking use of two devices. Fimt,' the cannulas are'phtced in`.the
vessels through a subcutaneous tunnel so that they emerge frorii -ail. skin -

through a tight-fitting puncture wou»d some distance from the site 91 vrssel.
Gmnulation. Second, a special fitting has been developed which permits the
arterial cannula to he connected directly to the venous c'annula ther by aezriang
a small arterio-venous shunt which will stay open indefinittly-th ing periods
when dialysis is not in progress..

This bypass technique has also beell applied to the problem of long-term
Granulation of patients with chronic renal disease. 1-1w technique Of insertion

same except that the tunnels are longer. lw long tunndsjare used to
afford maximum protection against infection.'5

'This critical technological invention ushered in the use of the artificial
kidney to maintain the lives of those suffering from chronic kidney failure.

'Srveral aspects of this cannulae-and-shunt apparatus are important for
an understanding,' of. the develbpment of new mechcal wchnology. First,
medical technologx is often invented in response to a clinkal need perceived
by an attending physician. Scribner recounts how he conceived the solution
to the problem of the chronic kidney failure:

We'd lIzo.1 a patient from Spokane who was mot ib Ind, anti we4 brought him
bac k'm life by pulling him on an artificial kidney. responded more dramati-
cally than most, and within three days was walking up and clown dw hospiml,

rridors. At first, we thought be had reversible renal failure. But when we
did a biopsy, we immediately knew it was hopeless. Ile had acute ncpluitis,
whit h had destroyed his kidneys. So we had to go through tlw trauma of ;citing
his wile that despite the ama/ing re«wery she still must take him !mime to the a
second (tint:. It was several weekkahm he died, when I was mill thinking about
the problem. that I literally woke up in Ow middle of the night with the idea of
how we conkl save these people,'"

Fhe litvratur'e on innovation in general clearly indiGves that the great
majority of innovations are in respoe to lwrcrived market needs.o 18 The
point should not be lost: medical technology often emerges as a physician-
inventor's resppnsc to a dying patient; this iS analogous to demand-induced
innovation in otihcr cont('xts.

The second. 1)citt about the cannulae-and-shunt appai us is that the
ct itical material was he DuPont trnkmark1htnw lot floorcx at bon

'resins). Teflon was discovered in April 1938 at DuPon 1,abcntoty
inin New Jei sey, where scientists fngaged in research on "Freon.'IN fluoro-
carbon refrigerants were studying ail phases of fluorinated hydt ()carbons."
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One cylinder of gas, it was not iced ; had no pressure, and thus appeared ,to be
empty, yet its weight was the same as when nearly full. Examination of the
cylinder reveriled, a white, waxy solid material inside. The scientists
realized that sponumeou§, polymerization Of the gas had occurred,. creating
a nexA material,' This material did not disSolve in any of )he common
solve, ts. These inert properties of aeflon, it would later turn :oilt, were
critical to Scribner's succe5.s:, they did not provoke an' immunological
rejection of the cannulae.

Like-cellophane:wflon 1-V a s develdped for completely other purposes than
medical applications, yet both prCived «r be critical to the devel6pment of
the artificial kidney. As- jewkes. Sowers, and Stillerman have observed,-
"The discovery ocila material with novel phy.sical properties may be tanta-
mount to a reshuffling of all the technical cards -in the deck." 20

Subswntial improvements occuered:in the early l 960s 'in the technology
- f the Artificial kidney and the techniques of its use, and a continuing
research and development investment -Oas made in this area by' the federal
goveniment front 1965 Onward .

Ikenal transplantation.21.The history of renal transplantation also reaches
back ro. the turn of the century. ln particular, the method of joining blood
vessels, by !suture, developed by Carrel and annpunced in 1902, is of critical
importance in transplant surgeKy..The experimerral transplanting of
kidneys in animals. similarly dates to the early part of the century with the
work of l'Ilrnan in Vienna. lie transplanted a kidney from one location in
a dog to anot her, from one dog to another, and fmm a deig to a goat. Similarly,

'Carrol perf4med .1, number of kidney transplants in animals.
Human transplantaticity experience dates from 19.17. when the first

opetation was perfot ined by Peter Bent Brigham, and involves three distinct
pet iods. he firsi. hum 19.17 tin ough 1953, is transplantruion without anx,
attempt icm c ontrol immunological rejecticm of die donot otgan by the
1.ec ipieni. Dining this period, Kollf:s artitic iaqkidney became.available to
the people at Btigham, who tealized its utility for the preolwrative and post,-
°pet ative c are ol the transplmv re( intent. The Titst hurnan transplant with .

the aid 'of chalysis cut red in 1951 in Springfield, Massachusetts. At
igham, fifteen nansplants weie pet formed from 1951 thiough 1953. All

Ow patients died, usually within a few weeks of the operation and normally
from ploblems latyr assoc rated with injection. But the one patient who lived
175 days in early 1953 di amatized the potential of this exporinLental pi cxedure.

l'he lessons of this perioil, enurnerawd by.Moore, were that: (1) a trans-
plamed kidney c ould restore (the chemical -land biological balame of the?
iyatient with c hronic' kidney failure, (2) suture nnnections oftlood vessels
and the mete, i equine(' gi eat care. (3) the abdomen was the preferred location
for the nansplamed kidney. (.1) healthy dogs rejected L transplant mi)re
tapidry than Immans with c hi onic uremia, (54 compatibility:between
unrelated donors and iv( ij)ients sometimes out turNI, and ((3) continued high
liftod pm essure of the c bionic patient after transplantation indicated the



neecho remme the ifiseased kidrwys. The histologic processes of rejection
were also micros«rpic ally described during this period.

Concurieinly, an impOrtant line of scientific inquiry, spearheaded by
Medawar in London, began to deVelop an understanding of the body's
immune response system. The rejection of a kidn4 niansplant by the host
cline to be underistood as the fitnctioning of the iMmune system. The
.primary impac t ot this research would be felt in the early 1960s.

in 1954, however, the developing knowledge of immunology led renal
therapy in ;anOther direction. Late in that year, at Brigham., a young
physician with chronic renal failure received a uansplant flom hi identical
twin brother, and the second period of renal rramplantation was initiated.
11n. success of the" oTwration meant that homozygotic twifis were immu-
nologically compatible and that a_solirtion to the rejectim Oblem existed
for this group of individu0s. This hisight resulted in 4 identical twin
transplants and 15 nonidentical twin transplants1/4in the following 15 years.
ii Iwas warned that a transplanted kidney in ht pelvic area could function
many years withOut infection and that the donor twin seldom developed
glomerulimephritis, bat ttilit the kidneY -from 'the uninfected donor was
suKept -to further att4cks when transplanted into the diseased recipient.
This exiwrience also defined the high clinical standard that could be
realiwd through renal transPlantation.

During the 1950s, several lines of attack na'cle upon the immunological
1?arrier (including vAole-lxKly 'Irradiation). 1959 and 1960, Schwartz and
Dameshek published results of research showing that certain drugs could

Tease toleranc e foe transplanted tissue. Within a few mOnths, new research
projects were applying these immunosuppressive drugs to extensive
experimental research with animals and to the transplantation of kidneys in
humans. Developments from 1961 through 1963 led to the widespread use
of itrununosupittessive drugs, especiatly Azathioprine, and ushered in
the present period of human renal transplantation. The use of the artificia)
kidney was greatly expanded by these developments, because transplaniers
tealized that die machine «mid be used to maintain the of potential-
nanN1)flant ice il,>ients is well as to providtiPle"lx'ranve and PostoP('rative
care of individual patients.

subsequeni developumws issue t ypi us and orsau acquisition.
stoiage. and tian;;poi't also have heliwd kidney ttansplantation to become
widesjnead.

'General observations. 'From thew ammt ts of liemodialysis and renal
nanspbmation. it is possible to inalsle se ,eral observations about tlw
ck.volopment of medical technology. Fits the development proc'esses.
typically caccm ovei" a lcmger pet .od of ie. 211?? 2c 21. 27 second, these

procTsses ate fic.quently i>atmi1i In haracter. involving individuals
and inseimtttic>mus in sevcuaI coonnies who are often unknown tooth. another.28
"Flind, while scientific and technical iulvance in nwdic:1 hnology is
sometimes a.produc I of research internal to .medicine, it also ,draws upon
ge1eta.1 tec lmic al developments external to medic ine.?" Fourth, in-the case
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:of aternative therapeutic approaches to the same problem, as in the case
of end-stage renal disease, the several development piocesses may interact
in important ways. hnally5 though no empirical data are presented above
on,eis point it is easy to undersunid how a cadre of physicians may begin to
«ince, around a meclical' technology as it emerges, thus laying the ground-
work foe its further Nvelopment and wider utilization.t-
The' introduction to use of new medical technology

It is frecitrently assumed that the National- Institutes of .Health (NIH),
,by virtue of its substantial continuing investment in biomediotal research
and,v a less-er extent, development, preside over the emergence of every new
medkal technology. However, this is true only to a limited degree. As this

case indic'a«`s, malical technology enters clinical practice through mtiltiple
ins t it ut ional pathways.

'In fact, the development of hemodialysis ,as a mode of therapy ,posed
complications for sonie specific to the historical period but others
persisting to the present. NIH founcl it difficult to 'support Scribner's
developmen of the clinical appliclions of the artificial kidney, and was
never prepared to do so ort the .scale requested by him.30

The issue turned on clinical research versus patient care. In the "grey
a between .emergent clinical applications and the actual treatment of

,
patie»ts by sueh applications; NIH came down strongly on the clinical
reseorch, side.'Scribner did not invest heavily in research design nor establish.
snong (onuols ,for clinical reseiirch.- kather. he 'pursued a sequential
problem-solving approach to keeping patients alive. 'To NIH. and its
external review coannittees, this looked as if they were being asked to fund
patient cke. Indeed, this was part of the problem. Funds awarded to
Scribner for research purposes were used up in caring for Patients. NIH felt
it had few controls over Scribner in either the purposos for which res,orch
awznds were used or the rate at which funds were expended..

N1II did support Scribner's research, but with less. than enthusiasm.
Beyond the idiosy»ciatic aspects of-the situation, at least two general factors
were at work. First, the NIH orientation was strongly toward biological and
bioclwmical tesearch. not bioengineering. A conscious search for informa-
tion ibout the nature of disease and underlying biological processes motivaled
NIII, not the quest for "half-way technologies." This orientation, familiar
enough to Nill observers of today, was much stronger i» the early 1960s.

Semnd, few mechanisms existed for transmitti»g research results into
medical practice. Not until the mid-lliOs did the' NIII research contract.
emerge,3' 32 and Congressional pressure" led to the establishnwnt of
the Artificial Kidney-Chronic Utonia ,(AK-CU) contract research prograpi
in the National Institow of Arthritis and Metabolic; Diseases (NIAMD).
(Interestingly enough, the AK-C1,1 program was established one year after
tly( establishment of the Artificial Heart Prograth in the National Heart
Institute,35 even though the artificial kidney was more del.'eloped at day

The advocates of the artificial heart were obviously more powerful
than those of the'artificial kidney.)
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pr oblems for NIH. The major work in this country wa& done by individuals
With strong research orientation and reputations. The promise 61 immunology
was consistent with an NIH view that genuine medical progress flows from
fundamental research,' and the costs ,of patient gare were not so. ominous
when linked, to a surgical procedure rather than to a recurring long-term.
treaurient DeTlopments in immtmology led to the creation in 1964 of .a
Transplant. Immunology Program 'in the National Institute-of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases.

Often efforts were made to facilitate the U:tilization of the artifieial kidney.
In 1965 .the. Public Health Service (41S) ,established a program that 'had
as much impac«in the process as.N1I-1, if not more. The kidney Disease
Control Program (KDCP) funded a number of treatment centers around the
-country to demonstrate the organizational feasibility of dialysis in various
settings. Ahhough; the contracts that supported these demOnstrations were
step-fpuded and eventually phased out, many of these PHS-fundd centers
becanie,nanpnally -prominent provider institutions; especially in-the period

.

befor 1971 In addition to Seattle, these centers included Hennepin County'
Ceneral Hospital, the Umiversity of -Mississippi ,Medical :School, the
:University of Ytab Downstate Medic;a1 Center,' Charity ,Hospital of New
Orleans, Peter Bein Brigham Hospital, Methodist HospitaLavh-rdianapolis,
and St. Francis Hospital in 'Honolulu. With some notable kceptions,
such as Utah, wfrere Kolff was in charge, leadership in these ceRters often
catne froni 'young physicians who had made the trek to Seattle to learn how
to dialy/e patients. These were individuals who frequently Saw career
opportunities (nuside of academic medicine and medical research and
vet \ impot taw ly opport tin i t ies to save lives.

The support of research' op 'renal transplantation offered far fewer

When the KDCP became part of the Regional Medical Programs,(RMP)
969, emrliasis shifted from dononstration to building dialysis facility

'iv in the country:"' This was done by the dual,means of centralized
and funding control in Washington. aided by, arradvisory commiuee

(()mposed often of leaders fro n' the PUIS-funded centers, and decentralized
funding of fac-ilities through the local RMP agencies. The ability of the

- medical community tovbsorb the ini,pact of universal financing of treatment
by Medicare i an be auNbuted in large nwasure to the capacity-expanding

of R MP 1 lot to the 1972 Soc kal Security Amendments.

The kidfiey expel iem e is also intet est ing because of the role played by the
Veterans' Administration (VA) in its widespread Use of dialysis. In 1963,
fully two years before the establishment of the AK-CU Program in MAMD
a nd the KDCP in dw NIS, the VA announced its intention to establish
dialysis centet s tot' eligible vewrans in 30 VA hospitals around tlw country."
It then plot cet'ed to do so ()vet a period of several years. It was. in fact, a
1965 tequest float the VA to the But eati of the Budget (BOB) for authorization
to use «msn ucti(nt limds to t cmi bisb existing facilities for dialysis centers
diat pre( ipitated the establishment bythe BOB of the GortschalCCommittee
to teview the imphtations of the, apy fm end-stage i enal disease foil the
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nation as a .W1role.3,8 At the time &;passag Of thn 97274mendrnents,. VA
hospitals were dialyzing one-fouith of the nation!,s dialysis

Observ.ers frequently overlook the Vettians' Administration's. influence
on the eveittly6ii of health policy in, this cournry; and fail to a-ppreciate,how
elitieal a role it can play in the emergence ok new medical techrltalagy. Not
only easy it constitute an institusabrial Pathway to the use of 4 now medical.

, technology,: bpi., equally important, ,its decjsion .prosessiis. volve an
entirely different set of-bute4craticaandpoliiical wors from those involved'

. Oith HEW. .

s
1

4

"Co0":problems of the End-Stage.Renal Disease.Program.
Thoigh enaceMent of'Section 2991sresolved the policy,deliate abc;rit how 1,

10 'pay for end-stage renal disease Creatment, the' implernentatiOn of the'
End-Stage Renal Disease Prograni has been hamperedby other troublesotne
.problems relating to both dollar and noneconomic 'costs.

Throughout,the prograin's early history," there has been a ,persistent
,uriderestimation of total program costs.'

' The expecuition that .,the'.cheapest mode of dialysis' therapY home
dizily!;is=2wou1d be widely used has not materialized. '
Ile prornise of increasing success of cadaveric transplantation has' not
been realized.
_The ,persistence and deepening of patient quality-of-life probleMs was
not fully, anticipated.
Tbe hope that major advances in therapy would flow from'research'apd
development 'has.not been fulfilled.
The prospect of preventing end-stage renal disease appears to be remote.'
The manner in which Section 2991 was enacted raises questions in
retrospect.gbont the adequacy of the policy making process.'

'Underestimation of program costs

A major problem for die End-Stage Renal Disease Program initially was
the difficulty of.estnliat'ing how much it would cost. Many estimates were
math by various individuals and organizations, These estimates were based
upon difkrent assumptions and, time spans, were never, comparabk, and had

. little in Common except 'that they were all too low.
In 016.1972 Senate floor debate on Section 2991, Senator Hardie Of Indiana',

sponsor ind floonmanager of the vrovision, said tha t. preliminary estimales
indicated an annual cost of approximate10250 million at the end of four'
ycqns, with the first' full:ye'itr cosr at ahnut $75 million. In the same sPeech
he added, "The $90 to $111) Million that this amendment will cost each
year is zi nfinor cost to maintaM fife." 4°' Senator Wallace Bennett of Utah,
the only person to speak against the amendment. said that the costs of the
,pi ()vision *ere estimated to be "between-$1.00 million and $250 Million," but
did not state the assumptions on 'Which these figures were based.
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Wheh the House -and Senate conference committ& pn H.E. 1 met
mid-October, the Social -Security-Mrninis(ration.providid witi actu'ariil,
cost estimates tor t1-4- kidney dispse proyision arcording to whether an
efigible'patient'wduld 'be required to wait, three, o? six.ponthsifor benefits
(Table 1)." The Senate amendmertt stitiulawd six months, While the tiouse
favored the shorter perfod.- s:

, Afwr.the renal disease program was enacted, Ronald M:Klar, M.D., Office
of the 4Assistatit Sec;etary for HE7alth, _HEW, beame disturbed bY the creist

, estimates 'for it: After extensive c9riversatidns with nephrologists and'
transplant surieons around the country Klardeveloped five-year 'projections
of his' own (Table 2)'.'

"h is critical to.recogrOe,"Klar wrote, ",that a new cohort of patietW
become's eIgibl ach xt.ar, while Many patientg in Preceding cohorts wauld

be: olive and rt.quire 'cOntinued threatpsent.",Pqinting out tfirat his
figures wue national figures, not government expenflitures only, he stated
th:tt the'government spenling wopld be less than 20.'perrent lower. He
also'predicte.d that by the urns thtt.p.rogram reached 'a "steady state' itilts
tenth yea'r thenumual cost would average nearly. $1 billion.

HEW 1115xleThese data aVaislable to Richard Lyons of-The New York Times,
who, used them in a dramatic, though inaccurate, ,front.-page .story on
January 11,, iJ73.43 This_was followed up by an editorial on Sunday,.
pnuary 14, in )khich The, Times lectured the COngreks.on the inaccuracy

. of iks earlier figures as imother examplo of 'Congressional fumbling with
health mauerS.:" In respOnse, the National Kidney Foundatioft said that .

there-would be 13,000 new beneficiaries, not 5,000 as'aLleged by Lyons,.but
refused to project beyond the Social Security Administration cost estimates."
This episode raised setious questions about .the .bases Of-Congressional
.aCtion; ihough it did little to clarify the estim.ates problem. However, :by the
Ole (he program became effective. on July 1, 1973, HEW was projecting
hest year costs of $250 million.

Tlw dearest public indication of the underesti nation of costs was
provided in 1975 ,by" two succeSsive documents of the House Ways and
Means Com 'iittee. A comthittee prim, dawd June 24, 1975, preserited the
costs acuia incurred by Mediciore in fiscal year 1974 for all renal disease
beneficiaries including the aged, the disabled, and the Section 2991 pa tients.5
The ford for the three benefit caegorics, $250 million, was higher than the

Table 1
Estimated expenditures for Ole Kidney Afpendrnent (Section 2991)

($ million)

Es* Waiting period for beneficiary entitlement

Fiscal year 6 months - 3 monthi

1974 N $102 ' $135
1975 158 176
1976 "" 198 1,223

.t1977 '252 278
X.---......--.

Source: Office of the Actuary. Soci'al Security MaunistotiOn, ri 0
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Tab!' 2
HEW/OASH ju'olactIons of total national costae End-Stag. Rana! Dhows.* Program'

(S

Projected COFiscat ;ea
N.

s Es a ed patientApulation

. 1974, .

1975 .

1976 .

1977. .

1978 . . .

,
**,

$157.7
281.5
394.5
497.8
592.1 '

9,980
18.754
28,746
34,036
40,685

Source: 'Department Of Health. Educatron, and Welfare, Office of the AssptanySecretary of Health, r972.

°Assumes: 10.000 new pauents a year. 2,000 of whom will be transplanted: f1rst-year transplant fallure rate of 40 percent;

- averape annual cost of dialysis of $1t.004. 4..

ti-notmt ($157.7,million) that Mar had projected ezwlier for the whole nati(40
-(labk. 2)-Thecomrpit tee print tersdy statedthat "the costs for renal patien6'
will exceed $1 billion by 1984."

In October 1.975, the Hong. WaYs and Means Commrttee issued a 'report;
which compared, for fiscal yearS 1976 and 1977, the estimates used by,the
bongressional conferees ib 1972 ,and the revised estithateS the CoMmittee

had published in June.'15 The updated. estimate .21 foui-..th year Costs for.

Sec. 2991 bentfits exceetid the estimates used by the Congress for'the
fourth year by $108 vd $82 million, respectively, for .the .6-month and

3-mopth ;,:aitittg perioils,. The updated 'estimate of fourth year ,cosIs for

beneljts (aged. disabled, 2291) mpre 'than doubled the highest
imate used by Congress"in 1972. The 't ',ommittee rewrt nticated that,

,
administration
now teports that the COSI of the program will be $1 billion. by ,1984 for the

treatment of some 50,000-60,000 patients. kfealth providers see higher ,eo.,`ts,

possibly as mucli as $1.7 %Ohm pet year in 1975 dollars) by 1990 for the treatinet#
1 50.000-70.000 patients.0
.

At a
1

hearing of Ihe HOLM' Ways Ad Mea s COmrnittec's S bcormniuee on
Pkalth on April 25,' 1977, the latest SSA Office of the Actt ) imates of

total Medicare renal cost. were drainatically announced: 46 inth32, the costs
-12le

1.v e r e estimated to 1e.$1.9 ,billion, trebling by 1992 ( a 4

Finally, a summory of actuarand estimated total Me ictirecosts fr n fiscal'

yean 1974 through 198S, again Prepared by the SSA Actuary's Office, was
ptiblished in 1977 by the National Institutes of Health (Table 5)."

'11-ie estimates presented in Tables 1-5 fl-e not truly comparable because they

were based upon, differing assumptions about total patient population,

pi ()portion of patients winsplanted, proportion or home dialysis, length of

entitlement waiting period, and average cost of treatment. However. in
Table 6 an attempt has, been made to consolidate several of the estimates
and the actutil cbst data for fiscal years 1974 through 1977. The data indicate

that: ')...
-

4 .111(' estimates lot Section 2991 used by the Senate in its deliberations

were inatt lltate tor the first year, got worse in successive years, and 4tils:r1
. .

to

consider total Medicare or total national costs.

El
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Medicare r
Table 38

rketitifiscS1 years 19
militono

"Fiscal.year

/
and 1975, incurred costs

Sec.''299i Altrenat
patients patients

1974!
1975 .

1976 b
1977 b

$250
350

Source: House Ways and Mee s Comm!tt. June i95. using ditflWm SSA Office of the Actua
aActual,

b Estimated.

Spring 197

Fiscal Year

_1982
1987
.1992

... i t
lirbat,iiss of Medicare costrior end7piage renal disease.beneflts

, , . ,($ billiarte) .
.

os.

Estithated costs
all Medicare

Sburce:,House Ways a d MeantCbm

..... " $1.9
'3.6 t.

. : . . . ........ 6.3

WI, April 1977. using data from SSA Office of 'the Actuary,

a
Assuming that: Ire a n Write of increase for new entrants into the patient population will be 4 percent starting In

fiscal 1978. decliMng t 0,5 percent,per year in 10 years; mortality will be 25 percent per year for trensplant patients
and 19 percent per ye.t for dislybis patients; 28 percent of patients will be transplanted and 72percent distyzect dialysis
patient distribution wilt be 25 percent in home. 70 percent outpairent, 5 percent inpatient; dialysis is required 'limes
a week 'and self-dialysis training requires one month (basically '13 sessions); dialysis pats will range from $75 to
$250 per session depehding,on mode of treatment transplant costs will average $25,000 per operal,::2; and inflation
rates will be 14 percenl per year for hospital costs, 10 percent per year for nonhospital costs.

Actual
Table 5"

and projected costs for end-stag renal disease, 1974-1983
(S millions)

Fiscal year
Total costs Total national Patient
to Medicari costs population

1974 8

1976
1 977 6

1978 b
' 1979 17

1980 b .

1981 b . .

1982
1983 b

. . .I. ......
A

t . a

.....

$ 242.5 $ 286.2 18,848
404.6 479.5 25,654
573.3 684 2 31,631
757.1 90*& 37,106
958.5 1,143.3 41.939

10 76,4 1,404.4 46,121
1.421.1 1,695.6 49,802
1,667d .1 .992.7 53,077
1,941:5 2,321.6 55,911
2,235.1 2,674,3 58,391

SpurGes Nati nal institutes of Health. 1977. using data frem SSA Office of the Actuary

a Actuat

b Estimated,

4
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Table 6
'Consolidation of stlmatad and actual colt data, End-Stage Renal Disease Program,

tisCat years .1974-1977
(6

Fiscal kear
SOurce o
estimate

Total
Sec. .2991 Medicare'

1974 . Senate, '7 $102
Conf., '72 135 ,

HEW'72,
W&M, '75 150 $250
Actual

1975 Senate,'-7'2 158
Conf.; '72 176
HEW, '72
W&M, '75 225
ARtuai

1976' Senate, !72 198

Conf., '72 223
HEW, '72,,
W&M; '75 300 500

Actual

7 . 'ipenate, '72 252
Conf., '72 278
HEW, '72
W&M, '75 360

Actual

2423

573.3

600
757..1

eSstimetea T97 ( Table 5)

Total
national

Patient
population

$157.7 9,980

286.2 18,84$

2813 18,754

479.5 25,654

394.5 26,746

664.2\' 31,631

.1

44973 34,034

901.9 37.106

l'hc Conk/1'111v Committee estimastes for Section 2991, based upo

three-monish aiLing period, were reasonably close in the first year, got
failld to considei- iota) Medi -are and totalworse in sw e.ssik

toms,
EW patient pc> )ulation estinia vete low for the first year but

Nutt:es-sive years; the cost estimates were biased downward

as a tesult of the 'pat kn poptilation estimate and tlw absence of an adjust-

ment ,l()) inhation.

Whet evet 'the truth lies alvnit the I ut tire costs of maintaini»g the ix»ula-

non of (nd-surge tenal diwase patients on dialysis*abd transphtmation,
two,things ;tie kat: the cost Will be substantial, and it will iw substantially

gl caul than the in i iial stimates,

- The

The clinical experience

Clinicil exper-u with ho ne . s cadayjric trans Aant nd-

patient quality of file has been zt source of distres's ,to thee End-Stage

'Renal Disease Piogiam. tinfolthng realities have not.matched e),(pectations

and have had an imptn tam effect on costs.

Holnt dialysis. In ihe 1972 Senate floor debte on Section 2991, it was pointed

out On two ot asions that the cost of home dialysls was substantially lower
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than center dialysis treatnwnt.° statement by the National Kidney
Foundation, "Facts and .Fiction Abopt the- Artificial Kidney Machine,".
inserted in the Congres4lunal 'Record, indicated That "-abont half of tht-
patients on the artif,icial kidney are bt'inggeated in their own homes. . " 10
A New Y ork Times story also inserted in tIF CongressionatRecord contained
three brief paragraphs On' the preference of "many kidney experts" for
home dialysis for finfinclal reasons.° Senate discussion on the point was,
how,ever, perfunctory.

'Since 1976, the proporkion of patients being wales! by home dialysis has
steadily declined. On :July 1, 1972, .a few months before enactment of
Section 2991. the National .Pialysis Registry had reported that of 5,659
patients alic:e on hernodialysis, 2,291,(or 40 percent) were being treated
home. The Registry also reported that. homeialysis waN increasing:,
in the period'pctober 1969 through October 19 , its annual growth rate
had been, V2 percent, 'its opPosed to 32.7 percent for dialysis at centers.
'But the.dioa,reported by the Registry for October I, 1973, three Months after
the ef4"Oti;:e initiation of the program, indicated that of 9,640 patients alive...,

)., on .1-Kitnodialysis op OCtober 1, 1973, only 33 percent (3,171) were on borne
, dialysis:1°,11*n wal, doWn from 37 percent- on January 1,1973..13y July

,

1975, the vercentake of home dialysis 'patierits was-25; as of cakndar'year.,
, 197b, less- than' lt_peece.m.of 'Fie)+, dialysis patients were initiating' home
.' -dialysiti.lci

The cost implications of this trend are subStantial. A General Accot,inting
Offke study; based- on 1972 data, reported center dialysis charges ranging
from $11,500 per year to $49,100, with an ,average _over 96 facilities of
$30,100." Average.hoine dialysis-charges for ten.programs were reported to
be $14,900 for the first year, in which equipmrt is purchased and training

., occurs, and $7,000 for streceediag years. Similat data were developed by a
tecem NIII study of ,dialysis treatment costs in five facilities." This study
geneiated atmualiied (osts of $6,72.1,for home dialysis, $16520 for )imited
'care dialysis. and $24,738 for in-libspital dialysiS. The treatment Costs for
home dialysis training were higher than- for all other dialysis treatment
modes but were agnualizea. The data indicate that home dialysis is'ekarly
the kast-cost modc; of therapy after the first -year. A decline in home dialysis
\therefore has a significant eff(xt on Medicare and total iknional costs.

That decline is attributable to seyeral factors. 52 Before Section 2991 was
enacted, the relative scarcity of resourceslo help pattents pay for trAitments
created an econorni( incentive to use home dialysis. That incentive was
removed by the 1972 legislation. Patients who are not forced to use home

ialysis may \vish to avdid the accompanying phychologieal stress npini
- hernselves and their immediate families. Uniler Medicare, moreover, .lin.. ,.v Mcfeasing proportion of the-dialysis population conststs of patients who

are aging or who- have major inedit.al comptidtions and One; require
management in a cemer or h(Apital. In addition, though many rwphrologists
would agree that borne dialysis is desirable for those, patien,ts'who can
pet form it. satisfactorily, no consensus exists among ph'ysicians on the

ijiet«:ntage of patients who are able to do it.
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q. .The.ortost obviatis fa(stor in the &cline of home dialysis, howeVer, is .

the faCt that2Medkare law,and regulador; introdUce financial 'd4incentives
to its use.49 " .There are incentives 'to facilitkes to'proVide therapy in an
outpatient, »onhospital center, but none to manage patients in the horrke

setting. Similarly, the method of .reimbUrsing physicians encourages them)
to treat patients in a cent& rather than at home, and ihe patients themselves
discover that some of the expenses for which they are riot .reiMbursed at

'home are covered for patients dialyzed in the center or hospital. .

Member's of., the House Ways and Means Commidee, especially the
-1'. ealth 'and 'Oversight Subcommittees, have been 'concerned with 'the1
Aoportionate decrease in home 'dialysis. Representatives kOtenkowski and
Yanik introduced legislatiOn in spring of 1977 that would have
required a ,fiXed percentage.of all dialysis patients to be treated at honie.

The percentage proposed wap 40 percent' by October 1,-1978, then 50 percent

by October 1, 1980; lki(h th4 Secretary of HEW pmpowered, to inerease the'
percentage further at a later .iirrtr as he deemed necessary.46 . .

At an. April 25, 1974 hearing on, this bill, these statutory quotas were
opposed. by HEW and by p ctically all other witnesses, including some

, of the foremost advopates of iome dialysis. in the, Health Snbcommiftee
. mark-up, the priginarlegislat. ri'was substantially modified and H.R. 8423,
a*dean bi}1, was reported, out.19 This legisladon, subsequently passed by the ..

'full .Hobse of Representatives,' ehminawd the statutory quotas for home
dialysis patients but declared it to be national policy that a majority of
patients be self-dialyzed or transplanted. lt also altered theexistin'g incentive

structure for hams dialysis by: .

Waiving the three-month entidernent waiting period for patients who

enter a self-dialysis training program during that time..
Covering 100 percent, rather than 80 percent, of the cost of supplies in the ks

.
.

us setting, including disposables.
-* Covering suppoitie services furnished by facilitigs to individuals dials ng

'lit lhome. ,
,

Coveririg a self-tare dialysis unit maintained by a dialysis facility.
Authorizing full reimburseMent to facilities forpurchase of borne dialysis

'equipment .used exclusively bY borne patients.
Authorizing incentive Yeimbursement to facilities supervising patiems

being'dialyzed at home.

The bill also removed disincentives to renal tran'splantation by waiving the

current three-month waiting period, extending the period of covemge from

12 to 36 months after transplantation, providing for immediate resumption,

f coverage if a transplant fails and Ift.'e patient must return to dialysis, and

covering the expenses of live kidney donors. The bill was passed by the

I-louse on September 12, 1977.
The Senate, after a controversial hearing in October, repornid odt 'a bill

that was passed on April 10. The Senate eliminthed the language dedaririg

it "national policy' that a majority cif .patients be on self-dialysis or trans-

planted. Ot ;11ln...struck sOme House proxisions dealing with "network"
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organization of the ESRD delivery syst rn.) Otherwise, the Senate bill left
Mulct the changes in thtsMcernives for home ,dialYsis."

..
domplicated negotiations .beeween House and Senate., designed to avoid

,a joint 'conference committee, resulted in 'a bill, paSsed by bOth and 'signed,
'by the. President; June 13, 1978. The new, law declared: 'lt is the intent of
Congress that the maximum practical nujiiber of patlents who are medically,
soCially, and psychologically suitablei, candidates for home t dialysis or

sphmtanon shouid he so Aretit ed. 54. T,he weaker Senate language,
ci'-cting any suggestion of 'goals.00r cinotas, prevailed. The Senate also

prevailed by restoring the 20 percent copayment requiredient for' home
dialysi,S' supplies: a reqUirement the House would have i4irninated. The
effects of the new statute on the proportion of,patiems being dialyzed at
home remain ro bedetermined271'he new statutory provisions are unlikely to
discourage home dialysis, bUt they oay have limited positive effect.

Cadaveric transplantaiion. Sertmor Hartke, in the 1972 floor deba e on
S%ection 29911 said: °)

'Pet haps more otoiting is flw remarkable success that transplant surgeons are
'having with kidney transphlnis., It is estimated-that over'2,000 transplant pro-
( eohn es' will be pc;rforn7tt..d this Year in the lThited. States. of these,.85 percent

tonsidewd successful. It is ah,o important to' point out that, the 15.
pot elk rejet tion'rale means kidney nyortality and not human mortality. Thesk
people ale placed back on the artificial kidney machine to await,another tissue-
typing 41or anodic; transplant. At the yiresent thine, 'the' average costs a a
transplant .are $15.000. 'again, we con look at the substantial reductions Jfl
the 4'051 .0 I) mpl tation. DrAttm Kokintt. a transplant surgeon at the Univer-
sity (:alifornia. has reduced his «>sts to $8.000 per transplant. or no more than
ton inajtn 'surgit i I pi o«.dure.0

No one in the debate challenged Thatke's figures. In 1972, a "U.S. KidneY,
Tiatisplant FaCt Book,- bawd upon data from the liumaaRenalTransplant
Regisn ), distinguished between ti :implants when' the organ source was a
livinelative (excludi»g monotygod( twin) and Those using a kidney from a
adava. J lie data lot lirst-yeal patient and,graft (kidney) survival are shown

in Table /. They show that Senator:Hanke's 85 percent patient survival rate
pritained only to persons receiving a kidney from a living telative. Patient
sin vival h» itdaveric it ansplants ranged from 53.5 percent to 69.1. percent,
but those, path-nts with a, fun( honing skidney atsthe *end of one year ranged
trimi. A low of 39.3 to a high of 53 percent, with 16 percent being Ow most
le«.tu I igut e tept)ited. These data hardly suliport the claim of "vemarkable
stt« ess- made In I Lii ike in the debate.

In fat t, since the advent of Secti.tin 2991, the it nation with respect to
c: aye) i( transplants has worsened rather than inn)royed. TN'asaki and

e- his U.C.L.A. t ii kigin-.). in an analysis of yearly transplant survival rates
based two)) data gathet NI by tlwm dit ectly' hum mote than 100 North
A»ittit an transplant «liters, ;rept» led:

low all oeiS «ltain that theie is a definite ok hne iii die snivn al
(wan iu ve.alf iatis with eat Ii stu em. This (fend was typo! ted by kis (01
ilk(' lust 11111(' in 1973 ,i»d has ( oniinned him e. The deli 'case giatt siavival



Tab* 7"
First year piti*nt sunriZtal.find transplant function reistod to living and cadavw donOrs

fInOlransplant only

Related living dOrtor

Percent Percent with
Year of Sample of patients. functioning Sample

living transplant sizetransplant size

Cadaver dOnor

Percent Percent with
of patients functioning

liying transplant

1967 202 83.8 '78.2 143 53-5 , 39.3

1968 265 85.2 .76.5 265 53.1 41.2 '

196,9 314 82.0 74.7 343 65.0 53.0 .

1970 360 87.2 j 77.7 434 69.0 52.3

1971 187 61.2 64.4 223 69.1 45.5

Source: U.S. Kidney Transplant 4act Book. 1972.

flaw is progressive, rather than flucwating from year to year, and there is a long
iisi`iif factors- that might itcumm for it.sii ,.

. ,

\a-norig such possible factors Terasaki lists,-dectining imerest in and
.esearch supp<ct for repal Ansplantation studits, an increasing number of :
newer, inexperienced transplantation Ceiit'ers,?n increasing proportion of
transpktruation of higho-ist: patients..and, it .easing- reliance upon et:irlyI
graft removal when rejection begins. On the o er hand, he findslhat newer
centers often pkoduce good results anchhat established centers hayeexperi- '
enct.d a dropin.survival rates, He also lists factors that suggest that surviVal
rates shOuld improvet,tiv increasing level of ekperience within the transplant
comniunity, improvA understanding of immunosuppressive -regirriens,
and improved tissue ,typing. Terasaki postulates that "the decrease in the
number of Ore t rea t men t ,blood transfusions that has occurred over tirrie. may
be deleterious,!' 56 an explanation that .has not been wholly 1ersuasi0 to the
mcdi<al community. So t. te cause of declining graft survival rates remain1\0(

unexplained. though.the ft .ts are not in dispLa. .

Terasoki's dala on patient surVival rates at the end of one year of cadaveric
transplants; firsfgrah only. indicate stability at the 75 percent level from 1969
through 19742 Oile-year; first grafi survival rates for cadaveric transplants'
have declnwd steadily by approximately 2 percent per year sitice 19691rom

slight ly over 50 percent Thus, a per-sem receiving a cadaveric transplant
a '75 pereent probability of being alive One year later but less than a

50 1wrcent chance of- being alive with that kidpey functicming. Patient
smvival tales at ihe end of one year 'for transplants fror9 identical sibling
and parent donors have remained at about die 85 percent level, though
c$ne-year first graft survival rates have declined steadily for these transplants
as well.

Cadaveric lransJ)laIls grow relatively more importam wi,th each passing
yeai. bernographic trends m*ard smalter ftkrn dies and fewer siblings reduce
the prospectiNT donor 1)001 for living related transplants, and both Terasaki
and the Registry indicate a swady decline since 1967'in the ratio of tho,,se
transplants to the' mull- number." But for .cadaveric transplants. steady
one-ye:ff. patient sur6val rates and decreasing one-year graft survival rates
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mean that for.more and more patients the transplant is merely an expensive
surgical procedure, eemporarili interrupting dialysis: This pattern hardly
fulfills the, vision. 'of reducinethe cost of hernodialysis by increasing the
proportion,. of successful kidney yansplants in the total end-stage renal
disease patient population.

The present' clinical picture then is tiot encouraging:.flowever, imrnu-
nological reseatch at the fundathental science level.is proceeding at a rapid
pace, and if the research results are translated into improved cOntrol of
immunological reje"ction, the present trends may be reyersed.

Pat entfitplity of life. In ,the 1972 :Senate debate, Senator Hartke said,-
"Sixty percent of those on :thalysis'can return to work but require retraining
'and, most of the remainMg 40 percent need nd retraining Whatsoever. These
arc peoPle whp. can be aCtive and producdve, ,but only &they tia-ye the life:

, saying treatment tbey,need'so badll):1: lp
, Unfortunatelr.there is no way to tell whether this optimistic statement is

accurate; there is no substap tial body of data on which -to base any judgment.
We have only 'physicians' statements, some behavioral science literature,58 ,
some case literature,59 and numerous anecdotes. The Section 2991.End-Stage
Renal Disease Program 'medical information' system, which replaced both.
the National Dialysis Registry -ahd the Human Renal Transplant Registry,
is not yet fully operationalAut it is not expected that the system will tell us -

much about patient rehabion,
.

Rehabihtation of the dialysis cii transplant patient. is currently,beyond
the reach -DE government policy. In the implementing regulations of the
End:Stage Renal Disease Program there is a requirement that there be a

A ,
written patient. care plan that "i:tflects the psychological, social, and func-
tional need3- of the (individual) -patient," and a further requirement:that
sscial services be provided by a qualified social :worker responsible "for
(Omit:Kling psychosocial evaluations, participating in team, review of
patient'!L progress and recommending change(in treatment based on the
pat ient 's'etir?, .ent psychosocial ne .ds." 60 However, these requirements do
not insure a commitment by a p vider -facility to patient rehabilitation.
Nor are efforts to rehabilitate pii ents reimbursable under Medicare. The
now disestablished Social Rehabilitation Service had statutory authority for
rehabilitation activity ,directed to the end-stage renal disease patients but
had no funds for such activny, nor did it demonstrate any keep desire to
become-involved in this area.

Rehabilitation of patientsrtin this analy t s view, is contingent upon the
commitment of the physician in charge (if a given treatment facility. There
are several centers around the countrythe rthwcst kidney Ceniter in
Seattle, the statewide efforts in Minnesota, thetaiewide program in Missis-
sippi based on the-University of MississipT)i Medical School, and otlug:s
where one finds strong, well developed programs to rehabilitate patients

prodnetive 'lives. On the other hAnd, one findS many places where such
a commitment is absent. When at Ohio' State University, the writer had a
dialysis patient sp'eak "to a seminar. The individuaI,r/hite, nearly 40 years of
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age; a family man, and a member of the city council in a Columbus sixburb
had returned to his white collar, profes:iimial job after initial .dialysis
stabilization. But, he was the only patient ,among approximately 40 being.
6-eated in a.local dialysis facility who had done so. His actionhacl a powerful-

, effect 'pn the peri.eptions of the other patients; they had not conceived'
previously that return to work 'was pOssible.

It shodid be, noted that a shift toward center dialysis -and away fi-om

1)(A'e dialysi$ powerfully reduces the -prokbability of patients' rettioing to
vork. The reason is simple. boner ,dialysis patients are dialyzeZr mainly
during the, 'daytime. Treatment for thTee to 'six hours, three times-a week

'during the daytime frequently hinder's a return:to work:61 home dizIlysis

permits ,nighttime treitment.b9 In Minnesota, the pohey for die useatment
of end-stage renal 4sease waS -develokd esseVtially by state officials in
conjunction- with die medical cOmmunity, and thus reflected the state's
emphasis, on. rehabilit5tion. h required that facilities to be 'eligiblei Gar
reiMbursement of patient treatment must provide opportunity for dialyst in

the evenings:02
The problems 'of dialysis patients, are not litnite to the treatments,

Patients' most adhere to limits on food and fluid intaky and are restricted in
.personal travel. Reversal of dependence relations 'between spouses can,
occur. Severe. swings of psychic'mood are freqtentliexperienced." Loss of

sexual function often.Paccompanies therapy.°2 64 65 Medical complications

arise because of the limits of dialysis therapy: 66 whereas the normal kidneys

perform excretory, regulatory: and metabolic/endocrine functions, the

artificial kidney can effect only the excretsory and some of the regulatory
functiOhs: Consequently, anemia, renal osteodystrophy (bone disease), and
other medical problems occur that damage the patient's quality of lire.

Patients Who have imdergone successful transplants are freed of moSt
of these PrOblems, and there is no question but that a successful transplant

is the Preferable approach. But all tranplant patients, save identical
twins, require immunosuppressive drugs Tor the rest of their lives in
0i-del to prevent rejection of the donor kid»ey. This medication makes them

vulnerable to aipfection by reducing their immunvlogical apability. Not
surprisingly, mfecdon remains the primary cause.,of death of transplant
patients.° Also, the use of steroids to, prevent kidney rejectidn can result in

startlingly aisfiguring effects. ,

AnotberliToblem exists that is ateoutgrowth of governme rolicy. I lw

'thteision to und end-stage renal :disease therapy removed financial con-
straints as a major patient selec'tion criterion, and as a result the criteria for

patient selection have gteadily expanded. 'Formerly, selection 'among,
erminally ill patients was restricted to the "best,of the Worst," but patients

who, are inkreasMglE marginal' (tin 'clinaal terms) now are being,accepted
for. treaunent." Advaneed age, insulin-dependent diabetes, and other
clinical mmplications no Itmger preclude acceptance for treatment.'This
means that over tit'ne the proportion of marginal patients-:.-who require

substantially greater hospitalization for (omplications than more normal
patientsis increasing relative to the .total patient population. In the
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.aggregate, rehabilhatio prospects
pipplernS increased.

It would be helpful, as an aid to nformed ;public Policy to have decent
data on the quality of-life of dialysis and transjilant patients. The medical
information system .for the'End-Stage Renal Disease Program will generate

*.only minim ti daLa to that end. and studies that sdectively sample the patient
t pOpulatiOn are clearly warranted. ln the absence of such data, we should be

mindful that the sangu. -le sentiments of 1972 simply have not been borne
out, nor are they likely to, be.

The yet Ofu Wiled r;romise of research'

'Prevention of end-stage renal diSease doeS-not appear to be imminent, and
there4'little fealson to be hiveful that in the near fu ture the results of medical

.research %NiI1 have a substantial cost-saving impact on the nation's,expendi-..
ureqdr end-stage renal disease treatmenk

A korifetvnce on -Preventiqn of KidneAnd 'Urinary Tract Diseases was
held in May'l976 at th'e National institutes of Hea4th;64 presentations dealt
with. genetic ,disorders of the kidney, glomerular diSeaqs, the relation of
hyPertension to renal disease, renal disease and pregnancy, and acin'e renal
failure. There were some, indiCations of 'progressioaver.the past decade.
One participant said, "Where we once spoke al\12lit the `urernic syndrome,'
we are nw asking more detailed questions that point to important research
questionS." Another participant, however,pointed put that each new stage
of understanding underscored the realization 'that the uremic syndrome is
not a single disease entity but several, and tfiat each entity in turn may have
its owit etiology and pathogenesis. Increaged scientific understanding of the
disease problem in short, has expanded the research agenda. No one familia"
with the state of sciemific knowledge believes that prevention of end-stage
renat'disease is close at hand,

,As for therapies. improved technology of the artificial kidney has been
the objective of die Artificial Kidney-Chronic Uremia (AK-C1.1) program of
the Nationfd Institu«; of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases since 1965. this
proglam ha's indeed generated research results that have improved hemp-
dialysis mandy in reducing tbe average length of dialysis time from 6 to 8
hoots. to 3 to 6 honks. 'lshese reduced ueatment times may have enabled
institutional centers to live within the screen" of $150 per dialysis .set by
HEW in 1973, and may thus be reducing cost to the renters. However: they
have not Jed to reductions in govermnent expenditures for the program.
Moreover, since normal kidneys function on a full-time basis, it is likely
that .reduct ions in ditclysis time are twat their natural limit

Further imixovenrein of artificial kidney technology is limited by our
ignol'atice of the mechanist»s of tlw disease and the mechanisms of therapy..
l'here is little reZtSull I o anticipate important technological chaqge in the
near Lin me that will have a significant cost irpact on Medicare exiknditures
Cor. end-stage renal disease.

The tec hnicpte of peritonal dialysis has emerged from dinical testing
and is moving into geni.ral use, aickd by research support fitim the AR-CU

s

ccordingly diminished and the
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Program. A new technique of peritoneal dialysis offexs some promise of cost
reduction, but it is Only in tl r. early stages of clinical testing ind the promise
is tbus to be treated 1:vith caation. .

The situation in transplantation may be the most promising. Bernard
Amos, one of the country's leading immunologists, put the matter this way
several years ago:

Since.the Gottschald Report [of 1967) there has been very huleobvioustlinica .

progress [in renal transplantation] wlcich is apparent to an outsider. There
has peen. a lantasdc accurnuladon of scientific knowledge, ind there is a fair
chance of this knowledge being applied within a finite -period of time."

The.knoWledge base in immunology, in short, is being developed at a rapid

rate." Wilco this newinowledge will have signifianit impact upcin the
clinical situation retrains unpredictable. .-

The above paragraphs shou0 nOt be'construed ss opposing either a
fundarnental or an applied research effort' related LO. end-stagekidney disease.
Quite to the sontrary, a continuing research investment in....ihe 'etiology,
pathogenesis, and teaunent of kidney..aisease is essential if we are to move
beYond today's half-way technologies. But one should be realistic about
the lengthy time and substantial difficulties that are typiCally involved
befOre research reults begi» to pay off-in terms of cost redUction.

The enactment of Section 2991 of Public Law 92-603

,The policy debate' of fully ten years that prt-ceded the enactment of
Section 2991 was resolved by the inclusion of that provision in the Social
Security Amendint:nts of 1972. This occurred in the following manlier: 3

The amendment was first proposed'on Saturday morning, September 30.
1972, when the Senate, with just over half of its members present. was
rushing to complete floor conOderation of the numerous provisions of
KR. Ia very complex. piece Of kgisration, in order to place a bill on the
President's desk before the November election.

No hearings had been held on an end-stage renal disease provision-for
H.R. 114 either the.Senate Finance Committee or the House Ways and Means
Committee. (However, it should be noted that the year before, during Social

Set ut itv Arnendnwnt thearings, the House Committee had ln'ard testimony
on tpl-stage tenal disease; the testimony had included a demonstration of

a patient dialyeing himself.")
No mme than 20 to 30 minu,tes."ims floor,t i me was allocated to the con4dera

lion of this far-reat hing provision'before it was adopted by the Senate.
The joint House-Senate Conference Committee deliberated no more II an

ten minutes, in a Saturday evening session (October 11), before agreeing to

include this provision, slightly modified, in the final bill.
Clearly, the decision-making prowss that kd to the enactment of

Section .2991 ipvolved a short circuit of the normal procedure of hearings '
on 1

)p0sed legislation. Thoronghoess, Openness, and deliberate weighing
of the issues were not in evidence. In addition, the decision to enact Section
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bzlsed upon, what we now know to have be n underestimated costs
'and qveroptimistic expectations concerning clinical treatment,

Would greater adherence tomorntal legis1ati3te prOceditres have ge erated
better Mformatiorr for the Congress? Clearly, yes, In'that case,' wotj1 better
information, 'have produced 'adifferent outcome? lf, as one interetation
hOlds, the Cobgres& 4id .not fully understand what. it was doing, then a
differenl,outcome might haveresulted. Representative Paul Rogers (D., Fla,),
,chairman of the House Subcommittee on Public Health arid Environment,
rentarkedin January 1973,, "We in, COnkress had no,idea that, cgsts would
be anywhere near that large," upon learning of the estimated cttstS of the
End-Stage Rral Disease Prograin,42 Senator Quentin N Burdick'(D., /Is.P.)
was also quoted at. the sade time ag saying that he never would hate cospon-
sored the ,amondment had he. known th6'' true costs.42 So one possibility is
that bmer information would have led to,a rejection of the amendment.

.:Another interpretadon, howeVer, Is that Congres may_not'have known
in 'derail but, certainly knew in the main what it was doing. Elsewhere
have suggeSted that a cumulative process was at work;by Which a series of
incremental policy, changes leads inexorably to a threshold-crossing; major
policy change.3' Payment for patient treatment costs, in this light, was,a
logical extension of prior 'government programs in-research; demonsCra
don, capacity building, and tream\ent of veterans. This interpretation is
reinforced' by the fact that the Spokesmen for Section 2991 on the Senate
floorHartke, Jackson, Magnuson, Dole}tad detailed knowledge of
prior government policies and programs dealing With end-Stage' renal
disease. Better information;then, might pot have ehanvd the outcome.

, A third question is whether better inforniation would have led to a "beuer"
outcome. In substantive' terms, the answer to this turns on one's view Of
whether the Congress made the right Choice, In procedural terms, arguinents
can be 'made in either direction. It can be argued, for instance, that the

)lecision.Of
the Congress would now have greater legitimacy with the body

)olitic if it had been, More thorough, open, and deliberate in nature. On the
other hand, it' can be' argued that the issue of allocating scarce medical
resources for the saving of lives is so profound and potentially divisive that
Congressa conflict-resolving 4nd not tionflict-deepening institution=
could not have handled the matter any differently. To raise detailed questions
in the legislative process about the value of tife is not easy, in either political
or other terms. Better to keep the issue from arising at all than to raise it

..
and vote no.

A final question about decision making is, what are the implications of
this case for --similar situations in the future? If scarce iesources are to be
allocated hy the Congress for life-saving therapies'of reasonable effectiveness'
but of high cost, how..should such issues be responsibly apploached? The
absence Of a clear answer should be recognized as a challenge to thoughtful
people.
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..Conclusions and recommendations
#

It

. .

,A number of lesson, are.suggisted from the experience of the end-stage
renal disease 'prOgram. Chief ampng these are the followifig:,

I :the 'proCeS5e; 'of developthent of new medical' ttchnology are lengthy,

are 'typical.- international, and draw broadly- from the wide.frontier of
technical adv.ance. There is thus ,no one logiCal place to intervene in the
development process.

2. ,The institutional pathways by ,which,fittieuordical technologies flow.
,into actual use are numerous and diverse.' There is thus no .Centralized
'institution responsible for the introduction of technology to nse.

Tht policY fiecisjor; to provide paYment-for treaunent costs is one of die

'most important points, for, the control -of medical 'costs bY the federal
government The choice Fs a simple "go" or "no go," and the latter ahernaT
Jive can bc an effeetive means of cost control. But, the policy decision is'
normally framed broadly4in terms of-benefit.s and costs of savMg, lives, With

the former ,typically overstated and the latter ,understated, and cost control
IS generally a later and subordinate concern, The likeliho lat. cost control

considerations will enter into the initial policy de.cisi is not high.
4. Initial cost estimatei will tend to understate actual costs. Such estimate's

are difficult to make under the best Circumstances, an'd they are ofte»
-

.

developed Under numerous constraints: inadequate data, inappropriate
assumptions, limited understanding of the probable dynamics of a com-
plex program. shortness of time, arid a context Where the advocates of action .

have a vested interest- in* downplaying cost estimates. Thus, improvement
of initial estimates is both technkally and politicAly a difficult task.

5: If politically feasible, however, cost control. measures ,should- be
worporated intO the design of the reimbursement -system at the inception

Vof a patient treatMent program. An effort to do this should be made even if

I'not feasible; a dehberate initial signal of concern may facilitate subsequent
'action, Efforts *to build cost control measures into an on-going operational
program will affect existing distributions of institutional and personal
self-interest. They will thus appear.to 6e, or be characterized as appearing,
arbitrary and draconian, and thus will generate substantial opposition.

6. The political resources of the bureaucracy will seldom be adequate to
'introdto,e cost control measures that alter existing patterns of imerest.
Thus, the Congress must be looked to as the institution for trading off cost

control measures aglinst other legitimate 'objectives.
7. Initial -efforts to predict the dynamiArof clinical developments, even if

made, are likely to be wrong in important respects. Provision -should

be made at' the outset for relatively rhOdest studies, based upon a sampling

strategy, to be done annually with respect to unfOlding clinical patterns,
associated cost implications', and feasible cost control responses. Similar
,studies should be done with regard to patient quality-of-life issues.

8. 'Continuing research and development art needed' with respect to
etiology, pathogenesis,- treatment, and prevention- of disease states for
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which there is a major pan nt treatment benefit prograrn.-Dialogue-between
federal reimbursement agenciei. and ,federal research agencies should lie'.
encouraged to' insure widespread consensus about the appropriate, level
and distribution of reSearch.effort. Even so, it shcibli'd be,,kept in mind that
the practical application of research results reeled, a lengthy period of
time, and caution .shou.18 be'exercised th respect to QveTOpflrii.epbout
research. .

9: Policy decisiOns that involve the allpcation of scarce medical.resources!
fpr the saving or prolonging of relatively few lives deserve thoughtful
deliberiiion at tbe time the are madeAdeally, the Congress is where stich
ddiberation should,occur when the allocation of federal overnment
fesources is iv volve& If such issties are too difficult for thorough, deliberate.
consideration by a legislative -body, howeer, alternative institutional
mechanisMs for considering the 'manifold iriplications of these -difficult
allocative issues'should be considered. ,
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The.
computed tomography, CT ieinn'er.

Jane Sisi Willems, H Pavid Banta;
-Theresa A.:Lukas,-and Carl A.', Taylor

Introduction
The computed tomography -(CT) scanneiprovides.an instructive case stu.'dY

of governmempl policies regarding the clevelopthem, diffusion, and use of.
medical. technologies. Some of the federal policies are new, and the . Cf
scanner was the first .major piece' of, equipmen.Cto test their functioning..
Evaluation 'of these policies does not entail passing judgment on the rate at
which (IT scanners were adopted or tl*ir value for padent care. Such a 'review
does reveal certain shortcomings that apply not,only"to CT scanners, but to
medieal- technologies in general.**

Although CT scanning bad been more carefully studied ,Lhan tudity other
technologies, its' widespread acceptance still preceded a complete and
sy4temadc assessment of its 'efficacy: Evaluating the efhcac' of diagiMic

a technologies such as CT,scanMng does pose special prOblems; nevertheless,
no public or private body haS responsibility for these evaluations, ineluding
such aspeCts as Conducting Sludies and collecting ancLanalyzing data 'The
resultant- lack of informationlias harapere4\a4ariety of federal programs
and policies, including those related to medical devices regulation, utiliza-
don review, health planning; and reimbursement. Furthermore, reimburse-
ment methods prevailing in the private and public sectors encourage the
provision of additional services and do not stimulate a choice among alterna-'
tives or an eValuation of their relativ costS and benefits.

Development
CT scanning is a iiagnostic radiological proeedure used mainly for

imaging the head,' but also the body. A CT scanner makes use of conven-
tional X-ray, but collects and processes information in a new way. A source
emits X-rays from several positions, and a detector collects and measures dr
energy remaining after the X-rays have passed through the portion of the
body being scanned. A computer, after processing all the data, constructs
and displays on a screen an image of the area scanned.

*The viewpoints expressed in this paper arr those cif the authors and not necessarily those of
the Technology Assessment)Board or its individual mbers.

"This paper draws here and throughout on information from a report on computed tomog-
raphy scanners being prepared by the Office of Technology Assessment; Congress of die United
States. Washington, D.C.
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,Becittse a CT scanner makes a composite image', it has definite advantages

over corwentional X-ray. Reconstructing ,narrow cross 'sections prevents
overlapping ,organs from obscuring otne auother in- im s CT scans alSo
detect small differences, in density among adja nuctures . These two
attributes make CT scanssespecially -helpful for visual zing soft, lOw density
tissues such as the brain.

Tomographie devices similar to the. CT 'scanner were conStructed in.,the
United StateS during the. earlY 1960s, but they' were not noticed by the me-dical

commUnity: The first CT scanner .was developed in 1967 by C. Hounsfield,'
an'engineer at Emitronics, ta, (EMT), in Britain. In,4971, the British Depart:-
pent of pealth %supported the installation of a prototype scanner in Londori,
and in- June 1973,, the Mayo Clinic installed the first scanner in the United
States. K. S. Ledley at Georgetown University Medical School later developed

a model that sciinncd not only the head, but also the rest of the body. Marketed

by Pfizer, the first CT bodY 'scanner became operational' in early 1974..
Thereafter, acceptance a»d -diffitsion of CT scanners proceeded rapidly.* By
May 1977 there were at least 400 CT scanners installed in the United StateS.t
Although installed machines 'are approximately equally divided bedveen
head and kody scanners, body.scanners now account for Most new purchase's.

Diffusion

The ;ate of inst Dation of CT-Lanners in the United States has increased,
steadily over time. The diffusion curve.in Figure 1 falls inib' three periods,.
each with a higher rate of installation. The first 'period began in June 1973
with the installation of the first head scanner at the Mayo Clinic. From that'
date. through September, 1974, the rate of installation was less than five per
month. Between October 1974 and June 1975, the rate increased to just below

ten per month. The third and most' recent period .for which the data are
.omplete began in July 1975 and extended, through SepteMber 1976; an
average of 19 scanners per month were installed during that period.
Nationally, the ratio of CT scanners to million population was 1.5 in August
1976. Data since then are incomplete. When all of the 652 machines that were
installed,' approved or ordered as of August 1976 become operational, the
national ratio will double to 3 scanners zr million population.'

The rate of installation will probably Mminue at more than 20 scanners
per month in the immediate future. Existing manufacturers such as EMI
and Ohio Nuclear increased their production schedules during 1976 because
they had persistent backlogs of unfilled orders.1 Longer-term rates of orders

Einiuonus n )anufamiredrthe first CT scanner tristalled in the United States ani 92 percent of

all head scannen knorvq,ro be installed by May 1977. How'ever, Ohio Nuclear accounted for

04 percent and Emitron.lcs' only 12 percent of installed body scanners,

t In May 1977, the Office of TechnolOgy Assessment Was able to document 401 operational CT
wanners. Approximately 380 of those were operational by the end of September 1976,' and,
as t;,m be st.en in Figure 1. approximately 20 scanners a month were being installed in 1976.
Lags in reporting of scanners make it impossible to obtain a compktely up-to-date number.
On the basis of 380 scanners as of September 1976, and an installation rate of 20 per mondt,
we estimate 540 scanners operational by June 1, 1977.
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and mstalladons are got clear. Adaitional companies are plannineMenter
the market, and ibeir entry will increase productive capaci,ty.,But'the number

. --of neW orders'Tir 'die first half of 1977* fell from ihe high-of 1974, and one
estimate predirted 200 new orders in -1977 compared 'to more than 400 in
1975.2 Ip fact, orders4uring 1975 and 1976 may have been abnormally.high.

.Providers anxious, aboikt implementation of the 1974,planning act.may
'have rushed to place-orders'before they would have to be reviewed by-plan-
ning agencies. Experience during 1977, then, 'maflytepresent a temporary
adjustment before a rise to a mttre stab1e.growth,rate.2

Many factors that might have constrained the diffusion of CT scanners
have been absent or weak. 'Medical personnel, both physician specialists
and technicians, require minimal training to operate a CT scanner;they

9
alreadY'pOssos the,basic knowledge, and.their skills may be refined through
practice., kathation and contrast invOlve sorne risks, but CT scanning is
not so obviously dangerous or painful for patients'as certain alternatives,
CT scanning also appeals to physicians because it gives them more informa-
tion for making diaino-ses. It therefore conforms with Medical education,
which teaches physicians to refine diagnoses as Much as possible.

Unlike the early diffusion of most other medical equipment; that of CT
scrners has been closely documented, even thotigh by August 1976 less than
5 perin t of colkimunity hospi tals had oneinstalled..1n,conuast, the diThision
of otiler,medical technologies with high fixed'costs.has usually been charted
only after 10 percent of hospitals haveadopted thern.However, since the
10 percent level of adoption of CT scanners appears to be approaching
quickly, there is some basis for comparing the diffusion of other medical
technologies withithat of CT. scanners. In fact, the pattern of adoption of
scanners resembles that of, other technologies with high fixed costs in
several ways.

It was the largest hospitals that initially adopted new technoldgies such as
cObzkk therapy, electrotvicephalogriwbs, and intensive care facilities.'
CT samners are also following this. pattern; 44 percent of community
hospitals with 500 beds and over have a CT scanner, and 47 percent of
hospital-based scawers are in the 5 percent of hospitals with 500 beds and
over. Like other large hospitals, thoSe affiliated with medical schools have
been among the first to acquire equipment requiring large initial out1ay40
'a tendency borne out with CT scanners. Of the 113 accredited medical
-schools, 79 percem have a major affiliation with a hospital owning
a scanner.h

The ratio of physicians to population has been observed to be positively
associated with.a _demand by hoSpitals for technology with high fixed
costs.5 However, a test of this-hypothesis showed little correlation beeween,
physician to population ratios and CT scanners to population ratios.*

*Kendall kllu ent of r Possible values of r are I .rse relationship). Q (no tion
ship), mid +1 (identity). It .i;could be useful to mest the hylmthests tvith dificient statistical
technique: a different getigraph id division. for example by Standard Metropolitan Statistic'al
Alva: and ratiw of medical specialists to popillanon M lien of all physicians.
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. Tablel
Distribution of CT scannr* by type of fecility3

Type of facility

Community Hospitals
(Number ofteds).

Or 99 .

'100- 199
260- 29'9
300- 399 iv
400- 499 .

600- 699- -
700- 799 .

800- 899 .
90Q- 999 .

1000-1099 .

1100-1199 .

1200-1299 . -

'1300 and over
Feder& Short-Term

General Hospitals
All U.S. Hospitals .

Office$0.8, Clinics
Tafel: . .

Percent Number of Percent Number
of all facilities with with CT of CT

facilities CT scanners scanners scannets

100%

50
23
12
6
4
5b

11.

297

6

43
52
57
42
31.
14

3,

1

4

100 6'
100 303

'74
377

.

5.1% 316

0.2 6
0.8 11

. 6,3 43
13.8 53
24.8 58
44.0° 47

14
16
12

8

7
4
4

1.8
4.2

9
325
76

401

°Additional sources: American Hospital AssOtlation end Office of Teahnology Assessment Includes scanners known
tO be installed by May 1977.

bFor hospitals with 500 beds and over. Hospitals with 1.000 beds and over accounted for 0.5 percent'of ail community
hospitals en 1975. and 54 percent of these have a Of scanner,

c Includes six Federal hospitals: Veterans Administration, Boston, Mame.. 291 beds; 1 scanner; Veterans' Administration,
Durham, N.C., 501 beds. 1 wanner; Veterans' Administration. Indianapolis. Ind., 725 beds. 1 wanner; Veterans' Admin-
istration. Palo Alto, Calif., 1,361 beds. 1 scanner; National Institute, of Health'. Clinical Center, Bethesda, Md,, 511
bedse 4 scanners; and Naval Apional Medical Center. San Diego, Calif.. 1.356 beds. 1 scanner.

2*

. Efficacy and safety

The rapid and widespread diffusion of CT scanners has painted up shOrt-
comings of existing policy. CT scannvs: lere diffused throughout the
medical care system before their efficacy and salety %,ere completely assessed.
Although much clinical experience has now accumulated, no systern'atic

'assessment has been niade of the benefits of CT scanning and the circum-
stances under which it should be used. No federal agency has a mandate to
require, fund, or conduct large-scale clinical trials meeting high standards
of experimental design that could help determine the ultimate position of
CT scanning in the practice of Medicine.

. Both the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) have been involved in evaluating CT scanners. N1H has
been funding 'and conducting clinical trials of their diagnostic accuracy,

. and before diffusion of the scanners, FDA's Bureau of Radiological Health
considered their safety. The Medical Devices Amendments of 1976 later gave
FDA the responsibility for evaluating both the saf ty and efficacy t of devices;

1-The hrw mes the term rfferliveness.
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'FDA has classified the CT scanner as a C ass 11 dèvi a classIfcation that
means that efficacy will be evaluated in terms, of pe ancerseodards.

: The Bureatt ofi4edical Devices is now developing such stilards, ivhich'are
'expected to be only tec-Inical in nature. ., Thtts,.. federal effort§4bay.e been' limited to technical go isideranons and

_,.diagoostic:,'Accaey., Knowledge of the-advantages' of LT scanng and
role in:medicine. is ,.ating amassed in ways typkal oL other medical tech-
nologies:11:0640 clinical experic`nce, publications. conferences, an d-repor es
of colleague.

Definition and assessment of efficacy

Efficacy is the potential benefit to individual a'defined pOpulation
Irom a medical techriology applied' for a given medical problem under
ideal.conditions of ose. So defined, it is an abstract concept projecting the

suIts that a technology might achieve. Efficacy is more than a siMple
consideration .of potential benefits. No technology is beneficial in the
absolute; it is beneficial only when used 'in an appropriate mannerfor
defined population, for given medical problems, and under certain condi-
tions of use. Well designed studies of efficacy consider all of these faCtors.

The term benefit refers to the usefulness' or value of- the technology. for
preventive or therapeuti.e technologies; benefit refers respectively to the
potential for preventing disease or for -improving the health of a 'patient.
But for diagnostic technologies such as the CT scanner; defining efficacy
more complex because the technology itself cannot directly affAit the
physical health of patients. The question then ,arises whether effiCaCy is
-hrnited to diagnosis, or whether it depends bn the availability of an
efficacious therapy.

Several formulation # of efLicac
, developed. Fineberg and

five kvels:8

I. Technical eapability. Does
accurate information?

,2. Diagnostic aceuracy. Does use of the device permit accurate diagnoses
to be made?

3. Diagnostic impact. Does use of the device replace other diagnostic
procedures, including surgical exploration and biopsy?

4. Therapeutic impact. Do results obtained from the device affect
planning and delivery of therapy?

5. 'Patient outcome. Does use of the device contribute to improved health
of the: patient?

. Another form u t ion 'of efficacy for diagnost ic X-ray technologies has
been suggested in a study sponsored by the American College of Radiology:4Ik
EffiTcy-I, the information content of the procedure; Efficacy-2, the use
of the diagnostic information in prescribing treatment or directing further
diagnostic information-gathering; and Efficacy-3. the expected value of
thagnostic information to the health of the patient.9

-011

^

fOr diagnostic technologies have been
orkers have designed one in terms of

the device perform reliablyi, and deliver
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Evidence of efficacy of CT scanners

Efficacy/has been more thoroughly ,assessed for' Crscanners than fdr many
other. Medical technologies qt, a similar stage; Of developmen,t, and use:
However, the evidence has not Come 'from well designed, prospective clinical

bt:it, as is typical foil.medical technologies, trout-observations of clinidal
x pe r et) ce . Moreover, diffusion of CT head scanners became,widespread

before mUch of this information had accumulated. Until. June 1975, only
13 clinical Papers had been published on head scanning, but almost 100
scanners had been installed.°

The results of clinical .experience are presented here without necessarily
endorsing the manner in whicl.r.they were obtained. For purposes. of ,dis-
cussiOn, the eviddice.is arranged according to ihe five levels of efficacy in
the Fineberg formulation.

CT scanners have been well assesseq for technical capability and are known
to perform reliably and to deliver accurate information, as demonstrated by
use'ttf special 'test. specimens and autopsy material.,,

At the levq of diagnostic accuracy, head scanningulwas been more carefully
studied than body scanning. More than, 30 studies have presented data-by
diagnosis on diagnosiic pecuracy of head sanners.* The studies are accumu-
lations of clinical experience, not carefully designed, large-scale clinical
trials. Diagnoses are confirmed in these studies by other diagnostic tech-
niques, by sUrgery, or by autopsy..Available evidence indicaps that CT
head scanning is quite accurate fOr neurodiagnosis, with greater than

-90 percent accuracy. False negative diagnoses occur in only 5 to 10 percent "
of all tests, with higher false negatives in stroke diagnoses'than in diagnoses
of brain tumors. Recent' studies also show a low rate of false positives.
For example, Clifford and his coworkers found 3 false positives in 297
patients, for a rate of 1 percent. l Preliminary evidence on diagnostic accuracy
of body scaiming suggests that it can provide accurate diagnoses of tumors
and cysts and a number of leions in the owns of the abdomen, particularly
in the kidney aritil liver.*

At the' Itvel of impact on the planning or delivery of diagnostic so-tikes,
some evidence has been obtained for head scanning, but very little for body
scanning. For the head, other neurodiagnostic proceaures were irt use prior
to the development of CT scanning. The most common were cerebral
arteriography, pneumoencephalography. an4radionuclide brain scanning.
In teiebi al arm iogt aphy, dye is inje( ted into the blood stream, and standatd
X-rays of the skull arc taken to image the blood vessels. During pneumo-
encephalogra phy, air is injected into the spinal 'canal, causing the ventricles
of the brain to be vi'sible on standard skull X-ray. Radionuclide brain
scanning is a procedure in which radioisotopic material is injected into
the blood stream and the head "scanned" by a camera that detects and
records the nulioactivity.

In Fable 2 these three pro edures are compared with CT scannMg fo
itt cola( y, risk, and utili/ation, wnh estimations of the effect that the CT

I I lc ()Mt(' (4 I p bnologt Ay.a-a4nrin ;upon on (71 anneis win tnniintle tomplyte
ol 1 rI I ty
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. Tab la 2
Comparison ot CT hasdscanning with other.neurodiagnostic procadunts.'

Approximate
nnUal number Safety
or procedures .compared /..1sab4e Estimated effect

Dragnosuc In United States, to CT On Out- oF CT scanning
Procedure sccuracyb 1976 g patients on utilization

canning High--..gener ally 655,400-987.000 Yes

Artenography
. ,

Similar to CT 100,000-350,000C Riskier No -20% to 0 d

Prusumoencephalography . Stmilar to CT 25,000-50,000° Riskier No -40% to -75% I

Radionuchde scanning , Inferior to CT 2,000,000 Similar Yes -90%:to,+15%g

Skull X-ray . . Used for purposes
different from CT;

4,000,000 h Similar Yes Little or no effect

inferior when
compared

a Estimates of Office of Technology Assessment unless noted,
eNurnbers in this column are not strictly cOmparable. Aneriogrephy is often used alter diagnosis of a brin tumor, for
example.10 demonstrate its extent and vascularlity. Monograph}, and pneumoencephalography ore seldom used with
stroke, Noneiheless. on The basis of published siudies, the comparisons ere basically' valld
c Low figure Is foi 1975 in Podeil." High figure is frorn Demand for Computed Tomography,, .

°Baker, Cernpbell. Houser, et el." reported -20 percent and Suenger arid Huckrnan it reported +0,05 percent,

°Figures ere 'for 1973 and.1975. in 1976. CT head scanning had a great impactonthe number of pneumoencephalograms
done, and estimates for 1976 are not available tow figure is for 1975 in Paden." High figure Is a national projection 01 a'
1973 survey in southeastern Pennsylverlia is reported, by Regional Comprehensive Health Planning Council,"

Seker, Campbell, Houser, et reported -40 percent and Knaus. SChroedei: and Davis " reported -75 percent.

9 Knaus. Schroeder. and Davis " reported +15 percent and New IP reported -90 percent.
.1.1 Figure is for 1970,1

scanner has had on their use. As can be seen in the table, Cr head scanning
is as accurate as arteriography ant pneumgencephalography, but inwnves
less risk. An addi t lona l advantage of CT s&atming is -that it can be used on
Outpatients, CT scannthg is considerably superior to riAdionudide scanning
and skull X-ray when used for the ame purposes. To some extent, however,
the procedure's lire complementry. 'ArteriogrdPhy or pneumoencephalog-
,raphy may firid an abnormality not seen on CT scanning. Each of the other
pro«dures also has advantages for piinicullar abnormalities.

Table 2 also shows the impact of CT head scanning On the bther diagnos*
procedures as i;eported by institutions having scanners. Ilse of pneumo-
encol?halographic proceditres' fell dramatically after introduction of Cr
scanning, hut the jotal prior to CT scanning was small. Modest decrease!,
in arterioglaphy and iadionuclide scanning also occutred. The small size
of tlwse redm lions may stem from three sources: not enough experience, has
accumulawd to allow physicians to have confidence in CT scanning as a
single diagnostic' mohotl; there is a general attitMk that CT scanning
mmplement other procedures; and the system has no mechanisms to
,ensme that new technologies, once -available, will replace the old. At
Cleveland Clinic, which h.tid one of The,first CT head scanners,.radionudide
brain scanning has falkn to 15 porcent of the pre-CT total, Cleveland Clinic
also anticipates eliminating the standard skuH- X,ray for 80 percent of its
patients,in
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Several -recent papers have indica ed that ,CT head scanning,cali make
other., dangerous diagnostic or, therapeutic procedOres unnecessary. 21 22 In
onestudy, for example, a London hospital found a sharp reduction in the

4' need for exploratory surgery:in head trauma following introduCtion of CT
s,canning. In the year before its introduction, exploratory surgery was
,performed on 33 peyent of patients with head' trauma; in the following
year on only 2.pertnt.25 'No auempt was made, however, to ensure that
the different groups of patientsstudied were Comparable.

At the fourth levd of efficacy, impact on the Planning.oraelwm of
therapy, little is known. One pilot study found that therapeudc plans werek
hanged as a ,tesult ,of CI 'head scanning in about'"1-5 "pertwirof patients'--

s,canned." On the,other hand, Larson- and his, coworkees studied cohOrts
of patients with Stroke before and after intrdduction of CT heacescanning
and found no differences in therapy' after introduction of tlit scanner,
l,though th'e cost of diagnosis wa'g. increased.24 Again, whether or not,

the' patient groups were comparahle is, not known. 'No infOrmatiop on
mpact of therapy is avitilable for the body scanner.

Thus fat there appear:to be no studivs providing evidence that CT head,
or body scanr!ing contributes to improved patienf outcome. The, only
published study compared the experience in a London hospital before and
af)er CT scanning 'was -introduced as a routine technique [or patients
presenting with acute head trauma. In that study, mortality Was Unchanged,
but other 'indicators, such as morbidity, were not Studied.23 One 'might
accept reduced exploratory' surgery as presumpdye ,evidence of improved '
outconw.

The use of contrast injection raises additional goestions of effiAcy.
Overall, about 60 iwrcent of patients given head scans have, contrast materik
injected. 14 Tlw (On trast matenal mrtases the' density of blood to ,X.'-ray
an makes certain struCtures more visible on a CT scan. Contrast injectionis
titne-consuming, adds considerably to the cost and price of CT scanning,
and entails some risk ,to the patient. Many lesiónS can, be seen better on
'contrast-,enhanced than on unenhanced scans; such information may be
useful for surgical patients. On the other hand, tvio large studies found
that use of contrast revezilfd lesions invisible on regular head scans in only
two to five percent of all patients.26 22 Recent ,articles have begun to specify
appropriare uses of- contrasi.28, For example, French and Dublin found
contrast to be of little use in ,cases of trauma to the head.29

Nof

Safety of CT scanners

The,powntial 1;enefits of CT scanning must be 14/igl-K.d against its, risks.
Safety, like efficacy, can be assessed 4 well designed clinical triak or by
studies of dirUcal experience. Evaluations Of safety involve factors similar to
those for efficacy: risk, defined population, medical problem, and conditions
of use.

Like other radiological devices. CF scanuers en X-rays, a form of
potentially dangerous ionizing radiation that can, cause cancer, leukemia,
and genetic changes; Early reports indicatO that the EMI head scanner
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exposed a patient to ,about 1 tO 2.5 rads, less than other neurodiagnostic
techniques using-X-ray." However, recent articles indicate that radiation

:exposure is higherthan earlier thought. Horsely and Peters examined the
faCtor ot scattered radiation from adjacent scans andiound that with 3 scans,
the peak exposure with the EMI scanner is 4 to 5 rads.31. The Bureall of Radio-
logical Health of the Food and Drug Ad rn iqaration lias stated that machines
M use' cause exposure as high as '30 rads," and a recently published article
reportedan exposure of 21, rads from use of the Ohio Nuclear prototype head'
scanner.'" On many, machines, increqsing-the.radiation dose to'make the
image dearer iS possible by the.simple adjustment of a switch.

Reac t ititTITiTonnWstrfracrral '15-Zintitherris-k:in-praelieemortalitrfrorn
'injection of contrast agents ranges from I.death in 13,000 examinations, to
I death in 50,000 examinations. This rate may be contrasted'xilli,a)we of
approximawly I in L500- cases in atigiographic examinations.L2 Thus,.
CT scalming is safer than some other diagnostic technologies that. ma)
be used forahe same purpose.

Patterns of use .

Current- federal policy does not link developmefl t. of appropriate stand-
ards of use for CTscanning with efficacy:Individual Professibna I Standards
Review Organizations (PSROs) might base-their standards on $ficacy if
this information were available. Lack of information on circumstances
of use' has .so far precluded the devdopMent of suet) standards..

The Health- Standarils and Quality Bureau, . Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, administers the PSRO program, a federally
mandated system of iirckpeicderit peer review 'organiziltions in 203 sepatate
geographic areas,throughout the nation. inch PSRO establishes star4ards
for the appropriate'use of medical serl.;ices, including diagnostic procedures,
in its owns 'geographic area. No PSRO has yet issued guidelines for
Cl* scanning,

However, a body of inforination has developed cm diagnoses of patients
who have received CT head scans. The most' common diagnoses are mass
lesions (mostly tumors), cerebrovaseukir-disease. (stroke,- hemorrhage, and
aneurysm), and diseases with enlargements of the ventricular space of the
brain (hydrowphalus an(l -Cerebral atrophy). Institutions have reported
that from 7 to 30 percent of patients st armed had brain tumors, 6 to 29 percent
atmphy or hydrocephalus, 8 to 17 percent infarction (stroke), a»d 2 to 11'
percent hemorrhage oraneorysm. Most of t he remainingexamination results
were wporthil as. normal. 1 4 One study indicated that in institutions surveyed,
about 50 ppircent of scan' results werenormal, with Same institutions running
as high as 80 to 90. percent."' experience has blTn reported for
body .scanning,

Although inhwmauon on diagnoses exists, the critical qurstion of the
appropriate ridications for head scanning has not been effe( tively addressed.
Ideally, a patient 'is scanned when there is a reasonable likelihood that useful
informati(m about the patient's condition will ty found.
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1."ew Astitutions .have reported indications used for head scanning. In
tWo large neurological referral centers, CT head scans were ordered for
patients because of suspected-mass lesions in a0 percent of scans vascular
abnOrmalities (such as stroke) irr 10 percent, trauma in 5 percent, suspected
optic -lesions in 5 percent, suspected hydrocephalus or shunts in 5 percent,
and' symptoms such as headache, confusion, seizure, or dementia in 23 to
30 percent (intfications for other patients were not given)."

Ahlerson and his coworkers reviewed. the experienye of one institution
and found/that of 490 patients scanned for neurological examination, 195
had .abnorma 1 results (38 of them were diagnosed as ha vingstrokes), and 295
had normal results. Of those with normal results, .67 had headache only;
54..had seizurt.s, 60 had mental deteriorati6n; and ihe remaining 114 had
miscelkineous complaints."

cr head scanning is eommonly used on patients whose only symptom is
..:lie;Idache. Two studies have examined the results for such patients. Alderson
and his cOworkers found that 67 otherwise normal patients with,beadache
had only 3 abnormal scans, and that these were of little clinical importance."
Cztrreta and cbworkers reviewed the experience of 53 patients' whose chief
oMplaint was headache, but who had no 'other abnormal neurological

1Mdings.'and found no abnormal Grexamination csults ,

Another common use is fot patients with head trauma. French and Dublin
rePtit o;perienee in l.,000 consecutive patients with head injuries who
\vete st. anned,29 Twenty-seven percent of the patients ,were alert and had
not mal neurological examination results;- only 13 iwrcent in this kroup
had almormat scans. andnone required' surgery,

Mdctson analyzed results in '29 patients 'with complaints -hut no. focal
findings" On netwologkal ex.:Amin:Ilion; 205 mans. (70 percent) showed
normal «unlitions: If "branr,sofiening- IS exchided, only 15 (5 pe)c('nt)
had an almormality. A symptom thast.diesecip to indicate common abnor:
;nal i t ies was t lw acute onset of seizures. In 28 sktch'patienTs: four had lesions,
Wc) 01,111(111 .

Planning
absence RI kaik (hinted conditions for using (:1' scanners has

.handi,apped plaint jug ,ao ivit ieds. plavners "(lath* inflict the authot I ty of
fedetal add state legislation ate haige'd with iontrolling lw installation
of equipment sin h atmeis so i hat it «mfoi ins to need. To determine
need and thus the apptopiiine Dumber of sr miners foi an area, planners
requite infortnatnur about tlw popubttiom potentially benefiting from
( :1' manning, the inedn a) «nicht ions it c-tn diagnose, he symptoms
plompting its use, and the plarv Il st auning in the work-up of a patient,
in( hiding ht,w C;1' m aiming might 'pent 01 tepid( e (Abet diagn4ostic
pro«dnies.

tot It ilmfmg, ,11 t tp, e oimul mai mvs, %nth lellir\t'S 011 tIIV qdr 14 the body,
1"1""1"\ strl" th'5,,i'.u'
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'The National.:Heahh Planniqg abd Resources Development Act of
1974 requires that each state establish a Certificatte-of-Need program to
review the appropriateness 'of facilities arld services m order to be eligible
for certain federal health funds after 1980. The law, now beingimplemented;
covers expenditures over $150,000. Federal funds that will be affected are
those available under the Public Health Service Ac't, the Conamimity
Mental Health Centers Act, and the Alcollol Abuse and Alcoholism Act.
By 'May 1977, 35 states had enacted Certificate-of-Need laws to review
proposed changes in facilities, equipment, and services. In addition, Section
1122 pf the Social Security Act allows the Secretary of Health,' Education,
and 'Welfare to .14thhhold federal funding for depreciation, interest, and
return onjequity':capital for equipment considered inConsistent with a
state's heialth plan. Section 1122 covers purchases over $100;000 and hence
generally applies to CT scanners. Currently, 38 states har contracts. with
HEW to conduct reviciws under Section 1122,

Operating under these laws in the ,absence of information on efficacy,
planning ,agencies have devised variOus methods to estimate the desired
number 4..c.4T scanners. One approach involved choosing an arbitrary
number :as a ratio of Scanners to population. Resulting ratioS varied greatly:
lndiada suggested 1 scanner Der 100,000 population; and Alabania, I per.
500,000 population."" One CT scanner for every, 200-bed hospital was
another prolxised guideline."

Planners have also based estimates on the incidence and, prevalence of
diseases -for whk-h CT scanning was' being used. The frequeitcy of certain
carcinomas and neurological disorders led Kentucky to conclude that
16,000 people in the mzite need CT scans." However, the identification of
diwases suitable.for CT scanning sidesteps the fundamental question of
appropriate indications for use.

Other plimners estimated need by comparing uuliiuomi of CT scans to
that of other diagnostit procedures. Usti:Ally radionuclide sums, arterio-
grains, and pneinnoencephalogramy A formula used by the South Centrztl
1)(linsylvarria I kalth Planning--Orrincil projec ted annual CT scans based
on 90 pen Of the number of radionuclide scans, 75 percent of piteurno:
enteplthlog;ams, and 20 percent of arteriograms being perfornwd." But
using alternative diagnostic. procedures as a 'guideline reflects early practt-ice

patterns, which developed without stridies related to efficaey.
Situ e the National Ileahh Planning Act 'has nm been in effect very long,

planners may not have had time to oiler t the 4. muse of scanner installation.
Other ledetal and state laws have been in effect longer and, taken together,
wituld lw expected to explain sotrw of the differences in the distribution of
CT scanners. But the existence ol planning legislation dries »ot explain
sariation among states,

Throughout the Vnited States, (tidy the Distritt of (:olumbia 1:acks
guidelinsj ot legislation applying to scannets (Fable 3). Missouri has
statewrire-planning ctitetta lot CT scannets. In June 1976, the District of
Goltimbia and Missouri had tv:o of the ten highest «nuermations of CT
mannets. But of the other eight. Nevada, (Aorado and Florida had both
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Table- 3..
Planning, lagisiation and . distribution of CT scanners by slat., region and.poputationo

"..

- CT scannora par .

Number ol CT scanrira 'million population Existenca of fepislatIon

-

- 1 41,2 1.2..:..
Vermont - . . .: . . b 1 0, 21 ,..
MOsacnueetts . . . . -11 12

t..._...2.1 .44 ... 4 44

; Rhode Island . ., . . 1 . 1 11 1,1 , :' .x
Connecficut , . ... 6 1.0 1 1.9 x

Middle Atlantic . .
*

. , 35 . 79 .9 2.1 s"

New York . . ,% ,, . .17 41 .9 '2.3 x
New Jersey . . . , 2 12 .3 1.6 x
Pennsylvania , . 16'' 26 1.4 2.2

New England . . 17 24 1.4 2.0
Maine' . . . . 1 3 , 1.0 2.8
New HrImpshire, 1

East North Central - , 50. 134 1.2 3.3
. Ohio '. . . . . . 1 16 36 1.5 3.4' x

i, Indiana . . 4 0. 4 4 4 15 .8 2.8
Illinois , ,. , . . . 15 49 1.3 . 4.4 "x

, t Michigan. . . . 7 17 .8 I, 1.9 x
Wisconsin . 4 . 8 17 1.7 3.7 X

West North Central . . 10 .48 1,8 2.9
iMnnesota , . . . 9 10.1 2.3 2.5 x

.

Iowa ..... . 1 7 .4, .. 2.4 x
Missouri , , , A 4 4 13 17 2.7 , 3.6 .

'North Dakota . 4h i . f 2 1.6 3.1 x
South Dakota i. . 4 1 2 1.5 2.9 x
Nebraska , .. . . 1 5 . -.6 3.2
Kansas . . . . . . . 4 5 dr7 2.2 x

South Atlantic . . . . . 49 99 1.4 3.0
Delaware . . . . . 9 2 0 3.4

, Maryland . . . . , . 3 4 . .7 1,0 x
District of Columbia .. 2 10 2.9 14,2
Virginia .. . . . . : . 5 14 . 1.0 2.8 x

'West Virginia . . . 0 5 - 0 2.7 1 x
North Carolina ., . . 4 4, .7 1.0
South Carolina . . 2, 5 ,7 1.8 x
Georgia, . . : . , 6 17 1.2 1,4 x
Florida . - . .). 27 38 3.2 4.5 x

, East South 6entral 18 36 1.3 2.6
Kentucky . . .. 3 5 .9 1.5 x

. Tennessee . . . . A 7 17 1.7 4.0 x
_Alabama . . . . 4 6 11 1.6 3.0 ,. x
Mississippi . . . . . 2 '3 .9 1.3

West South Central . : 30 59 1.4 2.8
Arkansas , . . , . 3 5 1.4 -SA-, x
Louisia a . . . . . 5 11 1.3 2.9
Oklahd a . . . . . . 3 7 1.1 2,5 x
Texas 19 36 1.5 2.9 x

liagion or state . lnstellod , lnstailad .---
, plus - . plus Certificate-

installod Committed installed , tommittad ol-Nood
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TOM* 3Contino*d
Planning, legisistion and distribution of t'r soannors by stet , rogion andpopulation

.

'Number oi CT scannere
CT scanners per d ,

mlitiOn population Existenc ol intistiation.

Region or stil . Installed 'Sirction

.1)1641
phis Certificate- ' 1122

installed committed Installed committed ol-Nood agreements

Mountain
.

. .

-
19 39 1 8 4.0,

., .

,.
Montana 0 2 0 . 2.7 x x

Idaho . . . 3 4 3.6 . 4.8
111

- - Wyoming 0 .I1 0 Q
.' 4 1.6 4.6 x . x

- colorado . 12

* New Mexico . .2 2 1.7'. 1.7

Arizona . OOO . 5 8 2 2 3.5

iltah . . .. . 3 4 2.4 3.3 x

Nevada 2 '7 3.3 11.5 x x

Pacific )`' 69 134 2.4 4.7

Washington 5 6 1.4 1.7 x r
Oregon . . . \, 3 A 6 ,-, 1.3 2.$ x x

California 60 119 2.8 5.5 x

Alaska . 0 NAb 0 NA

Hawaii 1 3 1.1 3.4 x

TOTAL . . . . . 317' 652 1.5 3.,0 35 37

Additional source: Office of Technology Assessment. Statistics ire current as Of August.1976, 'and are fairly complete

through May. 1976. but there were 401 CT winners&limited by May, 1977 . Laws are curl-Otitis of July, 1977. Population

dela were provisional es of July 1, 1976. Committed refers tO CT scanners already ordered and approved by- local

Health' Systems Agencies. Four CT scanners at the National Institutes of Health ore excluded from Maryland, but

included In Total.

b Not avallatite.

_tt

a Certificthe-of-Need law and a Section 1122 agreement, and the remaining
five states had either one or the other c6vering CT scanners.42

Among the ten states with the lowest ratios, Mississippi, New Hampshire,
New Mexico, and North Carolina did not have a 'Cepilicate-of-Need law
in June 1976, Neither did Wyoming, thedonly stam. without a scanner,
However, these five states all had Section 11,22 agreements.42

Of the 30 states with Certificate-of-Need laws in June 1976, the laws 14 at
least four did not cover CT scanners. Those of Georgia and Illinois did not
cover purchases of equipment; Ohio's law, which had not been implemented,
did not specify coverage and California's initial law covered only beds.42

Since fall 1976, a new Certificate-of-Need law in California has covered
purchases of equipment such as CT scanners, but it povides for exemption
or rtfipment already ordered. Once all committed kanners are installed,
the concentration of scanners in California will double from,*2.8 to 55
per million' population. The state will theh have the third highest ratio
in the nation. The large number of orders sugkests that providers anticipated
the legal change and placed, mrders quickly before the law applied to CT
scanners. These orders occurred despite the existence of a Section 1122
agreement.

Specific provisions of laws illustrate aradditional shortcoming of piTsent
policies. Existing laVes allow Certificateof-Need regulations to, be circurn-

.
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verned by instaflationôfi scanner m a&euing..not subject to review. Section
122, the 1974 planning .act; and most, Certificate-of-Need laws apply 'to

;hospitals ang.'sorne-institutions, for ambufa tory patients,,.bnt only ton-,
necticut, Hawaii, WiscOnsin, Minnesota, and Virginia have Cerdficate-of-
Need' lau$ that. review equipment in, private offices.I2 43 The investinent
taX credit' gives providers another incentive to install scanners outside of
hospitals. The credit,lowers the effective cost of a CT ,scanner, to physicians
in private offiices as Avosed to nOnprofit hospitals,

.

Locations outside of ho;piials accounted for 76' CT scanners, 19-percent
of the 401 scanners' known to be operational .in May 1977 (Table 1). A

.,_s_Qmewlid,t higher percentage of new scanners were installed in phySicians',
. offices from' june.to 'September 1976: 27 percent compared to the.19 percent

overall average, In addition, some CT. scanners located in hospital& may be
exem. pt from review. In june,1977,.Scanners located in hospitals, but owned

. or leased by physicians, numbered 61, or 10 percent of 637 scanners documented
in a survey.44

,A. trend may be developing to broaden the coverage of tate laws, if not ,
federal. Massachusetts, New York, and Vermont are considering 'changes

en laws. These initiatives are often supported by third-party payers.
Blue Cross-Nue Shield, of ,Greater New York has ,spokom out in -favor of
its state's initiatives, as have the planS in Kansas City.45.

ReirOursemer0
Links to planning

, Federal reimbursement' for CT scanning is linked to planning activities.
However, gaps in the laws resuh in the exemption of many payments from
regulation. As described above, Section 1122 of the Social Security Act
makes part cif the reimbursement under.Medicare and Medicaid conditional
on, conformity with a state's health plan. But this section does not Cover
expenses of Operation. For CT scanners, operating expenses account for
50 to 75 pm ern of the machine's technical expenses. And 'Section 1122 .

does not apply to payments for physician services tind inOtient care
comiected with (.:T examinations.

.

he ,1974 planning act strengthens the dependence of federal funding
On planning apprmal. However, that law does not apply to programs that
pay for set vii ('S 'Andel the So( ial Security Act. In addition, Section 1.122, the.
1974 plalfning law, and most Lertificate-of-Need laws do noPapply to, t.

. cquiinnem in pvivate offices and hence fail to cover all scanners.. .

Dependence on efficacy

Medicare as well as some Mdividual al(' Cross and Blue Shield plans
Ihave made reimbursement for head and body scans comfit. mal on a deter-,

mination of efficacy, F adeckral Medicaid ministrators,rhov, ever, do not get
invt)ved in the issue of payment tor new procedures; they honor state
decisions" The Bureau ol Quality Assurance (BQA) (Health Standards and
Quality Bureau after the 1977 HEW reoiganiiation) evaluated Ca scaiming
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or -Medicare-When it was a new procedure -in 1973.: EQA had no, fornial
mechanism for reaching'.a.. decision. The ipvestigation consisted of queS7
tioning internal, staff 4"Kr-outside experts about Safety, efficacy, acceptance
by providers, and stage o?development,fbut BQk dId nOt *conduct studies
itself. Medicare aCcepted BQA's.'recommendation tti reimburse.for CT head .

scans' and not few hody'Scans, which are still considered experimental.7
. 'BQA Initially evaluatedffie,efficacy of head-scanning in 1973, when only
EMI scanners were being marketed,. Although other manufacturers began
marketing scanners' in 1974, Medicare reimbursement for CT. stan. waS
limited.Ao EMI machines for..three' years; until OctOber 1976.47 .

.The evaluationxof 'CT 'scanning illustrates ihe weakness 'of the' policy
assigning 'BQK the ,responsibility for evaluating thea. efficacy., ornew tech-
nologies. BQA' had little information on- WhiCh to make ,such judgments
(especially in_ ,1973) and' neither ,the anthority nor the resources needed to
conduct efficacy ,studies.. Although this function, Will, be assigned to a
different agency as a result of the recent reorganization in HEW, the funda-
mental problem Will remain. ,

Method of rtimbursernent

In addition to problems connected with planning and efficacy, the federal
reimbursement method itself has shortcomings. ,Prolilems arise from thel..
use of retrospective reimbursement, .Which characterizes bOth Medicare's -

and Medicaid's -payment ,6f CT scans. These programs pay institutions
for costs'aiready incurred. they also pay physicians for charges after billing.
As a result of these .Policies, the federal government has an open-ended
. commitment to 'finance Services provided,

Charges and profits. Average total charges have exceeded estimated
expenses for CT examinations by 39' to 229 percent (Table 4). Average
tmaldiarges range from $240 to $260, and the extremes of estimatesexpenses
from $79 to $173. Estimated annual profits from operating a CT scanner
range froM 11 to 65 percent of the original purchase price for a,machine
priced ar $450,000, or from $51,000-to $291,000 per ma 'ne (Table 5)." Such

Ir'fhe high boundary was constructed from high average charges low average costs, and
: the,1t .. aar, (M1 01N average charges and high average costs. Ot course, inmitutions with

at t ua I cosr.s' or t liarges.ontside these btkindaries would have different profit rates. Bad debts were
estimated at 10 per< ent of gross revenue, an average of est imatts in the literature.

'the pelt entirge of f:-tsxlMnations teirnbursed on a cost basis is not clear. The Rhysidan
()moon, a t harge. May-be 50 percent or more Of tec finical expenses. Scanners in ambulaun y
settings with both te(ttnic'A and pnifessional portions paid by charges may account for a higher
perecquage of examinationslhan the number of offke st-anners would indicate. (See Evens and
Jtm:.") Exptodit (ars based on costs include expenditures lor hospital services, by Medicare and

: idetlicaid, half of the benefit expenditures of Blue CrOss. and health service expenditures by

the Defense Department and Veterans' Administration:Expenditures based on charges include
experlitures for phy:sician servit es by Medicate and Meth( aid, the other half of the benefit

tom'

Iexpe )(film" of Blue Cross, all the benefit expenditures of ftlue Shield and commercial insurance
anies, and out-of-pot ket expenditures of patients. These askumptions yield estimates of

30 1 'nent of all personal health expenditures and 45 pen'ent of hospital expenditures based on
costs or dim t provision of services* 49

In August 1977. a dec ision to reimburw for lxidy scanning was expected -hortF y
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. Table,4
Reportsd charges, and estimated expenses for a CT head examination*" " "

(1,?Iiirs)
(Annual number of examinations: 2400-3,000)

ere

Average total charge*
Average total, expense b . .

Average technical charge
Average teChnical expense'

Average professional charge
Average professional' expense

flange

. .... $240-280
, 79-173'

174-200
50-130

.. ... ......
,

V 4. it v 4 1 "at

53-7- 70... . 20- 43

ea Levels of crterges tallts.into acc;ount relatIr utlazation of contraated and uncontrasted scans .
bAverage total expanse differa treirn that drawn from the litrature in 7abl .6. Half, Of the sources in Table 6 gave no
estimates for professional expenste.,11mt the extremes of technical and professional expenses were eddd to produce
*more realistic rang. especially 'for ffir,high estimate. ,

qstimated siarage.annu profits from a CT scanner, 1976 " 2, 37" 6' "
(Dollars)

.Average charge per examination
Average revenue*

(Number of examinations)
Total gross revenue .

Less bad debts . .

Total, net reVenue . . .

Average total cost per examination
(Number of examinations) . .

Total costs .

Average profit . . . . . .

(Percent df original purchase price)

tligh

$ 240 260.. .... 222 - 210 '
a ..... a . (2,600) (3,000)

577,200 630,000
-57,720 -63,000

$519,480 $567.000

a a Ilk .180b 92c.
1114 (2,600) (3,000)

$468.,000 27600Cr

$ 51,480 $291,000

(117) (65%)
. .

°Average revenue e..3;( sversge cost 4 Ix average charge. Based on nonphyeician l:tures by Medicare and
Medicaid. 'frarsonal health expenditures by Defense .Department and Veterans Administ On, and half of benefit
expenditures by Blue Cross.

bessed on estimates by Evens and Jost 1, for technical cost and by Genesee Region Health Planning Council), for
physician cost. Genesee's estimates were prowl to a rate of 2,600 annual examinations. $50 per examination.

"D Genesee,* estimates, with physician cost prorated for one tadiologiet. $33.par examination.

profits clearly provide an incentive for purdiasing and. using a scanner.
Sow evidence suggests that charges have increased over time. From 1975

to 1976, 16 sites surveyed increased their charges for uncontrasted scans an
average of 8 Percent, and for contrasted and uncontrasted scans an aver*
of 12 percent Likewise, some increases occurred in the use of contrast, which
carries a higher charge."

There is no automatic tendency for iees to approximate expenses for CT
scanning. Third,party payers such as the 'federal government generally
accept charges and costs. Furthermore, a gap between the two does not deter
utilization, which depends on decisions madeby physicians, who order but
do noi pry for the scans. Individual patients havelittle effect on providers'
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stimaus for charges to approach costs,is provided by the, 1

marko for CT scanning, which iS,characterized 1.)y neither pei feet. competi-

tio..nor free entry of fims.
gulatory activities and- political 'considerations may moderate eharge

in the absence of other forces. In some areas of the, country, state rate-review .

commissions are scrutinizing the difference between CT examination cha es

and costs.. The Massachusetts Rate SettMg Cormilission, fOr ,example,
lowered alkrwable reimbursement rates for some hospitals and suggested
that physicians' fees for CT scahrling be reduced.53 54 Especially since the

restrictions 'experienced 'under the Economic Stabilization "Program,
providers have apirared somewhat cautious about cost and ptice increases
in an attempt to avoid formal regulation.55 Two hospitals that have lowered

rates,Clevdand Clinicand.Massachusetts Qeneral Hospital, auributed jheir
decisions to higher, profi'is than origMally expected. Cleieland,Clinic.also'
noted ,that it had paid offAhe original cost of the scanner befotr reducing rates.

CQsts. Federal reimbursement methods also .give institutions no need to
ower the expenses of performing CT exami»ations, since the government
reiMburs6 for expenses with little scrutiny. These providers have little
Mcentive to, devise cheaper wayS to operate scanners, to bargain ,with
manufacturers for lower, purchase prices, or to lower the unit cost figure

for examinations.
,Depreciation or rental of the CT scanneritself is the largest single item

in annual expenses. (Table 6): Original purchase prices of $380,000 to
1585,000 translate into $80.000 to $117,000 annual depreciation under a
straight-fine depreciation schedule over five years, the term typical for CT
'scanners..Although eight years is usually used for equipment," rapidly
Changing technology, that is, obsoleseence, is cited as the basis for faster
financial depreciation of scanners,* 'despite the opportunity to reduce the
risk of obsolescence by leasing a scanner or updating older models In 1976,
EMI charged $100,000 to update its original brain scanner,t4 and the highest

estimate of annutil technical expenses ineludes, besides depreciation, $25,000--1

for the purchase of new equipment.25 At least 26 percent of 96 institutions
surveyed in 1976 leased their machines,25 and the armaual rental charge has
been estimated as $76000..5° This estimate suggests that rental of a scanner

is less expensive than purchase and depreciation. -

The purchase price of CT scanners has increased since their inutxtuction.
From 1973 to 1976 t4w price of the head scanner, most frequently sold by EMI.

lose from $310,000 to $410.000, and from 1976 to 1977 the price of its.body

St anner rose from $175,000 to $530,000. However, these prices refer to a
changing, product: during that period EMI marketed three successive
generations, each of which increased scanning sperdor clarity. Furthermore,

Of (
ANoles«licc%

Inec ianon. at, allovanc e lot equipment's wearing Out. «m«Tortally dif kr, from

only ;he v.; tIH.Jt( t4 1(411111( tt \prIP, (.4 1 h,Ihh ..rvite,, Mit:roger/u). inthano. in(
inwie,a cm a loan to pa t hose a madam'. A. alb eXpui)Se to the atrAttOlic>1). inWrestak.',11,01.110 -

IV
appva) In All cal( rilatiom involving o nrachtnr'., purc hose.
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Table 6
'Estimated annual expanses °di operating a CT scanner" 21 " "

Gategory

Technical expenses
iThousapds of do lars

177-337
Equipinentb , , . , . 76-117
Interest ... . .... . '0- 28

. Maintenance on scanner . . . . . . ... . . 3- 40
. Other meintenance and remodeling 0- 18

' Nonphysician staff . i - " . 4 a -, , x..:i 36- 75
Supplies . . . , . , v i 4 15- 38
Indirect expenses . . . . . , . .777-77'2=T12
Other . ,, , . . , , . ,

Professional expenses°

Total expenses d .

(Number of examinetions per year

4 s 4 1

tt

. . C:1. 10

60-130

259-379

- Dolls s
Average technical cost per exam , .
Average professional cost per exam . 4

Average total cost per exam .

... $ 59-130
. . 20-, 43 .

Y. 1 86-126

.118uenger and Bass" reported'onor hospitarsexperience. All othr xponses are estimates .bStreight-line.
five-year depreciation except 'for Intel estima.te of $715.000 by Buonger and Bass.

Based on one radtotogist except for the highast estimate using 1,3 radiologist b)rOanesee Region Health Planning

dNot computed from average technical and professional costs. Obtained from sources half of which, Including trie
one with highest technicat expenses, made no estIMate of professional expenses .

in1974 and1976, prices for EMI head scanners rose less than the Wholesale
Price index (WPI).'" 57 In1974, the WPI rose 19 percent and the price of an
EMI head scanner:17 percent; in 1976, the WPI rose 5,percent and theprice
of an EMI ,head scanner 3 percent., Only in 1975 did the change in the price
exceed the change in ;the WPI, 12 percent compared to 9 percent.

Future price moNlements are_unpre'dictable: The theory of a learning
curve" would predict lower average costs over time as manufacturers gain
experienee with the production prckess. To the extent ttOecohomies of scale
exist, increased 'produdion levels would decrease, average costs. Provided
there is price competition, continued'entry ofnew firms could result in price
reductions over time. In addition to the six firms producing CT scaricers in
1977, at least six others were developing machines for marketing in the
United States.'" However, changing technology could push price increases
ahead of general inflation. Identification of new uses for CT scanning and
consequent increases in demand could also shOre up prices that 'might
otherwise fall.

The average cost of performing a (1' examination declines as a scanner
produces more examinations per year, (Table 7). This pattern occurs regard-
less of whether more examMadons are performed during one shift., usually
estimated at about 3,000 annual examinations, or through the addition of a
second shift. Producing 3,000 instead of 2,000 examinations a year, fr
example, may result in lower average total costs of $86 instead of $126, a

Council.*
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difference of 32'iwrcen0 Likewise,.with'5,500 annUal examinations, which
would.require two shifts, average total costs may be e4, percent below the
level -with 3,000 examihations, or $78 compared to $102: Thus, a given,
number of CT examinations could be perforrned at less cost on a small
number of scanners operating mot* .intensively, rather, than on aiarger
number operating le6s intensively.. However, in the .present context,
scanners operating at higher rates, and hence more effiCiently, will not
necessarily, continue While the less used machines Cease to 'be nsed. And
federal reimbursement policies dcr-nothing io encourage that result.

In-fad, CT scanners,are being Used much below:full capacity. A CT head
-scanner's rate of output apparendy iticeases with Jime. According to d'ata
from Ill sites, output MSC from 2800 examination's during the first year's
.operbtion to 3 op the second year and 3,600 the third year." Higher profits
than expected have been attributea to this phenomenon. Providers initially
set charges on projections of,about 2,000 annual 'examinations per scanner.
But actual use was mtiCh higher, about 3000." Because average costs are
lower at high rates -of output, the average-cost of an examination proved
lower than expected and the difference between Cost and charges widen*.
Although a scanner's ()input appears to increase over time, even'after three

years Operation was limited to approximately one shift per day. The experi.
ence with CT scanners therelore conforms to the observAion that hospital

tiptnent i ypiCally Used a «mly 50 to 70 percent of capacity.s
,

Net expenditures

As noted above CT scanning may pi ovide information sim i lzir or superior

10 that delivc.d from lee other diagnostic tests. it tlierefore has the potentia
to effect sonic reductions in exiienditures -by replacing oilier diagnostic'
procedures. Furthermore, compari;11.0 pnetimocru('phalograms and arterio-

,

'Table 7
Estimated average cost of a CT examination at different rate of

(Dollars)

Cost per examination

Annual number ol cr exammaucos pv scan,

Genesee.

Rhode Wand. 1975 Indiana. 1976 Evens and Jost. 1976 '1975

1 000 2000 3,000 1.500 2.500 4.500 7.500 2080 2,600 3, /20 4,160 3.000 5,500

Average technical cost . 175 91 62 140 97 60. 46 157 130 112 80 59 42

Average profession& cdst . . . 72 86 24 43 36 -

Average Iota) Cost . 247 126 86 102 78

a Suaight-One 4-year depreCiation has boon changed 10 5-yeer here

III 9).11r+ h, lleM. ("ss Ina% (fir f,itt ,K ri(Ivarir ol 4)

it t'i\ tti tittli)111-

Stlt-/ cit.; t.ii. uhri e ph% \ir iasi,hoth it* 't Imytoroi lot it, does not
to a problem hit CI vanffitig, 80 pelt vm ol id) St.i1M(1`, ale hospitals ot

I ad lologir of lit hely one 1411Slt Lin 010(1,,.k1hi tl rhos M an, I lots. t-i . hospital
ph) sat jai)s .ttt tIItittttlt .11vilic that (71 st ans gel-iv/Mr tryrotit' IIttI hvnelii thy hospital
littam La ll
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grams, a CT scan subjects patients to less danger and discomfort and
,conseq uen tl y dot:3 not r q u ire hospi taliza ti on . o We Vet., since federal
reimbursement coVers scanning for both -hospitalized and -ambulatory
patients, it pfovides no siimulus for performing scans on an ambulatory
_basis whenever possible. On the contrary, excess beds or low occnpancy rateS
in an 'drea May foster hospital admission.

Of the estimated total expenditures associated with CT examinations
performed in 1976, -32 to 45 percent resulted from hospital, admissions
(Fable 8).4' An estimated $189 to $206 million was spent on CT examinations
themselveS;-,and assoCiated inpatient days and daily inpatient physician visits
brought total .expenditures to $278 to $377 million.** It is likely that more
CT' examinations could be.perforiii-Ed-61Thiicpanenig7T-wFsurveys reported
51 to 46 percent of patients Were scanned as inpatients, with ranges from23
to 90 percent, and from 11 to 75 .percenCresPectively.16 52

In addition, present reimbursement methods, 'including those of., the
feckral government, encourage additional procedures, not seleCtiori.among.
them, 'even if the results are duplkariVe. Under fee-for-service and retroipec-
tive payment methods, mork services generale. more revenue for physicians
and hospitals. -Reimbursement incentives thus reinforce the training that
phYSicians receive AO refine diagnoses asmuch as possible. Patiemsgenerally
defer to physicians' judgments in such.cases,,

After expenditure's 'on proCedures replaced by CT scans were deducted, net,
expenditures on CT scanning range4,, from $180 ',to $388 million in 1976
(Table 8).4' Substituting CT examinations for radionuclide brain scans,
pneumoencephalograths, and arteriOgrams reduced expenditures an

\ estimated $38 to $113 million.- Predictions have been made that CT scanning
yin continue to replace othe,Procedures.. Howtk,er, no budget or other

fjptrnework requires' providers to rri4,:e choices among Procedures. And
reimbursement methods of the federal government and most-other third-
party payers lack any mechanism that stimulates physicians to choose among
alternative ,procedures, suCh as CT scanning, pneumoencephalograms, and
radionuclide scans.

The ekample of Kaiser-Permanente in Northern California provides an
interesting contrast to prevailing reimbursement methods. Kaiser-Permanente
receives for each enrollee a predetermined per capita payment that remains
fixed regardless of the number of Scrvices provided. In Kaiser-Permanente's
budget, additional CT scans add to expenses, but not to revenue. During
1976, Kaiser did not own a GT scanner, but ordered about 2,500 annual
examinations from outside providers, at the rate of 1,900 examinations per
million population, for, its 1.3 minion members." Under the assumption

*Based on the mix of costs and c !dirges horn 'Iable 5.

Thise emit/taws assume that hospitals performed from 46 to 51 wreent ot awn= examinations
on inpanents and that inpatients waited from 1.6 to 2.2 days for a scan.

The kaimI-Permanente membership has fewer persons 65 years and over than Gahfornia's
population, 4.9 compared «, 7.8 percent."
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Table 4 .
Estimation ozpandituras for CT scanning,111711"2"""

(Tbouailocis Of dollars)

Higp

Based on costs and.charges1
Ixpenditures, all scanners
-Hospital day expenseab_
Inpatient physician chargesc.:.
Total expenditures on CT sCanning

Based On charges only d
Gross expenditures, CT examinttions 1 4 9 $293,425 $428,199.
Reduced expenditures , 113,319* 38,338
2 Radionuclide brain scans 37,499- .17,375

Prieumpencephalograms . . 53,944 e .8,790
Arterjograms . .". . .. 21,875 12,171

Net expenditures on CT scanning . 4 Vapl06 $3870883

$188,744 $206,010
81,459 143,266
7,917k 27853

$278,120 $377,149

.1311med on the mix of costs and Charges of CT examinations from Table 5 for 327 scanners, the number installed by
June 1076.

beased on 274 hospital scanners. 46 to 51 percent i;f)fgapital examinations for inpstients, a wait 'i?! 1.6 to 2.2 days, and
adjusted hospital day expenses of $155.36.

Sawed oh 1 tO 2 Physitien visits per hospital day by an internist charging $15.10 fdr a follow-up hospital visit.

dallied on cnargee. not coso, of procwures, except for hoepital day expenses. See Appendix lof calculations.

°Total Oat to rounding.

that 4,000 annual examinations have been the equivalent of one s'6anner,
Kaiser-Permanente has been using 0 .65. scanner per million population,
roughtly-23 percent of the California rate of 2.8 scanners per milli9npopula7.
lion and 43 percent of the national rate of 14 Kaiser-Perrnaneitte's utilization
of 1,909 CT- examinations per million' population was greatly',exceeded by
the .estimated California rate of 8.400 examinations' per million. Standard-
ization for age would raise Kaiser's relative rates,* ,and Kaiser expects some'
rise in utilization after installation of its own scanner. Even with .these

OalitiCi:ttions, however utilization under the. Kaiser-Permanente system
has been dramatically lower than that for the state or the country.

A complete cost-benefit analysis is needed to compare CT scans, arterio-
grams, pneumoencephalograms and radionuclide scans for specified medical
conditions. Such ,an 'analysis wopld -grovide the bases now' lackinglor
raddhal c.hoiZe among different diagnostic tests. CliniCal eiiperience is
accumulating,- but' medical symptoms for which CT scanning permits
superior diagnosis remain,411 defined.. Moreover, CT scanning's place in a
diagnostic work-up is undetermined. Should-CT scanning be the primary
diagnostic test for certain conditions or shoukl it be used only to refine (Rag=
'noses? The estimated marginal cost, of a CT examination falls below $50 at
rates of output of 3,000-and above, much lower than thepresent aVerage cost

. of about $100..These data suggest a need 'for extensive exploration into the
cosis and benefits of using.CT scanning,compred to ahernatirprocedures.

Based oag., pm ( osts, evept h hopa days.
p.
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Conclusions.
The large purchase price sets CT scanners apart from thine other medical

technologies to 'the, extent that expenditures, for services are higher in order
to coVer large fixea Costs.. The purchaSe price may also trigger Cenificate-of-
Need laws: iitrwever, this study of the CT scanner has called attention to
'several policy problems:in medicaf.care, problems that relate to new and old, 2
ncpensiVe and inexpensive iechnologieS.alike.,

. .

WtlIl designed prospective stu,clies to demonstrate efficacy have not been
conducted., Except, fot technical precision, no systematic determination:was
made before diffusion. Chnical experience has 'become the guide, bueno
public or private body is charged with, Collecting and 'analyzing data on
efficacy. As:with CT head.scanning and now with body scanning;physicians
gather infprmation as best they can from their own practice, from colleagues
and -from publications. Further, no public 'or private body collects the
aVailabk information and prodes' it to Physicians and drganir,mions

suCh as plannMg agencies, PSROs, lnd third-party payeri:'
7 Thi. absence of information.gained from studies related to efficacy.handi-
caps planning and' peer review organizations: The, desirable .distribution,
concentration and location of CT scanners depend, on their intended use and
substitution for pre-existing- procedures, maners that hinge on effica0,.
Without clear: specifications, planni;rs have resorted to previous utilization,-
a dubious indication. of need Or efficacy, especially in the early, stages of
diffusion. Nascent peer review groups also require data on: appropriate
circumstances of use to carryout their functions.°

In 'some instances, third-part y payers have made reimbursement dependent
on prior efficacy41etermination and panningapploval. These policies have
the potential to affect expenditures. HoW(wer,,asa TeSult.of the gaps in zate
phtiming litws and Section 1122, many payments for CT scanning are not
(meted. Even when such policies apply. their effect has keen dih,ned by
i>oorly defined.standards and inadequate informatiot for assesg efficacy.
['pi het-ruche, third-party payers have not. as a general role. made,reimburse-
Meot lot a. produre conditional on efficacy; CI:_scanning is unusual in this
tespN I.

By its i eiinburseinent methods, th ; federal governn ent in effect asrries
an open-411(H commiuncnt to finance services. Whether. reimbursement 4
'based ilvit costs or on charges. existing medianisms do not enopurage efficient
perfoomin«. of servi«, such as CT scans. Furthermore, there isslittle
incentive to Ivp.igh betii4iis and coms of alternative procednres and choose
amov, them. 01 tifit atc-of-Necd legislation and peer review can he wen as(
attempts to ternedy the effects of:perverse incentives that- encourage

perhavs unni«ssary,procedures. CT sca9ning, a diagnostic tool
with link apparent risk to patients, has lent itself to heing, added in a
,work-up. lw dimomfo.it -and danger associated with alternatives such as.

en(-epcialogrants and arteriograms 144 have accounted for the
1.ttee to whit h st aiming has IXT11 SlIW limed for these procedm es.
Avaihible data on C:1' scatmets covet i be very early stage*, of diffusion.

Following the Intuit Wit Icion 01 CT ,,canniq's Would pet mit a. longer vicw
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APPDPOix
Calculation of 141 expenditures for CT acenning,197

-(Daft") .

13 13 IS 17 IS OS SS 111 111 113 US

Average charge, CT examination
Total examinatiOns . . . .

Charges for all. OT examinationi
'Hospital day expenses . . .

-Inpatient physician charges' .

Total gross CT expenditures°

-Reduced radionuclide brain scans
Charges . . . 4

l-totpital day exPenses . .

Inpatient-physician charges* . a a a

Reduced expenditures° . . 4 V

a

...

Reduced pneumoencephalograms .

Charges ,. . . . . ,

tioipital day expenies . .

Inpatient-physician charges' . .

Reduced axpendituresd
s.

Reduced arterlograms
Cbargel* .....
Hospital day expenses .,
.Inpatientphyslcian charges' .

Reduced expenditures* . .

Total reduced expenditures

Totat net expenditures on CT scanning

Low ,High

240
(850,200)'

204,048,000
81,459,281

7,917,322
293,424,609'

260
(981,000)

255,060,000
143,286,042
27,862,976

426,199,018

(139,000) (149000).
24,603,000 17,315,000

-10,797,520 0

2,098,900
37,499,420 17,375,000

s'45,750). (16,250)
7,507,500 3,260,000

38,878,840 .- 5,049,200 .

7,557,550 490,750
53,943,890 .8,789,950

(22,500) (22,500)
5,175,000 4,500,000

13,982,400 6,991,200
. 2,718,000 679,500

,21,875,406 12,170,700

113,318,710 38,335.650

180,105,899 387,863,368

a eased on 910 2 physiCian volts per hospital dey by an internist charging $15.10 for follow-up holipitel visit
b Base* On charges. not costs, of procedures, except for hospital- day expenses; 327 mschines.as of June 1976 (274
machines in hospitals); output of 2,600 to 3.000 ennuelexaminitione per machine; 46 to 51 pircent ornospitel own.
inshons on inpatients. an inpatient wait of 1.6 to 2.2 days; end sdjusted'hospital expenses of $155.36 per day.

c Estimated 35 percent decline in 1.1 million scans in 1973. frbm $125 to $177 per Nuclide scan, end from 0- tO 1-day
stey for 50 percent of petients,

dEstimated decline Of 65 percent. Estimates of the absolute number of pneumoencephalograms before CT scanning
'ramp from 55.000 or S Perctionl of radionuclide brain scans in 1973 to 25.000. Also based on 6200 tO MO per prnium0-, .
encephslogram.2 to 7 days slay. find an petients as inpatients.

°Estimeted decline of 20 perceht, from $200 to $230 per arteriogram. from 2 to4 days stay, and all patienteas inpatients.

of sudi factors as charges and utilirationspatt&ns that relate to the cost and,
quality of medical care.

However. the shortcomings of fcderal policies illustrated the caseof
. ,

(71- sc,anning are not self-correcting. They promise to continue for headand
body scanning and to recur for future medical technologRis.
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Clinical-chemistries: The MO cost
of low-cost epagnostic tests

Harvey V. Fineberg

10N,

hitt' 00.1010f1

A labontory test is one 'of ale feast expensive diagnostic procedures 4
physician can order,. This year; clinical laboratories will produce an' esti-
mated 5 billion tsti* consuming 'approximately $11 billion in health

, resourceS.',F, Aetween 1970 and 1975, the numberaf laboratory tests increaSed
at an average annual rate of 14.8 per' cent in hospital laboratories. and 15.6
percent in independent (non-hospital) laboratories.5 11), Clinical cheMistties
comprise ,25 to 35 percent of all laboratory tests2 and will .account for.
Approximately 43- billion of this year's, health eicpenditures.

StudieS of. &elected medical . conditions and hospitals have found dramatic
increases in' Ilse of chemistry tests and laboratory services. A study of patients
hospitalized for myocardial infarctidn between 1939 and, 1969 showed
inCreases in Chemistry tests .wit.h significant linear and quadratic mires-.
sions. indicating .an' accelerating' growth .over. time"' Scitovsky "I studied
changes in prices and resource inputs ;for eight seletted diseases, For
rnatertnity care, she found neatly a trebling of laboratory tests between.1951
and 1964; the resulting'rise in costs almost offset savings 'due to a one day

.dedease in length of hospital stay and an increase in,the ntimher of Women
delivered without a general anesthetic. ;The increase in laboratory test coSts.

for patients with Perforated appendicitis more than offset the decreased
average length of stay for that condition.? In a study of outpatient manage-
ment of diabetes and hypertensiOn, Komaroff found the cqst of laboratory
tests' to be 1-54.2 times the direct salary Cost of manpower.43 Griner's 1971
study:of laboratory costs in4 teaching hospital found chemistries to amount
to approximately 40 percent of all laboratory charges and 10 percent 01 the'.
total hospital bill; between 1965 and 1970, the number of chemistry labora-
tory tests increased by 95 percer4.14 Amador found a 1,3 percent average
anrktal growth in laboratory volume at two hospitals between 1954
and 1974.'5

The overall increase in use of, laboratory tests masks variability in test
growth for patients with different,diseans,12 There is also marked variability
in labOratory ..uttlization hy different physiciaps treating similar patierit
popidat ions. -Schroeder found a 17-fold variation in laboratory use among

'The number of tests is ankstirriate, in part because of incomplete survey information and in
part because of different definitions of a test..For exampfe4. it is sometimes unclear whether
multipk determinations on a single sample t'otint as one or multiple teSts, and whethe'i tests
done for quality control are,induded. "
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interniSts treating a botnogeneous clinic population:" Marked differences .
in diagnostic test use also have been found for similarT*ients treated M
different teaching hospitals1/ and in a teaihing hospitat Compared tcr a
.community hospital," . ,

Development of akew laboratory tests and technological innowatioos in
laboratory instrumentation made posSible and may have engendered t14.
phenomenal growth in laboratory .services..These technological develop-
m'ern& also contributed to ftkndamental changes in the clinical laboratory
industry. The first section of this paper will describe histoffcal trends and
the current struCtture of the clinical laboratory kector. The second section
will summarize the reasons for the greater use of clinical chemistry tests. The
third section will assess clinical chemistry tests in terms ocosts and labora-
tory efficiency, technical quality, and clinical efficacy. Fiitatly, conclusion's
grid:policy. implications will heoffered.

The clinical laboratory industry
. There are nearly 15,000 clinical.laboTtories outside of physicians' o fices

'in the 1.)nited States,26 consisting of approximately 'equal numbers, of
hospital and 'independent laboratories. While differe»t-observers agree that
aPpioxithately , 4.0 to 4.5, billion laboratory tests were done in 1975, the
proportion they ascrile to independents ranges, from 28 percen,r5 6 to 37
percent ' to. 50 percent 2 of the total for hospitals plus independents. More
'than 180,000, persons were employed in the clinical laboratory industry in
1975. 6 Virtually all tiospital, labs 2 6 and nearly 80 percent of indepenaent
labs5. do clinical chemistry te'sts. Fifteen percent of hospital labs6 and 7
percent of indepenclents6 performed more than 500.000 tests in 1975; that,
same year, 35 pereent of hospital labs6 and 58 percent of independents 5
performed fewer than 50,000 tests. During the first,half of the seventies, the
trend was toward larger volume in h ospital and indepenslentlabora-
tories.3 8 The markets for hospital d/independent laboratorieS' overlap
t.c) some extent. Approximately 15 pe hi of tests done by independents are
for hospitals (many by specialized la ), and approximalely the same pro-
portion of t .sts dont-by' hospitals are.rfor outpatients.IP

Prior to ord War II, clAnical laboratories had low'volume and relatively
high unit e sts.1.9 In general, pathologists ran hospital laboratories, and
state-licensed medical technologist's served the needs of private physicians.
After World ;tar II, the Collegerof American Pathologists was organized,
and this professional group exerced pressum to chano salaried' or other
disadvainageous contracts' into fee-for-test or other favorable arrange-
ments:'9 Insisting that laboratory services were the practice of medicine and
required a phyician 'in charge, patbolpgis-ts established iallOoratory servkec
outide of hospitalS, In the.mid-1950s several state attorneys general declared
that laboratory services were not the practice of medicine,'4- but the hold
'of pathologist& persisted until 1969. Then* the Anti-Trust Divisioneof the
U.S. Attorney General:s s_Office successfully obtained a consent decree'
condemning the College orAmerican Pathologist§' effort to restrict labora-

,
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tory oWnership. This, together With the development of relatively expensive
automated equipment.offeringtconornies of scale tO high tolume operatore,
opened_ the war for publiclY held corporations to ep ter the di nicalla &oratory
busMess. By -1975, laboratory ...chains (more tlian 5 lai;oratories). held 9.5
perCent of nontiospital labs, and owners of multiple labs (2 to 5) controlled
another 10.9 percent.5 The largest ,chain cOntroINI lees thaiithree percent
of the independenlinarket and lessithan-one percent of the 4tal laboratory

.-market.' In general, corporate laboratories fall into one of ee categones:
a group of small labs serving physiciane directly; a very large-volume, central
processing laboratory; or_ a reference lab doing specialized work .19

Clinical laboratories also support ,a rapidly,: growing segment of the
chemical industry. Between 1969 and 1974, sales'of_chemicil reagents for
tests grew 21 percent per year, reaching 1490 Million in 1974." Several large
chemical .firnts market both analyzers and reagents; and one manufacturer
estimated that: a five year supply of chemicals for itsauto-analyzer represented
the same volume of sales as the 'original instrument." Total sales of instru-
ments in 1974 were1210 million, only 43 percent of the sales of reagents."
Laboratory supplies accounted for an additional 1160 million."

Technicon is the dominant manufacturer ofautomatedclinkal chemistry
equipment, althoUei a nuMber of other rnanufaturers have made inroads.
Technicon inuoducedAhe first automated chemistry analyzer in 1955, based
on a continuous flow copcept, and this- was3 tbe only practical form ..Qf
automation for the next decade: Further developmentsZby Technicon '
Culminated in 1966 in the SMA 12/60 (Sequential Multiple Analyzer)

. which conic! process 60 samples or 720 determinations per hour. That same
year, Hycel introduced .its MARK X discrete analyzer, which could perform
tests seleCtively. To date, Hycel has sold more than 500 of its machines;
Technkon has 'sold approximately 3,500 auto-arialyzers;_puPont (entered
1970) more than 500, and Couher approximately 125.* Other large com-
panies _which hay! .marke(ed aiemistry analyzers include Dow. (entered

. 1969) and Union Carbide." In April 1974, Technicon first offered its
SMAC system (Sequential Multiple Analyzer plus Computer), which
sells for approximately .1240,000. This device allows the' selection of 20
Jests out of 24,,reqltires no more than 0:45 cc of serum, and processes 150
sainples or 3,000 determinatioriS Per hour. Since its intrcAuction, approxi-
mately. 450 SMACs havebeen sold.'*A'Sweaish firm, Autochem Instruments,
markets a_$500A)00 analyter-system with a 5,000 periday sapple capacity,2'

-Reasons c'or increased .use of clinical chemistry tests
Glinical chemistry tests may be used by physicians Co screen patients for

presymptomatic disease, to confirm or rule out a suspected _diagn4sis,'or
to monitor a patient's medkal condition. Among the factors that may have
contributed lo the rise in use of tests are the following:

tik mation imscd tele Itone intoevtewf Ith representasive% :s (omimnies,
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AdVanCes in medical- knowledge and tliscovery of new 141ations betwe.en
biochemical abnormalities- and pathology. While fewer than 100 laboratory'
tests were available, in )950, more than 600 are obtainable now.22An average
of five new quanthative .and semiquantitative tests were added each year
between 1946 and 1975 to the Tables of Normal Value published in the
New England Journal of Medicine.15

i!
.-

increcued insurance coverage and decreased out-of-pocket expense for
patients. One surverof physicians' reasons for.not ordering-ideally" desirea

,

tests found reluctancebecauseol expensen the pa tient.23 However, Medicare
and Medicaid have provided dramatic increases in insurance coverage for
the-elderly and poor, and 80 percent of the population now have in-hospi
laboratory cOsk?,coveied. In addition abOut half the population have out-of-
hospital laboratorY cogts.covered by insurance.'

:

Automation and increased com?enience. Automation of laboratory analyzers
provides economies of scale, and in some cases informatiOn systems help
to speed testreporting and improve service to the physician. The convenience
of using a hospital laboratory, with its proximityl'n case of questions, has

grown 'with t he'addh ion of phlebbtomy teams and computerized printouts.

. Pmitive filumcial 17wentives for physicians, pathologists, and hosPitafs.
Pathologi., and hospitals both. earn money from increased use ,of the
laboratory. 19 many instances, pathologists workAunder percentage con-
tracts with hospiuilS," a practice encouraged by the Colkge' of Aiperican
Pathologists,'" Thus, Abe greater the laboratory revenues, pe greater the
pathologists' nwonw. 'At the same time, rtospital latonnoties tend to earn
intomr for hospitals, with, charges generally.believed to exceed .costs, by 15
percent2 to. 25 percent:2' althdugh the differtnee may be Jess in scime
hospitals:1'A This excess can be used to support other hospital departments.
The physic ian caring for priate patients can use an kidependent laboratory
and, in most states, kgally bill the .patient for more than the laboratory
charges.. Even where laws forbid, or discOurage the practice, numerous ways
exist to vent them. ' In'a 1976 'reper,rt to Congress, the Comptroller,
General foC d physieians in fiVe states, who received from Wedicare an
avet age of % to 158 iwt:cent more than they had paid for lat.oratory ecsi.26

. e4

Tra'ining, perm?aiiiy, .habit and social environment of physicians.
Physicians are trained ir teaching hospitals, where laboratory tests are
introduced and used more than elsewhere. livnne settings, such as intensive
care units, patterns of ordering tests becime routine. Where admission
procedures entA chemistry tests, physicians may come to expect that
information as "simply part of dr . . armamentariuM."" On Ate r)ersonhl
level, peers and superiors pressure house staff to do "complete" evaluations
and avoid missing a diagnosis. Freeborn, and others found that physicians
w-ho were high users of laboratory tests tended to be members of clinical
groups where the leader 'was a high 'user.28 The. soeial milieu in teaching
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hospitals probably contributes to g eater ,reliance on laboratory tests there
than in community hospitals." Specialist- consultants. may demonstrate
their particular competence by suggeSting es'Aeric tests, although 'at least
one study failed to find a. significant relation between test use and'board
certification." In a small study in Great-Britain, RoSt and Abel-Smith
found that one quarter of general praCtitionerS generated three ,quarters
of lalvratory requests.29 Another, British study, using a standardized case
presentation, attributed differences in test ordering oadifferences id experi-
ence, background, and training, as well as to other fact&s."

Defensive and preventive medicine. Fear of malpractice increases a
tendency to orde; additional diagnostie tests, although this effect is probably
less. prothinent for chemistry tests than for other tests, suchas radiological,
procedures.. An emphasis on preventive medicine led to the concept of
muhiphasic screening (the regular, systematic evaluation of apparently
heXhy 'patients), and chernistrY tests are typical y a, prominent part Of'
these_programs.-

Misunderstanding of test results. There has great deal of discussion
among Clinical cheMists about Problems'assoc with the term Nnorrn91",
and the meaning and determination of "normal" valumil 32 V!try often,
cm abnorni51 in a test result leads to additional tests, 'first tO yerify the
original finding, and second to explain it. An apparently "abnormal"
result maY be mislabeled for any of numerous reasóns, 'including technical
errors:variations in technique, and improperly set, normal limits for the
patient's age and ex." 34 35 Furthermore, as the nUmber of:tests-given aft.
individual increases, the probability of at least one abnormal result in a
(oropktely normal patient also increases, more rapidly than many physicians
reahze." " 5P! For examl.)1e, if 12 independent tests are administered and, each
Ms a normal range defined as 95 percent limits, theod& are nearly even that
a completeW normal patient will have at lest one abnormal results* Even a
test which is a very powerful discriMinator of normal and abnormal will
yield a large number of false positives if the prevalence of the target disease
is sufficiently lowmin the test popu1ation.3" 39 4 ° We s,hall, return to This
problem in our discussim of the efficacy of chemistry tests.

Evaluation of clinicAi chemistry tests and laboratories
The desirabiliry of the growth in,volume and total costs of clinical chem-

istries Tacilitated by technology depends on the benefits ilw tests confer and
thc likelihood that more 'benefits might' result from spending 4ie money
elsewhere. While a complete adswer cannot be given, there appear to be
substantial ineWiencies in .the 'clinical laboratory secior, variable quality

*IProbabilit >I at least ope abnotmal Jesuit is I 0.16. Moe generally, if eat h of "n"
independent 10,6. 11;4,4 a 'normal range defined s hose results falling within the central "p"
pe i'I ot tesult, -. th e. prohalnlny of at tem one abtunntai re,atIt in a normal patient ii,

I (p/100)".
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among laboratories, and unnecessary utilization of chemistry tests, Evidence
'to 'support this impression is offered in the following four subsections.

Costs and efficiency.

Automation of Clinical laboratories over the past two_decades has intrO-
kluced substanti4 economies i.)f scale, lowerin50 average test costs for
.high-vo/ume laboratories. The general effrct of automation can be repre-
,sented as in Figure 1. where the three curves represent manual testing,
first generation auto-analyzer -and second generation auto-analyzer. If a
labOratory test _yOlume is less than VA, itt least cost alternative is manual
testing. If volume exceeds VA, but is less,xhan VII, as. first generation,auto-
analyzer is the _best investment, and if volume &)creeds Ve,- the second
generation deviCe is preferred. The farther one goes on the least-cost envelope
curve, i.e., the greater the test volume, the Jower' the average cost per test.

A ,1970 survey 'sponsored by the publication Labora tory Management.
sconfin. prekumption ; that 'large volume laboratories '(>100,000 tests
per year) s Arid charge less than volume laboratories.° This was
true for boat hospital and nonhospital laboratories, but small hOspital
laboratosscharged only 6 percent more than large hospital laboratories,
while small independents charged more than double the average price of
large ones.

Ji 1970,-average prices for tests in hospitals. werc 22 percent more than'
prices f4r tests in. nonhospital laboratories.'' The Comptroller Oeneral
compared 1973 laboratory costs. for 18 tests in hospital and' independent
laboratories in three citfrs and found that hospitzils charged an average of
16 percent More than independents.24 As mentioned eatiier, part of the reason
for higher hospital' charges is their subsidization of other hospital depart-
ment& Pan may be due also to high fixed costs associated with twemy-four
hour service, .rnaintaining a capability to perform seldom 6s'ed tests, and
relatively high pthhologist fees. Hospital based pathologists who work
on percentage contracts averige more than twice the incorne of salaried
pathologiset

SubstantT cost savibgs realiztsd by consolidation of hospnal
laboratories, rZfhich in one m tredpplAap area yielded a.32 perceRt reduction

!ifl . average test co5ts.2 A 1973 stncly for the ,Pepnsylvania Department of
' Welfare projected a potential 55 to 651)ercent cost saving if hospital labora-rtory services were reorganized 'on a regional basis.42

IrhOspital laboratory charges wet.* revised to eliminate indire'±overhead,
the cost of laboratory services would be reduced but the. ow 1 ead would
have,to be absorbed elsewhere in the hospit'al. Of course, it te.hospital

iministrwor's advantage." retain the laboratory financial cushion. It, is
the advantage of the independent laboratorjr opera or. wl,to Was a

hig hospital ceiling to compare, to his own low pric. At least one
hospital pathologist, noting substantial underutilization auto-analyzers

in several hospitals, proposed that hospital laboratories cl?arge outpatients
- at competitive rates, thereby rarsing volume:and lorrifig average costs,

asjust the independents do.25
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A final iayeradded to total expenditures for chemistry tests is the excessive
mark-up charged by many plvicians for tests on Medicare and Medicaid
recipients.4

Quality

The quality of clnl chemisuy tests and lahOratorieS'is used here to
mean the technical qullity of the laboratory result, as measured by 'such
'criteria as atcuracy (closeness to a standard value), precision (kick of inter-
sample *variability), and retiability over time (day-to-day reproducibility
of results).

. .

-Efforts to ensure the technical quality of- dinicalchemistry laboratories
dude a voluntary program of inspection aild testing by the College of

American Pathologists and reViews of hospital laboratories by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of HpSpitals, Twenty-six stales have labOra-

.,
tory regulations aimed at ensuring technical quality.1

,Iri atldition, the federaI governmem undertakes a variety of lab'oratory
quitlity assurance programs. Tile Food and Drug AdminiStration is
empowered to establish product class standards for diagnostic reagents.432
Under the Clinical LabOratories Improvement Aci,of 1967, the Center for.
Disease Control set standards and began testing proficiency of interstate
laboratories, but only 900 laboratories hasve been monitored under Si6.
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authority, ,The Bureau of Qtia ny Assurance and the Bureail of Health
insurance liave been involved in Medicare certification of labgratotiers,
but. this does not entail any proficiency testing. The Clinical Labbratories
Improvement Act of 1977 extends the regulatory authority of the Department
of Freälth, Education, and Welfare to additional laboratories and consoli-,.
dates responsibility for quality assurance in a single agency.

In, 1973, the National.Bureau 'of Standards rept5rtetha majqr analysis of
clinical laboratory performance that involved more than IMO laboratories
repreSenting various components of the industry. 44 45 One purpose was io
asse4 t7he effects 'o'f proficiency testing by the Center for bisease Control.
While 'there was some improvement in microbiology performance attribut-
able to proficienc y. resting, no effect was apparent for chnical chemistries.
Some clinical chemists object to autoriThted techniques on the grounds that
they may substitute substandard colorimFtric methods amenable to auto-
mation.4;'' In general, 'the Bureau of Standaids. found automat:ed methods
to be at least as accurate as manual methods andtonsiderably more precise. 44

This finding is, consistent with the association between volume Of tests,and
accuracy found in, earlier 'surveys.47 However, tbs Bureau of Standards did
find resUlts using diagnatic kits to be consistently less precise than other
determinations.

i'vhile overall accuracy of determination did not improve between 1969
and 1971, there ,was 'some declino in griability arrving clinical Chemistry
labs, although a considerable dmount remained. The ptincipal determinant.
appeared to be differences in the particular analytical method used. '

Overall, the evidence is reassuring about the technical quality of auto-
mated chetnistry analysi .performed in high volume laboratories. The

value of even sUch aurate and precise information is our
next SU 10'4

,
Ef f

. .

Studies of the (4inicalyalue of chemistry .tests have been conducted in
two contexts:. first, 'tests ordered by physicians caring for patients with
pat ticular"dise4es, and second, tests conducted as part of a muhiphasic
screening progihm of ge'Rerally, healthy patients tir as part of a routine
bospital admission liatter, not explicitsly requested by the patient's physician.
Stugies of the first type were prompted by the suspicion that the rise in use

labotatory serVices was not being matChed by clinical benefits; this
intim tstott was generally cOnfirmed: Multiphasic ankr hospital admission

e4ning have been 'tontitrversial, and a chemistry battery is usually only
one cpuiponent tif the:',e programs. Many careful studies show little if aq
ultimate' patient benefit .from chemistry tests which were not solicited by
the patient's physkian.

As part .0f their t tidy on the use of laborattory services it) a hospital,
;riteer.and Lipuin 11 looked at patients admitted with diabetic ketoacidosis

1966 and 1969. Patichts it) tlw two groups were comparable in age and
top ospital lth of stay. and no stay Was terminated by death. Yet the number



of laboratory tes s increased from 60.3 per patient in,I966 to 76 per paue it
in 1969. In aulater, study,-.Dixon 'and Laszto found on average that only,
5 percent of hospital laboratory tests altered patient-4re pr helped confirm
the existing course of therapy. After institoting a policy- limiting each
intern to eight tests per patient per day, with each chemical determination
defined as a separate test, the authors found that 23'percent Of tests.altered
care. II their study had been extrapolated tO the entire hospital, they projeCted,
a 25 percent decline in laboratory work load. Although 'some normal test
.rest4ts influence care, the majority of lests having therapeutic consequences
yieliabnormal findings. In ariothe approach, Schroeder et al. instituted a-.
laboratoryotest cost. audit and info med eath of .33 internists how ,he or
,she compared to colleagues in terms f average laboratory costs per patient."
In zi three-month period following the aucjit, average laboratory, utilization

'fell 29 percent. In other studies, Schroeder et al. found no relation between
physician utilization o( laboratory tests and independent measures of
clinical competence, productivity, or patient outcome:49 5, °

A few groups have set up objective standards for use of selected labOrator)
tests and then checked actual use against them!Overuse has been monitored
'in this way* digoxin revel assay 51 and kr multiplelactic dehydrogenase.
(I,DH) ant calciUm 'determinatiPns.52 'Goldberg and 'Abott fot;nd that
.only 19 (70 percent) of 27 digoxin assays orderedduring a onetnonth period
sasfied the standards estAished for ordering them." Results were
abnormal in, 15 {79 percent) of the -19 tests, but Pnly 2 (2.,5 percent) of the
8 ,Thappropriate tests yielded abnormal results. Interestingly, appropriate
'physician action ,followed for only 9 (53 percent) of the 17 patients with
abnormal digoxin levelS. Eisenb:erg et al notified physicians if ,they had
unnecessarily ordered multiple' LDH levels, bui this audit and feedback
failed to improve utilization.52 More than half the records audited because
of multiple I,DH requests showed the tests to have 1Wen'unjustifie1, arid
the frequ6-tcy of inappropriate multiple calcium tests was even greater.

Several comrolled studies in British hospitals have vxamn ed the effects
of unsolicited admission chemistry tests. In one investigation, 1,052,patients
Were randomly assigned either to an admissions biochemical profile group
or to, a control group receiving no unsolicited tests." The number of
additional chemistrS, testS ordered in the first week was lowg for the groubp
given the admissions biotht:rnicai profile, although it is not clear whether
the total biochemistry laboratory workload. including the admissions
profile, was lower for that group. In this study, unsolicited laboratory
tests had little effect on patient care and no effect on the average duration of
hospitalization. Another study compared' the hospital course and costs for
500 control patients and for an equal number given a biochemistry battery
on admis'sion.54 Various indices of inpatient progress were identical for the
two groups, but here the tested group -had more additional biochemistry
tests and more specialist consultations, and ended up with labor?tory
bills that were, 61 percent higher, and hospital hills 5 percent higher.
Beyond unnecessary expense, inappropriate laboratory tests entail incon-
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venience and potential-harm to the patient,53 although pot all laboratory
physicians would agree on this point.56

Advocates of biochemical screening for ambulatory or hospitalized
patients tend to emphasize The number of abnormalities detected" 37 '4,and

-cost', per detetted abnormality,50 although some also discus's the ,signifi-
Tance of detected abnormalities:.61 62 Garfield 63 advocated screening on the

,-grotinds that it would increase phsioian productivity by identifyint
pati4tis with problem's, but others pointed out ,differences in problems
detected by test screening as opposed to physician encounter.62 . .

For a screening program to affect patientst health;it muSt Cascade through
six levels, represented by ,the inverted pyramid in Figure 2. Finding a
biochemical abnormality on a screening test does not mean that the patient
has, a truly abnormal chemistry, medical problem, Or disease:As mentioned
earlier, a reading outside the defined normal range could result front
'technical error, extraneous factors affecting the test, inappropriateness of
norms, or chance variation. 'Whether an abnOrmal value represents disene

, depends on the prevalence of the disease and the distribution of diseased
and nondiseased patients across test results/ P'roper use and interpretation
of a diagnostic test depends on the clinical consequences of a false positive
or false negative diagnosis and the liiselihood of making each mistake, as,
4ell as on the underlying disease-Prevaknce" Schoen found 'no definite
medical abnormality in approximately 80 percent of patients initially

4
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4
screened as abnormal.4 In a' five-year follow-up-of 200 patients with one

.

or more biochemical' abnormalities, ,Bradwell f6und that nearly three-
qtrarters either had become, normal on retest or had borderline values that
were later included in the defined range of normal. 66

diagnostic biochemical test cannot .contribute to patient well-being
unless the detected abnormality waspreviOusly unknown. Belliveau'reviewed
more than .1,000 records for patients given, 18 chemistry tests'on hospital
admission;6' abnormalities were, found. in, 43 percent of the patients, but
..more thxj. 70 percent of these were already diagnosed.

II a test result is truly abnormat and, warrants further medical attendon,
physicians still must act on the findings and patients follow proposed
treatment, before improVement can -result. These steps cannot be taken
for granted; 614 69 70 And even if they are taken, the abnormality must be one
which is meliorable by treatment.

Perhaps not surprisingly, those who have attempted to relate biochemistry
screening to pati.ent outcome have found little effect. Korvin reviewed
routine admission biochernistries for ,1,000 patients and found no new
diagnoses which were unequivocally beneficial to patients." In an ambitious;
controlled trial' oi.multiphask screening, Olson found no differences in
ultimate morbidity measures between experimental and control groups.72

The generally' disIppointing level of benefits from biochemistry screening
should not.,he taken as .contraindicating any ,test in any apparently healthy
or hospitAized populatioi Specifically:there are arguable benefits from
screening for phenylketonuria in the newborn 73 and for lipid disorders,.
diabetes, and liver disease in an apparently well adult population.76 But,
given the limited evident .benefits from both biochemical screening in the
general population and unsolicited admission testing in hospitalized
patients, the burden Of proof for cost-effectiveness of specific tests clearly rests
with the advocates of such practices.

Cost:effectiventss

The proper number or chemistry tests is not a straightforward matter;
even theoretically:and the following dist'ussion will reveal lx)tential conflicts
'between optimal decisions for patients individually and for patients collec-
tively ot for; soc iety. This potential conflict arisesirom ,collective responsi-
bility to pay lot health care. ll wet onsidet Drily the benefits and 1 isks (i.e.,
not the resource costs) associated with a chemistry test, we might imagine
that the curve for net, total benefits versus test volume would appeal as in
Figure ?I. This curve has an initial positive slope: as patients with 'the
clearest Mdication'are'tested first. and then begins to decelerate. The point
marked "l'" indit;ttes where all patients who stand to 1)enefit have already
been tested. Difkient chemistry tests might bcI expected to follow a variety
of curves of this same genend shape (Figuee 4). he physician ac ting in,the
)best intetests of the patient, and ignoring recoune costs not borne dirt-11y

,
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Test volume

the patient, would want to perform each chemistry test up the point
where the slope of the berlefit curve is horizontal,*

Superimposing the benefits and costs curves 1!!lasliates potential conflict
between societal and individual decision making (Figure 5). When resource

costs mu'st be considered as well as the sum of individual, net benefits, and
given limited health resources, the optimal number of tests will depend on
the relation of the chemistry benefit curve to the chemistry test cost curve
and on the marginal return of other ways of investing the money. In general,
the desired level of investment in diagnostic tests from a societal point of view
will be less than the desired level from the individual point of view. It is
evident from Figure 5 that chemistry test C alone wótlIcl never be socially
desirable, because at any volume its benefits would not outweigh its ,cost.
If.a benefit curve pePsisted t low but steady rate of climb over a very large

test volume, itS benefits might outweigh its cost only at a high test volume.

V

Note, incidentally, that if a plytiari is limited to using an automated test sequence, this is
equivalent to facing on envelcipe or summation curve of test benefits. Depending on the
particular shapes of the component benefit curves. the automated sequence could lei* the
physidatt to do more of some tests and fewer Of others than would ot-nimally he chosen if
the tests were available individually.
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Total net benefits from chemistry t.stsA, By and

Test volume

Conclusions and poliCy implications
The technology of-automation has enabled clinical chemistry 'laboratories

to achieve rapid expansion of services and substantial sconomies of scale.
Although indMdual test costs 'are low, diagnostic chemistries account for
approximately,2 percent of total health care.expenditures:'Policy objectives
arise in three areas: efficiency and costi, quality, and utilization. Each will
be discussed briefly.

Objective 1: Improve production efficiency 4nd reduce overpayment for
laboratory services

,

In practice, this objective means fostering fewer and larger laboratories
to do the bulk-of inpatieth and outpatient chemistry tests through consoli-
dation and regionalization. While high volume Means reduced unit costs,
it is not clear that either hospital laboratories or independents offer an
inherent a&antage in terms of resource savings. Each faces some costs the
other does not,25 and higher hoSpital charges may go entirely to necessary
overhead (such as emergency services) and subsidization of other hospital
functions. Problems with consolidation and regionalization include
instiwtional pride and individual vested interests, but they can be over-
come.75 76 Kosowsky '. has propoSed a scheme by which cost savings fror
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diminating inefficient hospital labs might be slthed by hospitals ,and
afirnbursers but true resource savings might e less than reductions in
laboratory charges if previously cross7subsidized segments of the hospital
stiH must be supported. Consolidation also offers important advantages
Other than cost savings.77

'The, clinical laboratory sector has been described both as an emerging
oligopoly 19 and as a cottage industry.2 At present, there does not appear to
be-fnuch evidence of noncompetitive pricing, and the potential efficiency
from few.er, larger laboratories outweighs these risks.

Excess payments by Medicare and' Medicaid to private physicians for
laboratory services can be most readily eliminated by establishing consistent,f
fair, fixed-fee schedules.26

-,Oblective 2: Maintain and improve quality of laboratory services

The present federal proficiency programs have not measurably affected the
quality of clinical chemistry services:11 45 ,Fortunately, technology affords
both increased efficiency and better quality in the high-volume\laborattiries,

Since variation in laboratory method and use of certain diagnostic reagent,
kits are associated with poorer quality performance, regulatory efforts
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should emPhasize control -of reagents and methods, areas in which the
Food and. Drug Administration may exercise considerable influence. The

. consolidation of federal regulatory programs under the Clinical Labora-
ries Improvement Act of 1977 should prevent unnecessary duplication

f effort by replators and la*boratories.

Objective 3: Promote more ajAropriateuse of chemistry laboralory'services

The benefit curves for given chemistry tests (Figure 4) are not known, and,
as noted above, there are many incentives prompting physidans to rely .on
the tests as aids in diagnosis and monitoring: Evidence of substantial reduc-
tions in laboratory tests without apparent loss in quality of care suggests
that physicians may be operating on the descending portions of many
individual patient's benefit curyes, or at least on the relatively flat "quality/
cost no man's land," where care may 'appear warranted so long as the
physician ignores costs." The fact that reductions in test use could be
accomplished at al116 48 lendsome credence .to the notion that growth in
laboratory use is not inexorable. At present, however, none of the immediate
decision makers, physicians caking 'for patients, clinical chemists, or
hospital administrators, has any natural incentive to reduce test ordering.

At least six general strategies might be employed to improve utilization of
laboratory tests. Most are aimed directly at the physician ordering diagnostic
tests. There have been only a few experiments with these strategies reported
in the literature,16 48 52 79

f. Edutation in so far as inappropriate tests due to lack of information
or misinformation, education programs ma mprove physician perform-
ance: instruction might coxer design of zi dia nostic test strategy for different
types of patients, appropriate use of particular tests, the meaning of abnormal
values and the relation of test results to disease, the distinction between
research and clinical use of tests, and the costs of laboratory' tests. Such
education could be direcwd at medical studems, house officers, and attending
taff in classroom settings and conferences and on ward rounds. One- atm

would be to alter the peer environment that rewards only the most complete
diagnostic evaluation and penalizes any oversight. A house staff education
effort to improve use of prothrombin time determinations resulted in an
initial signifkant decline in utilization, but a return to previous levels
after 18 months." This finding stresses the importance cif looking for lork
term changes in utilization as a consequence of any intervention strategy.

2. Comparison of individual physician test use to group riorms. This
strategy involves ressiewing physician practices to determine the number
of costs of tests used for selected types of patient, and telling each doctor
how he compares to his peers. An example of this approach was discussed
aboye." Over time, one might expet this- practice to exert a moderating
influente, tending to move physicians at the high and low ends toward the
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mean, l'his might be, desirable if,- as has beeniouggested,49.anoro.competent.
clinicians tenclfroin the. first ,to duster abourf the mean in test utilization.

3. Comparison' of individual' physician practices to, objective standards '
of appropriate tesi use. This approach requires a prior'determination either
of appropri at-tests for evaluating certaiwypes of patients or of the range
of acceptab e uses for a particular test. Unacceptable ,uses ofwa test might
also be define() and established as a negative standard Physician 'use of
tests'could then be reviewed retrospectively. Where ,tests are ordered through 1

a computer. it miglat' be possible to institute prospective, review and to
. require explicit ,physician affirmation before a certain test Order could be

processed. FOr eXample,, if a patiene's electrolyte& had been normal on two
consecutive days; a third .consecutive order might mit:tire affirmation.
Such D system might also proVide reminders of indicated tests which were nOt
requeswd. T'lw acceputbility of such schemes is unclear, and relatively few
hospitals will be equippecLw i such a system capability in the near future.
Sc hoen proposed that 'c.,linn :. chemis,ts and manufacturers should work
toward grouping of subsNs of tests which w uld be more closely tailored
to a patieht's problems: the required capabilit is not available in some..,
automated equipmen V,65

In one recent study citcdparlier, utilization review agait present standards
plus nOtification to phYskians of improper testing failed ro reduce over-
ut ilizatiot02 The result ,,raiseS doubts -about the ability of such feedback
schemes alotw to effect improvemclUts in test utilization..

4. R.ation test use. This approach, night set a dady l mit on the number of
tests that could be ordeRd for a patient, Or it might reciAre a physician to
main taM no mote than a cenain peecentage of normal test results.' An
example of this-approaVvas disc ussed4arlier.'8

5. Alter financial incentives for test use While clinical pathologist do not
inniate tcsts, those paid on a j)enemage Arrangement have no incentive to

outage 'iluteased labot army utilization. The importance of such an
Incentive is tmclvar, and I know of no study, testing 1,...:,hether different forms
of,pathologist kimloursement are associawd with different rates of growth

I tabui atoi v juw. II may be possible to institute some SCheme whereby
liniid pathcdogists wopld gain 11 laboratoty use stabilized or de( lined,

Although ethital issues. would need careful consideration, some direct
financial' incentive to house staff might be attempted in order to redtice
inapplopi late labouttot y ose in teac hing hospitals.

6. Strengthen laboratory function. Finity, if pait of the iiroblem of
inappropriate test use ielates io' laboratory inefficien tn Om eliability,
some impiovement might be ex iected from strengthening the laboratory
function. This might email imetnal impiovcinems in inanagmwnt oi Ix.
;1( ( 0111pli5hed ill il55()( Lun)) with consolilation tA wgionalization,
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/),. key figure iri implementing many of theSe stragegies is t e clinical
chemist. Anderson and.Benson advocated an expanded role for t .e clinical

. pathologist in patient management 'aiscussions,, medical student and
physician education,' and development of diagnostic aids and protocols."
Litsie other hospital-based clinical sptcialists, the clinical pathOlogist'might
be' contracted Co offer "clinical laboratory consultative, services." The clinical
pathologist would educate house stafland others in the use and interPreta-'
lion of laboratory tests, establish a test monitoring system, and promote more

. awnopriate utilization Of laboratory;services. An analogous role has been
suggesuAl for hocpital radiologists."' Such funetions for laboratory and
diagnOstic test specialists would be in 'the best interestS both of patients and
of the heahh care system.
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Assessing the consequences of biomedical research
Frederkk C. Robbins

iptroduction
f

The.purpose 'a this palkr is tO consider the, degree 'to which the cOn-
sequenCes of biomedical science have been or can be assessed. Technology
transfer or diffusion of technology, although arvirriportant and related
issue, wilt not be dealt vlkh as a specific topics -Since the emphasis of this
conference is u.Pon: the role of technology in the- escalation 'of health 'care
ccists., particular attention will be paid to the ecOnomic consequences.

:Until ,recently, the reSearch community has giveniittle consideration to
the possible ecoritimic and social consequences of the application of 'its
findings. Attention has been directed to safejy and, to a liinited extent.,s,

efficacy. With the burgeoning of biomedical science and the increasing
complexity of medical technology, along with the realization that-resources
to supPort both research and deliVery of health services are finite, it is ,Clear.s
that choices must be made in the allocation 'of research monies.'Econornic
considerations, among Others, will be important in influencing:ehetechoices.

Thus, there are several: reasons why prospectiveassessment of the outc9mes.
.f research might be desirable.t First, ilould assist ib.establishing priorities

among various projects competing (or funds and thus, aid in the budgetary
process. §econds it could alert policy makers to problems, such,as high cost,
that it anticipated'could be planned for as the technology was' introduced
into use. Third, ;it (.11iuld be valuable in directing the course of the-research
-endeavors ,

s

Not all research can or,should be assessed in' regarZl'to any outcome other
than whether it 'is'likdy to add to fundaMental knowledge.. Resea,rch that
seas. to do so is usually referred to as basic Or fundamenta1.4 The dist ction
between basic and applied reseafch is not always easylO make, for tven the

.. most basic investigaion usually bas some broad practical goal in mind (e.g.,
undersuinding the cause of eanfer), and the most targeted or applied research
is iikely to iield imponant fundapental information. Nonetheless, it sh6ukl
be possible to idem if):, rt - rch that 4s ,promise of yieldini A .result of
prac ical applicagility. It Js at -the time that such a prospect is recognized

. sthat ssessment becomes -sibility. .

. The technologks thSt result from research are of a rat Mber of categories,
each of Which may, involve somewhat different types of assessment and
regtilation. Drugs, biologicals, a»d more recently medical devices are

'See glfw.iity of Runs.
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regulated by tbeFood and Drug Administration, anddemonstration of-safety
and efficacy is required before general use is permitted. No prospective.

. evaluation Is required of diagnostiC tests or procedures not of surgical
operations. Although there are some situadons where safety is not at issue;
such as a diagnoStic Chemical .test, tekts fop safety and efficacy could be
regarded as essential elements in the exprimental 'protocol for the develop-
ment of most mediCaftechnologies. It will not be possible to discuss safety

And efficacy in detail, because the subject is a large one and, not entirely
germane to the purpose of this presentation, trowAver,aspects that influence
the cost of technologies win be touched upon briefly.

Safety and efficacy

-Although no one would wish to question the desirability of protectingThe
public from unsafe and nonefficacipus technologies. the,economic impaet
'of the regulations cOntrolling safety and efficacy has been both good.and
'bad. The prohikition, of unSafe and ineffectivetechnologies from general

e results in sLings in both dollars and human suffering. Greater cost
savings 'cPulcibe achieved by casefUl scrutiny of the efficacy of much that

4 makes uP the Present day aimamemarium of medicine. Little of What we
do has been subjected to rigorotis scrutiny, and if it' yiere, much of it would&
probablY' not survive. Cochrane has been one of the' most, vigorous pro-7.
Ponents of the need for scientific evaluation of our medical practices, and of .

the savings That could result.2 A careful examination by an interdisciplihary
group at Harvard of the costs, risks, and benefits of surgery. has 'provided
interesting insights into the cost effectiOness of such long aTpted pFo-'
cedures as tonsilketomy and adenoidectomy, elective hysterectomy,
hvniorrhaphy, and appendectomy, as Well as some tleveloped more recently.3
Their results. challenge fnany of the ingrained ideas of clinical prattice.

EvaluatiO» for safety 'and efficacy, hovgver..also generates costs. for a
variety' of reasons. First, administration of the regulationS requires a sizable
bureaucracY, which must be supportea. Second, the tests that are required
involvesome cost and maN/ delay marketing, both' of Which can increase the

Athe product. It tias been,stated that the added cost of the ests now
re.quired in the developMent of drugs has had an inhibifory effect upon
v'search in, the area and has reducod substantially the now of new drug0
This effect,' of 'course, can be looked upon as Other desirable or detrimental.
Clinifl 'tri'als present tkr greatest pi;blems as td expe,nse, design, and
ethical issues. The raiklomivd clinical triaLis the most definitive, and often
the only way of determMing the value of a medical intervendoik. In spite
of.its cost, it is usuall):, if not always, a saving in the long ran both in money
and human suffering as compared ,to the alternative of an inadequate trial,
or of trial and error. The issue of,i ts cost benefit is-an important one; further
data are needed as -Well as educa ssionals,and the Public.
Ttie ethical problems also deserve mori. at ten o rticularlit as,they relatt
to children:5 many thugs are now being prescribed to hildren, without-ev.er
having been iested on them. largely because of ethica -ns.
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Third, even with the most exhaustive testig it is never possible to rule
ow. all risk o- prove conclusively the effecti ness of many .technologies
'until they (i.e., drugs andGaccines) pave been in general use, for a period of
time. An illustration 61 thii problem is the Cutter epi.kode, in which.inacti-
vated Oolkiyaccine (Salk type) was found tOcon min live virus which'indu d
paralytic disease in. certain :pccines This occurred in spite of the fact.
the vaccine had been 'produced under Conditions that met ail esi.ablished
specifications,-ancl the extensive field trials had 'revealed no Such problem.
Thus, it is i4ortant. where appropriate to proyide epidemitogie surveil-
lance for 'any untoward results after such, a technology is in general use.
:Surveillance should be eorisidered part.of 'the cost of a technology's applica-''-c
don. At the present time, the Center for Disease Control maintains surveil- .
lance oVer certain vaccines and procedureS, but the effort is not extensive
and has never receiv,ed 'much stipport. As a general rule, unfaybrable results
or .reactions are recognized eby chance observ(ition (e.g:, the thahdomide
dimrs ter).

Assessment criteria

In pursuing an assessrn6it beyond the.retatively straightforward issues of
safety and effisaty, many faelors must be taken into account. Not every factor
is pfcequal irffportance, ,and a 'critical aspect: of the entire process is the
coMparative value assigned ,to each. The :process dOes not lend itstif toit
precise quantitation and inviolves judgments that reflect the cultural, social,
anel poihical ertiironment. In considering thj.s'topic I have drawn beavily
up O-ri. the concept of technology assessment' of the Office of Technology

-Assessment, and particularly the ,1976 report entitled (Development of
Medical Technoloky:, Opportunity for 41ssessinent' in shich the mauers,
is discussed in kreater detail. Some of the factors to be cI3nsidered are:4 j

1 he 7'0:M6171k importance of 14e disease Or condition (often refer.red to as
burden of illness).6 It should b6 possible to assess die e'conornic importance of
a particular disease, or ,corldition with some degree of accuracy. Some of
the components thy must be taken in o account are: (1) the person years
of productive life 16st; (2) the,cost of treating the disea'se or rehabilitating
the victims; (3) t le degree gf' disability, which includes the level of depend-
ency; and (4) tht taf numbp-' of victims, Unfortunately, in practice ihe'

e -lack
the
bc

A a,
lotion.

necessary data are not always.avaibble. and when they are they o
= comparability for different -conditions, thereby making dif
.tomparisons kquired for priority etring. An additional fact
consideRld is the burden imposed upon family and friends by the
sick or handicappe+person. This is \lot something stA'ceptible to gnat

The state pf knowledge pbout the disease. Is there adqquate knowledge to.
'make-the solution of ihe problem possible or likely? If this cart be answered
affirmatively,,ir would be' anpropriate- to proceed, with development.' If it
caniiot, suppoi-t might bette-Nbe'directed toward additional .basic research.

Is the research lik64, tu result in measures directed atdprevention, early
iritenIeraion, cure, rehabilitation, or amelioration? It 'has become fashion-
able to class IV technologies as d I also high or complete) or as
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ha1fway,,',8 9 A thjinititse iecnology is one that provides effective contro' `
of the disease or condition. As a rule, such technologies result from a
'thorough understanding of the disease process. Although in some cases
recognition Of a relatively, simple, key fact may 0'all that is required
jenner's deveMpment of vaccination agaihst smallpox was accomplished
before anything was known about viruses or the bask elements of immunity
most present-day.probkrns are not responsiye to partial undeatanding.

When a definitive technology is available,, it is usually inexpe.osive and
cost effective. Its cost-effectiveness is enhanced by the fact that it usually
supplants less effec4ive and ,more cosdy methods. Unfortunately, at the
p ..sent time, there are few definitive technologies. Those that exist usually
con -ern the prevention and cure of infecti6us diseases. Immunizations are
the most dramatic examples; at relatively little cost,-a significant number of
'milk infectious diseases have been almost eliminated or brogght under
effective control. Cost-benefit analyses indlcat highly favorabfr ratios even
when the many intangible benefits, such, a ,rental freedom from worry,
are not included, .

Antibiotics are an cher .examph of definitive technology, even though
they are predomina 1-1, curative rather than pkventive. Ideally, a truly
effective treatment should be inexpensive and highly efficsvious. It should
be possible.to d;agnose the illness for which'it is to be Used early enough in
its course so that a'complete cure is regularly achieved. Penicillin treatment
of' pneumococc.al pneumonia or streptococcal sore throat is an example.
Othet examples of deft&tive technologies exist and have been discussed
fully by others. However, as they havepointed out,, the fist is not long.

Most na erwntions employed fall into the category referred to as half-way
wchnologks. These are, generally treatments directed at correcting the
effects of disease or palliating them. It has' been pointetrout repeatedlythat
such measures are less satisfactory and more costli, than definitive tech-
nologks. One'hardly needs to indulge in elaborate cost-benefit analyses to
recognize the.Avantages of poliomyelitis vaccine over respirators. erurchet,
and braces. Nor.do we have to elaborate on the extraordinary costs of kidney
dialysis and tra9splantation or coronary -bypass surgery as- compared to
simPle measures, if-they ever prove: possibk., to prevent chronic kidney'
disease or -arteriosclerosis of the. coronary an'eries. Without belaboring the
point, it seems reasonable tosonclude that wlvre alternatives exist, resources
should be directed so A& to encourage the devHopment of,definkive tech-
nohigies a's opposed io iilf-way measures.

What population would be affect4ed? Would a broad segment- of the
p6pnlation or only a.small group be benefited? The issue is not simply a
twin( itat ive one hut concerns.equity oftcess to resdurces as well. In general,
priority should Ile given to technologies thzii-tcenefit more rather than fewer
persons. 'On the other hand, knportant considerations of public policy
might-dictate that a technology that benefiled only a small segment of the
population nevei-theless re<vive high priority. Disabled veterans Might br
population warranting this kind of special consithlrbtion.
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What is the impact upon the quality of life? Although difficult to define,
the effect upon the quality of life needs to be included in the ec'onornie
and social equation. Any effective procedure or technology improves the
quality of life to some extent. An effective preventive or treatment for the
common cold, as an example, wou'ld have its maximum impact on the
quality of liike and man-days worked and relatively little on mortality. An
important, aspect of quality of life is the.degree of dependency of a person'
upon others, because ,of old age, illness, or disability. Any measure that
reduces a person's rdependency improves the quality of life for the individual .

and for those responsible for his care. It also may make a significant saving'
in dollars.

When is assessment appropriate?

At various stages in the courseof ,work in a'particular area it would be
possible -to assess, using the criteria outlined aboye, the expected impact,
economic and other, of the techndlogy were it to be brought to.fruition..
The number of uncertainties decreases as the development of the procedure
or technology apprOaches its final stages. Howoever, an assessment can be
made at any, stage of'development, provided pe goal is clear and one or
more expe&ed outcomes, can be defined. Such ap analysis,, may require
setting tip a number of possible outcomes and assessing each such scenario
separately. One value of this approach is that it may, permit the selection of
the nhost pron'ting course or courses of action to-pursue from arming a
ntrinber of ahernatives.

lw if assessment is to be attempted while the research leading to the develop-
ment of technologies is still in progress, the earlier. this can be done, the
better. However, ir is obvious that the point the research has reached along
that theoretiCal continuum; from basic reseakch..to general application 'of
its product (a fully developed technology), will ,determine the appropriate-
ness,olevaluation and the accurac of any,predictions that are made.

As stated above, basic or expldratoey research by its very natyre usually is,
not suitable for assesmcnt. Once a practical oeltcome such' as a device,
procedure, drug, or biological becomes a real possibilit'y, the resea could

consicIrred as entering the applied area and a preliminary as. sment
could .he conducwd. I-low elaborate the assessment should be wilt depend
upon the importance or- thomforobiern, the type of outcome'expected, and
many other consideratios. At this stage, tests i11 animals, for safety and
efficacy should be undexway or contemplated.

Aer coiripfetion of animal tests and before the, first saran' stale test's in
man are begun is the time when ;A more corirtilete assesst;ient wou.14 seem
to be moSt appropriate. If it is deemed wise to stop Or de(1:ierate deVelopraertl,
it woukl be best -to do so before conducting larger 'scalc: field tests and-,
controlled clinical trials, w represent large investments in effort
and money.
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Past. record of assessment

ncifs, we have been discussing assessment of the consequences of

resear`ch as if suCh assessMent had not been conducted in the past. In fact, for

many, years judgments concerning budgetary. priorities and the direction
of programs have been based upon many of the Considerations 'listed above.
Nevertheless, although it iS not easy to obtain precise data, the impression is

that the National Institutes Of Health, the principal source orsupport for

biomedical research, have not gonducted evaluations other than for.iafety
,and efficacy in a systematic hianner. In particular, the eCoriomic con-

,sequences have rectived little attention., e

When the National Institutes of Health were asked by the Office of Tech-
nology AsSesSment for an enumeration of their activities that might be
classified as technology assessment, only three of the institutes reported any
such activity, and only that:within the Aationat Heart, Lung, and Blood

Institute appeared 03 be concerned with economic consequences. Although
this probably does not give a complete picture; it does confirm dre-impres-
.ion expressed above.

Nonetheless, it is apparenc that the National .Institutes of'Healtli have
Made efforts' to evaluaw researAi programs for the purpose of setting
priofities and anticipanng ontcoMes, although economic fliplicatiorts have
not been a major concern, ,and the effort has not bedn clearly focused.

Fprthermore; neither the National Institutes of Health nor any other body
has, had,a mandate to perform. this function_h should be recognized that
the cOngress, plays an important role in priority decilioils Toncerning
bi'ornical research. The budget, as approved 6y Congress, has built into

nandated programs which specify amourus for each qf the in 'vidual
categorical insatutes:. this to some extent limits the options available to
the National institaes of Health administration. The congressional rexiew
of the' budget, which includes hearings and other input from the public,
might be considered to fulfil) in part ihe purposes,of a technology assess-
thent. Such procedures, however, lack precision and ,have not emplbyed
the specific tedmiques of assessment. So far, the Office of Technology
Assessment of congress has not been used significantly for this 'purpose
in the health area.

:fhe history of the introduction of dialysis and transplantation forth e

treatnwnt of kithry disease provides an example of an effort itr.d6.tan
*assessinept. It illustrates the difficulties of performing assessments,and also

the fact that such analyses do not always have much influence upon the

fi»alpolicy adopica.
-

The high cost of the national #rogram for the care of persons with
end-stage kidney disease, a program that relies pr4+minantly upon hemo-
dialysis and kidney transpluntation, is often used as the ultimate example
of Iplf-way technology out. of control. It is interesting lo note that at least

.

two reports have analyzed die nnpkications of the ist of dialysis nd
aLum ,in 1the care of patiints with- chronic kidney failure. Although

net her was a technology assessment in the strict sense, both attempted to
4
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make estimates of he.burden of disease, the expected outcome of its weatment,
and ' s cost.'

TIe cast effectiveness of treatment, and the overall,cost of various Iterna-
tive hational programs were calculated. The repo-rts of both of the steldies

o,vere issued in 190. One study was ,conducted under 'the supervision of an.
expert ',committee chaired by Dr. Carl A., Gottschalk.8 The report was
submitted to the Bureau of, the Bixtur-40 is commonly referred to as 'the'
Gottschalk report. The other was an internal document of the Public Health

, Service' prepared by a grouP of staff members.from ihe various Bureaus of
the Service.9 this report probably more nearly represents .a technology
assessment than dolp the';Gottschalk report, sinXit 'attempis to analyze, . . .

alternatives without kecomMending a specific course of action. By Corvast,
the GottsChalk rekort strongly supports the concept of a nitionar program
covering all patients with clironic kidney failure:

In, retrospect, both studies probably were-overly optimistic abOut the
prospects for -transplantation./However, the .cost predictions of the Public
Heahh'ServicCreport were very close to-what actUal costs save in factiurned'
oueto be; those of thr Gottschalk report were very much lower. :These twall
studies illustPate some of the difficulties of doing accurate assesiments even
in artas where the data are reasonably precise and aVailable. However; they
do represent seriot s efforts to anticipate the implications of technological
development.5 Th ,y marbave coMe rather late jp-the-1Durse of the develop-
ment of diall si and transplantation, since both were already being applied
oi a limited scale. However, the Public Health service sttidy did givea clear
warning of the high cost that could be anticipated from a program sueh as
the one that was 'ultimately adopted. This 'is a clear illustration of the
fact that the rational analisis of a problem does not neceSsarily 'determine
policy decisions: A detailed analysis -of the kidney disease prOgram is to be
found in the paper by Rettig in this proceedings.o

.,

Futitre responsibil y for assessments

In looking to the future\ an obvious question is: where should. the
responsibility for assessing the pot Itial imPact of rese'arch programs be
lodged? In approaching this ques 'on the several purposes of assessment
should be kept in mind: priority st ling, guiding, the course of research,
and alerting policy .m6kers to opportunities and problems. It should also
lw recognized that the auspices under which assessment is conducted' might
differ depending upon the stage of dev ment of the technology. However,
no matter where the responsibility is certain general considerations
should be taken into account.

I. The assessments should be the responsibi ity of those familiar with
the process of assessment, with participation by persons, from a variety of
disciplines and interests, including economics.

2. There should be a rrieth*od for selecting thcise projects or technologiN
appropriate lot formCil assessment. The process of assessment is expenSive
and could not be applied to all technologies, at least not to itsiullest extent.4
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Thus, judgments will:have to be made l?y ornpetênt observers including
scieritists,, adthinistrators, and the, investigators.

3. Those responsible for the a4sessments should not be separated too far
from the science base, either geographically or intellectually.,

4. Ideally, those responsible for the assessment, process would have
research' interests' in technology askessment and, would be encouraged to
pursue.such investigations actively.

5. The process of assessment should be funded separately; it is important
that monies 'for ass,essment not be taken from existing research resources.

6..The asstssment process should not onlY be coupled closely with the
related scientific activities but' have, 4:ee communichtion with those respon-
sible lor pohcy in the health field, providers of health care, evaluators of
Safety and efficacy, regulators,-and the pit:11;c.

jf
,

..

With ,thes4rIteria .in mind, 'the National Institutes of Health would
seem to be the obvious candidate to be the kad agency responsible for
technologLassesSment. Its?nandateis sufficithtly broad to permit such
'a role., Indeed, thfVational Institutes of Health administration has made
significant Moves in the#last ye'ar or so in this field bloappOiniting an Associate
pirector with -responibilities in the area of assessment and technology
t.ransfer.11

. However, there are several negative aspects to aSsumption of the role by
the Nttional Institutes of:Health. 'It, thigffl be argued that engagii4 in

such activities would divert funds and energY from.'rhe mgre important
activitrof basic'4-esearch. This is obvjously of greai,-contezin to a research .
corrirrity thai is alreadY feeling the pinch. It-is also probably true' that
the-National Institutes of Health have limited expertise'sin the area. (This
disadvantage is hardly peCuliar .:to ,the National Institutes of Health since

re are few'persons' anywhere with .-special cRmpeten'ce in- exPerierke 13
field.) Perhaps the mtiiSt serious reservation,abotit,the Natjonal Insti-

tutes of Health as tht;agenc:y. to do' technology assessmenis w6irld be that,
'as the funding sourre.for the research .underlying mom:health careiech-
nologies,.'t F9.1 ght'have,a ,vested 'interest' in demonstraUng a technology's
utility, th -eby4making it difficuslt for objective evaluation to o'ccur Under. its.,

A

sponsorship., 'The following quotation expresses this, point of view: "Studies .
1

of technology assessment indicate that .assessment is More reliable 'and
instructive when performed by individuals or organirations not direcrly
responsible for= the 'program or 'polky being assessed.': ' 2 This ionlikt.
might be overcome in part by creating a separate institute or autonomous
structure within the National Institutes of Health that would have, its Own

staff and budget but would respond w the Director. .

Other existink agenciesAhitt might assume this rofe would be the Natknal
Center for Health Services Research or ,the 'Center fdr Disease Control.'
However, each 'of them, particularly thr foriner, woulil suffer from a lack
of immediate tics (6-the biomedkal scieniific CommUnity. A new agency losi

office in the ODepartment' of Health, EdriCation, and Welfare could be
created for the purpose of technolpgY'assessmentC Finally., a norigovern-
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mental agency such as the National Academy of .Sciences might be ass gned
this task.

Each of thealternativesbas its merits and demeritS, and only after careful
study should any final decision be meade. However, in view of otir meager
txperience in technology assessment in the health field, it Would' seem
prudent to proceed in a modest way with careful evaluation of the results.

Of course, the vital question .still remains: If the resources are provided to
do more effective assessments of research leading to new technologies, ;will
such assessmerimaterially decrease the introduction of half-way tech-
nologies and erKourage the development of definitive ones? One can only'
say that ,if it is properWone,. and if the results are heeded by policy makers,
technology assessment cald provide a morera tional basis for certain priority
decisions that migtig serve to inhibit the development and introduction of
technologies with pnfavoraWe cost-benefit ratios. It also could provide an
early warning of tdchnologies 'which, although desirable and cost effective,
might 'prgent Speci41 problerns of an economic, ethical, legal, or other nature.

Summary.and comment
fully realiw the skepticism with which some regardcost-benefit analyses

and I share 'it to some extent.'3 '' There iS danger in placing numbers on
pseutloquarititanve data, and theresults must be interpreted with caution.
Noneffieless it does seem that rough 'estimates 'can be made which could
be useful to those concerned with setting priorities and planning for the
allocation of resources.) 2 3 II 16 17 18 19 20 21 An assessment of the anticipated
coSfs.of the introduction of an artificial heart or a new vaccine can, if nothing
more, alert those responsible of what costs to expect. In the last analysis,
decisions will be made on the basis of broad nonquantifiable issues of a
philosophical. moral, social, and political nature.' In past experience, even
when assessments have been made, politic al considerationti have appeared
to dominate, with little attention paid to the results of .the assessment.
There is reason to believe, 'hoWever, that with the, present concern about
costs and limited resource's, decision makers are most interested in the
resuhs of assessments and are more prepared to give them serious attemibri.
Thus, it bet omes important that we learn how to.perform assessments well
and at minimal cost. It islfrnt that it is an aciivitjwith which we have had
limitedNxiwrience, an& in this area. as in 'mien c generally wiriust
e'ardul ten to promise too much nor to :d low spui us figures 1o,subsitt4ttc,
lew «mutton sense. --

We need. to improve our tapacity to assess technologies during the
iteleyeloim Ito! stage and to encourage those projevts that have the greatest

piomise f ii, yielding efkctive outcorne with high cost-benefit ratios. lt is
true as stated by Callahan " that when one encourages investment in*pre-

N.
ventjvc measures one'may have to ignore -the currently ill. l'Iowever, it is
also-n tie that such (lithe tilt dee isions may have to be made, and indeed, are
novL.lx.ing made, often by default. without the «mscious realization that
this 1", What IS OCC
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I would add furt ler that what seems lobe happening in some quarters is ,

a' retreat from. die ,deSire to increase 'our knowledge because 'we find it
difficult to deal with, the conseqpences ,of what We leap,' I would suggest
that many-of our,problems derive from:

4- the way in which we reimburse for medical care, which tends to encourage
hospitalization -and 'the use of expensive technologies;

the open-ended,nature of Medicare and Medicaid;
,.- the uncritical way in-which new and expensivetechnologies are embraced,
lay hosPitals and,other health agencies from motives of profit and prestige;

.. the failure of 'phYsicians- to evaluate what they prescribe either as 'to its
1efficacy- or as to its cost effec iveness:;, and

the inflated expectations o the consumer:..
Scientists can make_a contribution to the solution of these problems by
conducting good research, by assessing the Probable outcomes objectively,
,by c4mmunicadng their findings in Understandable terms, by not over-
promising, and by participadng in the bard priority decisions along with
the other interested 'parties in our society.

GlossarY of terms

Since a number of terms that are used frequently in this paper mean
different things to different people,'it is necessary to indicate how they are
defined for the purposes of this presentation.

,Appliectreseardi. Research directed 1.6 the solnuon of a practical problem
after sufficient basic information has become available. The outcome is
more predictable than is that from basic research. Applied research is. often
conducted on contract, the contractor having specified the prodt expected.

Basic research. The process Of exploring fundamental questions without
a precise goal. It may, however, be oriented toward a broad goal the
cause of cancer, the mechanism of actitan of drugs, etc.) and is usually
focused toward a particular area of .research (e.g., genetics, developmental
Wology, neurobiology, endocrinology). The outcome cannot be anticipated
readily but will add to the fund of knowledge about biological phenomena.
Ii is usually initiated by the investigator.

Cast-berzefit analysis.23 Analysis in which, all the costs and benefits of a
course of action are enumerated, expressed in monetary value, and compared.

Cost-effectiveness analysisi5 A means of comparing the value of alterna-
tive courses of action (costs ) -hich does not, hówever, reduce all components
to monetary values.

Efficacy." Refers to the degree to which a .technology produces the
desired effect. It is often used synonymously with effectiveness. However,
it may also be used to describe the effect under ideal circumstances, while
'effectiveness" describes the effect in normal circumstances of use. Cochrane,

9rfl-be other hand, defines these terms in the opposite way.2
<
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Techno logy.* Health .technology is used here in a broad sense to include
the techniques, drugs; biologicals, equipmern,--tu* procedures used by

health care .professionalS in providing health care and in operating the
..ctstems within which care iS provided. Thus a drug-, vaccine, ,or' surgical

operatipn would fall 'within this definition, as would the computerized
data system of a hospital or a computed tomography scanner.

. Technology-assessment. Refers to the systematic analysis of the anticipated
impact of a partitular technology in regard to its safety and efficacy as well
as to its'social,-political, econotnic, and ethical consequences.

*Adapted froni Office of Technology Assmment Report.,
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. The dynamics of medical lachnology use:
Analysis and policy options -

Steven A. Schrpedef, and Jonathan A. ShowstaCk

Introduction
This report surveys the forces within the medical care system that affect the
acquisition and use of medical technology and discusses briefly the policy
options that are currently being employed, or being considerea, to control .
the spread of medical technologies. We believe that medical tecknology is

.: neaher inhere)) tl Y beneficial nor -. harmful, neither cost raisMg nor cost
lowering. Discussibns of the spread and cost of technology must be based
on the premise that we need to utilize better the teChnologies we haveand to.
promote the use of technologies which are more efficient, both clinically .

and economically. . , . .

. Technology here refers to the production of.new techniquestprocedures,
or deyites- Organizational structtues, medications, and infortnation pro-
cessing systems have been Omitted from the definition. An attempt-has been
made to be nonjudgmental about medical technologies, although obviously
some technologies should, be encouraged while others, should not. We are
primarily interested in the large number of medical procedures, techniques,
and devices whoseuse has been technically validated, btiirWhose appropriate
place in medical practice m'ay be-yriclear..

.

The emphasis in this paper is on technologkal procedures and services
that are additions to medical practice, arid thus cost raAing, as opposed to
those that sUbstitute tor less efficient proCedures, and services. A macro-
economic view is taken because of the broad 'nationakhealth policy con-
siderations raised by this issue; as big oak trees grow out. of little acorris,s9
do mAssive national expenditures grow out of individual decisions concern-
ing the use Of particular procedures and services. Although !many economic
issues are discussed, we also consider quality, appropriateness of care, and
and ethical issues relating to regualtion of 'new or exist* technologies.,.

A1thoukh the concept of difflision of medical technologies has been
addressed in several reports,' 2 few empirical studies shed light on the mech-
anisms by whjch specific tedinologies spread throughout the scientific and'

process will be presented ,p the i act that technologies have on the.
ripmedical communities. In this paper ata and.conjectures concerning this

ad
delivery 'arid cost of mfdical care in the United.States wilrbe discussed,

'This report is divided-into two major sections. The first section discusses
the forces within the medical care system that promote the acquisition and
use of medical technology. The quality of the.data base is questionable.

1
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. .
_Go Non and associates report that only eight of 2006 stuC4es reviewed for
a.conference on th iffusion of medical technologies related to technology..
spread in medical

1
ganiiations; nOne of these studies were experimental

in nature.2 . .
.. .

The second section 91 this report discusses policy optiops for affecting
the spread of medical technologies. Some of ehe facets of each option that .
may brnit or enhance its effectiyeness will be described.

Almost all the faEnars in cite medical care sector.pn5mote the acquisition
ahd use of medical. technologits. As currentlY structured, individual policy

1

opdons hre only'a limited eftett.on this kssue. It is our conclusion that.the
problems associated with 'die appropriate spread and use 'of medical tech-
nologies are so complex that they require' a imikied, systems approach,
which would allow' innovation ahd diversity while recognizing our limited
financial resources.

:Tim Medical care system..
Forces exist within our medical care system.that encourage the rapid spread

and-use of medical technology. These include.concerns for high quality and
efficient care, as well as, financial gain and competition. The educational
kystem -in which physlicians are trained, the'structure,of the reimbursement,
system Which physicians and hospitals are paid, and 'consurner demand
encourage the relative Uncriticahise of medical technolOgies. The follov:ring
is, a discussion of the key factors within the medicalssector that impact most
directly on the acquisition and use oLmedical technologies.

The pfilsician

feeLfor-service reimbursement system contains large incentives
favo ng technOlogy-intensive medical 'practice. As the fee-for-Service
reimbursement system has developed in this couhtry: particularly over the
last 25 years with the undertaking of relative,,value studies (4WSrthe price
structure has been increasingly formalized. This system includesincentives
to the individual, physician to order ancillary, often lechnological, serviCes.
Not only are RVS schedules used in many states for physician billing, but
several studies have used RVS.coding and/or unit. valuatiOn as appraima-
dons of the tIve eco.nomic value of services.' 4 5

Relative value studies attempt to a;sign relative values to procedures and
services.. These values, theoretically, correspond 'to ibeir true cost. 'The
"value" assigned is basically economic; it dpes ruk include questions of
clinical or social worth. If one procedure, sucb as a tonsillectomy, is given
°an arbitrary value of one and another procedure costs twice as much as a
'tonsillectomy, then this second procedure shoi.ild be gWetia relative value of
two. An RVS schedule is not necessarily a, lee schedule, but can becorlIe one
through use of appropriate conversion factors. For initance, if a.. tonsil-
lectomy is worth one unit and if the csonversion factor is $100 per unit, then
a tonsillectomy would justify a $100 fee and a two-unit .procedure would
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justiiy.a noo' fee. An RVS .hot only creates Kt: value relationships but also
tends to, rigidify the pattern of delivery of medical service's. italso provides
incentives to perform o'vervalued (high charges in' relations to cost)'services,

The California Relative Value Studies iCVRS),5 which is issued by the
Califorhii Medical Association (CMA), is segmented, into specialty areas,
on the theory that different rates r.`.if overhead and technological innovation
in the four major sections of the CR,VS Medicine, Surgery, Radiology, and
Pathology) create a need for different conversion factors to beapplied to eacli.

*. section. It' was felt that lechnelogical servitts Mich as radiology and labora-
tory have a greater chance Lor moyement toward more prodUCtivity and
efficiency-over time. .

Relative values were oiiginally esiablished- by surVeying a random
sample of CMA physician members, Who were asked to list what their charges .
were for approximately 700 procedures and servkes. More recently, auto-
mated data processing has allowed 'the establishment of relative values as
the relationship between The' median charges for services billed through
Blue Shield of California. All relative values must be approved by various
specially cOmmittees within the CMA.

The RVS system is used by Blue Shield Of California as it administers its
usual, et..istomary, and reasonable system of payment. The highest.allowable
reimburAment for a servicel or kayment screen, is ba;ea in part on the value
assignee:, to that service by the CRVS. Sinee. the payment griii is based on
the relatAve value for a service, which in turn is.based on charges, there is a
built-in iiflationary'bias. As long as charges are allowed to rise the payment

'-yentuaHy increase.
What h ppens if a claim is received, by a third-party payer for a service

that has no Charge ot payment history? Blue Shield of California sends the
claim to a physician who is a specialist in the field of that particular service;
a value,is set based ort the physician's knowledge of that. service. After enough
claims for a particular service have been received, a firm value is establis ed,
Charges ma' not be the only basis for establishing this value, but they

ant. 'While this process devOtes considerable energy to estab-
ive value for a service, it dbes not question its appropriatenfss

in fact, (Om
fishing a rela
or effectivenes

When .techn logically innovative medical services come onto the market,
high charges ake often made to recoup research and developmentcosts, as
may be the ca e with many laboratory test's, or to pay for the initial training
to perform or it te4pret the result of the procedure, such as the charge for
reading a cornptitted tomographic (CT) scan. The charge may be set even
higher because cira low estimate of yearly volume. Whatevek the reasOn, the
structure of the reItibursment system makes it very didicult to lower charges
once they are set high level.. The free market forces of competition
simply do not operate in the medical care field toward lowering the charkes
for most services ren ered:

The following the etkal example (excerpted from a paper written by
authors7) demonstrateSy by examining a set of model medicaltpractices,
the existing fee and prking system provides financial incentives for the

A
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of tephnology-intensive medical care even within the primary care field of
general internal medicine. These incentives result from the high Quancial
rewar&given to technologipl services as opposed uconsultadve services..

Nor insurrice, 'a periodic physical exam that takes about 45 minutes' of the
physiCiati's time carries a charge of approximately ;40; On ihe other hand,
admipistering and reading the resuhs of a 'chest x-ray of of an elem.!),
cardiogram (EKG), both of which take no more than a few minutes of a
physician's time., carry fees or approximately $2e 6ch. Without arguing
the 'clinical efficacy of these tests; it is, clearly in the priysician's financial
interest to order technologital procedures.,

in this eXample, four theoretical models of office practice (Mndels A, B,

, 'and D) are constructed. All models assurde that: the speciaky. of the
physician is internal medicine and thai the "patient mix" (distribution of
'yisits between h)story and phySical examination visits atid general return
-office visits) is constani. Models A, B, andC assume that the physician is
in solo prac e. Because of larSer capital investment required for equipment,

'Model umes a four-physician general internal medicine group pracdce.
No proc (lures optests are performed, in the physician's office in Model A.
Five .b procedures' and tests are 'performed. in Models B and C: electro-

card* gram, urinalysis, complete .blood count (CBC), sigmoidoscopy, and
ulin (TB) skin test. The basic differences between Models B and C are

percentages of patients reeiving each type of ancillary sebice, generally
with more'patients in Model C receiving ancillary services than in Model B
(Table 1). Three addititmal diagnoslic procedures are performed in Model D:
a two-vieW cliest X-ray, a treadmill caraiovascular stress test, and an auto-
mated 12-chatiria blood chemistry test. A Model D physician is ahraissumed
to perform the first five procedures and test to the same degree as a physician
would in Model C. Slightly tewer than one-quarter of all office visits are
history andphysical examinations, while the remainder are general return
visits. These yisits and various procedures and tests are I isted in Table 2-, along

with the way charges were derived.
;Income statements for each Model are 'shown in Table 3. (For a more

detailed description- of the assumptions underlying this analysis, see

Table 1
Percentage ot patients undergoing In-office procedures and tests

according to prattke model

Model A Model 8 Model i-Oodel

Procedure or,test H a P 6 General b ,H.4% P

'40%

Cueri.eral H & P Genotel General

EKG ... 0% 0% 7% 75% 10% 75% 10%

Unnolys5 0 0 100 20 1004 30 100 30

CSC 0 0 100 15 100 20 100 20 ,

Sitatiodoscopy 0 0 25 3 ' 50 5 50 5

TB skin east 4. 0 0 90 3 90 5 DO 5

2-view Chest x-ray 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 75 19

Stress mist 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 * 1

0 0 ' 0 0 0t 0 75 10

al-I & P History and physical (22% t all offise visas)

b General General return visit J78% of all office visas),

c A 12-channel blood chemistry test
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Tablo 2
lisvenue and isa assumptions

1. 46-week work year; 30 hours per week for patient office visits.
2. 45 minutes per, History and, Physical (H & P) examination; 29 minutes per tieneral

(return) visit. ,

a. 700 H & P and 2,500 General visits per year for Model A.
4: Models 13, C and D have a reduction (5%, 10%, 15% respectively) in total patient volume

due to rierformance and ihterpretation Of procedures and tests,
5. Distribution of office visits according to 1974 California Relative Value Studies (CRVS)

code and unit value,- and California Division at Industrial Accidents (CDIA) 1976
conversion factor;

Type Description

,

1974
CRVS code

Charge
per visit

Percent
of visits

(all models)

1 Number
of visits

(Model A)

H & P . . . Comprehensive 90020 $61.25 4% 140 .

Periodic 90088 38.50 18 i 560
. Brief 90040 12.25 8 . . 250

General . Limited 9000 18.20 47 1,500
Intermediate 90060 22.75 23, 750

Total . . 100% 3,200

6. Charges for tests and proced.ures according to 1974 CRVS unit value and CD1A 1976
. conversion factors;

1

Description
1974

'CRVS code Charge

93000 $28.
Urinalysis 81000 3 90
CBC 85022 4.50
Single venipuncture 99018 5.20
Sigmoidoscopy. . . . ....... 40240 32.00
TB skin tesL 86580 6.50
2 view chest x-ray . , ....... .

.
71020 26.60

Stress test 9301, 1054)0
SMA-12 2 16.0

Schroeder and Showstack.7) Net income for Model A, nch no procedures
or tests are done in-Office, is $31,500. Whep inofe procedures and tests
are performed, and at a Progressively higher leveyof intensity (even with a
moderate decrease in patient volume), ne( incolne rises sharply. MZdel D,
in fact, has a per-physician income almost ,three times that of Model A
($31,500 versus $90,000). National policy irnilications are illustrated by the
fact that the theoretical cost difference for,the over 600 million yearly office
visits in thiS country between the low tec4nology-intensive MOdel V and high
technology-intensive Model D, eiceeds,46.5 billion, (This figure is based on
a distribution of all ofli5e'visits sin)dar to that billed through'California
Blue Shield, that is, approxiinately 95 percent general (return) visits, and
5 percera comprehertsive or ,peridic history and phivsical exams.)

These gross charges and net incomes demonstrate the strong economic
ineentives existing in routine oqice practice toward useof medical procedures
and laboratory tests. These incentives have been acknowledged by such



Mddel A
Gross charges .

Costs:
1. Noncollectables @ 10% . . .

2. "Other" expenses, including liability insurance,
© 20% of gross charges . . . . . . . .......

3. Variable expenses ......... . . . .

Office Incom
Table

ummarieslor practice, models A-0
in dollars)

Net

$77,560

7,756

15,612
22,800

$31,492

, Model B
Gross charges 114,134

Costs:
1. Nioncollectables @ 10% . . , ....... . . . 11,413
2. "Other" expenses, same figure as Model A, plus $500 . . 16,012

'3. Variable expenses ............. . . .... . 3,955
Net ,754

Modelt \
Gross,charges . . . ....... .. . 125,157

Costs:
1. Noncollectables @ 10% . . . ....... . 12,516
2. "Other" experkses, same figure as Model A. plus $1,000 . . . . 16,512 ,

3. Variable expenses . . . . . ....... . ... .. . . . 36,126.
Net $60,003

Model 0(4-physician group)
.Gross charges (161,586 per phySician) 646,344

'Costs:
Nioncollectables © 10% 64,634

.2. "Other" expenses same figure ad Model A, plus $1,500 (x 4) 68,048

3. Variable expenses 154,815

Net $358,847

=$89,712 per physician

academic internal medicine spokespeople as Petersdorf8 and_Seklin.9 Data
reported bY Childs and Hunter' alsc; support the hYpothesis that these
incentivp affect 'the way a physician practices. They found that non-
radiologist% Who provide direct X-ray servfces use diagnostic X-rays more
frequentlf thanilo those who refer patients to radiologistY.''

,Even Wit'h a Lck of evidence about ti-te efficacy of pecforming periodic
testingtil 12 13 1 15 1.6*17.physicians continue to prescribe and, administer, often
with great differences in frequency, many of the proc'edures used in this
'theoretical example.'8 I" Under our current reimbursement mechanism,
no constraints limit the ordering of these procedures. While it can be 'argued
that a physician is medically justified in ordering many of them, and that
many patients expect these procedures to be part of a routine office visit, we
question whether the reimburseMent system should provide the demon-
strated financial incentive to do so.
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Tabi.14
Co/Wiest*s granted to internists by the American Board of internal Medicine, 1965.-1976 4'

Year

Number of certificates granted
k

General Specialty T9tal

percentage
specialty

certificates

1965 . 1,345 79 '1,424 5.5% ,

1970 . . 3,132 200 3,332 6.0

1972 b.. ... 3,337 1,805 5,142 35.1

v1973' . . . , . . . . . it 3,09i, ,183 4,280 276
1974 b., .. . .... . . . , 2,898 2,383 c 6,281 45.1

/1975 b. . . . , . . . .. 3,262 2,381 b 5,643 42.2

1976 6. . . . %an 1,484-0 5,455 27.2

a Personal Commurvtahon, George D. Webiter, M.D.
bDertiticates lor,nuclear medicerle include internists,Only. Personal COmmuregaligrt,lohn Ross, M.D.

Allergy and immunology certificates recluce by 40% to corieCt for pediatricians. Personal communication, John *
Salvaggio,

Increased ipecialization, identific n of spedalty with procedurel, and
physician 4urphis. It has become Imost,a cliche that physicians are, the
most important determinant in the allocation of mediCal care resources. The
increas44' tendency toward subspecializa don and the increase in numbers
of physicians per population are two recent trends that have important.
implications for the use of medical technology.

Robert Chase, fooner president' of' the National Board of Medical
Examiners, has summarized what he calls the "disturbing cycle" of speciallr
certification:21

I., As a result of advances in a field or development of new technology jemiihasis
ours.) a new group developy special expeise in this area.

2. An organization or society is formed,for an exchange of ideas and to display
advances to one another.

3. Membership in the organization becomes a mark of distinction in the fkld.
and, in an effort to externalize that recognition, certification of excellence in
the field becomes established.

4. Instputions with responsibility for quality of health care soon accept
certification as evidence of competence and limit care within that field
to those certified.

Chase notes that, in 1976 the American Board of Medical Specialties listed
22 medical specialty boards that confer general and special certificates in
65 areas of medical practice. He predicts that an additional 20 areas of special
'competence are likely to qualify for cerfiTication within the next several
years.

Petersdorf, in a 1976 editorial in the Annals ofInternal Medicine, criticizes
the trends to*aid excessive 'subspecialization and the progressively greater
use of new technologies. He links subspecializadon with increased physician
costs as well as with increased hospital costs and deplores 'the ex&ss of
subspecialists as compared to general internists.22

Data from the American Board of Internal Medicine show increase4
issuance of subspecialty certifiation in internal medicine. In 1972 the
Board expanded its number of subspecialty exams from four to eleven. This
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change wai followed by a pnoinpt increase in the percentage of candidates
who went on to obtain subspecialty certifkation- (Table-4). The year-to-year
variations reflect various factOrs, including 'the fact thit most ol the sub-
§pecialty boards examine only every other year. Of pa'rticufttr int.erest are
the data from 19751twhen 1,052 cardiology certificates were granied, account-
ing for lg percent of all certificates.granted that Year.

Medical specialty fields have become pr6minently linked with new
developments in medical technology. It is unclear to what extent this linkage
has been prompt& by the bias% ale fee structure described earlier, but, the,
very least, reimbursement affects the rate-of technology diffusion. Indeed,
it can be daimed that overutilization of 'expensive diagn.ostic procedures
has become the internist's' version of excessive surgery.

For exarnille, 'in gastroenterology the recent developmerit of flexible
'fiberoptic endoscOpy ,using a "cold" light source has led to an explosive
increase in the incidence of and indications for upper gastrointestinal
endoscopy. This procedure now merits its own society, the American Society
ofGastrointestinal Endoscopy, and ,its own journal, Gastrointestinal
tkdosc'opy. ThOugh gastroscopy normally takes less than 30 minutes to
perform' by an experienced endoscopist .typical reimbursement. for a
procedure of this type is approximately $200. Concern over, the rapidly
escalating Indications and apparent increased incidence Of upper gastro-
intestinal endosCopy has led the Amerkan Gastroenterological Association's
patient care committee to convene 'a subcomrniuee to identify clear, well
elocurnented indications for perforrntince of this procedure.

)The -presidential address of the 1976 American Gastroenterological,
Xssociatiort focused on the issue of invasive procedures. In this address,
Dr, Fred Kern stated that performance of procedures has beconieche major
activity for gastroenterologists. Flei, cites an informal study he conducted
among gastroenterological specialiSts in Denver thaushowed that 60 to 65
percent of all procedures performed were upper gastrointestinal endoscopies.
Kern goes on to say:

Our enthusiastic and often uncritical acceptance of endoscopic procedures.,and
the nearly open-ended list of indications for their use are troublesorne . . The
three major issues for us are (1) Have endoscopic procedures increased our
understanding of disease? (2) Have they improved our management of patients?
(3) Are they always necessary and in the best ihterests of our patients? In general,
they have not increased our understanding qf disease. The answers to the other
two questions are not known. .23

ir
He questions the wisdom of a system chat reimburses pmcedures far more
lucratively than it does a careful history, physical exam, and diagnostic/
therapeutic formulation requiring "far mOre training and experience and
much more extensive knowledge and understanding." He wonders whether
decreasmg endoscopy fees "would lower the number of procedures performed.

Gastroenterology is ruA the only clinical field to have experienced an
explosion of diagnoslic techniques. Cardiology has yimesses a dramatic
increase in the types andretinernents of both invasivelcardiac catheterization)
and noninvasive techniques (echocardiography. exercise stress testing,

8 9
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ambulatory monitoring of cardiac rhythms, radionuclide imaging,' sequen-
. tial monitoring of electrocardiogram, phonocardiogramband carotid lrte4a1

it \. pulse tracing to determine systolic time intervals), These developments have
warranted a spate of recent reviews in the early 1977 issues of the New
England journal of Medicine." 28 26 2 7 28 28' 30 Similar developments have
occurred in other medical fields; for example, the use of fetal monitoring
during labor, the burgeoning of intensive care atits for newborns, and the
almost revolutionary' development .of new, diagnostic techniques in,

radiology, uch as ultrasound; imaging with radioisotopes:and selective
catheterization of.blood vessels.

Another i.mportlint factor favoring identification of medical specialties,
with specific technologies is the impending national aggregate physician
surplus, as acknowledged implicitly in the National klealth Professions

-.
EducatiOnal Assistance Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-484), and 'explicitly by Uvge
Reinhardt in his book, Physician Productivity and the Dem, nd for Health
Manpower." Reinhardt notes that differential hourly ineoa

demand for.
e accruing to

medical specialists combines with physician-determine
mediql care to lead to targeting ofbincome independent of local physician
density. Thus, given perceived desired income levels and exist .ng reimburse-

' men t valUes for medical care, the use of medical tchnalogy,Ji1i vary directly.
with density of physicians. While details regarding the ncentration of
physicians in this Country may be found elsewheie," "it is clear that the issue s

is ohe bound closely to medical techno1ogies and cost and must be con-
;iderecl as part of the problem of medical cost containment. .

,

In summary, specialties are increasingly linked with new'
technologiek fa di nosis and treatment; the spread of tImse technologies is
explosive; current reimbursement Alues favor use of technologies, and
technology evaluation lags considet'ably behiad its spread into 'medical
practice. The irnphdions for control of technology aro-seriou? indeed:
Controls will have to contend not only with the reimbursement system as
h now operates, but also vith the powerful, forces toward medical
specialization. s

4

The hospital

The hospital is the sing1C most important site for the placement and use
of meOcaj technology. Not only is hospital care the most costly sector of
American health care, accounting for 39 peicent of the national health
diAlars" but it is also the most rapidly expanding :segment of medical care
costs. For examples in 1975, approximately $46.6 billion was spent on
hospital care, an increase of 16.6 percent over l974.33 At one particular
hospital, the University of California, San Francisco, room charges t_nd net
per dkm charges increased appmximateiy fourfold during the period
1966-1976 (Figure 1). Feldstein and Taylor found ttiat 75 percem of the
national increase in hospital per diem Costs vas due to increased amounts
of servim: (as oppoped to price increases), a large part of which is probAly
due to new technology awl auendant labor requirements."
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Figu e 1

University of California, San Francisco, hospital Inpatient charges
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New tecfmologies are distributed widely throughout all areas of the
hbspital. They include, for example, in teAsive pre units,Inhalation therapy,
diagnostic radioisotope facilities, radiotheraloy, open-heart surgery, and
burn units:35 These individual items may appear to be only a small part of the.
total Hospital budget; in the aggregate, however, their contribution to

-hospital costs ,is, large. For example, the budget for inhalation therapy at
the University of California, San Francisco hospital in 'fiscal year 1975-76
was $762,000, accounting for 1.4 percent of the total direct hospital expenses,
up from 1.0 percent four years earlier:

Special care units, tests, ,a'xid surgical procedures. Perhaps the most
dramatic example of the institutionalization of new technologies is the
special care unit. Despite general acceptance of coronary care units, con-
siderable controversy exists over their effediveness and cost-benefit.383738
Martin 'and colleagues compared changing patterns of inputs into the care
of patients hospitalized with myocardial infarction beiore and after the
popularization of coronary care units They found a dramatic increase in the

ik
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,frequency of Chemical laboratory tests, X-rays, and bacterial ex'aminationsf
and lesser Mdeases in electrocardiogpins, seilation, and dai's of oxygett.,,,,,,
therapy. Despit t. this more aggressive treatinent .these investigators found
no significant changes in the duration of hospitalization 'or in, hospital
mortali iy .39

Griner has made similar observations about the intensive care unit
(ICU)." He compared the experiente of adult patients admitted to Strong
Memorial HosiSital in RoChester, New york,.with the same diagnosis, acute

.
pulmonary edema, both before and after the opening of an ICU at the
hospital. Mortality Tates were identical for the two gratips,. but there :was
an increase in the length of,hospital St.ay (2.3 days) and a.46 percent increase
in hospital bills for those admitted the year aftertliz\ICU opened. More
Oen five times as many artefial'blood gas measurements were performed
as in pthients admitted before it opened. Almew 90 percent of these measure:-

ents were done in patients admitted to the ICU.
Several commentators have pointed to diagnostic laboratory and radio-

logic procodures as-accounting for an increasingly large part bf the hospital
bill. For example, Griner and Liptzinc found that 25° percent of charge*,
at the Strong Memorial Hospital were attributable to'diagnostic procedures.
They foundahat over a five-year period, charges for laboratory tests increased
sixfold, as compared to a tWofold increase in total hospital charges during
the same period. They. Aiso documented frequent specific patterns of
laboratory overuse and redundancy,-Similarly, Dixon and jeaszlo,42 at the
Durham, North Carolina, Veterans' Administration Hospital, showed-that
only 5 percent of laboratory data are actually used in diagnosis and
treatment of patients. SCitovsky and McCall" found large increases in
numbers of tests or pipcedures done for diagnoses of acute appendicitis,
maternity care, breast cancer, and acute myocardial infarction'between 1964 -

and 1971 for patients at the Palo Alto `Medical Clinic.
A large amount of 'resources may !:ie used'On a relatively small number of

patients. A summary of outcomes for 226 patients admitted to the recovery
r9qm-acute care unit of the Massachukeus General Hospital in fiscal year
1972-73 shiows that after one month, 11 -3 patients had died, 70 were still
hospitalized, Find 21 were recovering home; only one of 103 survivors,
had fully recovered. Altogether, 27 of 62 ultimate survivors fully recovered.
Hopitalization charges averaged over 114,000 per ?anent (in 1972-73

dollars)."
The ability of modern technologies to prolong surviiial in severely ill

patients has been vividly docuriiented in the Karen Quinlan case. In many
instances it is possible to prolong life for a virtually indefinite period. There
are few cases in which sdme hope of at least partial recovery is not present,
and ficed with the ethical dilemma of how far to go, most physicians would
rather err on the side of excessive rather than insufficient vigor. Although
there .is evidence of ptiblic concern, as shown by the reCent enactment of
the "right to die" bill in California, and its introduction in other states, it

- is not uncommon to find examples of hospitals (as we did at thellniversity
of California, San Francisco) that are "spending about as much annually in
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providing essential services to our end-stage renal disease patients as we am
f6r athbulattiry care efforts 'Tor all our 13tients."45 Further, there'appears
to be powerful national sentiment for passing,a versi6n of national health

ansurance to pay only for catastrophically expensive cases: This form of
coverage would only inten.sify the trends toward pyolonging life, and
inCreasingmedical costs because of the relatively unlimited nawre of the
funding for, chronic diso,rders tbat, would result: At the University, of
California. San francisco Hospital'during the fiscal yeara 975-76,17 percent
of patients admitted one or more, times had hospiial charges in excess .of
$5,000. These 1,0:iire patients, 'many of whom had seVere chronic diseases,
accounted for figly 58 percent of the total hospital cl4rges for that year. It

seer t.s. clear that..so:called "catastrophic" national health insurance will
stimulate spendipg in the arta of chronic illness, particularly fields .

utilizing what Thomas ha called "half-way" technologies,4 suCh as renai
dialysis, coronary bypass surgery, and total hip replacement.

Childbirth data that we ,have collected at the University ok California,
San Francisco Hospital illustrate the.change over time toward more highly
technological surgical procedures and approaches. Others have noted a
direct feIi ship between increased fetal monitoring and cesarean section
deliveries; Whil t the data in Table 5 do not necessarily imply a causal
relationshi it is striking that the ratio ,of cesarean sections to newborns
almost tripled between 1965 an 974.

Other data,show the increase in new or technologically oriented operations'
(Table 6). Not only did cardiac catheterization jump from fifth in 1965 to
first in 1976, but only two rif the,ten most frequent surgkal procedures in
1975, diagnostic dibtation and curettage (I) & C) and cardiac eterization,
were everlisted among the (en mot fre-quent surgical proce performed
in 1965.

Hospital characteristics promoting technology diffusion. What is it about
the acute care hospital that promotes the spread of medical technologies,
even in the abs Ice of convincing data regarding effectiveness or efficiency?
Although a ntibe i- of finapcial and structural characteristics such as the
cost-plus natt. e of third party reimbursement and the threat of malpractice

..
.\

. .

University of Caltfornia. Sao Fran( t'o I thpital is a ter5tary tate fa( ihty. We do noovihb to
imply that community luivimals. have the saint. es:ix-rim e. .

Table 5
Discharges, newborns, and Cesarean sections at University of California, San Francisco,

for selected years

4_
1965e 79708 7075 a

1, Discharges 19,036 19,426 21,146

Z.-Newborns 2,103 1,812 1,631

3. Cesarean sections 125 161 278

4. Cesarean sections as a percentage ot n wborns 6% 9% 17% .
a.1965, 1970 Calendar yours, 1975 F escal yeer



Table 6
Ton mos! frequent surgical procedures for selected years

University of California, tan Francisco
(type and number)

0;der o/
a

incidence 1965
Order oh
incidence 1970 a

Order of
incidence 1976 a

1. Lumbar puncture . . . 731 1. Cardiac cathetenzation 1. Cardiac cathetnzation 482

Bone marrow aspirate 590 2. Bone marrow aspirate 441 2. Cesarean section 278

3. Stapeoectomy 420 .3, Total-hip replacement .241 3. Total-hip replacement 234

4. Cgagnostic U & C . . 402 4. Stapedetomy 216 A Endanerectomy 158

5. Cardiac catheterization . 306 5. Diagnostic D & C 212 5. Other joint repair & replace-
ment (excluding hip) . 151

8 Excision of skin lesion 252 6. Liver biopsy 198 8 Oiegnostic 0 A C 148

7. Lens extractions(intracapsular 7. Thoracentesis 181 7. Imre-amniotic Injection to
catetact) ...... . 195 terminsee Pregnancy . 141

8. Liver biopsy 181 8. Skin Oopsy 176 8. Kidney transplant . 137

9, ,gx,cision of lymph node 179 9 Catheterization of **other" 9. Ligation and cflvision of
intra-abdorninal vessels . 172 fallopian tubes 130

ReriPheral bloOd veseels . 158 10: Rhinoplasty 170 10. Repair of ingpinal hernia . 130

a 1965, 1970 Calendar years, 1975: Fiscal year

Source: Data obtained by authors from UCSF Hospital department of medical records research,

suits are important, we would like to emphasize two specific characteristics
of the acute care hospital: the use of technology acquisition 1.-6-auract and
retain physicians, and the. unceasinw pressure for new treatments and
tedmologies in the face of Severely ill patients.

'Estimates of an excess. of 100,000 hospital beds in this country by 1980 -

-have recently been cited by a committee of the Institute of MediciAe.48 Given
this sAirplus and the increasing pressures, for shortening hospital stay through
such mechansims as utilization review, Professional Standards Review
Organization criteria, and preadmission certifkation, many hospitals,
particularly those in urban metropolitan areas, are hard pressed to maintain.'
their desired occupancy levels. For example, the average length of stay tot-
California -acute care hospitals declined from 7.6 days to 6.6 days between
1957 and 1975. Dktring that same period. occupancy rates in California
declined horn 75 pren t to 66 percent, Nationally the number of hosapital
beds per thousand population increased from 3.47 in 1957 to 4.45 in 1975:39
Since most hospital costs are relatively fixed, the impact of lowered.
occupancy is to raise per-patient costs. The hospital must cover these Costs,

not only through increasing charges for per diem and/or ancillary services,
but, also by antacting patients (through their physicians). Hospitals, there-
fore, find themselves .in a )os,ition of having to comeete for the same
market, the hospitalizing physician. It is unknown to what extent acquisition
of hospital technology is important in motivating physicians to select a
particular hospital, but anecdotal evidence suggests that pressures for specific
technologies, such as CT scanners, coronary care units, and cobalt radiation
units, are substantial and account for considerable redundancy in tech-
nologic facilities.50
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Further, indr6 ,of these new -technologies tend to be additive rather than

substituiive. For example, a eT scanner was introduced it George
Washington University Medical Center in 1973; by fiscal year 1976 the
center was,15Firo-rming .almost 4,00q. CT 'scans. While there was a major
decrease,in pneumaencephalogram.s, there was little change in the frequency
of nonins;a'sive procedures sUch as electroencephalograms andowventional
radionuclide brain scans. The, net resutwas.ak mcrease:itn r vertue to the
mediCal center 6f almost 11 Million' 97 peroent ok*hich was attributable
%to'the iittroduction of the GT Se:inner:51 .

in acute care hospitals, a desire.for better diagnostit andTheYapeutic tools
is being, stiinulated-by a Case mix of increasingly severe illndses. A nurnber.-
of factors -contribute to this Shift: (1,) an aging population,'which bY itself
contautes to an increase-of chronic and terminal diseases; (21) a declining
birthrate) resulting -in .4 decreased 'proportion, of_ hospital' -dissharges
attributable to normal delivery; ,(3) the institution of 'coverige un4er.the,
SociarSecurity Amendments or1974 for chronic renalfailure, leading to, wry.
inctease in the nUmber of transplants and chronic hemodialysis Vrograms.,-,
(4) utilization review pressures leading to decreased' length of stay by
admitted patients and perhaps-preventing questionable adrnissions that
might have filled hospital, beds in previous years; (5) the introductlon of
traurria'centers; (6) the increasing tendency toward aggressive cancer chemo-
therapy; and (7),a decreased rate of admissions for mental illness, a disease
category that uses a relatively small proportion of acute care hospit&
respurees.

The difficulty in. making clinical decisions in the face of catastrophic
illnesses in the acute care hospital has been sunimarizedby Warner:52

The unusual ecOnomic environment of the delivery of catastrophic illness care
works with the "social contract" in medicine to encourage the use of innovative
therapies, even before their efficacy has been demonstrated and often irrespective
of their costs, in striking contrast with the conventional innovation adoption
process..The primary constraint on catastrophic illness treatment may well he
the technology or the state of knowledge.

Given the combination of clinical desperation and current reimbursement
procedures in acute care hospitals, the only limitation to growth in the
technology market may be the availability of new technologies.

There is also a tendency 19 increase the pout of people eligible to benef4
from new technologies.'For example. a recent article in the Western Journal
9f Medicine wresses the excellent results alleged to have occurred in patients
70 years ot age or older who received coronary bypass surgery.53.The article
was accompanied by an editorial by a cardiac surgeon who notes the increas-
ng proportion of senior citizens i'n the population and concludes, "The
message is clear: Age pet se should not deter OD delay the decision to
recommend operation kir properly selected patients disabled by ischemic
chest pain."54 The ethical decisions 'concerning rationing of technology are

4 'ex tremel y difficult. It may not be reasonable to expect individual physicians
to withhold technologies they perceive-, as valuable from any population,
regardless of age or extent of coexisting diseases.
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In itimmary,, .hospital Costs are rismg at an evet-iweasin rate, and
, increased serviees (often technologic21.,iri nature) are filehng rrPuth 'of this .

. increase. Cornpetiticin for patieritsoaml the desperatipn resulting ircim an .
.... increasingly sick 'case mix compel many hospitals to acquire new and

:

'expensive technologies, regardless of their 'proven efficacy:

The atademic medieal center

I itt

Acidemic medical, centers in the Nnited States play a special role 'in the
develotiment sind useof medical technologies. Teaching hospitals eXperience
to an even greater degree the 'pressures that,affect hospitals in general, AlsO,
as die, major national resotirce for clinical research,ccademic medical
centers play a dorninint rolejn evalulating dew technology and teaching
its use,: , .

Academic medical cdtters are,divided into preclinical and dinkaf
.departnients, the latter representing thtrvairious clinical.specialties discussed
earlier. Gie,,at. departmental aititottemy is the rule, with each clinical depart-
ment usualq, operating its own clinical hospital' seryice, undergraduate
and'graditate medical education:programs, and research activities. Some Of
the- larger clinical departments, such as medicine, pediatrics, and surgery,
are further subdivided ihict disciplinary divisions, such as the division of
iastroenteLology, cardiac surgery, etc. These',divisions themselves7 may
have considerable autonomy. In fact,*Petersd6rf cautions that in depart-
ments of medicine: ,*-

lite divisional structure may lead to uncontrolled tzmpire tluilding, and a bright
aggressive division bead in an area that is well subsidized ,by the National
Institutes of' Health can readily promote growth of the division to unreasonable

portions.st
The budget of clinical epartments usually derives mainly from department-
ally organized patient care and research, rather than from a broader pool of
institutional funds. Thus, the discipline-oriented departnient or_clivision is
the fundamental organization unit in academic teaching centers. These
departments are often identified, by the technologies they employ. Seldin cites
at an -example a department of'Medicine where 60 percent of departmental
revenues derive from, three clinical .techitologies:"cardiac catheterization,
rlectrocardiograms, and gastrointestinal endoscopies.9

Given the disciplinary organization of academie,metlical centers, it
should come as no surprise tha)+,they often serve as the initiarclinical testing
ground for new technologies. For example, at the University of.C.alifornia,

40 San Francisco Hospital three different manufacturers approached the
department of radiology offering to donate a CT scanner -in exchange foc
testing and evaluation.

Further, it is often in the direct personal interest of .tlinical faculty
members to become involved in new technology research, since promotion
and tenure decisions 'often are based heavily on research Prodeictivity. Our
analysis of original and special articles that were published in 1976 in the
New England jpwrnal of Medicine reveals that 60 (31 percent)of the
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196 original and 29 (17 percent).of the 172 special articles dealt directly with

, reportijig or evaluating new clinical technologies. The senior 'authors in

79.(89 percent) olthe 89 ardcles were faculty members at a mic Medical

centers... .

The exterlt to ,wkich the clicipihnary nature of clinical departments.and
the organized institutes of the National Institutes of flealth (NIA) serve

to stimialate research in medical technology can only be: specUlated upon.

Also uriquantitated are thi incen tives ariirtg ;from-clinical' income derive

from7evaltiating.new technoplogies such as the CT,;'Scaniier. To the extent
that'these factori exist, they would seem; to favor-teChnology development -

Srid' use;' Further, .there trobably exist protechnology biases in the medical

literature in the senie, that it is easier to publish poSitive, rather than

negativs, results.56'
The academic medical center a Ise servq-an important educational rnissin.

It is the teachirig 'site for undergraduates and kraduate medical education

,and the main source of continuing medical education forcommunity-based'

pracdcing physicians. Al thoUgh it is difficult to compare the cost of medical

care in teaching and nonteaching hospitals because of differences in, case

mix, there is.gaod reason to suspect that resource useiS more intensive the

teaching- center.4t .42 5, 7 58 The academic medical center is the style setter fOr

medical 'practice. lift ,fledgling physician is exposed to a higbly techno-

logical style9f medical practice that may be less.apprapriate fOr subsequent

medical Cam in the cominunity. Also, as noted earlier, a high proportiOn

9f resources used in tertiary care facilities is devoted to a reIatively small

nurriber of chronically ill patients. Much of t1Tti resource use is in the form

of compensating rather than curative technologies:
In summary, clinical academic departments are organized along the

disciplinary lines and staffed by faculty who have a major perptill stake in

the 'evaluation of new technologies and in becoming specialists in the ri,.ew

. areas:At the sarne.time, these faculty members serve as lea( ers iri determining

patterns of practice because of their dominant Toles in ri c ical education

and the medical literature.

Pcospects 'for evaluating medical technology'

It- is tempting to wish for well develojed methods to evaluate medical

technologies, old as well as new. Precise technology evaluation would allow

direct comparisons of marginal costs with marginal benefits for any

Mdividual technology or set of technologies. Then, after costs and benefits

were assessed, cornparison with other medical technologies as well as other

competing nonmedical sectors of our economy would be possible. Without
-

sueh methods-, the forces in medicalcare discussed earlier will lead, all things

being equal, to rel;tively indiscriminate development and use of many new

technologies. The hope that such evaluation techniques can be.developed

and thereby assist in ratioriing new technologies can be found in the Office

of Technology Assessment's (OTA) twq recent studies on the assessment of

- medical technologies in genera159 and the CT scanner as a particular

exampl e.60
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Unforturiately, there are formidable reaStais, many of
acknowledged in the OTA studieS, to be pessimistic about th'
of technology assessment in its present state. Four broadlim'
mention.

,

First, the methodologiq4vailable are primitive and disappoinsi g, The
OTA report lists at least four basic methodologic

The lield is new and therefore lacks' standa'rti, Wahl oriliod
' Medical tkhnologies are diverse and coinplicaiedf staida,d formats fOr

assessmefit therefore seem unlikely. / ; -Technology assessments are hampered:by weaynessts in' the tools and
techniques of social science that.must be(Lised to calcUlate social irnpaCts,
Groups carrying ,aut, technology asses,smend have had great difficuhy
establishing boundaries for their saidies.,

These saMe methodologic limItations also pply to theassessment of the#
qualify of medical care,61 62 a me,surernenyetsential to 1:he construciion of
a general format fcfr medial technology, asSessmeni

Second, technology assesSment can lie exceeding)); costly and time
consuming. For example, Coates tound-,that the average cost Of compre-
hensive technology assessMentS in 1.972 was 1381,000, with an average time
span of 13 months." Mcnerniou describes why evaluation of medical
technologies is so complicated:

A

The costs Of thance-selected control studies teriti to be high because, in order
to include enough eases to produce significant results, it is necessary to,enlist
the cooperation of hospitpis geographically distant from one another; special
systems may have to be created-eo transport specimens; additional personnel
employed at the various hospitals to perform the necessary administrative or
laboratory work; and the evaluation team must travd frequently and usually
ever long distances. Above all, there must be a cehtral. and frequently (raveling,
directorate kiLepirig a close watch so that each group'will continue to makewith care the detailed observations-that are necessary, biit that soon become
dull and routine.64

The problems of constructing and implementing controlled evaluations'of
technologies, includingdrugs, are described in detail elsewhere.65 66 There
is a grosS disparity ber,Ween the amount of energy and resourCes required
to demonstrate what 9/specific technology doesp opposed to the amount
needed to show how/veil it compares to other t4linologies.

Third, the tegitorlities of medical practice artd medical research nhibit
objective evaluatiop of medical technologies. Users of technology are apt
o be biasedln its/avor. For example, the running debate about which type

of mastectomy wittAe in breast cancer,67 68 and the more recent controversies
-about 'coronary &re uni1s57 69 "and coronary artery bypass surgery, 71 72 are
due in large j1an to a reluchuice of the users to evaluate the technology
(their technol ,g);) in question, whicii results in a paucity of good evaluative
reports.

Then. ae strong fiscal disincentivs to technology evaluation by
teehnolog ers. To' evaluate a technology means to, admit the possibility
that the, chnology is. not worth adopting. When introduction of a new
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techitology suctos the CT scanner into one5 medical ceMer can prodt ce a
threefold increase in radiologic billings 'in two years, it is no wonder that
there is a reluctance to conclude chat the technology makes no d;fference
to the vatien0 'The implication is that new technologies must be eValuated
befOre market entry if diey are ever to be assessed objectively.:

The nature of research support, both public and private, is not consoucive

to technology evaluation. Of the estimated $4.5 billion spent on-health
related research in the Vited Stales in 1975, 61 perccnt came from federal
sources, 32 perCent Wont the private sector', and the rerrlainder from state and

local government.", The 'single largest United States bicaliedical research

agency is NIS.. which accounts for alm9st two-tfeirds of the fedetal
expenditures for health research. The categoricat nature NIH, with its
11 separate tristitutes and its representative disciplinary stitey sections, plus

tWe systematicincentives toward "protechnology" research described above,

create powerful' disincentives to cross-disciplinary technology evaluation.
Fourth, and most, important, technology. development far 'outstrips

technology evaluation, McDermou has pointed Out tw.o reasons for this.
First, inany 'technologies", such as new surgical develoPmentS, are extremely
'difficult to validate; ,an' innovation .becornestablished before its inade-
quacies are- widely ,stiipected. Second, while this necessarily cumbersome
and lengthy evaluation is proceeding, new technologies continue :to
.flood the medical marketplace. McDermott predias that'medicint will
soon find itself overwhelmed with new and unvalidated technologic inter-
ventions and be without.possible methodsrto evaluate them."64

Th6s, there are formidable obstacles to evaltration of current technologies,

let atone technologies under development. Evaluation tonds to be self-
serVing, to be oriented to process rather4han outcome, and to promote the
adoption of new technologies by 1,oth individUal physicians and institutions.

4.

Additional policy issues

Auempt g. to affect levels of technology- developmem and se must deal
h both low- and high-cost technologies (such as laboratory tsting versus

coronary ,angiography) diagnostic versus curative technologies (stich

la'boratoey tests versus some types of cancer theraPy), the ease of capital
formatiem for the development and purchase of Medical techrg)logies, and
the emphasis'in the media on the benefits of medical technology.

Discussions of attempts to chntrol medical technology have in tile past

dealt mainly with high-cost, di*nostic technologies. In our opinion,
low-cost, high-utilization technolpgies such as laboratory testing, creaw
more of a regulatory problem than do the "high-fliers:' For example. Brook

a ndW i 1 1 iams-repor t a S percen ncrease in the use of laboratory tests during

a two-year observatjon period of a New Mexico Wdira.id population', a

rate of increase in excess of all other components of medical care 74

How will regulatory medianisms manage new curative technologies?
Sewial pressure will be enormoosior their development and use. An example

of a .low-cost, high-utilization technology currently under'aevelopment, and
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for whkh utililalio. ii standards.have yet to be deliniated, is the implantable
electronic inner,Ar, a prosthetic device for thoso who are profoundly deaf,
but whose auditory 'nerve reinains, via e, This is the first of any possibleii m
similar ele4ronic prosthetic devic including, possible visual and
rnusculosW.etal prostheses, that have been.made possible by the electronic
rniniatu*ation revolution, 75 Obviottsly, many different standards for., its
use rrli)st be formulated, especially the degree of hearing loss that would
j ustifyits.implan ta tion. The large numbei of potential consumers of this and
sirnilar technologies will certainly, muster political Pressure/JD see Limit,
and other prosthetic devices, are widely disseminated. The devices are bein

, developed by private industry, and governmental control is'rninimal. They
will eventually be relativel), inexpensive, but we suspect will- carry a large
fee for diagnosis and implantation'.

. .
The pion accelerator is a very expensive.(t1.4 to $15 million.) device under

development that, if perfected,' may. be usedly destroy,deep malignancies
with much less damage to surrounding organs. than occurs from current, (

-radiation therapy. A pion is a subatoc partiple that decays after a-specific 7mi
time Interval, releasMg energy 'in the process; A linear accelerator is needed,
to produce these particles, which can be directed or ,airned magnetically'
toward the Malignant tissue. A pion can paSS through skin and internal
organs without harm before it decays, At the specific point of decay;;tisSue

, will be destroyed: .
' Once this 'device is perfected (we are familiar with at le&t one under
development), it will probably be highly sought after by most large medical
centers. Who will pay $15 million for it? When we asked this question of a
vice president for leasing of a large financial institution, he glid that his
company would considr buying one so long as two criteria were satisfied.
First, he would have to be convinced that it would not become technically
obsolete during the span of a normal five-year lease. Secotidly, he would
have to be shown that the reimbursement rate for a treatment would be high

'enough to repay; the loan (or lease).
Once perfectea, this device theoretically could be demonstrated to be more

efficacious than'a CT scanner. The CT scanner is, in a sense, just a very
sophisticated diagnostic device. A. pion accelerator is a new treatment.
Withholding payment for a device that increases diagnostic accuracy from
95 percent to 99 percent may be Possible, but withholding payment for a
treatment and potential cure for certain types of cancer will te extremely
difficult to deal with openly as a matter of public policy.

Next, we would point out the relative ease by which capital is formed to
finance development and acquisition of new 'technologies. This is an area
iii which :*the medical care system has been protected from the effects. of

..a. free marketplace. The two primary reasons for this are tax advantages
and the certainty of payment kr medical services, b

. Development of new medical techno,logies is often done in thee private
sector, as was the case with such devices as the CT scanner, the continuous
blood flow analyzer, and the electronic prostheses mentioned above. The
federal government then often subsidizes the purchase of these devices, either
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directly' through grants, oi indirectly through the -tax-free nature of the
municipal bonds that pay for public hospitals. Private industry is indirectly
subsidized through both depreciation and an Investment tax credit of
10 percent of the price of equipMent purchased, Given the certainty of
payment through current reimbursement practices, high,cost :medical
equipment A now purchased by financial institutions and leased to medical

care institutions. For instance; one large financial institution we are
familiar with 'now owns eight CT scanner&and oVerall has over 1125 million

invested, in medical diagnostic equipment. that it owns and leases to others.
Finally, rarely a week passes without the heraldng by Time Or Newsweek,

or The New YorkTimes',. or Walter Cronkite, of the development of a new

.meani of diagnosing or treating disease. (For example, the May 23, 1977

issue of Neti)sweek recommended routine EKG stress testing '(CRVS.
reimbursement value 1105). for all joggers over the age of 40.) The public
is rarely told of the problems involyed in eyalUadng theSe new technoldgies,

or of the current clinical disfavorin Which particu'iar technologies are held,

When the public's &sires for equity and access are added to these raised
exPectadons, radoning of service& becomes politically difficult, if nbt

e
Mi. possible.

The effect of the media on increasing public and professional interest in

'new medical developments viass ,-emphasized by Ingelfinger in a recent
editorial in the New England Journal of Medicine:76

In short, the cost of medical care may be increasingPhenornenally, but the rate
of 'its ascent is modest as compared to the steep incline of public interest in
medicine, .r14:1 the blast that sustains this soaring flight is supplied j.n large pan
by the activities of many newi media. tomparisons of the New York Times
Index for 1965 with that of 1975 indicates that the Times, in 1975, canied about
four times as much medically related news as it did a decade earlier.

The past 10 to 20 years ha e also been mark& by the mushrooming of giveaway
publications addressed is health professioZs. Amcgig giveaways estaplished
since 1960 art Medico World News, Medical 'Tribune, American Family .4'
Physician, Hospital Pr ice, Family Practice News, Patient Care, Emergency
Medicine, Consultant, rrent Prescribing, Internal Medicine News and
Private Practice. This is ju a partial list, but the magazines I have listed, as

a group, send out issues t v r 1,300,000 potential readers, most of them

ph ysicians.

Thus, any controls over technology 'musksleal with clinical: social, and
economic forces that exert exueme pressures-Rif the development and use

of medical technologies before their necessity, effectiverthss, or efficieng can

be determined. Particularly diffiailt issues will be hOw to deal with new
curative technologies for which .there'will be great social and professional
demand, how to affect the use of, technologies already on the market and
widely used, and how to develop the political consensu& needed to ration

medical technology use. to-

Policy options
Most of the 'policy options for better resource allocation are aist control

measures. They are directed more toW40,1 the supply of medical services than
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toward the derna nd for their use. Their impact on the acquIsition and use
of medical technologies has been minimal. to the present time. The future
may be more promising, if mechanisms currently in place aremade to work
together -in a more' coherent. mann'er. The following is a discussion "of the
major policy options, their record to date, and possibilities for the future,

'Capital expendituw 'regulation
t

Capital 'regulation is a relatively nelV mechanism intended to limit the
grow4h of the Cost of medical care through regulation of capital expenditures
for liew services, equipMent, or facilities. This type of regulation is based
on the bek thathiphcation of services should be discouraged and planning
for -new services should be rationalized..Since there is, theoretjhally, an
almost inexhaustible supply of patients whcrcould he given variousmedical
service's, a.limitation on the supply of services will' force the medical care
system to decide twhich patients Most' need to- usei, these resources. The
asefulness of capital regulation as 'eurrently 'enforce'd to rationalize expen-
ditures for medical tedinologies depends abeove all else on- the issue that.
the 'specific technology has an aCquisition cost, or results in additional
services, that exceed a, speCified limit, There is no consideration, Of the
operating costs ,attached to the acqpisition.

How well does capital regUlatiork work? Hellinger, in a recent analysis,
states that there is no evidence that Certificate-of-Need capital regulation
has signifkantly lowered total hospital investment." In a more detailed
analysis, Salkever and Bice say that Certificate-of-Need regulation "aid mit
reduce the total dollar volume of investments but alterkd its composition,'
retarding expansion in bed supply but increasing investnient in new semices
.and equipnient."78 'Emphasis ours.) Several critics make the point that
capital regulation serves mainly to protect existing facilities froln competi-
tion by restricting investment in alternative, less costly delivery systems'
(such as surgicenters)," as Well as in the building of pew hospitals.'"
Havighurst also poInts out that entry controls ire often adopted because they
are in the interests of the regulated firms themselves.79

How does capital regulation impact on medical technology? If, in fact,
capital regulation tends to divert investment from a few large expenditures
to several smaller ones, then it will tend to Promote.the purchase and possible
overutilization of "lower cost" technologies .e., those costing less than
3100;000 per piece of equipment). Also, private physicians' offices are
specifically excluded from the regulations jied by the ,Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare an January 21, 1977, specifying Certificate-
of-Need requirements under the,National Health Planning and Resources
Development Act of 1974 (Ps. 93-641). -

Past eforts at cost control through capital regulation were greatly
hampered for a variety of reasons. Planning agencies were underfunded,
did riot produce objective plans to use as a basis for review, tended to be
dominated by the1 institutions they. were revi&ing, and, most important,
had Ole 03 no incenuve to challenge the iizcaJ establishment. The
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National Health Planning -and Resources, Development ./4.ct., provides an
opportunity for rekructuring both state and local agencies.. The greatly
increased fundineof the new Health Systems Agencies, the much greater
specificity of functions and criteria to be utilized, and theincreasing concern
about the rising costs of 'medical' care, may be a stimulus in the future to
a rwre critical review of proposed new services. However, in theabsence of
extreme pressure from either federal-or state government it can be argued that'
capital apenditures will continue unabated. The recentlproposal by the
Carter Administration to limit capital expenditures nationally could have

-a very significant impact if -enacted by the Congress. In the absence of such
a' limit,- it is doubtjal Ahat planning agencies have either the incentive, or
the clout .to reverse cuirent trends.

Thus, capital regulation has not' been eipecially effective in the past. It_
may be effective ins the 'future if i can force the medical cAre system to adopt
a rationing mechanism, but this in turn will raise the social issues of access
arid equity.

Reimburs'em en t.poIrcy

-The physician. As Was explained earlier, there are definite financial
incentives for the physician to order ancillary technological services. There
are also empirical data suggesting that these incepUves do, in fact,, operate
to increase production. of ancillary services.e9 1)1

If control of medical technblógy is to be basetVat least in part, on changing
.the patterns of physicians' ordering and performing, of technological

. services, reimbursement mechanisms that now fayor the ordering of these
types of services must be changed. Very liule'effort has &en expended in the
area of adjusting physician reimbursement rates' to counteract the biailt-in
incentives to order technological services. If these built-in incentives are
snot changed, and if one assumes that the individual physician will continue
to be able to order specifk procedures and tests on the basis of his or her own
judgment, then it seems to us much less likely, that any other mechanisms
devised to allocate resources will be successful. However, an obvious starting
point to change these incentives would be to lower or eliminate reimburse.
!Tient through .federal health financing programs for services judged (by
a mechanism as yet to be determined) to be either laCking in efficacy, or
inefficient.

. The hospital. The principal means being contemplated to slow the
inflation in lvispitat costs, and indirectly the investment in new technology. (
is cost, control through prospective reimbursement. In the past, hospitals
have been,reimbursed on the basis of costs incurred and have thus been able
to pass directly to third-party payers the cost increases due to technology
acquisition and use. Prospective reimbursement is intended to control this
type of increase by presetting the amdunt of rettenues a hOspital may acquire
in a given year, usually on the basis of an assumed constancy in casemix and
admissions, possibly with a 5 to 10 krcent increase built in to account fot
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inflation.- the recently announced 9 percent increase lid On h7.'spital-
revenues,82 like the earliek Economic Stabilization Program's Phase 'IV
controlS,83 is basically a prospctive reimbursement plan.

Most of,the relatively large literature on the virious prospective reitnhurse-,
men t experiments centers around the specific issue' of cost concri,l, but
here 'we are concerned only with how prospective reimbursement ill
affect theacqu'dis on and use of medical technologies. Reports by Bauer and

-1)enson and by ellinger both make thepoint that hospital administrators
do not currently control the udlita don rates of ancillary service departments,
such as radiology, pathology, physical therapy, or th.inpatieni medical
services.k.. 85 Sufficient technologies are already -in Place to cause huge
increases in Utilization, even without the acquiSition 'of new, esoteric,
medical, techni)logies.

Proponents of the prospective reimbursement system believeit will enable
hosPital administrators, who are the organizational entities Who must be
concerned with overall hospital revenue, to rationalize the hospitakbudget-
ing process in order to limit technology-related cost 'incretses. In our view,
this is a very difficult task because of the current organization of hospitals
and di.eir source of revenues. The hospital administrator simply does not
nqw cOntiol., the primary source 91 variable costs and, reventies in the
hospital setting, that of ancillary (often technologiCal) services., flowever,,
a change in the structure of hospital organization, such as having the rettdical
staff work with administrators to limit acquisition and use of technological
services, may enable prospective reimbursement to irork*as an effectiVe means
of both CO.st and technology control. In a sense this is what happens in
prepaid group practices.

Alternative delivery systems

Another approach to medical technology regulation would be to
encourage the growth and development of alternative deliv'ery systems such
as health maintenance organizations (HMOsi, which are constrained tO
operate under a fixed budget and must, of necessity, perform some rationing
of technological services. AlthotAh HMOs are well known for .medical
cost containment, particularly in Aecreasing the rate of hospital use, less
has been published concerning their use of medical . technology:, The
diffusion of technologies into HMO practice lags behind-the fee-for-service
sector, but, adoption of the' technologies almost: invariably occurs at soine

later date, as has been shown by recent experience with coremary bypass
surgery in a large .1-IM0.88 However, stricter criteria for use of the labor-
intensive technologies, such as Alstrointestinal endoscopy, does lead to
deCreased use, of these procedures,87 and use of CT scanners appears to be less
in'HMO populations.88Also, Scitovsky has data showing a decreased use
of the low capital. high volume technologiesin HMOsettings in comparison
to fee-for-service practice.89

Thus, swhile HMOs must respond to the medical marletplace and to
customary practice, they offer a model of an alternate approach to resource
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decision making. The disappointingly low response to the implementation
of the HMO aCt of 1973 (P.L. 93-222) ckess than 3 percent of the U.& popu-
lation is currently enrolled in an HMO) st:Iggests that the encouragement
,of growth and deVelopment, of alternate delivery, systems bv itself is not a
promising 'national approach to the control of medical technology. How-
ever, any new systein that requires an economic ceiling and irationing may
want to look more to the prepaid group practice model as an alte'rnative
for resdurce allocation decisio0 making. 2 *

Manpower policy'

Earlier it wassi shown that the trend toward medical specialization is
linked4irectly with the availability and use of specific medical technologies.
It follows that policies that influence the, number and specialty distribution
of physicians can be expected to have a direct impact-on the use of medical
technologies, Thisdis particularly true of the high capital scaniters)

and higiv labor44,4,gastraintestinal endoscOpy) tecihnologies that tendto
be restriaed to specialists; and less title of the lor capital, high volume
technologies that apply to all categories of physiOans. Because spread of
neW specialty-linked technologies' seems to prfkeed until the field .is
saturated, the concentration of physicians would ippear to be an important
limit to the degree of technology diffusion and use. Indeed, new 'technologies
are sometimes alleged to cause manpower' deliCits, ai with the "shortage':
of neuroradiologists consequent to the spread of CT scanners.

While the specialist-to-generalist balalfice is a factor regui-high
technology use, the overall supply of physicians is an important deterini-
nam of the use of low cost technologies:. The opportunity to'generate
intome from the sale of ancillary lab tests" plus the probable targeting of

(Physician income irrespective of physician density" means that technology
use is directly related to physician supply. Eli,inzberg quotes Canadian
and American estimates that the addition of one'physician adds approxi-
mately $250,000 to the net annual operating cost of the health care enterprise,
much of which is due to technology use. I

Although regulating the number and type of physicians is an important
aspect of decisions that affect megical technology 'acquisition and use, it
must be remembered that the lonk lag time requited for physician training
limits this strategy to a long ran& solution.

Utilization review and quality assurance

Utilization 'review and qtfia:lity assurance include a variety ,of concepts.
Our concern in this paper is the standard-setting functions of both as theY
apply to, medical technology; particularly the procesi standards for medical

care,
, The history and literature on utilization review have recently been reviewed

by Brook and associates.62 They conclude that physician involvement in
peer review has virtually no impact on costs of care, and that the length of
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Itaf approaCh Co controliiri hospital costs is ineffective, We agree with
their suggestion that peerzla w of ambuldtory care wik"almost ineviCably",

' lead to greater use of services and increased costs.
Professional Standards Review 'Organizations (PSROs) 'are a formal

Mechanism for both utilization review and quality, assurance for patient
care reimbursed by federal funds'. PSAOs were mandated as, part of the
1974 Social ,Secnrity amendments (Pi. 92-603). The Statute requires that,
PSROs detexmine whether care was medically necessary,4 of recognized
quality,, and provided in the 'proper- iacility or level 'of care (inpatient,
outpatient, etc.). Thelegislatiye intent was primarily oritof cost containment
(to avoid ,unnecessary services), butOossibly for political reasons the
administrative interpretation of the statute, WO-re 'DREW has leaned more
toWard qUality control.?1*

Because PSROs must determine what quality care'is, and thus be able
to evaluate Whether a particular pfocvlure and/or serviceis necessary for
'a spdcific condition, their impact on A acquisition and use of technology
may' be extremely la'rge. Yet, as,pokv structured, ihey do not have the means
to evaluate procedures and services themselves; they must rely on evaluations
by others. As Gaus and Cooper have pointed out, "If technology assessment
is ,not provided, then current practice becomes iircepted practice."92 Also,
as mentioned earlier, most technology evalu'atibn'is done by persons wit!)
a vested interest in the technology.

Nevertheless, by defining a service as necessary or unnecessary, a PSRO
defines both minimum and MaXiMillal levels of technology use. Havighurst
and Bovbjerg discuss this point:

. . The very authority to define medical nmessity includes the power not only to
determine that' some services are unnecessary and should not be rendered but
also to determine that others are necessary and must be rendered.

In our opinion the key to the usefulness of the PSROs is the power they
have' to define necessary services, As now structured, PSROs can go little
beyood defining the necessity of a service oh the basis of community
standards, or others' definitions of efficacy. However, their contribution
would be enhanced greatly if the PSRO mechanism at the national level
developed a process of technology evaluation and standard setting. The

purpose, assmning a change in its composition to r C it less, provider
National Professional Standards Review Council be' used' for this

dotninatol. This would have to be done, however, in conjunction with the
national health planning mechanism. In' this way PSROs could become
a positive force .offecting both the acquisition and the use of medical
technoloey,

Research policy ...-

Earlier it was shown how increasing specialization in 'medicine combines
with the disciplinary and categorical nature of medical academia and the
NIH to create a research climate that is pratechnology. Oke policy response
would be to loge that an increased proportion of feinerally sponsored '
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research be devoted to technology evaluation and cost-beriefit assessments.
However,)while this strategy might be argued as a 14.4y to increase the

quality Ormedical care, it has, at least two limitations as a regulator of
technology use. First, much biomedical research Is sponsored by nonfederal
agencies. Indeed, the CT scanner was developed cOmmercially in the
United Kingdom. The degrerto which.commercial technology %elopers
may concentrate on the medical market is illustrated Ilia recentyrediction
that medicine will be the 'single biggest target industry for computer
applications in the future.9! Second, as mentioned earlier, technology
evaluAion using available methods is exceedingly diffictilt,

Reducing or redirecting governmentlally sponsored research will have
only a minor impact on technology development and use in the foreseeable
future. A mechanism that could have greater intim& would be to require

.that a social. clil, and econornic impact report be made Public.before
the federal government could fund new clinical or developmental research'.

s report could then be reviewed in a forum that'is separate from the NTH,

. Or other sponsoring federal agency.

Medical liability procedures

Few reports or empirical studies.document the impetus to perform medical
procedures that. results from -fear of possible future litigation. However, it
seemi rather obvious that many physicians may have shifted p'ostures from,
'If it can help and can't hurt,' do it," to "If in doubt, do it, as it may ,avoid
a future liability suit."

There are some inferential data 'in this area, Jonsson and Neuhauser
observe that "the volume of X-ray and laboratory tests in Swedish hospitals
is about half' the amount ordered for similar patients in American
hospitals."95 This is in the context of medical services provided by the
state and a structured grievance redress system, with litigation as a last
resort.

There are also indications that the "malpractice crisis" is changing the way
in which physicians practice. A.L. Lipson of The Rand Corporation (as
reported in American Medical News) noted in a recent study that the
malpracee issue may have conflicting effects on the use of medical
technology. While, on the one hand, "some physicians are becoming more
wary olperforming 'high-risk' procedures or of dealing with patients they
regard as inclined to sue, on the other hand some physicians are performing,.
-more diagnostic tests than would otherwise be necessary."96

Defensive medicine, that is, ordering procedures and testswith an eye more
on future litigation than op the patient's current health status, does have ah
effect on. the use of medical technology. While we _have seen little direct
evidence as to the degree pf that effect, we would judge that it is in the
direction of increased use of diagnostic tests. Regulatory mechanisms
designed specifically to determine the efficacy of procedures and services, and
to, define situations in which procedures and serviceS should be provided,
should. lessen the use of unevaluaved services prompted by the threat of
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litigation, Reform of the medical malpractice laws to lessen 'the Threat o
litigation would have the same effect.

Medical devices regujation

Until recently, medical devices were developed and spread throughout the
medical care system before evaluation was attempted. Of the several reasons
discussed above, possibly the most important is. the difficulty of designing
'and performing. Adequate eiperimental trials of medical devices. On the
other hand, the Food and Dru g Administration (FDA) has required that drugs
be tested and 'proven safe and effective before they are rnarieted. Thus,
,evaluatiOn of new drugs has been paicrfor-directly by private -industry; (and-
only later indiret1 by ionsumers), while evaluation of medical devices is
paid for directly by the medical care leimbnrsement rpechanisin through
payment for unevaluated technologies (such as the CT scannerand coronary
bypasi surger0. However, 'this may 'change due the recently enacte.d
Medical- Deyices law.

;This law nOw gives,the FDA Many of the same powers overbew and ctirient
medical .devices that it has had over drugs. It broadly defines a medical
deVice ai an instrument or apparatus related to the care) mitigation, or treat.
merit of disease. The law also es.t4tishes three classes of devices, with only
one subject to premarket standards clearance. Class I'devices will have only
manufacturing and marketing controls applied to 1111'k to assure that-the.
product meets minimal standard0o4quality andsafety. Class It includes the
Class I controls but adds specific Performance' standards. dass ill lso
requires prernarket clearance for both safety and effectiveness. The lastclassi-
fication is potentially the strongest mechanism$ have addressed in this
paper for the eventual control of medical equipm technology illowever; it
remains to be seen what type of regulations the FDAjssues to enforce this law.

The law is primarily'concerned with the sfety arTd effectiveness of devices.
It does not relate to either cost -cr utilization. Obviously, if a device has a
relatively low cost, is proven safe in independent trials, and is used in a private
Rhysician's office, then neither this law nor capital regulation will 'affect
its acquisition and use. There is; also the question of how strict the FDA
will be in classifying devices in Class III. Preliminary indications are that
specialty panels empowered by the FDA to perform this classification have
tended to place devices in the lower classifications that do not require evalua-
tion oleffectiveness. If the FDA chose to exercise the full powers conferred by
this law, it could be an especially useful means of controlling market entry
of new medical devices, although only if the reimbursement mechanism were
coordinated with denial of payment for services that depended on
nonapproved devices. (However, the law does not affect use of new procedures
or services unrelated to a specific -device:)

Fiscal ceiling on medical care system

A fiscal ailing on the wbole medical care syst m may be necessary to
permit mar4,- of the above policy options to work. It is an obvious way to
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force national or regional decisions on resource allocation and the acquisi-
dokand use of medical tearnOlogies. Setting such a'ceiling Would require
political .and social judgniemts abOut th* appropriate arnOunt of reSoUrces
to be devoted'to mediCal care, and about the role orthe Many other factors
inflUencing national'kealth.

Perhaps 'the greatest problem with the fiscal ceiling concept has been the
lack.of ideas about how to:attain it,' how to make the national decisions
governingits;sand What a system would look like that incorporated it, With'.a
ceiling Orrnadonal expenditures for medical care man y.ofthe mechanisms we
have discussed "previotisiy tOtild be changed and made . to work together
more effectively. We caution, howeVei, that WhMe thispption opens up many
possibilities, it will also be the most difficult one athund which to develop a
political Consensus.

Copcilision
ThiS conference has looked at specific technologies and mechanisms for. .

their control. 'In the end, however, we muSt be concerned width the cost of
medical care,,appropriate resource all oca don, and ways r improve the health,-)----.
staths of the American people. Payment for services myt be based 6n ailldg-
Ment about the' social need for that servke, not_on the so-called, medical
-marketplace. Our piecemeal accounting practices and nonrationaleconomiC ,
system encourage expenditures for many services, that contribute only
marginally to improving our . national health status, the cost of which is
added up only at the end of the year as national expenditures. One of the .

strengths of our system is its diversity. Any system designed to allocate our
resources miist encourage the use of clinically necessary and econornically
efficient 'medical technology, while at the same lime allowing'for enough
diversity to permit decisions to be made at the regiorial level on whatmethpds
and equipment should beacquired and used. This may reqtlire governmental
authority to determine a reasonable economic 'ceiling on -the systern and
formulate methods to enforce this ceiling.

The high cost of medical care is the result of a variety of factors. In our
judgment, trying to con tiol cost solely through technology control will result
in discouraging, the development and use of many beneficial technologies.
Rather than seeking solely to' control cbsts, a. system- must be created to
evaluate the social', clinical, and economic costs of medical technologies, to
encourage technologies that are efficacious and4ficient, and to discourage
those that are unevaluated or harmful.

Our current mechanisms are more flawed in application than in theory.
For instance, the PSRO mechanisrtwould be expanded to include technology
eValuation. Health Systems Agencies could have 'greater effect 1:1)7 including

Medicare and Medicaid reimbursemefit under their regulatory power. The
FDA's regulations concerning the market dissemination of new medical
devices could be coupled with reimbursement. controls through federal health
care financing programs. The National Health Planning Council ,(when it is
formed as required by the National Health Planning and Resources Develop-
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rnenL of 74) coulcl assume its resPonsibilitieS toward technology 1.rac1ua-
don as mandated-bY'that acint might then functionas a "court of appear.' for
decisions.made at a local level ioncerning medicaLtechnology. The NIH or
other federal agencies could be required to issue a social and economic impact
statement before funding development of a new ritedical technolo

Efforts 05 determine appropriate techtiology development anti us must
take into account social and economic, as well a8 clinical, values. Technology
by itself is not the culprit in the, hi%h cost of medical care;'rather; it is our
current inability to make and enforce decisions about what medic'al seiVices
we neediland can afford. These are essentially social.decisions, and, in the face

..of the forces that pr6mote the acquisitiorland use of medical technologies,,
they Must b iade in the context of a ''political consensus concerning both
niedical care priopities and resOurce allocation it is our judgment that
without such a .consensus, the forces that pforriote technplogy use will be

< difficult, if not impossible,' to control.
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Regulatory and nonregulatory strategies
for controlling health care costs

.

Alain Enthoven and Roger,Noll

A

Health care is one of the most rapidly growing parts of the American
economy. Real age-adjusted per,capita spending on health care rose 55
percent from 1965 to 1975.1 2 The .largest single part of this increase is
accounted for by hospitals; during the same leyearperiod, real age-adjusted
-per capita spending on hospitals increksed 80 percent..B/ 1976, spending
on hospital' care had reached $55.4 billion, or 40 percent of total health
spending.' Consequently, the principal focus of publiediscussion of health
care costs has been on hosaital services. Recently, the debate has centered on
the use of new medical technologies by hospitals and excessive use of
hospitalizat:ion, especially for surgery and diainostic testing.

The rise in hospital spending has several possible explanations. Onemight -
be that consiimers can now ;buy better health than they could in the past.
Higher incOmes:enable consumers to purchase more medical care, just as
higher incomes lead to increased consumption of other goods and services.3
Technical developments that make health care services moreeffective in treat-
ing illness also increase the demand for medical serVices. If these factors were
the primary force driving up medical expenditures, a rise -in medical
expenditures should be associated with improved health. But the large
spending4increases of the past decade' do not appear to have produced:-a
corresponding improvement in the overall health of the population, at least

, as m.easured by aggregate indicators of morbidity and mortality. Bunker,*
Lembke,5 Wennberg,5 and others have noted wide variations in the per capita
consumption of certain health care services among similar populations
without any apparent difference in ilifdical need or health status. Gaus and
associates fotmd a large and significant difference in hospital and sUrgery
utilization rates between Medicaid beneficiaries who are served by group
practice Health Maintenance Organizations (Hmosy and control groups
served by fee-for-service physicians; there was no significant difference
between the study groups and their controls in terms of perceived health
status, number of chronic conditions, or disability days per month.7

Another cause of rising expenditures could be -that medical care improves
the quality of life in ways not measured by aggregate statistics*on health
status. While this may be important, it is not readily measurable, ahd, in any
event, the rising public concern about increases in medical expenditures
suggests that at least some of these gains in the quality 1 life are probably
not worth the costs.
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A third, and probably the most iMportant cause of rising medical ca
expenditures apPears to lieinithe incentiveS that have been created by changes
t.i'i the way services ire paid Jon The share of hospital costs paid directly by
onsumers declined from 49.6 percent in 1950 *to 8.9 percent in 1976.1 8 In

1965, government paid 24,5 percent of total health care costs; by 1976, the
share up to 42115ercent.1Themain purpose of the governinent programs
was to increase the amount, of services to target groups such as the elderly
and the poor. The source of increased care for target groups was intended to
be a net increase in real resources devoted to health care, rather than reduced
care for 4re remainder of the populatioKi. So it is not surprising that health
care spending has increased faster than total, income; indeed, had the results
been otherwise, such programs as Medicare and Medicaid ,could only be
aeemed failures. But the government has succeededin increasing substan-
daily the amount of medical services provided to these target groups: In 1976,
Medicaid, for example, macAper capitz expenditures on ,medical care fd,r
the 23.2 million Meditai=pients that nearly equalled average per capita
spending by the rest of the population.9

The insulation of the patient from 'the direct financial consequences of
hospital treatment eliminates most of the incentive that a doctor or patient
might have to make sure that treatments are worth their cost. To the.extent
that providers and patients respond to financial incentives, treatments of low
or uncertain value will be applied more tequently if neither the patient nor
the doctor is financially responsible for irte costs..

In theory, government or private insurers could try to prevent spending on
medical cre of low value by carefully monitOring the diagnosis and treat-
ment of each patient and reimbursing only expenditures for treatments of
significant medical-value. Such close monitoring would require substantial
administrative expenditures and much second guessing of professional
decisions. Even if the costs of such an endeavor were worthwhile, grivate
insurers would have little t'o gain from undertaking them. In most cases,
insurance premiums are experience rated, so that, in effect, the cost of
additional claims paid is passed on to the group paying the premiums'. More-
over, go(einment and employers tend to evaluate the efficiency of claims
processors by the percentage of premium revenue'that is absorbed by adminis-
tra tive ccisi, not by success in Overall cost control, and to nivnitor treatment
would increase administratiue cost. In any case, it one gmpany were to
attempt such a procedure, medical professionals might refuse to cooperate,
or i'ndeed even decline to accept patients with policies from that company.")
Without the cooperation of physicians, assessing the efficacy of medibl
treatments is an impossible task.

The position of the government toward trying to monitor the care of
patients is in some respects stronger and M other respects weaker than that
of insurance companies. Since patients aided by government* are generally
poor, providers have little chance of extracting payment from the patient
should the government refuse to allow a particular cost. Moreover, govern-
ment is a much larger purchaser of medical care than any private insurer, and
its decisions, therefore, can have a greater impact on the economic viability of
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. a provider. Nevertheless, government; toO, mua, depend . on v9luntary
-ooperation among providers in or.der to 9btain 'service, and cannot tolerate

masSive refusals by providers to serve patient.S wh*O' se bills thegOvern men t has
promised to pay. Moreover, government is bound by procUrement rules,
designed to prevent favoritism and fraud, which constrain the use of Mdi-
vidual judgment. These rules are influenced by poliiical pressure from well
focused provideri interesis.

Because of the difficul ties of effectively monitoringyeatment, both govern-
ment and private insurers rely on physicians to determine treatments and lb
establish peer review as the mechanism to curb spending on treatments of no
value. Because all doctors and patients face essentially the same pattern of
weakened incentives to consider the costs of alternative treatments, standard
medical practice can beexpected to include an eVer growing array of accepted
procedures that have a low or uncertain value. Thus, reimbursement of the
costs of standard treatment will lead tO ever increasing expenditures on

edical services yielding little .benefit.
To date, three types of policy response to the problem of rising health

ex ditures have been proposed. One is' to increase greatly the share of
medical costs that is paid by the patient, so that consumers will have much
more incentive to economize on medical services.n A second is to leave intact
the incendves for increasing expenditures in the fee-for-seivice, 'cost
reimbursement, third-party intermediary system, but to impose ecotnomcc
and technical regulation on providers in an auernpt to prevent the incentives
from producing their natural effect. The third is to restructure the delivery
and pwirnent system in a manner that alters the basic' financial incentives
facing providds s that- they, find it in their interest to provide good-quality
but cost-effective care. The main thesis of this paper is*that spending on
health services cannot be effectively controlled in the present political context
witifout a policy of the third type. .

Reliance on consumer cost-sharing
The first alopiative, ,placing the whole burden of economizing on the

patients by greatly increasing the extent of consumer cost-sharing, is not
practical because it is incompatible with the objectives of both private
insurance and public policy towards meakal care. A large increase in
deductibles and coinsurance rates would increase the risk that a family would
suffer serious financialloss in the event of major illness. When applied tO
government programs that are aimed at lower income groups, it would also
reduce access of the target population to medical care. Of course, the pur-
pose of insurance is to prevent serious financial loss, and the purpose of the
government programs, besides providing additional protection against
serious financial loss, is to guarantee all citizens access to needed care,
regardless of ability to pay.

To adopt a system in which patients must pay directly a much greater share
of medical care exPenditures is to conclude that society has picked up an
overly generous point along a* immutable trade-off between an equitable
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and 'an efficient health care cie livery s'ystem. The evidence suggests that
Americans are not yet ready to accept this conclusion: A goodindicator of the
political acceptability of this approach to cost control is the fact that
proposals by, the Nixon and Pord Administrations to increase cost-sharing
by Medicare beneficiaries failed to'attract a single.Congressional sponsor. In
the current political climate, any policy emphasizing more coinsurance
inevitably will include an upper limit on a family's health care spending,
above which all t)r practically ail w ill bepaid by insurance. At that point, the
incentives in the fee-for-service, cost-reimbursement, third-party inter-
mediary system would continue to work aS before. The effect would be to pull
medical care resources ont of primary care and into catastrophic care to an
even greater extent than is the case today. This means even less emphasis
on activities that can help'prevent digease and add significantly to the quality
of life, and, more emphasis on care that. offers small net marginal benefits at
very great Cost. In addition, a shift to a system of catastrophic insurance would'
not merely be a financial device for reassigning risks; it would also mean
a further reallocation of health care resources towards categories of care
(such as long-term hospitalization) that probably 'already account for' too
high a share of health care expaiditures.

Regulation as a substitute for appropriate
economic incentives

A great deal of regulation is inevitable in health care. The debate over
regulation is not a matter of all or none. The key issues regarding medical
care costs-are theSe: Is the purpose of regulation to stop or reverse the forces.
determined by the basic financial incentives in the system, or is it to channel
those forces into socially desirable forms of competition? Will it attempt to
overcome grossly inappropriate financial incentives: or will it- merely
modify the direction of financial incentives that are already close to being
appropriate? Will regulators attempt "to make water run uphill," or merely
attempt to channel the stream in its downhill course?

The significance of the distinction is this. The managers of regulated firms
will make judgments about the benefits and costs of attempts either to change
regulatory rules to their-benefit or to evade them. If a regulator attempts to
make the regulated behave in a way that is directly opposed to their financial
interests, regulated entities will have a S'trong incentive to attempt to bend,
fight, or evade regulatiops. This will force regulators to deal with many
individual cases and will subject them to continuing pressure to grant
exceptions to their general policies. If, on the other hand, the regulators
attempt mereli to modify the behavior of the regulated at the margin in Such a
way that the financial benefit to the regulated of changing or evading the
rules is small, then one can expect fewer, less ferociously battled attempts to
change the rules and fewec skillful attempts to evade regulation, for the'
potential gain will be less if these strategies succeed. hi this case, regulators
will rarely if ever-directly threaten the financial survival of firms, and can
manage these cases by exctvion.
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This section focuses on the consequences of attempting to use regulation as
a substitute for appropriate financial incentives. As used ,here, regulation
refers to a type of social control of transactions that is characterized by its
procedures as well as by its substantive purpose. There are two kei charad-

., teristics. of regulation.Tirst, the regulatory authority 'is not a party to the
transactions it regulates. Instead, it acts as'the referee of transactions' between
other partiA By contrast, eligibility reqpirements and cost reirnbursement
formulas for Medicare or Medicaid recipients are not, in this 'sense, regula-
Lions, because they are written by the purchaser o( the service. These controls
are more properly regarded as terms of a contract between a purchaser and a
vendor. While, these controls are likely to be subject to theosame kinds' of
political and legal problems that plague regulation, their'development and
promulgation is by aQ agency with a direct budgetary stake in the outcome.
Consequently, the agency is diieCtly accountable for the financial implica-
tions of its decisions, whereas a regulatory agency is not. Second, federal
regulation is operated according' to procedural niles that were developed
from case law Ind formalized in the Administrative Procedures Act of 1946.
'The Most important features of these rules are that decisions must be based
on evidence that is presented in formal proceedings, that substantial evidence
must be submitted in support of each decision, and that the courts may
review a deeision if it is appealed by a participant in the regialatory pro-
ceeding. By contrast, conditions on government purchases and 4ubsidies,
do not have such elaborate procedural requirements. The formal procedures
make the regulatory process expensive and time consuming. Morever, the
expense is greater as the number of regulated entities grows, so that the_
wisdom of regulatory intervention becomes in part dependent on the
structure of the regulated industry.

An agenCy can regulate an industry either by dealing separately with each
firm or each market (the pproach), or by writing general rules to
simplify cases or to be appli irectly to all firms in the industry without
individual proceedings for each firm (the rule-making approach). In an
industry with numerous firms, both approaches have important weaknesses.

The case approach to regulating numerous entities produces a situation in
which many proceedings are underway simultaneously, all with .diffeynt
participants, evidence and proposed decisions. Because participation is
costly, groups whose welfare is affected by many pending cases may not lx
able to afford to be represented in all proceedings. Yet, because policy is

developed by precedent, each case can have important effects on cases
involving completely different sets of producers and consumers. Moreover,
the case approach undermines the development, of consistent policy. Each
decision depends on evidence presented in that case, and evidence is bound
to vary from proceeding to proceeding. Evidence and policies developed in
one forum will diffuse only slowly into other proceedings because of the
infvmational problems that participants face in attempting to track the
progress of many simultaneous cases.

The rule-making approach also presents problems. A rule-making
prbceeding, because it directly affects the welfare of many groups, normally
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will have many participants. Consequently, a rule-making proceeding
usually takes several years before a decision is rendered, not counting the
additional yeari normally lost in inevitable .appeats through die federal
court system. Moreover, general rules, based Upon average conditions in an
industd, will produce specific instances of inefficiency and inequity when-
ever firms and markets are heterogeneous, If the industry displays this
heterogeneity, some firms will not find regulatory rules binding, while
others will be threatened with extreme financial pressures, 'perhaps even
bankruptcy, if they are forced to comply. While the former are likely to
remain unaffected by regulation, the latter are likely to be provided with
exception procedures.

The escape valve of an exception process and the procedural safeguards of
administrative law serve the same equity objectives. The former saves the
regulator from the emlJarrassment of protecting consumers so well that some
:are denied needed service! But. it also blunts the effectiveness of the agency by
instituting a mechanism which insures firms against financial:failure and
seives co-drag out the regulatory prOcess by extending it by onetrnore phase.
In additidn, exceptions are always decided on a case-by-case basis, so that
the extent tb 'which an agency can rely,on rule making as its Main policy
weapon depends on the degree of homogeneity among the regulated entities
and the direct effect of the regulations on their financial health. Protracted
proceedings with numerous pleas for exceptions ire more likely to result
from the regulation of price or prodUct quality in a heterogeneous industry
than 'from the imposition of informational requirements on the same
industry, or the regulation of prices or Product quality in an industry in
which all firms Produce identical products at identical costs.

The cost and effectiveness of regulation also depend upon the complexity
of the information upon which regulatory decisions are based. The more
coMplicated is the regulated activity,...the more technical and detailed is the
evidence that is submitted into the regulatory process. Complex information
requires a more time-consuming process as well as greater costs for preparing,
interprving, and evaluating the data.

The problem* compounded if the objectives of regulation are themselves
complex and laaing in concreteness. For example, "truth-in-packaging"
regulations that require honest and complete revelation of the components
of a product are easier to develop than are minimum standards of product
quality. The latter arc more susceptible to subjective determination and as
a result require more careful and complete evidentiary proceedings in order
to withstand judicial appeN, Similarly, while regulation of public utility
monopolies is always difficult because the technology of public utilities is
sophisticated, the most difficult issue is determining the quality of service
and the level of capacity that the firm will prcivide. Once these are determined,
the easier tasks are to calculate allowable costs and to develop a structure of
prices that limits the ability of the firm to capture monopoly profits. In
broadcasting, it is comparatively easy to determine whether a firm engages
in fraudulent billing practices or broadcasts at the assigned frequency and
power, but far more difficult to ascertain, as the Communications Act
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!lemands, whether the service provided by a broadeaster serves the needs and
interest of the community..

.Even in die absence 'of the complexities discussed above, regulation has
proVed to be of limited'effectiveness as a mechanism for the social control of
industry.12 13. The' .preeedural- requirements of regulation give .relaiirly
well-represented groups with high stakes in theoutcome a distMct advantage
in influencing regulatory decisiohs, and the politiCal obscurity of reolatory
'agencies tends to make them vulnerable to requesisfor special favors from
politically active groups.

As a result, regulation is normally, on balance, beneficial to the regulated
industry and harmful tb its customers because the former tend io be better
organized thanlhelatter..The excepnimsgenerallY occur when the interests
of:Consumers and busMesses coincide, when the industry itself is divided, Or
when the'agency is at the center a the issueS that concern a Mass ..po litical
movement, such as envirdnmentalists organiZed labor. For example,
product safety regulatory agencies are generally relativelyeffective in dealing
with 'Abad actors" whose7produCts are atypically dangerous cOmpared to
'their competitors', but relativelY ineifective indeed, Oftenpernicious
When 'setting standards for an entire industrY. The., industry..wide safety
reiulations that prove sucCessfUl tend-to be ones that are both-inexpensive
and noncontroversial, but that deal with Problems that somehow escaped the

, notice of an industry, usually due to sorne informational problems; Such as a
Very low 'frequency of harmful consequences from the industry's products
or insufficient incentives for any partictilar firm.to engage in tile research
necesSary to solve the pigoblem.14

When regulation is complicated by sophisticated data requirements,
heterogeneous firms and vague objectives,, regulators are especially-vone
to be protective of regulated entities drat are on the verge of financial failure.,
When these complexities are present, the ,cause of a firm's financial,.
diffictilties is difficult to determine;so that a plausible-case probably can be
made .that the regulator contribuieA to it. A political ,leader who helps to
determine:the fate of the regulatory .agency through budgetary actions,
legislative decisions, and unofficia1 nonstatutory oversiglii constitutes an
informal route for a financially troubled entitY to use. to appeal agency
actions. PolitiCians can be expected to be concerned if a firm in the home
constituency appears threatened with extinction byregulatory actions. Thus,
an agency may be punished by congress or the Executive if it forces a truly
ineff icieft t operation into bankruptcy Whenever the rectitude of its position is
less than 'certain. owever, it faces no concomitant 'penalty: if it offers
protection to the failing enterprise.

For all of these reasons, effective, comprehensive regulation is likely to be
especially.slifficult to apply,to the medical care sector. First, medical care is
provided by numerons independent actors physicians, pospitals, special-
ized care centers, other independent medical professionals. Second, a unit of
medical care seryice is difficult to define and measure. The number of health
'problems is large, and the choice of treaunenefor each depends on individual
physiolToziCal- and psychological characteristics. Moreover, rtroviders differ
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in the kinds and amounts of care they provide and in the Tatrnent th,0
believe to be best for a Pardcular case.,Thus, any regulatory interventin
that proMises to,ha've a,significant effecoon the revenues or costs,of provides,

and thereby to threaten financial -loss to some will takethe form 61
extensive case-by-cas decisions (perhaps in the form of exceptions), with alt.
the- costs'and, deflQ4.ion of policy that the 'case approach necessarily entails.
'In particular, attempts .to control prices, capacity, and the quality , of
service by direct intervention are more likely to exacerbate problems in these
areas than to .ameliorate tbem.

In the medical care sector to date, the only economic-regulation that, has
been thoroughly tested is the regulation of hospital capacity, and the results
bear out the-pessimistic conclusions of the preceding analysis. The federal
government has' attempted to control the number 'of hospital beds since the
1950s, when federal subsidies for lidspital conStruction were Made aNsailable
to hospitals only if proposals tci expand capacity were approved by area
planning,authoritiesA In the .1970s, community planning has been giVing
way to' Certificate-of-Need regulati&' by states in whith a..Jegulatory
authority must issue a perrnit, based upon an assessment of community
needs, before an increase in flospital capacity can take place. The available
evidence indicates that Certificate-of-Need ?egulation has' not succeeded'
in controlling the problem of' overbedding.',Forexample, a recent study0.
found that 30 of 41 states and areas that have such controls and for
complete data could be obtained gave approval for hospital beds in exce
105 percent of their published need projection foifive years hence. F6
of these legan the period overbedded and approved additional Nbeds
five others became overbedded during the period studied, as a restt of th0
projects they approved other tudies, using muldple regressitin teehnigu
finve reached similar conclusions.° '8

The apparent ineffectiveness of Certificate-of-Need regulation is consisten
with the preceding.general description of the problems of regulating 'an
industry as complicate as the health care sector. Regulators can be expected
'to have great difficult in defining the appropriate number of beds for a
community. Since providers can Control occupancy rates, regulators cannot
simplY rely on observing Whether beds,remain unused. Instead, regulatOrs
m-ust admix to assess what bed use would be if all patients were given optimal
medical care. Since optimal medical care depends on the particular charac-
teristics ,of a patient', can be defined only by representatives of the' regulated
sector, and,' in any event, is subject to wide variations in judkment among
medical profeSsionals, reaching a 'decision on this issue that varies much from
existing standard practice, is 'all but ImPossible. This was ilinstrated by the
experience of the ComMittee on -Controlling tA'e Supply of Short-Term
General Hospital Beds of the Institute of Medicine, a collegiurn of health
care experts that, after five years of study, was unable to reach agreement on a

.. standard for community bed needs. The committee was able ,to set an upper
. bound four beds per thousand population Which they 'all could agree
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substantialjy -exceeded the desirable standard.! Because tl)e Unned Sta. es
currently has 4.4 short-term beds per thousand population,. the Committee
could agree that the nation, was ovetbedded:but could not agree on a standard
that would have any measurable effect on hospitalization. 19 Considering that
kaiser Permanente of Northern California, a large prepaid groUp practice,
operates at about 1.5 beds per thousand, tldie inability of the Committee to find '
a standard below 4.0 leaves much room for disagreement and unCertainty
and 'improvement in performante by the inClustry asa whole..

.Eyen if a target for the oVeralfbedrate tould be estAtilistied, other issues are

bound to be raised when a particular hospital applies'\for perinission to'
expand capacity. Among these .are the responsibility ,to.expard service for a
particular subset of the population, the deStriblitirdtletring a hospital of
particularly high quality provide service to, .a . larger poPulation, the
possibility of bringing an exciting new treatment to an area, and the certaina!" -

of employing more .1oCal residents in building and staffing a new facility:
Since the Telationship of all of these issues to the desirability of expanding
a hospital is bound .t.o be fuzzy, regulators are understandably Teluctant to
Ippear to be some peculiar form of ogre by preventing the performinCe of an
impoNtant public service and the creation of jobs.

The, third;party payment system contributes to the problem facing .
regulators. Since most of the cost of operating unnecessary facilities is likely,

, to be paid by the federal or state government (Medicare and Medicaid), or by
insurance Policies that are experience-rated over an'area,wider than a Realm
Service Area, the communities that regulators seek to protect against Tiling
costs (and hence, for political reasons, Abe regulators themselves') face
weakened incentives, to tip hard decisions in favor of cost control This could
be imacked, ,by federalizing regulation of hospital capacity. But the result

would be an enormously complex regulatory agency, undertaking to 'decide
literally hundreds of Certificate-of;Need cases simultaneously. The agency '
would be forced to grant perm Its by formula, thereby OVerlooking legitimate
Special Cases, and community problems, unless the formula were overly,
generous, or to engage in so many independent decisions that coherent policy
would be unlikely to, develop.

Even if capacity f'..igulaCion were p succeed in contrdlling the number of
beds, it. would st4l.be unlikely to have muth of an effect on costs. A hospital
does not add beds for the single ultimate purpose of havtng beds, but as an
instrument in achieving other objectiVes such as attracting more doctors,
increasing the status of the hospital, or improving its ability to provide what
the staff perceives to ,be good care. Because beds are not the only means for
achieving these objectives, controlling beds is likely to lead primarily to an
increase in other activities that also raise costs and demand further regulation'.

Four beds per thousand Oukl he achl ed by rclucing cxeesi capaeititi without reducing '

hosPital days per capita.,
e

Karsei Northern Cahhirr of thy tlniteti States. But, even when
age-adjusted, their hospital mi 's about hail thit ol the tJ,ted States s a whole. The
situation is s trate among other prepmd group practites.

s.
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Thit; is the famiUar regtilay ar-.13aby effect." Regulatory agencies-, because
of the nature of their . design, musti confine their activities: to reacting to
syrtitptorn,s,: rather than attaCkingcauSes, of a problem. If TegulAtion is severely
binding to a- firm, the imagination df entrepreneurial managers generates
continuing strategic actions that fall between the cracki of regulatory rules .

and defeat the 'Purpose of regulation. The jaroblem is iiiiost pronotinced.in an
itidliktry With numerous firms, 'for then the regulator faces a substantiai
abblem in detecting ,the latest innovative resp9se to existing regulations.

,,- The detection lag,. when combined, with the time involvedfn issuing effective
regulations, produces regulatOry activh.y that primarily affects the formand
pace of innovation, but does hot effectively achieve regulatory objectives.

Regulation to control the adoption of new technologies is not likely to be
'effective because it is even more susceptible to the same problems that make
capacity regulation-ineffective. 'Most new hospital services.do not involve the
tise of eRpensive new capital egtliptrient; inStead they are new combinations

More intensive uses of services already provided.* Thus the opportunity
abounds for an infinite variety of new technologies that- represent chaps
in the way service is delivered, perhaps including new'wrinkles that do not-
canstitute a main part of 'the coSts of the entire package 'of services:

The first job of the regulator in.this milieu will be. simply -to detect the
existeke of new' technologies. In principle, regnla tors can demand pridr
approval of technologies, but in practice, becaUse many are rearrangements
of existing treatment Methods, the definition, of a new technology will be
obscure and, -as a legal matter,' debatable, so that the detection of new
technologies will be an important activity. Because hospitals are so numerous-

eve.n large hospitals that-are likely 'candidates .for innovati9n number
in the hundreds. detection will be difficult. .

The probleMs of !the,: regulator are compounded by the speed of
diffusion of new, technologic% among large hospitals:2223 Computed'
tomography scanners are a good case in popit. The tirst tivo 1 scanning

1 units in the United States were thstall&I in 'mid-1973. Three years, lawr
(August 1976) 652 CT scanners were known to.he in operatiop, had been
approved, or 'were on oLder.24' The rate. of Aittallation, a*raging 20 per
month from June 1975 to September l976 isapparen1ly .accelerating as'
new companies enter the' market. With such rapid diffusion, if more than
a couple of years are lost in detecting a new 'technology and sustaining
through appeal a regulatoly finding thtit treatruent constitutes a new
technology and therefore should. be regulated, hundreds oil, hospitals
already will have adopted the . new technology before regulation of it
begins. This places regulators in especially difficult straits. Will they
impose financial losses on innovative hospitals that adopwd a pew
technology before the' service was legally defined as being one? Qt, if
use (if the new technology is "grandfathered" but lifevented from
spreading, how will regulators cope with the inceiHive thi,s creates f9r

Rtivadt. an a !kooks'% t flaon dffi ument, has desinhed the innute I sefend recent
inncwatnnts it) cAre.21
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substantially rhore rapid rates of adoption of new tnologies (in order
.'.to be grandfathered). and_ with the competitive adVantage, that grand-

fathered hosPitals will have because they_ offela wider array bf serviceS?
''Gandfathering is probably inevitable, but' it rewards providers who,move
quickly to buy ,a new., deyice before, proof of efficacy arid cost effective-
dess is established, and punisheS those who take a .more deliberate
approach. '

Probably regulators will in fac allow nearly all new medical technolo-
gies. In part, this is the easy solution ,to the issnes raised above!But in
part, it is the natural ,consequence of placing the bUrden of proof on the
regulators to find, if a new 'technology is to be denied, 'that-it has ,no
medical value. The problem of new medical technologies is iypically one
-ol ,oVerutilization; nOt Of total ineffectiveness. .Because prOviders and
patients (ace weakened' incentives to economize, on medical ,care, treat-
ments are encouraged -to a point at Which they have very low or .no
marginal value. Proponents of a. new medical technology will provide
long lists of_exarnples in which it has provided great benefit to a patient.-
The 'important -ecOnomic issue is not ,whether the technology should
be used, but how eXtensively. This is inevitably a tricky issue of medical
judgment that regulators are unlikely to be willing to second:guess. Once
one hospital in a communityis allowed to adopt a technology, the incen-
tives will be present to use it to fug capacity. This will provide hard
evidence to support requests from 'other hospitals that they, too, necd the
new t,echnology to' proyide 'the best care for their patientS. Arrayed
againsft data 'on medical needs and utilization rates ,will be arguMents of
principlf., that a community does not really, nee.st more than a single

. hospital with that treatment capacity; -fge bospital having the
technology ought to realize that- it is being overutilized, arid that the
sensible policy is for this hospital to Share the use of it with doctors from
-other hospitals after cutting back its use on the hospital's own patients.
because regulators will not have hard evidence that the latier policy
would 'bt effectively carried ow, they are tiled), to be extremely reluctant
to deny a license for more investment in the new technology.and, thereby,
to assume responsibility for a demonstration in the future that their decision
had led to unnecessary suffering and deaths.

At the heart of the problem of auernpting to regulate the costs of
medical. care direCtly are two difficulties: (I) the tenuous nature 'of the
connection .between expenditures on medical care and health, and (2),the
iricenuves that regulator:: inevitably face to resolve uncertainties in favor
of the regulated entity. The latter arise from the nature of the re.gulatory
prbcess apd the political pressures applied to agencies. When the issue
is extra expenditures on possibly frunnecessary care versus denial of
access to life-saving treatment, doubts will be resolved in favor of the
former, regakdless of theoretical explanations about perverse incentives
or the-fLJ' studies of past regulatori decisions.

4 'Recent legislative actions to legalize laetrile in several states illustrate
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the essence of 'the problem, facing any politically,responsible person who
would attempt fo Control the technologY of medical tax.

The significance of these lessons from regulatory experience will- be--
illuStrated once again if the proposal of the,Carter Administration to put

-a, cap on hospital revenues is -enacted, While such a las might retard
the rate of increase in,spending for -a while, iCis likely to encounter severe
problems in the long Mu. 'Indeed, even its- short run effectiveness can-be
doubted: 'The Administration characterized the program as "transi-
tional.". The apparently -temporary nature of the proposal must further

'Weaken whatever incentive hospital administrations might have had to
respond to the controls ,wit.h ,fundamental,' ,cost-reducing .changes in
'management. In faet, for a year or two, ingenious hospital administrators
may be able to appear to comply ,merely, by making boo0ceeping

, changes. .Poy the longer run, in eXceptions procedure mita' acCompany
the program, and when the cap really starts to bind, all the incentiVes to.
grant- exceptions ,will be at,wOrk, In fact, this particular proposal was
already emasculated at 'birth by the largest possible exception, ,the wage
pass-through that was needed to get labor's approval of the measure.
Moreover; hospitals will seek to- avoid the impact of the regulation by
"unbundling" services, such as by switching the billingr-if not ,the

.provision, of many service& from the hospital 'to the doctor. RegUlatory
'countermeasures will be met, by counter countermeasures, further
distracking the attention of 'all from the cost-effective provision of needed
and valuable services.. Furthermore, -,under an across-the-board role,
such as a 9 percent limit on the annual increase in spending, some
hospitals will find the rule more generous than their needs ,while others
will find that it causes extreme finankial pressure: Hospitals that find
the ceiling to be overly generons' can be expected to take the full
9 percent, lest they lose the right to .a future increase based on .present

'costs. (Note how this kind of regulation rewards those who Were
especially fat and punishes those who were especially frugal in the base
'year.) Hospitals that feel constrained by the ceiling can be expected to

. appeal for exceptions based on their particular circumstances-. The
courts, if not the regulators, wilt-have to consider'these.appealS-in detail
on their merits. hWiile ,tying up 1000 hospitals in kourt might not daunt
some' winild-be regulators, temporary restraining orders May, by
allowing the hospitals 'to raise their, rates while the case isz..being litigated.
Even if the proposal °were ultimately -successful at Controlling total
liospital spending at the. stated growth rate, there would be no force in
the system, to motivate efficiency or equity in the allocation or production
of serVices. At best, the hospital industry would simply add only '9 percent
annually to ip present wasteful and inequitablr activities.

As pointoq out 'above, the essence of the tenomic problem is care
of very low or no marginal value. One 'element of eliminating such treat-
rnent is, of course, to identify them and to miVe patients and providers'

.aware of their undesirability. Regulation could be used to serve this
pnrpose Regulators could be given the responsibility to evacuate treat--
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rnents and to ..clefine'and enforce informational- 'requirements for

proVi4ers and third-party ..pairers. By itself, informational, regulation iS
not likely. tO have muchvof an effect, on-rnedical 'care expenditures,: since '7

it would noLaiter.. tbe striktinrof 'incentives facing patients, providers
and third-party payers. Nevertft4eIless, information requirements, are...an,
important component of the reforms to be proposed in' the next section of

this paper,
In general, effective information regnlation is easier to accomplish

than regulation of-prices, costs, and technology beciuse it does not have

to be burdehsothe to 'riovideis and is' less directly refatedLto the 'financial
health of regulated Orms and.. the physical well-being or Patients. Thf
main problem with informational regulation is thaLgoxernment,,officials
do not.particularly like it. -for exaniple, although the act establishing
the Consumer Product Safety Cominission gives informational 'require,
ments the same- status as product- standard's as instruments for reducing.,
.injuries related to hazardous products during the budgetary process
Congressional committees have persistently cut back even meager
requests lor funds 'to pursue informational strategies. Usually these
cuts' are accompanied by reMarks' indicating the lack of faith Congress
has in the ability of.-consumers to absorb and profit from better informa.
,tion on product safety.14

Part of the.reason for dissatisfaction with informational strategies in
safety regulation is the observation that some consumers continue to buy 1,

models and branch that are less'safe than competing products after
better information is provided. One reason for this behavior, of course, is
that people do not attempt single-mindedly to avoid risks. Another is that
safety.iiinally is costly, so that contumers may judge that, after a point,
adied safety is not wortWa higher price.

In the. area of health dire, the role of in1ormaina1 strategies will be
quite different,: at least . iniiially, from the one thef have played in
consumer protection kilicies. As proposed here, informational require-

ments in health would be tied to in expansion of the number of:63tions
available to consurners for purshaiing health care services. Institutional

. arrangements that provided care at lower costs by eliminating unneces,
sary services would be more attractive tO consumers if the care provided
.could be shown to be as effective as more costly alternatives: In the
beginning, informational, requirements would serve to.l.assure consumers
'-that options. with lower cost could be medically .effeaive. In the longer
run, informational requirements would provide, additional protection,

beyond existing accreditation 'and professional review procedures,
against an erosion in the qualit.Y of care because of excevive competitive
focus on 'costs. The specific form : orinformational standards in heal th
must remain for medical'experts to delineate, hut the general nature of

the information woul,d be data on patient outcomes. Examples might be
case fatality rates from heart attacks, adjusted surgical mortality rates,
rates and disposition of medical injury claims, etc.
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Information standards , can affect- -medical expenditures only in
coninnction. With other_ changes in the health care delivery iysiern.
particular, consUrners Miist be given a variety of health care programs'
from which to chciose,' and soine of these Must' be tied to 4ew institutional

....arrangements betWeen providers and payers that create incentives for
cost .control: The purpose of the next section 'is to outline the form these
other changes could take.

Changing the structure*of the medic care system
The two main alternatives to fee:forservice, st-reirnbursement, third-,

party financing are services provided directly by kovernrnent with spending
determined -in the budgetary process, and seri/ s provided by cost-effective.
,organized systems (i.e.' health-maintenance anizations and other systems
that- create incentives '1.Q, economize), with total per ?capita spending,
determined in a competitive market.

Top-down budgeting may indeed bring total spending under control, but
it has no built-in means for assuring that much useful output is produced.
This is especially true of a medical care-program whose output cannot be,
measured imany simple and adequate way. For qimpJe, at-least by civilian
standards, the Department of Defense operates i1id fills far WO many beds.
In fiscar.1974, hospital days of care for acti duty' military personnel,
95 percent of'whorn, were males 18-44, were 1,887 per thousand Pe-rsonnel.
The Military Health Care Study,compared this to 611..5 days for noninstitu-
tionalized U.S. males age 15-44, 204.8 days for kaiser Northern California,
and 559.1 days for,nonactive duty beneficiaries of the Military Health Services

/ System. &line of this differencemay be.explained by the particular conditions
of military lire. Moreover, because military and civilian utilization data may
not refer to, exactly the same thing, comparisons should be made with
caution. But much of the difference is explained 'by longer stays for the
same diagnosis. As the Military Health Care Study tactfully phrased .it,
"the incentives i» workload-.based programming may encourage relatively
heavy use of in-patient care."

A recent National Academy of Sciences stidy of the Veterans' Administra-
tion system concluded that hospital beds were not located in accord with
medical needs in different localities. The study found that about half the
patien6 in .acute medical beds, one-third of the patients in surgical beds, and
over lkilf the patients in psychiatric beds did not .require or twelve services
for the tipecialized medical facilities that were associated with these types of
beds.25 The Veterans' Administration experience reflects a pervasive problem
that, government encouruers when it tries to provide services directly to

ens. In the bureaucratic budgeting, process, cutting back service to a.
subsidized group is politically hazardous, so that an agency can strengthen
its case for more by dtiing i poor job 'with the budget it has. Moreoever,
because budgeting in government is based .on workload rather than capita-
tion, its physicians face utilization incentives similar to those present in the,
fee-for-service system.26 In OUT view, the problem of rapia and unproductive
increases in spending for health wire cannot be solved without altering these
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incentives through a fundamental change in 'the structure of, the medical'
care system.

In considering proposals to restructure the medical care system, one must
bear in mind that goternrnent seems unable to impose involuntary, changes
in the prevailing arrangements' between patients and providers...The key
features of the existing system; iniedition to-third-party financing, are the

e-for-wvice payment method and the Use of a personal physician, selected
,y. the patient, as a gatekeeper to the other elements of the health care delivery

system.. Any restructuring of the medical care delivery system' probably
must preserve the option for patients and providers to continue to operate
under these arrangements. In part, there is a resistance to change from
providers; since the existing system operates tb their financial benefit. Rising
medical ,expenditures are, after all, a source of rising income for providers.
Moreover, the combination of the fee-for service, cost-reimbursement, third-
party payment system and the use of', the physician as g?tekeeper reduces

provider' risks by, eliminating' the client's incentives to consider cots and
by guaranteeing within broad limits' that costs will be covered.

Also, patients can be expected to resist mandat'bd changes in their relation-

ships with providers, especially physicians,. Information -about the civality

and effectiveness 'of health care providers and services is difficult for a
patient to obtain and is gathered in part over years of experience. Moreover,

the success of medical treatment may depend on the confidence that the
patient has in the provider. For both reasons, Patients will value relationships
with providers that have developed over the years and will be reluctant to
sacrifice them for 'the conjectural superiority of alternative arrangements.
This is not to say that patients will not acceptchanges in the medical system;

-indeed, if the efficiency of the medicai care sector is to be significantly
improved, changes are necessary, and any reform depends upon flexibility on
the part of consumers. If an alternative set of relationships is developed, the
superior performance of the alternative can be expected to induce patients to
switch, since Switching physicians occurs periodically in any event in
esponse to residential changes, unsatisfactory serMes, changes in, age,.or the

retirement of providers. The point is that changellje ac ptabk if voluntary,
but. likely 'to be resisted if involuntary. Thus, the best hpe for restructuring
the indlistry is- to facilitate competition between the -for-service systern

and alternative plans that are based upon per capita 'payments.

A competing, capitation-financed plan has two defining 'characte ics:

(I) a group of physicians accepts responsibility to provide members of a
defined population with substantially pall necessary health services for a
fixed per 9pita payment (based on age, sex, and other factors) that is set in

advance; ant (2) consumers- exercise free choice from among competing
systems of care, but if they elect a more costly syaem, they pay the extra costs

themselves. Physicians control n,early all health care expenditures. They are
I by far the best qualified to make the difficult judgments .about need and

cost-effectiveness. So it makes sense to give diem the main responsibility for
controlling health care costs, provided that they make these decisions in an
environment that generates incentives to use' resources efficiently.
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in Such a system, the physicians as a group would not receive more.money
for providing more or more costly services. The competitive market holds
them responsible for their total spending via the per capita payments;
informational requirements and the freedom of consumers to switch 'to an
alternative system hold- them responsible for giving good service: .Wide
variations in organizational form and physican practice style can be
cornpatible with operation within these principles; it need not be hOspital-
based, prepaid group practice. Among the competing.typespf organization',
one might find Individual Practice Associatibn Health Maintenance'
Organizadons (HMOs), Variable Cost Insurance.?.(VCI) plans., and what

/ Paul Ellwood has called Health Care Alliances (FICA).27 An HCA would
be organized by an insure?, and wOuld be associated with a limited set.of
hospitals and doctors designated brirrnisurer to deliver comprehensive
medical care to the insurer's customers. As with ah HMO, the premium for
an HCA or a V-CI plan would reflect the economic efficiency of the providers.
Such organizational arrangements would not need to entail any sudden or-
drastic change in the practice 4tyles of many providers. But, to be econom-
ically competitive over the long run, the organizations would have to
develop.cost controls that were effective and acceptable to consumers _and.
providers, Flealth Maintenance Organizations now serve about six million
people at total costs :(preiniuni and out-of-podket.)/Oiat are 10 to 40 percent
lower than the costs of serng cornparablepeople ivith third-party insurance.
Most of the cost savings are attributable to, hospitalization rates that are
about 30 percent lower than 'the rates for insured'groups that have similar
socioeeonomic and demographic characteristics.29

As argued above, physicians and consumers are accustomed to the fee-for-
service, third-party intermediary system and would reject an atteMpt to
change it suddenly and drastically. Nevertheless, if HMOs and other new
arrangements are more efficient, they wilLgradually.win out in competition
with the fee-for-service; third-party intermediary' system if given an
opportunity to compete-or-equal-terms. A fair mar)et test for HMOs is hardly'
a new idea,3° but it still has not been seriously tried.

To begin to ameliorate (solve being too strong a word) the problems of
open-ended government spending and the inflationary incentives of . third-
party financing, the federal government should replace its present commit-
ment to fee-for-service, cost-reimbursement, third-Party financing, reflected
in Medicare, Medicaid. and tax subsidies for health insurance, with atsystem
of fixed prospective per capita payments, related to predicted medical need
and ability to pay, which beneficiaries are free to have paid to the private plan

, of their choice. In that vay, the government would not be paying more on
behalf of people who choose a more costly system of care." People, who
preferred a more costly system would Wsfree to elect it, but would pay the
difference out of their own net, after-tax income.

Finapcial aid to individuals in such a system would be based on actuarial
categories. A simple, familiar example is categorization by household size
individuals,' couples, and families for other than Medicare eligibles. A
more complex system might be base() on age groups, perhaps.divided into



ten' or twenty year age intervals. ACtuarial catego ies would be -chosen to
capture most of the predictable yariadon in medical need. Premiums would

, be determined by individual health benefit& plans' in a Corapedtivernarkei;
place.. The go;ernment woUld base its subsidies on aCtuarial cost, or, the
,average,coSt per, person or per; family for covered benefit*.

..For people who are, not poor, the Government would eliminate the,open-
erAd taN exclusion of employer contribtitiOns and tax deduCtibility of
individual pfemium ,con tri bu dons. Tliese Vpuld be replacedliya.refundabld
tax Credit equal to some' fraction -(soinewhere between one-third. and two-
thirdsi of 'actuarial cost, and usable only for prernitim payinenis to a qualified
health plan (defined below). Allis would pioduce gains in both efficiency
and equity. It would replace,' today's marginal tax subsidy of:'30, percent .or

more to health Msurance, with, a 104 percent sithsidy up tb a predeterinined
amount and no Subsidy beyond that. Tax deductions that noW provide the'
greal.est subsidy 'to the best covered would be elitninated,-and the resuldng
revenue would be used -to put a. floor under ,the least. :Covered7-ftaisIng the'

. .aftet-taX cost of 'additional health benefitswould modvate peoPle to choose
. more cost-effec,-tive, health-plans.

FOr the poor, the-GoverIrment would'replace Medicaid with "health Plan.

premium youchers'': that cou1k1 be used only to pay premiums to qualified
plans. The. value of the vouchers given to' a, family, would depend' upOn
MCarne, yeaching 100 percent of actuariartost, for the ,very poor. The plan
iWouid be Means-tested, integrated, and administered' through a reformed

! welfare system. The amount given a poor farnily wouldbe Calculated to be
'sufficient to give them enoUgh purchasing poner tO pay for a good health
benefits plan. Plans wot.tid be allowed to-compete for the business of the
poor by offering additional benefits beyond .those requited of a qualified

.-

* plan.
For Medicare beneficiaries, the concept,could be implemen ed by changing

Section 1876 of the Social Sejurity Act (which governs, payments to Health
Maintenance Organizations) to ,perMit each beneficiary to direct t_liat the
adjusted average per capita C6st far his actuarial category be paid to a
qualified health plan in the form of a fixed prospective periodic.payment. A
beneficiary could augment this plan by purchasing, more comprehensive
benefits, but without additional financial .assistance, 'just aS today.roughly
'half the Medicare beneficiaries buy supplemental insurance. Medicaid
suppdements to Medicare beneficiaries would be replaced by means-tested

vouC'hers.

The object of these changes wonld be to make it possible for everyone to
benefitlfrom'economizing choices by obtaining lower preiniums, more
favorable cost sharing arrangements, or better benefits from a more Cost-
effective system of 'care. That possibility is denied to most people today.

A' broad regulatory frarnework of devices designed to enhance coMperition
,should be coupkd with the proposed financing system'. The purpose of the
regulatory franiework,would not be to stop or reverse the foicestreated by
fin'ancial incentives. Insteathe idea 'is to do as-much as possible to create
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financial inCentives that would motiva e socially desirable behavior, and to
leaite to' regulation only an irreducibleunthreatening minimuM..

The following regulatOry proposals;while not a complete procompetitive
regulatory framework,' are advanced to stirriulate'debate and to give a general
ixifiication of lines that ought to be exarninedrnore thoroughly. The follow-
ing are suggested requirerrients to qbalify a program to receive the taX
'credits, vouchers, and Medicare per capitapayments.

1. Open. tnrcIlment

Each qualified plan would be required to' participate in a Periodic (i.e,,
: annual) open enrollment, patterned after 'that of the Federal Employees'
Health Benefits Plan (FEtipP), and to accept all enrollees WIthout regard
to age, sex, race, religion, income, employment status, or prior health condi-
lion. This would give everybody sCfmething that 'few have*today, a choice
among several competing plans. Nondiscriminatory enrollment is designed
to insure that plans succeed by offering better services at lower cost, not by
selecting. preferred risks. If the government can do a good job of selecting,
actuarial cateigories and base its per capita payments upon them; and if
competing health plans I.ase their premiums on the same actuarial
categories, much of the profit from selecting preferred risks can be removed.
Because there will always be other sources of variation in individual health
risks, not all of the opportunity to insure only gOod risks can beeliminated.
Therefore, at some point, 'health plans will have to be.required to take their
chafikes with risk; othervAse, poor risks would be uninsurable. An open
enrollment requirement applied equally to all compe6ng plans would help
to spread the poor risks.

Community rating

Competing plans should be required to offer the same rates for the same
benefits to all those in, a given actuarial category anywhere in a market area.

. This requirement attacks the incentive td seek out Werred risks and combats
.,- other forms of discrimination,

3. Catastrophic limit

The amount of out-of-pocket payments that a family must make in a year
would be limited. The ceiling might be related to income, and it might be
high, i.e., .$2,000. But a uniform, clearly stated limit would be required of all
qualified plans. The reaSon for the limit is to assure that the health insurance
will not be defeated and that people with serious illnesses will not become
additional- burdens on the public sector for lack of adequate insurance. In a
capitation-based system, little is lost in terms of consumer incentives from
having such a ceiling. While consumer cost-sharing may be one useful tool
in motivating edgiorny in the use of resources, it is, primarily useful and
probably politically acceptable when applied to cosnsumer-initiated primary
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care and to the overall cost of a complete insurance package. Xis much less .
effeetive and desirable, if at. all, when applied'to the costs of caringior very
sick people. The feaeral, government might reinsure qualified plans for
catastrophic costs.

4: Information diSclosure
_

'To help:consumers jt:Idge the merits-otaltemative plans, and, to help assure
:public confidence in qualified healthplans, disclosure of certairOnforMation,
,should be mandatory'. Uniform financial disclosure shouldbereqliired,,as the
SEG regUlations require of public companies. Data on patterns of utilization

and accessibility of services should be required, as now of
'HMOs. Each plan should be required to pUblish the total per caPita cost of

'..care by actuarial category, induding premiums and out-of=pocket costs: The
agency designated '. to'determine whether a plan is qualified would have
authority ,. to revie7W and approve 'Or accuracy, and balance) promotional
Materials, includiu presentationmo be included in the booklet available to
all during the period of open enrollment, just as the Civil' Service Commis-
sion now oversees the FEHBP. The admiMstrative agency- would ha
atuhority to review and approve the nature and contraCt description of
options for additional coverage beyond the basic plan,-the,purpose being to
assure that options either conformed to a standard contract or wetrdescri bed
in a standard format with a manageable number of clearly,worded additions
and exclusions. This would force plans to publish their terms in a manner
that ,was understandable and, facilitated direct comparison among ppm
without makIng the consumer master a lot of fine print.:FinallY, the govern-

.. mem should gathit and publish information on the medical qualifigeations
and, as the information became available, on the perforrnance Of providers.
To the extent possible, these information requirements should'be the same
for all health. benefits plans.

5. Premiurn setting by market area

As. mentioned' earlier, one factor that weakens the inc'entive Of a local
regu lator to Tyke decisions that will reduce health care costs is the knowledge
that the premiuths of many (probably most) of the citizens in the regulator's
jurisdiction are base^n experience over a much wider area. F,or example,

plans like the Aetna and Blue CiossBlue Shield options of the, Federal '
Employee% Health Benefits Program are experience-rated nationally. So
higher, costs: in, say, Sacramento do not appreciably ,raise premiums there.
This practice creates a serious barrier -to Competition. The ability of Aetna
and Blue Cross-Blue Shield to compete against HMOs for federal employees
in Washington, D.C., a high-cost area, is enhanced by the favorable
experience of those, carriers in low:cost areas'; while HMOsAave a similar
advantage in low-cost areas. The HMOs, being local, must set premiums

,that are based solely on local costs. Competition would be enhanced if each
carrier:were required to set separkte premiums based on local experience for
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each market 'area,' One pr several contiguous 'Health Service Areas would
ionstitute a single market area fdr this purpose.' This device illustrates the,

.- point -aim. appropriate regulation cah both . enhance competition. and
improve the balance of incenthes bearing on regulators.

Other regulatory policies that now apply to insurers and providers could be,
incorporated into the new: scheme of regulation. Safeguards against &and
and abuse, conflict of interest, arid, all forms of discrimination could be a
part of the, program. In addition, a qualified plan .could require that
'participating 'providerS limit charges-to approved fee schedules.

The goal of the preceding proposal is to reorganize the delivery system Mto
competing organized systems, It could be defeated if health-care financing
continued to be provided exclusively by third-party intermediaries, each
,paying fees and charges to all providers. Open Panel insuranceprograms
do. not foster competition among providers to .control ,costs. Rather, they
continue to reward providersior cost increasing behavior. For the con-Teti-
tive approach to succeed, a large percentage of physicians mustbe allied with
one or another competing heahh plan', .The design of an appropriate set of
rules to assure this ,must be 'complex, because, for example; it might be
desirable for some specialists to 'work on refert al for several plans. But some
rules to prevent a noncompetitive outcome would be needtd. A beginning'
along these lines would be to guarantee all consumers access to several plans
that differed from conventional insurance. Currently employers who arrange'
and contribute to group insurance plans for their employees 'are required
to offer membership in one or two.qualified HMOs, if available, as well, as
normal health insurance. While this is helpful, it does not go far enough, for.

tta choice between two or three plans does not allow the forces of comvition
o work to full effect, Instead, employer 'contributions shoUld be applicable
o. membership in 'any qualified plan of an employee's choosing. Moreover,

employers should be requited to provide standardized information about all
qualified plans that seek access to their employees.

The adoption of a program of Competing health care plans would free
consumers to choose the plan that, in their judgment, served them best.
Consumers and providers whO preferred to stay with the third-party inter-
mediary system wouldtlie free to do so, but their decision would not continue
to be subsidized by the government. .

This proposal is not a finished f3lan. But. neither is a proposal to create a'
regulatory authority which would be given a general mandate to control
medical carerexpendi tures. To our knowledge, no proponent of regulation of
health care technology has yet described the mechanisms regulators are
supposed to use to deal with "grandfathering," to provide excePtiOns,or even
'to define what constitutes a new technology. Anyone who advertises a regula-.
tory scheme as the final word on cost control without addressing these issues
is violating the rules ohruth in advertising.
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lomedfcat resiirch and Its technolookal
...product* In tha:qualityind :cost problems of
..bealik*praatices.

4,

'Rising opus of heahh care 41)4 :issues relited to its quality and accessibility
have focused_attehdon on the role of biomedical research anti the impact of
new: teOnologies. It is imperative that limited resources be allocatedio attain
maidiriuM health benefits for . dollars 'sPent. In theT'allocatidn 'of these
resottices among ,researck disease prevention, and the delivery-of .health
services, theremust be recognition of the interests .91 all the consumers
invOlved, including health professionals, institutional providers, arid-

health related industries.
Because of the nature of biomedical-research and the thffictilty of culling .

. . out valid cosi-effectiveness ,analysis of health praciices, it is hard to, provide
cision makers' with quantitative data, on the precise degree to which

biomedical research affects the quality and coseof tqday's health care.sThose
responsible kr policies in this area.must work with this reality.TO approach
the:problem of containing health care costs Oy placing ,inappropriate or' ill-
conceived constraints on the generation of new knowledge niay undermine
our bescchance to'develop the very technology tha#Will hoth improve quality
and be cost-effective.

In this paper, I will comMent on two related issues. First is the long-term
objective of biomedical researCh, namely, the development of teChnological
measures that' will prevent or definitely cure disease and will constitute the
most cost-beneficial approaches tolealth care. To realize this objective, with
6ur present intellectual opportunities and econtomic constraints, we need a
federal policy. of relatively stable, programmatic 'support at a reasonable
ifinancial leviel. Second is the need to develop .an effective monitoring
program to examine the applicatem of any'new technology in our health
'services "system,: once 'efficacy and safetr(at least on the relativdy limited
short-term basis), have 3een established. Such a. program should provide
data on cb§ts and benefits of medical technologies being, used in a inical
practice settings. This will require a close partnership between' the pubkic
and private sectors of the health care system. It will also require the estab-
lishment of a federal office charged with the co-Ordination and operation 'of
the program, including assembling, evaluating and disseminating' analyses
of the nAd for -the, new technology and the appropriateness of its
application.
Scientific process

To consider The role of biomedical research in heajth policies
quality and cost issues, we must understand the sciernific process.
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There is a growing public' i, mpatience with the failure of research to
,

provide atres fOr diseases still rampant in our.population, from alcohOlism
and drug -abuse to heart disease ,and cancer: Is 'there :any sort of regular,
predictable pattern discernible in highly sUccessful biomedical research that"
might be codified and duplicated to' speed ,up the process in 'areas still
unresolved? However much we would like a positive answer; the pattern
remains obscure.' All that one earl conclude with certainty is that progress
in biomedical research requires more time than 'one generally anticipates,
hard-work, and, above all, very bright, dedicated, and imaginative scientists
and physicians. But most applied research is likely t.o succeed only When there
is an adequate scientific bise from which to attatk the.eargeted problem. The
essence of the scientific prcicess is that it is a stepwise extension of what came
before. What 'seents to be a "breakthrough" almost always proves on close

. ekaminatiop t a discovery based on eslablished scientific facts accumu-pibe
laced over a , riod of time. One of the outstanding examples of 'the con tribu7
tion of bioniedical, research to health cafe se of antibiotics for the
treatment of infections, dates back to the late th century, when Koch
established the fact that specific bacteria caus specific diseases. Thus,. there
is an imperative need for continuay in the programming and funding 'of
biomedical research.

Support for blomedidel research
A 'comrnitmenLto public support of biomedical research was' made a

quarter of a centilry ago, with the creation of the expanding progoms 61 the'.
National Institutes of Health (NIH). This commitment. hoWever, hasbeen in
the nature of short-term, reneable agreernent.;, in the sense that programs
can be reduced one year and' incteased the next. This has probably led to
inefficiencies in the research enterprise and increased the, cost of publicly
supprirted biomedicaVresearch. Perhaps the most important aspect of federal
Support Of biomedical research that should now be assured is a stablquvel of
funding for the scientific enterprise that incorporates sufficient flexibility to
take advantage of new opportunities.

Technology In healthsare and its effects on costs
New heahh care technology bas been cited-as a factor contributing to the

increase in medical care costs:Indeed, it has even beed suggested that controls
on our knowledge production should be imposed to achieve cost containment
in health. practiees.' The, increasing use of this technology in medicine has

been singled out by several policy analysts aSa key factor in the cost increase
prcAAm.3 4 However, the opposite conclusion has been reported from the
Public Services Laboratory at Geolgetown University.6 Mushkin et al. found
that "health research, according to the preliminary findings, .on balance
accdunted for only about 4percent of the trital increase in health expendi tures4_.
during the period Of 1963 to 1977. Health expenditures during this period
increased on an average of 11 percent per year." Of the 11 percent annual
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growth 'rate>, price increases accounted' for over 50'percent, YOpercent was
accounted for by population growth,;and over 30 percent: was attributable to,
thvise in' demand. The residual, which may be attributhd to.technology:.
*accounted for less than 4'percent of the'total increase Over the-period. These
analysts suggest that "technology, on balance, had litde net impact on.health
outlays."

On balance, there rna3, have been cost. savings. For sorne.illnesses, new
technolo i s, such, as new forms of chemotherapy, have become available
where no'e existed, and this .has increased the cost of health care.- But for,

others, su as infective and parasitic diseases, 'new prOcedures for preven-
tion and- ire mem have reduced the cost of health care. Admittedly, the data

leeded to rake valid estimates of the cost-effectiveness of new health
technologies are generally ,lacking.

'It is encouraging that there is an increasing effort to develop...valid

approaches to cost-effectiveness analysis .of health practices.6 TheSe
theoretical and empirical efts:ins must continue. However, as a recent
Institute of Medicine (IOM) report states,8 "Until beuer data are available:all
at tempts to recommend and implementpolicies as to the use of new technolo-
gieS must and'will be viewed as tentative . . ." 11 is likely that a more cost-
effective return froth our biomedical research will be realized as we develop
better mechanisms to assure that those new methods of prevention, diagnosis,
ind thdapy which are applied widely through the health care sy4tem are

..ffective and eficient.

Biomedical research and technology
levelopment and tranifer

The process from the discovery of new knowledge to its h alth care applica-
Lion represents a continuum. In reality,however, progress from basic research

to aplification in clinicaVpractice rarely, if ever, proceeds in one directional
only, There are almost always many tangential observations, false starts,
unexpected developments, and returns from clinic to laboratory. For
organizational purposes,"the continuum may nevertheless be arbitrarily.
considered to involve six steps:'

1. Discovery through research of new know)edge, and relation of the
new knowledge io an existing base.

2. Translation of new knowledge, through applied research, into new
technology.

3. Validation of the efficacy and safety of new technology through
clinical trial

4. Dissemination f new technology into health practice, together
ideally with ass ssment of the new technology\ to obtain the data
necessary for' est mates of its cost-effectiveness.

5. Education of the professional community in the proper use ol the
new tectinal ogy

6. Educatiorvof the consumer as to the nature of the develop e
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A nuMber of public agencies, private instktuiions, and health related
industries.gare involved in one or mewe of these steps. The, NIH, among
federal agencies, has a primary role in steps I, 2, and 3, and to some extent 4,
that is, discovery of knowledge and tranSlation of new knowledge into new
health procedures, as well as validation of sucli procedures int finical trials.
Steps 4, 5, and 6, ,dissemination of the new technology and profestional and
consumer education, are not primarily -in the realm- of basic or clinical
biomedical research and have been largely beyond what is considered the

3, primary mission of the NIH. However, okher federal agencies are involved in
technology deCisions at these fevels, among them the Social Security
AdministratiOn, through Medicare, with its responsibilities for reimburse-.
ment policy. That agency's decisions, however; are based on what is generally
accepted as reasonable and necessary practice. In instances Of new technology,.
Medicare may seek advice as to safety and efficacy 'from the Bureau of %tali ty
,Assurance of 'the Health Services AdministratiOn,Jar the Food' and Drug
AdmMistration (FDA). Costieffectiveness is generally nth a factor in
determining reimbursement: Professional Standards Rewiew Orgariizations
(PSROs) are responsible for assuring that, services provided are necessary and
'meet appropriate professional standards; they have no capability for
.technology assessment or cost-effectiveness studies. Other agencies that
affect the transfer of technology are the federal Center for Disease Control, the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, and th9 Health
Services Administration, as well as regulatory agencies at the state and local
levels, indivickial and institutional providers, health related indusfries, and
health care reimbtArsement agencies.

The fact remains, however, that a serious yeakness in American health
policies lies in theinterface between health research and health cYre. Existing
procedures are inadequate to discourage the inappropriate use of costly
technologies .e., CAT scan), while other technologies are unevenly avail-
able to the consumer (i.e., proper use of antibiotics). The CAT scan, as a case
in point, appears efficacious and, if properly utilized, can have a positive
impact on reducing health care costs. This new technology appears to be an
Important'advance. In this instance it is'not the techn4;klogy per se that may
increase health care costs, but its inappropTiate use.

As pointed out in a recent Institute of Medicine report,e'"Well designed
studies of the efficacy of procedures are necessary to evaluate any technology,
but the completion of studies prior to the introdtlEfiNt of tiew technologies is
very unpsual. At present, such studies are not required or coordinated by any
organization, pith! ieDoeprivate, and no system exists to identify areag for
evaluation' olemerging technologies at an early state."

A recommendalion
There is need for a policy to deal with the problem of evaluating the relative

benefit and cost effectiveness of any new techpology.9 The goal is to assure
that only appropriate, necesszrry, and cost-effective teatnology be transferred

iealth practice. It is also necessary to determine the economic and social
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impact on health cart otatIpe dissemination of technologies whose ef(icacy
and safety'have been established through clinical research, including clinical

. r
A number Of 'elements Aust be assembled to accomplish this complex task,

These include, but may not be limited to, sdentific expertise to determine
which technologies ire suitable for dissemination into health practices, and
economic, social, and epidemiological expertise tO evaluate the impact of
technologies on health practices. (The pariicipadon of experts in these
fielcis has been difficult to achieve inakhe traditional disciplinaryInstitutes of
.the NIS, as it has been in traditionatdepartments of basic science or clinical
disdplines in our medical schools and academic health centers.) In addition,
health 'related industries, health care providers, reimbursement agenciel,
And informed consumers are and must be involved in the appropriate
development and application of technology.

It is therefore recommended that a federal office be created to coordinate
:the introduction of new methods.and the evaluation-of established techniques

. for prevention, diagnosis, or therapy of disease; Such a federal agency would
be responsible for assembling, 't naliqing, evaluating, and 'disseminating
information with respect to the' need for medical technologies mid their
utilization and Osts in the health system. The Office should turn to NIH for
the science eval4tion and clinical trials (i.e., for data and judgments as to
efficacy and,Safet)'y: WOuld also be needed' to evaluate the impact of
a technologic innovation on consumer health status, health professionals,
facility resources, and costs. Since at present the capacity to do so is largely.
outside the realm of expertise o( NIH, one could' consider esyblishing it
there. Alternatively, the responsibility coul0e assigned to' an agen4 more
directly involved in . health services. The. lauer approach is preferable;
primarily because Such evaluation should proceed in a health care delivery
setting.

To be effective, the' coordinating agency would need to be a8ble to monitOr
the dissemination of technology: It is difficult, however, to control the
dissemination of new technojogy and at the same time to maintain the incen-
tive necessary to assure continued innovation in the priVate and public
sectors. One might consider 'establishing a network of centers, perhaps
consisting largely of existing 'academic' health' centers, which would be
recognized as the primary setting for the evaluation of such new technologies
and their disseminationvinto,,the health care system. A model for this
approach, could have sOme of the elements of the National Cancer Institute
program olv designating cancer centers for evaluating certain new
technologies. (e'

in order to.influence the health system' to move toward widespread intro-
- duction of only necessary and cost-effective technologies, this new approach

riIl rely heavily on dissemination of appropriate information as to the bene-
fits, hazards, and costs of a new technology. The approach may be given

. consiarabl y more leverage if that information is used as a basis for establish,
ing guidelineS ior reimbursement for _particular services to instittoyil and
individual health care providers.
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It iS necessary trS consider the Cost of ,this Proposed evaluation program.
Since the dissemination of a new technOloiy i& largely a health service matter,
the 'cost pf..the program should . be reimbursid like other health service
costs. There would:be, related incremental costs, whi.h should include only,
those related to4 collection, .evaluation, and dissemination of data and
collateral informadon. It would' be unfortunate, however, ilVie present
constiained budget for the support of biomedical and clinical research were
reduced to provide funds for improved Jechnology transfer. This would
undermine our ability to develop the new technologies that are most likely to..
achieve the decisive and effective, measures we seek for the preVention
and/or cure of diseases.-:

, .
Tke essential, step in this' proposed 'program is to develop a process to

obtain the necessary data for appropriate decisions as to whether initially
new, but eventually established and widely used preventive, diagnostic, or
therapeutic measures should be generally available in our health care system.
Still, it is likely that such data "...,4ll frequently lead ttrambiguous concluhs.
Our procedures for evaluating the impact of new technology on heahfi
practice are still relatively crude. Technology development itself is, and Must
continue to be, a dynamic process. Nevertheless, -better judgments are likely
to be made if we have better data,The goal should be continued innovation,
with the 'intent that only medically necessary and appropriate use of
technology-occur. It is unlikely that this goal,will be, achieved to everyone's
satisfaCtion, but We can do better tharr we are doing nOw, A critical aspect
of the proposed program is that consumers must; be involved in the decisions
and recognize that biomedical science is caPable of developing technologies
that are useful but too expensive. Even with good data on benefit and cyst
effectiveness, decisions to withdraw, withhold, or not avail ourselves of a
technology may be difficult. The process should be oriented toward develop-
ing infOrmed professionals and consumers rather, than toward, regulatory
actions to constrain the use of new technologes. We cannot expect this
approach to be without problems or pitfalls. 's is a difficult task. What
we can expect, and must begin to realize, is a focus for leadership to address
this problem.

In summary, the time is appropriateto urge the Congress and the Executive
Branch ,to charge a federal office, perhaps within HEW: With t1.1. overall
responsibility for developing and implerrithting tfie processes required to
assure the appropriate and necessary transfer of technology into the health
carenysem. Careful study is urgently needed to provide a basis for determin-
ing where and how the responsibility for this mission should be assigned,-4s
noted above, even out of justifiable concern for,the rising costs of health care,
moving inapgropriately ,to control our knowledge production as a means of

' achieving cost containment in the health care system could have unfortunate
resul tS, both for the future health of our people and for the hope of future cost
containment through prevention and cure. Efforts to improve the articula-
tion between knowleage development and knowledge application in health
care will be made more effective a a foCus for 01 eadership in directing,
coordinating, and evaluating these efforts is established.
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Controlling:health i;rchnolo

Baorbara S, Cooper tind Clifton R. Gaus

introduction
In recent years,: the issue of medical'teChnology and its relation to costs has
occupied-a proMinent position on. the health care agenda, Evidence of this
heightened interest comes from many sectors. In 1975) in testimony before
the President's Biomedical Research Panel, the Social Security Administra-
tion pointed out the budgetary impact of technological innovations.lIn 1976,
a conArence on health care technology at Bostcin University grappled with
the problem of escalatingCosts and discussed various policy optioni. In the
Congress, the Office of Technology Assesspent was established to assess the
p yskal, biological, economic, social, and 'pplitical impacts of technological
changes in a variety of.,substantive areas,' including health. Despite .this
attention, no concrete action has been taken to deal with technology induced
Mflation, nor, for that Matter, has there even been agreement on how to deal

fwith it. This paper defines the nature and extent;of the effect of technology
on health care costs, and focuses on five major approaches to Controlling it.
The causes of.the technology explosion in the health industry will not be
discussed, as they have been, covered elsewhere in the proceedings (in
Schroeder and Showstack).

The problem *

The health care industry differs from other industries in that it does not
respond to standard economic theory. The laws of supply and demand do not
apply; the consumer has little influence on the ,market; competition is a
negligible factor, etc. And while in most industries new technology is often
added to decrease costs and improve productiiity, technological innovations
in health care do [Sot appear to have the same effect. On the contrary, they tend
to require additional personnel, greater skills, and more tests and equipment,
thus giving rise-to higher costs. Although in most industries the technology
problem is one of not getting innoVations into the market rapidly enough, in
health care there is concern that diffusion is too rapid.

' The rapid diffusion of innovative technologies has brought mixed results,
In some cases; it ,has saved lives or red6Od disability; in others it has had
negative effects; and in still others the results are unknoWn. However, in ah
cases,. excluding drugs and recently developed medical devices, medical
technologies have not been subjected to rigorous testing before their

troduction. Rather, first, they are diffused and employed, and then, if after
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many years they are, found to be. unsonnd or obs, kte, they maybe removed.' -,

Computed tomography (CI). body scanners are plie 'example. No :ciciu bt their .
effectiveness, qosts, and humaneness are unex,c911ed in some clinical cases.
floWeVer, as o rotitineand freqtientlY nsed dia0ostic test, Oei:teffectiveness
has licit been determined, nor isithereanYprofesisionalconsenius that they are
Useful.' NevertheleSs; theY are being purdiasel in substantial numbers. The ,

United Kingdorri has a total'of only eight C-Tpody scanners for a Population
of 50 millionone per six ,million perton. But one four-connty area ,in
California has five for a population of 600,000one -per 120,000 persons.

. . . i
Another example is the case of treating. 'east cancer witti.radical Mastec-
tomks, a heretofore conventionattKaun t. but one whose effectiveness has
pnly'snow begun to be assessed, Preli :1 ary results' indicate that in certain
cases simple mastectomies may be just ,as beneficial.2 In addition to the
inimense psychOlogical ,benefits, of tli. simple -procedure, the surgical ,fees
.are almost half.. Weiove been ,paying twice as much for one procedure as
compared co another, but we never /bothered to test whether or not it was, .
better. In another example, we recerly learned that mammography, intro-
duced several years ago, may, for wiren under age 50, cause more deaths than
it s,aves.3 Even procedures known t.o., be beneficial are often,misused or used
too much. Tonsillectomy rates air:Weight times.astigh in one community as
in another; the rate of hysterrectoiiiies has inCreased ao percent in the last 'len
years; and hospital stays are three times longer in one part of the country
than another for the same conAitions. Such widely 'tised' technOlogies. as
Chemotherapy, open,heart surg'ery, and organ transplant are still being'
questioned. regarding their, apilropriate use. k .

Some means are needed to p event untested technologies from eitering the
market without preventing eneficial. technologies from entering, soon

, enough. We need to determine when to use our technologiesand.find ways to
restrict their use to those ciycumstances. And even if a technology results in
improved health stattis, is 1-ie improvement worth the costs? Besides failinvo
evaluate effectivenest in termis of Change in health status, we rarely weigh the
costs of technologies against their benefits.,Even the.Food and Drug Adminis-
tratioe n (FDA) is not requirs0 to consider cost-effectiveness in approving new
drugs and devices. When MWicare determines whether or not to'reimburse
'a new procedure, cdst-effecti'v-eness, is not considered. One researcher estimates
that v.;e are now putting tens of thousands of' people in -the ()ospital each
year at a cost of $43 mi,llion to save each additional life.' The issUe'is not
necessarily whether eakh life is worth 1$43 million, but whether many more
lives could be say. or the Same $43 million used more wisely.

'The extgrit of the problem
It is not simple to measure the -amount and, direction of. technology's

impact on health costs. First, the definition of "technology costs" can
significantly affect the resuhs. For example, is the cost of 'technological
change measuad in terms of the cost of changes in a specific treatment, or
does it include changes in the utilization of the treatment as well? Does it
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repreient the cost of a-particular piece of equipment Or does it also include
personnel . cost? ,Second, once a definition is Iormulated, it is even 'more
difficult to measure. the total health '.4e sYstem effects of technology,
Technology-induced increases in hospital'Costs, for example, may, result in ;

decreasesin'ambulatory care costs. A costly preventive measure May res-ult in
avoidance of a disease whiCh is even mOre costly. These total system effects
ljave never been fullyexamined, partly becatiseof rnethodológical difficulties
and partly due to a lack of appropriate' data. 'Both Mushkin6 and Fuchi'6,
measured the effects of all the variables considered to contribute to the
'increases .in total health expenditures and defined die residual as the/effect of
technology. Their results were contradictory.

..:
Most of the analyses of the cost impact of technology have concentrated on

hospital cdsts, the largest area of health spending. Feldstein,' Davis ancl .

Foster,8 and Waldrnan9 atteMpted to eliminate the effects of itiflation and
rises in wages on the increase in -daily hospital costs and attributed the
,remainder to technology. Although they used somewhat different methods;
all reached the same conclusion: real inpits; i.e., care intensity, accounted
for nearly half the rise, in per diern costs in the late 1960s and early1970s.
Waldman's method, applied u? rises in community hospital expenses over the
last decade, shows intensity accounting for 45 percent, indicating .that. *e

. spent over $10 billion in-1976 to proVide a higher level of care than we had in
1966. klarman made adjustments to the Waldman technique which reduced
the intensity impact to 33 percent."

In another. study, -kedisch indicated that the growth of seven medical
services alone (pathology tests, ,nuclear medicine procedures, .phaernacy
items, laboratory tests, diagnostic radio)ogy procedures, laboratory radiology
procedures, and blood bank units) caused one-third of the cost increase per
adjusted patient day between 1968 and 1972:1, Finally, Worthingtomfound
that between 1950 and. 1913 changes in real nonlabor inputs accounted for
77 percent of the ariation in the change in annual per capita expenditures
for hospital care.,2 Although nonlabor inputs include more than technology,
technology is undoubtedly an important factor.

In recent years, the contribution of new technologies -to increasts in
hospital costs has probably diminished. The American Hospital Association
claims that Pure factor price increases accounted for over 70 percent of
hospital cost advances between January 1974 and June 1975. Application of
the Waldman method for the 1974-1976 period shows that the share auribut-
able to intensity decreased to 38 percent of the increase in adjusted daily
hospital costs. This decline in the intensity factor may be due to expanded'.
minimum wage laws and collective bargaining, higher costs for energy and
food, and ninch higher premiums for malpractice insurance.

Altman and Wallack evaluated the various attempts to measure the
impact of technology and concluded that "resource-intensive advances
appear both to havepised the per unit costs of treatment and to have led to
the use of more of the most expensive types of treatmen t." 15 This conclusion
was debated extensively at the conference and the consensus, as reflecrd in
the Report of Symposium, was that "incremental hospital care cost auribtit-

-
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able. to technology over the past decade is believed 'to be in the range of
20 to 40 percent:"

Methods of technology control'
Paramount to controlling medical technology is the need to evaluate hi

efficacy and cost-effectiveness. Present' federal expenditures for such evalua-
lions amount to less than $.5 billion annually, not nearly tmough to cover
the cost of conducting even a ,small proportion of the needed evaluations.

In another paper, 'we propted The establishment of a Technology
Evaluation Administration to collect and 'disseminate scientific: data on the
efficaWand 'cost benefit of medical technology.1.5 We stiggested that such
an agency' be responsible for synthesizing what is known about th efficacy
a»d cost-effeetiveness of current technologies; generate assessment of those
practiced technologies not yeti .evalua ted; provide assessment of neyv technOlo-
gies,not yet diffused; and appraise the potentiafirtipact of new technOlogies
prior to 'then development.

Whether such an agency is developed oran ahernative approach pursued,
some eyaluation mechanism mustlbe established for technology control to
be rvningful. 'We know that. technological innovation is expensive, but we
do not know what we are getting for our money. Technological development
shOuld not be curtaikd, nor should there be arbinary 'decisions about which
t.echnologies to ertibrace and which to eliminate.. But each tiechnology must
'be evaltiated.sciemifically to weed out: the ineffective ones and retain those
t at are efficacious anckcost-effective.

There are five approAhes to' technology control siiggested here: planning
controls,' ieimbursementAimits, direct market enny regulation (FDA model),
physician training, and constimer education. These apprOaches can be used
singly or in various combinations.

Platining controls

Capital expenditure li nt. ational limit could be set on these capital
expenditures ccintrolied Certificate-of-Need (cON) program.

.

These expenditure limits, wou14:that.be allocated by State and/or Health
Systems Agencies; T1),is measure is similar to Title Il.of the Adininistration's
Hospital Cost Containnient Bill (H.R. 6575), which places a $2.5 billion
natiorral limit On capital expendnures.

A capital limitation puts clout nuo the Certificate-of-Need legislation.
Certificate-of-Need agencies have been approving over 90 percen«if thy
applica:tions they receive, partly because they have had very little incentive tro
counter the pressure from -hospitals, physicians, and consumers to spend
more, particularly since rnuck of the money to pay for such equipment or
buildings comes from the community, For such a spending limit to be
fully effective, however, more, definitive, strdards and guldelines would
have to be developed tio govern the allOcation of approx:ed spending. The
Lewin study on the effectiveness of Section 1122 c6ntro' is found that few
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,asendes on conduct reviey functions effectivelybe9Luse of inadequate need;
projections; review criteria;or data resources.' 6 Without definitive allocation
standards', two neighboring hospitals could be granted .approval to equip'.
open-heart surgery units, while an application for, needed modernization
elsewhere was rejected,. Under the proposed schema, spending would be
limited, but, h is 'to be hoped, wiser.

Expansion of Certificate-of7Need authority. CON authorify Could be
expanded to include.physicians' offices and clinics and *require recertifica-
tion of facilities. Unless physicians areincluded under-CON, they are likely
to purchase, additional equipment' and run additional tests in their offices
when "rent-free" workshops become less accessible to them inside the
hospitah. This reaction' is already becoming evident. About one-sixth of the
scanwis in use are located in privato offices.or clinics, and, threats of private
'purd6ses are made now when CON agencies turn down requests from
hospitals for such equipment. Further, insurance coverage is generally'better
for diagnostic tests than for other procedures in the physician's office. With
the growing threat of malpractice suits, it is easy to imagine a future plethOra
of diagnostic equipment being purchased, for Use in physicians' offi,ces.

Expanding CON authority to includer ecertification could also amehorate
current maldistribution Of capital., In the early 1960s, the . President's
Commission on Hprt,Disease,'Cancer, and Strdke estimaied that 30 percent
of all hospitals e`iipped to do closed-heart surgery perforMed no operations,
in the study year. Of those equipped for open-heart surgery, 44 percent
averaged less than 'one operation.per month and over three-fourths averaged
Iess than one Per week. MOrtality rates from these, procedures were inversely
related to the frequency With which they were performed at ati institution.
Requiring recertification of facilities and equipment could reduce unused
capacity; for example, excess.scanners in one area could be moved to another.
Further,- expanding CON to include recertification could eliminate many
unstarted projects currently approved as a result of. grandfathering. 4t is '
estimatrd that California alone has over $3 billion in capital projects
approved through grandfathering but not started.

Restricting capital financing. Federal revenues and tax-exempt bonds are
the major sources of funds tha't finance, hospital construction. About one-
fourth of the funding involves the federal government through grants,
Bill-Burton loans, guarantees, interest subsidies, and HUD loan guarantees.
Tax-exemPt bonds provide another one-third 'of the funds."_ Although
financing fQr construction does not usually involve individual equipment
purchases, the availability' of theseisources frees other capital funds for such.
purposes. Further, much of hospital construction today involves moderniza-
non, which inCludes adding facilitiessuch as'burn units and carthac intensive
rare units all technology. related.

Stricter criteria could be developed for federal participation in capiyi
`financing fronl private sources and tax-exempt bonds. In addition to
requiring Certificate-of-Need approval, the criteria could include maximum

,
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imiti on operating costs resniting from the project, measures of
of alternatiVe facilities in the area, and special consideration for cost-savirig
institutional mergers.

Reimbursement' limits

taps on hospital revenue in reases. Applying "a, limit to the increase in
reimbursement from all tyers would force hospitals to exercise caution in
eXpanding the number of tests they performed, equipment they purchased,

..and personnel they hired. Because. they would not be paid for every new
service they provided, more conscious decisions watild be made on how to
allocate their pOtential revenues. As all hospitals wOuld be operating under
the same.constraints, the revenue limit approach 'would help.to moderate the
negative coinpetitive,elements among hospitals.

But there ate some -potential problems Iwith this, approath. Hospitals
could limit the wrong from the viewpoint.of the patient *technology.
The method could penalize hospitals that had exercised caution in the past
and now would have to "compete" with neighboring hospitals that had been
less restrained. Further, employing this approacV without some comple-
mentary method of dealing with 'physicians fails to recognize the major role
tht. physicians play in technology inflation and the fact thaephysicians can
easily move their "workshops" to,their offices.

Ideally, in the future, prospective reim-bursement rates could be established,,

that reflected an tificient lev,e1 of operation fo1 each hospital and included an
increase factor for the adoption of approved technology.

Procedure reimbursement liminuion. This approach requires drveloping
a Protocol for reimbursable technologies that iS based,on proven efficacy and
cost-effectiveness. Such a protocol 'would deny .reimbursement to.. those
technologies proven totally ineffective and limit payment for others to
apprQpriate use. The list could include drugs and equipment, is well as
procedures. For example, influenza vaccinations haye been found to be
efficacious and*cost-effective only when given to the agedAnd persons with
certain cciodiiions. Thus, reimbursement of flu shots would be approved
only for those persons.

Most third-party payers currently fl-iiaintin 5 list of reimbursable
proceduris that are performed bth in'and out of the hospital. However, most

`of these payment schedules," like those for Medicare, restrict reimbursement
to, procedures that are reasonable Pr necessary, where "reasonable" or
"'necessary" are basically defined 'as "generally accepted." Neither efficacy
nor cost-effectiveness is considered. Even in the case of new procedures,where
efficat); is taken into account, costleffectiveness is nm.

Some of the private itisdrers are changing their procedure list to allow
payment for appropriateuse only. On May 18, 1977, the National Association
of Blue Shield Plans announced, that it will' end routine payment for
28 medical procedures Qonsidered Unnecessary under certain circumstances.
These procedures 18 surgical and 10 diagnostic include specified
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instances of radical hemorrhoidectomy, hysterectomy, sympathectomy, basal
metabolierate testing,, nd angiograplry. Written justificationsfor use Will'
have to be made by the physician before payment is authorized, with local
physician review panels settling any resulting disputes. Although the Blue
Shield approath does not include development of protocols for appropriate
use, it does make physicians aware that certain procedures have questionable
usage; it makes them consider the costs of the procedures they order; and it'
makes them more cautious abou t. ordering them, since reimbursernent.is not
gparanteed.
11 Adoption of a protocol deVelopment approach to procedu e reirnbuise-
ment opuld affect all health technology use, regrdless of site of care, and
could Permit the current reimbursement 'system to operate 'otherwise `-
unchanged. It would have a ha tural inhibiting effect on unnecessary demand.
Demand for scanning, for example, would decrease if reimbursement .were
hot always . available; purchase orders for scanning equipment would
diminish as a result. Also, the physician's role in-malpractice suits would be
greatly clarified and protected. If private health plans' could work collabora-
tively with the government, their lists would be compatible and the costs
associated with producing the lists could be shared. Their efforts could be
'enhanc6dby modification of the Prdfessional Standards Review Organiza-
tion program, which now revieWs "necessity", for the lederal financing
programs. Thus, HEWwould be responsible 'for developing national
protocols, while local PSROs would' mosNitor compliance and apply

reimbursement sanctions and other penalties. .
.

The disadvantages of the approach are that development of' protocols'
would be extremely expensive and require Iong implementation ,time;
reimbursement procedures might, require more data and more paperwork;
and perfect "protocols" could probably 'never be developed to handle every
circumstance, so that flexible application, would be needed.

Technology-sensitive tee sched;iles. This alternative would establish
national reimbursable fee 'schedules, with a pricing system for physicians'
services adjusted to make it less profitable for them to use expensive, marginal
technology. Thus, technology adoption Might be slowed and deployed only
where absolutely medically indicated. As new procedures and equipment
were proven cost-effective, the fees could be increased. Initially, reimburse-
ment rates would be set so that no increase in phySician net income could
result from unproven technology. The ultimate decision for technology use
would rest with physicians on a'case-by-case basis, but the "profiteering"
from hospital-purchased equipment would be eliminated. Because third
parties pay only 61 percent of expenditures for physicians' services, the
impact of this approach might be limited until broader national health
insurance coverage is enacted.

Direct market entry regulation (FDA model)
This approach would require all technology procedures as well as drugs

.and medical equipment to undergo federal examination and approval
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.befort utilization would be legal. Currently, for drugs arid devicerto receive
,FDA approval, the Manufacturers must prove that their products do not
cause harm and represent improvements over existing ones. Although cost-
effectiveness is.currently not required, it should be in thecase of technologies.
In addition, use of unapproved technology would be restricted to experiments
and clinical triars.

Although this method of curbing 'technology-induced inflation .might
°delay or prevent the adoption of many innovations, it Would not curb the use
of technology once it was permitted to enter the marketplace. It could be
effective, however, in preventing the diffusion 4 useless or harmful technolo-
gies and would have the potendal-of providing a rich data base on risks and
benefits. But it would be expensive to implement further, if it were applied
to existing technologiesJt would bedifficult to implement andCould forestall
use of a potential major, breakthrough until the required years of testing
were over.

Physician training

Reducing spedalization: There is a growing evidence that the specialists
are the technology abusers. Feklsran estimatet that the addition of one or
more specialists caused hospital costs to increase by $39,000 per year between
1958 and 1967.7 The addition of a general practitioner', comersely, led" to
hospital cost decreases by the same amount.' Worthington lound that most
of the ,real inputs employed across all physician practices could be
attributable to intreasing qxcialization."

The Health Professions Educatioilal Assistance Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-484)
calli for a decline in 'the ratio of specialists by 1985. The need for a greater
proportion of primary care physidans has been argued elsewhere for overall
health reasons, but technology a6use wotild decline as well. However, this
approach would take years pt.) achieve Cost savings and would do nothing to
curb the current abusers.

Physician education. The current training of new physicians heavily
emphasizes the use.of the latest procedures and equipment. Evcri persons being
trained as primary care physicians attend the same medical schools as the
future specialists, institutions where "modern medicine" is epitomized by
the best-equipped, around-the-clock diagnostic and treatment facilities. A
reiurn to teaching "black bag" medicine might go far in reducing future
dependence on the "best" and the "most."

Sendingphysicians copieqpf their patients' hospital bills might also make
them mOre aware of the fittricial impact of what they do and what they
order. Their fee for a surgical procedure may be only a few hundred dollars,
but such an operation will generae Many additional costs. i.e., t4e cost of
the . operating room, preoperation work-ups,- and postoperative care.
Together ,chese added costs run into thousands of dollars:

Finally, should data become available, physicians also could be armed with
statistics on the odds of success under various circumstances, the risks with
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and without.a procedure, and the costs to the'patient and society kn./terms of
dollars and discomfort.

Consumer eduCation

Under this approach, consumers would be educated about the costs of.th.e
medical care they receive. As they do not always receive a hospital bill, they
often have no idea what their stays have cost, 'or even what services and
supplies were furnished. If patients received copies of.their bills, they would
become more aware of the cost of the services they demand and would perhaps
question their necessity.

Since consumers usually pay just a share and sometimes none of the costs of
insurance, they do not feel the effects of rapidly rising premiums. Employers
and unions who do could inform workers of premium increases and what
they mean in terms of reduced wage hikes. If the impact of premium indeases
On their pocketbooks were brought home to them, consumers might question
the use of "marginal" services.

The media could also be used More to publiCize the need for second
opinions in surgery, the existence of unnecessary operations and tests, and
the uncertainty surrounding medical practice. Health care is the one
consumer good where informed choice in buying is not involved. The
consumer "buys" what the "seller" tells him to. He has little basis on which
to choose not to buy, to bargain, or to take his business elsewhere. Doctors .
are usually perceived as superhuman. If, the patient were enlightened about
some of the unceriain ties, the casts, and the risks, some of this behavior might
be modified. For example, with the development in recent years of extra-
ordinary measures to prolong life for a limited time, patients have become
aware of the "death with dignity" issue. They have begun to express concerns
about vegetating, or being subjected to numerous and painful procedures_
tha t have little chance of significantly altering their outcome. As a result, they',
have started to 'bring pressure for legalization of "living wins" to prevent
usage of these extraordinary. technologies in hopeless cases. Further
publicity and exposure through the media of the."living will" concept may
yesult i» additional pressure. and additional legalization. As a result, costs
will be saved and, at the same time, the patient's desires will be met.

Summary
Much uncertainty surrounds innovative medical technology. Qu'estions

such as when Ceitain technologies are 4)propriate, how much good they do,
and what their costs are remain unanswered. In this era of conflicting needs
balancing the federal budget, yet solving our social-problems we cannot
afford the high costs of goods and services about which we know so little.

1:iNe approaches to technologY control have been .suggested: planning
controls, reimbursement limits, direce market regulation, physician
education, and consumer education. Whether one or a combination of these
approaches is adopted, none will be effective unless a data base is developed
which can tell us which technologies to use and when.
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t,The technology problern" is not simply one of cost restraint, kis also a
problem of learning how to improve our health status by optimizing
technology. Until we learn what works and what does not, the- costs, the
risks, and the benefits, we cannot make informed decision& on the best use
of our limited resources.
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Regulating the zost of heaph etre:
A discussion and a proposal

Richard A. Berman and Thomas W. Moloney

,

A major eme of this symposium is the potential effects. o invoking
thregulatory auority to limit the diffusion of new medical techn ogies, with

pi

the aim of slowing the overall rate of increase in health expenditures. Wo
very different views of the merits of this idea have been presented by

. Alain Eruhoven and Roger Noll, and by- Clifton R. Galls and Barbara S.
Cooper. EnthoVen and Notl, find little-reason to think any regulatory inter-.
vexation will worlc "Attempts to.control priceS; capacity, and sthe quab,i.y of
service by direct intervention are more likely 1to exacerbate is in
these areas than toImeliorate them.'" Gaus and Cooper, on the ot k er hand;
think regulatory intervention will work,' and discuss five different ire latory
approaches tO control "technology explosion." Two responses,., so wide
apart, suggest that some interpretation and counterpoints may be useful, as
each response raises important issues needing further explzrations. For
example, despite 'a traditionally sharp sei Of scholastic argumeii.6 a; to
why regulation cannot work,' 2 3 health care regulation in -this coimtry is
continuot,illy increasing and broadening: we will ciliallenge certain observa-

z tions in the Enthoven/Noll paper to see why thit is the tase. New forms ,

of regulation bring the possibility of newasets of undesirable practical
consequences: we will explore the consequences of options presented in the
Gaus/Cooper paper to avoid the possible damaging side effects of various
interventions.

We will also explore an alternative: a strategy for bringing the rate of
.. increase in health care expenditures in line with the overall rate of growth in

the economy, a strategy that leaves hospitals and planning agencies the
maximum authority possible in making allocation ilecisions, but which
offers 'considerable help with the complek issue of devetoping area-wide
,guidelines for distributing medical care resources.

.ar ' .

Can regulation work?
Enthoven and Noll describe three'generic types of policy reipontto the

problem of rising health expenditures. Only one, they believe, is feasible. It
entails a restructuring of the delivery and financing system in order to alter
the basic financial incentives facing providers. The ,basis of their
recommended approach is new developmental incentives for HMOs: "A fair
market test for HMOs is hardly a new idea, but Alital has not been serious)),
tried." A number of policy makers agree that a fair market test of HMOs is a
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good suggestion.,4 6 The 'limitation of such a test is that it is not likely to
reduce overall health expenditures substandaIly within the next decade. The
authors themselVes observe that "physicians and consumer's are accustomed
to the fee-for-service, third-party intermediary system and would reject an
attempt to change it suddenly and drastically." To many observers, a decade
is simply too long to wait. Both interest in enacting some form of national
health insurance and other competing domestic priorities hav made concern
.for expenditure control more immedfate.' 6 A fair market MOs
should proceed, but,' we will argue, along with other interventions ied at
speedier results. .

.

A second option discussed by Ernhoven and Noll is to increase the extent of'
consumer cost sharing greatly se that patients will have much more incentive
to ec 6 omize on, medical services. Ho'wever, they reject this option. They
find it ntrary to private insurance objectives ana to public policy' on access
to medical care. The purpose of private insurance is to prevent serious
financial loss; a large increase in deductibles and coinsurance would increase
the risk that a person suffer serious financial loss in the event of a major
illnesS. Government medical care programs aim not only'. to reduce the
financial risk for its citizens, but also to provide them with access to needed
care; deductibles and coinsurance, in effect, would reduce that access. These
objections are straightforward and voiced by other observers as wel1.7

A third option, the authors recognize, is io impose economic and technical .

regulation in order to limit the diffusion of new medical technologies. The
merits of this option, as we have said, are a major theme of the sythposium.
Enth6ven and N611 reject it on two bases: on a theoretical-historical analysis
of the general behavior' -of regulating agencies in other industries, and on
an-interpretation of the evidence of, pasit,- allures of regulatory agencies to
limit the growth of hospital capacity.

The theoretical-historical analysisAntends that because medical care
is provided by numerous independent act-ors, and because it is difficult to
define and nwasure the products of medical care, regulatory intervention has
to proceed on a case-by-case basis, "with all the costs and deflection of policy
that the case approach necessarily entails." What seems necessarily entailed
is twofold. First, there is a protective attitude on the part of the regulating
agencies toward regulated firms that renders regulation ineffective: "When
regulation is complicated by sophisticated data requirements, heterogeneous
firms and vague objectives, regulators are especially prone to be protective
of regulated entitiesethat are on the verge of financial failure." Second, this,
behavior by regulatory agencies can become reinforced because politicians
too become protective of regulated entities: "An agency may be punished by
Congress or ,the Executive Branch if it forces a truly inefficient operation
into bankruptcy whenever the rectitude of its position is less than certain.
HoWever, it faces no concomitant'penalty if it offers protection to the failing
enterprise." ,,

-

When these two condiuons actually occ . they set up what has 'been
characterized by political scientists as .an ' ron triasngle" formed by the
Congress, the regulatory agency, and the regulated industry. The basis of
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the ron triangle" theory is that regulatory agencies don't control the
industry firms; on the Contrary, the firnOcontrol the agencies. Therefore,
ale agencies don't serve the public interest, but promote sPecial interests at
theexpense,a the public. Though there is general agreement among many,
sOcial scientists that this takes place, they differ in their interpretation as.to
why anl how.8 Samuel Huntington suggests that there occurs an out-and-out
politica capture of an agency by its regulated indusuy. Marver Bernst in
suggests that agencies begin by advaricing the public iciterest, but, througi a
natural evtAutionary 'process, slowly lose their sense of mission ahd
eventually lapse into serving special interests. Others, Kolko apd
George Stigler, argue that regulatory agencies have not lapsed, from Oir
initial mission; rather, they always intended co serve special interests, .

But these may be the explanations of a bygone era, for today there is'
evidence that the "iron triangle" theOry is descriptive onlyof those agencies
founded between 1887 and.t4 outbreak of World kcar II, Itis the okl agencies
-hat were cartel!like in. Structure and effect and more of Lei', mandated to
protect than to regulitte:They were based on statutes that conferred extremely
broad powers on diem and provided cific j)olicy guidance. In
former days, regulator and regulated often i.ted in a comfortable, coopera-
.tive relationship, p,ne in which the agencies feli spOnsible for the economic
well-being of the, indvstry they had jurisdiction overt

This is quite a dIferent description from what POul Weaver finds w be
true of the newer regulatory ligencies.8 Typically,, the laws establishing
the post-World War II agncies are extraordinarily lengthy and spedfic.
The agencies areestablished ro operate as the adversaries of the interests

ey regulate'', aiidtiypically it is as adversaries chat they administer the law.
s ne cases, they are,explicitly forbidden to be concerned about the cost

of their pursuit.' 'For example, the Occupational Safety and Health
Administratioa (OSHA) may not take account of the cost of health
regulations ,eX,Cept ii-the extreme cv that it might push a company into
baokruptcy. There Ist "new triangle, composed of public interest groups,
the press, and the, federal government as a whole, says Weaver. It is motivated
by concerns for health, safety, and the environment and a "passionate sense
of opposition to members of the old iron triangle."

fie corn14des:

Even a.s a dt'scri1)tIon. the literature on regulation is get II )g to be very miskading.
Over aw pas«lecade, the htderal regulatory cstabli:shment has been greatly
e x pa n ded by a long series of new laws in the areas of heahh, safety, and environ,-
mew, Fot a vat rety of reasons not the least of which is that legislators or their
aides ate aware of the social science literature the new regulatori, agencies are
utterly tin hke the old OM'N. And since the new agencies as a group now, far over-
shadow the old ones by any measute one might invoke soCial impact, number
of people employed, amount of federal Money spent, etc. the literature, merely
by remaiMng on the library shelves, has wnw to conyy a seriously inaccurate
impression of what regulatory agencies in general are like and how they work.
(St holars are only now beginning to do serious research on the behavior of the
newer agencies.) 3
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The second component of the Emhoven/Noll conclusion that regulation
is not likely to be effective is based on the authors interpretationof regula-
tipn's recorkto, date in the. health field. They suggest that iregulation of
hospital capacity is a fair test of regulatory effectiveness and, when tested, it
found wanting: "The available evidence indicates that Certificate-of-Need
regulation has not succeeded in controWng the problem of overbedding."
their discussion suggests that data on bed capacity can be used to show that

'hospital capacity has not been held in check. Actually, this is inaccurate on
two counts. First, our national experience with "bed capacity" since 1950 is

"quite differegt.bed capacitikhas been held in cheek, hospital capacity (total
investment in plant and eqapment) has not. Second, the specific periOds in
.which Strongsregulatory sanctions were in effect demonstrated that overall
hospital capacity could potentially be held in check.

The evidence on bed supply shows that in evezy five-year period Since 1955,
the number qf total U.S. hospital beds, both federal and nonfederal, has
declined..per 1,000 population.9 Different categories,of nonfederal beds have
increased and decreased at different rates, but tlfe1net result is a continuous
decline in bees per capita for the past 20 years.- The 'major studies of
Certificate-of-Need legislation, including the one footnoted by Enthoven/
.Noll, conclude that in affected states the legislation did restilt in a loWer rate
of expansict in beds' than in' states without there lation." The difficulty
with Certificate-of-Need leWation was in limitin verall capacity growth;
the growth in other types of hospital investment neated the saving from the
reduction in the growth of the bed supply:

With regard to the second point, our one-national experience with direct
regulation of overall hospital spending, the Economic Stabilization Program
of ,1971; demonstrated the effectiveness of strong regulatory efforts. For the
first time in a quarter of a century, growth in hosPital and medical care
prices fell below that in the overall cost of living. For the years between the
enactment of the Medicare and Medicaid programs and the beginning of the 1.

Economk Stabilization Program, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for semi-
private hospital room charges increased at an average of 15 percent per year.
During the Economic Stabilization Program years, it,dropped to an average
of 6 percent per year. By the end of 1974, the general economy had improved
and, as promised, the Economic Stabil ization Program came to an end. When
these regulations were removed, medical care prices moved back up to a rate
one, and one-half times as great as the overall CPI."

.

There is evidence from the stateas well as federal experience that overall
capacity can be limited by regulatory intervention. Certain states with strong
regulatory mechanisms have limited spending far better than the nation as a
whole. Consider the experience of New York State.'2 In 1975 and 1976,
expenses per hospital admission for the nation increased 13,6 percent, but
only 4.2 percent in New York State, Acute care beds per capita increased 0.9
percent for the nation and decreased 0.9 percent 'in New York State
(incidentally, New York State has had an 8 percent reduction in its overall
bed supply in the past three years). Finally, an evaluation study funded by
the Social Security Administration confirmed that during 1969-1974, New
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York hospitals, while placing ceilings on the amounts of routine per diem
-health costs that were reimbursed, limited increases in adjusted ca!sts per day
to 13 percent. A control group of swes, using conventional cost reimburse-
ment formulas, incurred a 32.7 percent increase durieg the same period.

Can lechnology-associated costs
be controlled by regulation?

Fro'irisableri'a --cifa"Fg-u-ineitt-STfrorri theory .and experience, Enthoven and.
Noll conclude that regulation of medical technologies, in particular, wjll not
work. The overalf problem in the, control of technology-assoCiated costs, .as
they sct it, is not one of brand neW equipment; rather, it is one of new combina-
tions and more intensive use of the services already in place. This, they argue,
makes effective . regulation nearly impossible: 1-low, they ask, would
regulators determine what constitutes a "new" iechnology or procedure;
what rate of diffusion of these "new" technologies shouldobe allowed; what
criteria should be used to show which technologies weren't needed? The issue
Of medical valuels likely to be one of appropriate utilization, not one of total
effectiveness or ineffectiveness, Finally, they argue, regulation will not work
because it cannot effectively withhold potential lifesaving treatments:
"When the issue is extra expenditures or possibly unnecessary care Versus
denial of access to-lifesaving treatment, doubts will be resolved in favor of
the former." In addition, Gaus and Cooper note that validation Of cost-
effectiveness, were it to be required for apProval of new technologies prior to
.idistribution, would be expensiVe and difficult tO implement; it could in fact

, /cause the fruits Of a major breakthrOugh to be postponed for years. Further-
more, cur/ent econometric techniques for performing-cost benefit. studies Of

' technologies may prove to be mathematically valid but irrelevant to the
formulation of social policy." Pr

These concerns are formidable barriers to regulatory effectiveness only if
one attempts direct regulation of the introduction and diffusion of each riew
technology, an option discussed by Gaus and Cooper. There is- another
regulatory mechanism- which can be used to attain the goal of limiting
technology-associated expenditures without causing these problems. That
mechanisAt is to place an overall limit on revenue increase for hospitals and
leave decisions on the allocation of resources to those r ponsible at each
institution. This is equivalent to a different alternative pres6ited by Gaus and
Cooper: the recommendation of caps on hospital revenue increases. As the
authors indicate, hospitals would be encouraged to exercise caution in
expanding tests, equipment, and personnel. Becavse they would not ix paid .

for every.) new service, each hospital would make more conscientious
individual decisions on how to allocate its resources and assign priorities
among alternative types of services.
Avoiding undesirable side effects of
regulatory Interventions

In general, regulatory strategies that establish overall limits on revenues
and prices greatly reduce .the number and types of problems, such as those
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discussed by'Enthoven and Noll, whickcan arise when regulation is targeted
at specific components of hospital services such as medical technologies.
Targeted interventions present several basic: difficulties,- of which the
Enthoven /Noll objections are a .sUbset.

First, targeted .proposals can inadvertently' place regulatory approval or
denial in the sphere of lifesaving equipment or procedures a sphere where
it clearly is not meant to 1).e. With recommended overall limits instead,
individual ',medical 'faffs and administrators retain authority to .adopt
necessary 14eSaving 'euipment and proCedures and to forego those het*
that provide a low marginal value. Second, targeted proposal's remove the
burden of responsibility for safe and effective cost Control from the medical
staffs and administrators at 'each hospital who should 'be responsible for
directing these efforts, within overall rates of increase in expenditures. Third,
targeted 'pr4pOsals ignore the facu that different hospitals have different needs
in terms of their basic facilities, staffing, replacement of diagnostic And
therapeutic equipment, And establishing wage scales equitable with those of
other service industries in their area. Direct regulation, for example, of any
one of these components; can seriously damage the effectiveness of some
hospitals while failing to cause any restraint in spending at others. Fourth,
hospitals play different roles within communities in terms of the diagnostic
mix of patients for whom- they themselves ,provide service or whom they
choose to refer to neighboring institutions. Targeted proposals designed to
set arbitrary limits on certain components of hospital care, suc,h as the
purchase of diagnostic and therapeutic techncilogies,, can seriously
undermine the effectiveness of regional referral centers in providing for the
specialized needs of an entire area. Fifth, asGaus and Cooper point ow, the-
development Of protocols 'for evaluating appropriate utilization would be.
exuemely expensive and ,require long implementation time. In the end,
protocols to handle different circumstances adequately would probably never
be developed.

If regulation througkoverall limits on hospital spending is to be proposed,
some method must be, found to distribute resources appropriately within a
regiOn.lf overall limits on hospital revenues were to be applied literally, each
hospital would_ receive the saMe proportional increase in overall resources
regardless of its relative contribution to the health needs of peopl n theiit.
area in which it was located. In many cases, it woUld not make se se to

.provide each hospital with a proportionate share of new capacity. Some
hospitals would be better able thanothers to provide highly specialized
services to a large proportion of the population, to establish expanded
facilities to bring new treatmems to an urea, and to expand their
responsibiht)or iroviding services to particular subsets Of the population.

However, both papers' cite studies suggesting then few planning agencies
can either control overall resources that is, establish effective rationales
to limit' the overall number of beds,' technologies, centers for special
procedures, etc., within their regions or decide how to ration these
wmponents among competing hospitals." ir "i The agencies are . found
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resources.

inadequate n pro ons, review criteria, and data

Conclusion and recommendation
In our oi.)inion, the rapidly rising costs in.the health care sector are such

that they cannot be ignored, and in fact regulatory Agencies are proliferating.
The question is no ,/"Wileater or not there will beJegulation, but what kind of
regulation will be most likely to succeed and least likely to cause intolerable
side effects.

It seems that the best approach would be one which, within limits tied more
closely to the annual rate of increase in the overall economy, left hospitals
ana planning agendes' the maximum authority possible in making
allocation decisions. It should alsi be an aPproach which recognized' ihe
complexity of makingareawide allocation,decisions, and offered consider-
able help to planning Agencies by convening national scientific panels to
develop areawide guidelines:

Local health systems agencies should not be expected to co mand the
correct mix of profeSsional expertise necessary to' determine aropriate
utilization standards or facilities,standards for the wide variety of e .pensWe
new technologies, procedures, and 9ther capacities which hospitals Will
request authorization to purchase. In, order to guide local agencies in their
allocation of funds, we propose that the federal government establish an
operational, scientific advisory board for each neyv costly technology or
procedure to determine the overall regional need for it and to define the types
of medical instimtion that &Add effectively support it.

These national scientific advisory, boards, apppinted by a federal, agency,
coidd proceed along either of two lines. If there was a sufficient, existing
knowledge base about an expensive new' technologl, or procedure (i.e., any
technology or procedure that would cost $250,000 or more to buYor to operate
for a year), or component of health care (i.e., bed stipply),' the board would
recoMmend a range of community need (i.e., one CT scanner for every
million people) and Ole characteristics of a medical facility appropriate to
house the technology (i.e., a fun service hospital with 24-hour access to the
technology). If there was not a sufficient existing knowledge base, the
board would report the fact to the federal agency, which, in turn, would
dOsignate a limited number of sites to Conduct the appropriate studies to
establish a recommended level of diffusion for the particular component.
.Revenue increases would be granted only to reimburse for those procedures
provided at sites designated by a particular planning agency. Centers
designated by the federal agency as test sites for a particular research purpose
would be reimbursed through specific federal appropriations.

There is a precedent for the establishment of such boards andrvidence that
they could work. The Committee on Controlling the Supply of Short-Term
General Hospital Beds, in the United States of the Institute of Medicine
recommended:
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That a national health plaphing goal be established under the provisions of the
National Heakh Planning and Resources Development Act of 1974 93-641)
to achieve an overall reduction of, at least 10 percent in the ratio of short-term
general hospital beds to the population within the next five years and-further

. -significant reductions thereafter.g

The Committee on qnuted Tomographic Scanning of the Institute,of
Medicine requested ct

The committees' recommendations, or any recommendat ons 'affecting
distribution and utilization of CT scanning, will remain defident until better
data, based on soundly conceived and executed clinical trials, are available.1

MOre specifically, the Corrimiuee recommended:

The federal government, perhaps in cooperation with 'national professional
and third-party payer organizations,- should, develop and implement a

-.comprehensive research protocol to provide definitive evaluation of CT
scanning.

*

The recommendations of these boarlikon both overall need and the types
of insntu.tions appropriate to provice-w services could become Major
-guidelines for the local health systems .agencies responsible for granting a
specified number of Certificates-of-Need within their regionakjurisdictions:
The actual selection of the institutions to receive the particular services
should remain the decision of those individual planning agencies but be
guided by the committees' ,recommendations with regard to the appropriate
types of Medical facilities to house the particular technologies an&
procedures.

ThiS strategy would bring the rate of inatase in national health care
expenditures in line with the overall rate of growth in the economy...It
would sidestep the side effects of targeted regulatory strategies, noted by
Enthoven and Noll, and Gaus and Cooper, and discussed above. It would
leave resource allocation decisions to hospitals and loCal planning agencies,
but it would also provide them with the reoommendations of national
scientific advisory committees as to how to allocate these resources.
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Controlling health technology:
A public policy, dileMina*

-Robert M. Heyssel

The focu s of this 'conference' is the cost of medical care.and how and whether
changes in technology exert a mator influence On increases in cost. Clifton R. k
Gaus and Barbara S. aroper, in their paper entitled "Controlling Health
Tecinology,"1 concenfate on the control of technology as a major means
toward .containing the cost of medical care.* Implicit M the Gaus/Cooper
9aper, is the notion that-we must curb changes in diagnosis and treatment'
,of diseases, because medical care Costs too much,.and that wtat' is called
"tedhnology--induced inflation" (a term with which, as a purist, I have a little
problem as' to whether' it ,can really be called "inflation") adds almost 40
percent on an' annual ,basis to the rising costs. Cost rises due to changes in .
technology are, therefore, in that construct, a major factor in the difference
between the level of inflationary tiendS the whole tconomy has experienced
and that experienced by the health fridustry:

. 4

The nature and causes oL te problem of
technological cost

Gaus and Cooper outline the nature aria causes of the problem and suggest
approaches to its solution. I do not want to spend too much time quibbling
with the words, rihrases, and references they cite iddiscussing the nature and
causes', of i(The problem." .However, There is a need to add soine balance
and perspective to what has.been,said. In places the tone of the paper is a

b little shrill, but'it may be that this observation only reflects ate ear of the
hearer. .

east, while one can agree that cost reirnbursanent has contribwed to the
lack Of restraint Ott medical care'costs, I do not belie've. that third-party
coverage is a cause of burgeoning.technology. While such cost reimburse-
ment may hav,e led to excess use of technology, it is not a cause of techhology ^
development. It has beef a means of paying for Several decides. of medical

4

ts prepared in respjnse to "Controlling Health Technology" by Clifton R. Gans and
CooPer-

,

Editors' note: Dr. Heysser's discussion is in response to issues raised by Gaus arid Cooperin thek
paper as presented at 'the sytnposiUm. In revising their pai*r.for this volume Gaus and Cooper

condensed :their original discuss.ioro of the i)ossibk causes of the rise in methca/ care
costs and the possible 'role of medivl tecknology in hnproving health status. Many of
Dr. Iley'ssel's references therefore are chrtved to their original, disrussions 'whkh do not appear
in this volume.
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research whicit -has been 'translated into more effective medical care. The

desire on the part of insurers, the government, and, presumably, the piiblic
to cover the extraordinary costs of the results of that resear&led,to broader
coVerige, cost reimbursement, and ultimately to full insurance coverage, not

the other way around. Under Medi Are,renal dialysis and u-ansplant coverage

were 'added because research made treatment of end-stage renal disease

available. The research was not carried out because there was a cost
reimbursement mechanism for u-eatm.ent any, more than the Blalock-
Taussig.operation was a result of an ticipatitig the day when we would have

cost reimbuhement. While cost reimburSement has the singular effect of
accelerating the diffusion, of technology, and=while the lack of any effective

forces to restrain nvestment, 'in' unneedea and reduntant facilities is

deplorable, blaming paymeni mechanism fat the existence of an expensite
technique to save or prolong lives is an ,exercise in sophistry.

-Second, while there is the usual and tiresorne talk of "'prestige-seeking

trustees and administrators" and physician influence, a very important
human elerent is omitted. The desire to save lives and to make living more
comfortabk or more productive for those who have a disability is a desire

shared by most people, Whether they are trustees, physicians, or the average

man or wothan. That desire has created a demand for more sophisticated

'and hetill- medical *care 'and has been copcurred in by the Congreskand
Ex'eciitive branch. The creation and generous funding of the NatIttnal
Institutes of Health (NIH) after World War II, wkich accelerated the grolvth
of technology, was presumably a response of government to a perceived heed

or demand of the People. To some extent the government helped create the

neetis or demands. The Departmetilk' of Health, Educationr-and Welfare's
public relations efforts and the NIH's lobbying have been firly effeCtive! In

terms of balance, then, I believe the medical system has responded to the

desires of the peopte and the government. It is very easy and politically wise

to.blame the doctors, the hospitals, and the administrators for the modern

dilemma of the medical commons2 but not very-constructive.
Third, other phrases bother such as "the application of extraordinary

and expensive ,meahs to slightly eXtend the life of someone in a hopeless

=, situation." Who defines a term such as "slightsly" or who defines a situation

as "hopeless?" What is hopeless? Cardiac arrest was hopelei,s twen(y years

ago. It is not today; yet a fair number of patients veg"etaw after effectiverardiac

action is.restored. Severe intracranial hemorrhige is not as hopeless as before:

nuts Aain, some vugetate and stime gei tip,and walk. ittbacute bacterial
endocarditis was hopeless thifty years ago; now we- can cure it and, if
necessary. replace a' valve at considerable expense. What ivilightly? In ap

average life spa)) of threescore and ten,-do five more years of meaningful

life, constitute "slightly" emended, or doe,s one more year constitine

"slightly"?
Fourth. the statement is ;bade t Meaicare stakistics shoW that about

one-quarter of all outlays are spent r perhons in the last yrat of life, as if a

different restilt were to be expected. Vhat is so extraordinary about that?
hat May not be a cost-effeqive way spend .ou'i money, and perhaps a
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different resu is desirable. It is dear, hokever, 'that more money will be
spent on very sick people over 65 than on thbse people over 65 with less
serious' disease. Pt-put-nab ly it C05ts more to care for the very sick than
for those who are not sp sick, and the risk of death is higher.in the fomier.
'Cen'ain-INI an episcide of a ,chronic alid terminal illness including n
home care for the elderV is more expensive than an .i.'episode of an acut
self-limited illness. The issue of spending a large sum on those who tTlefit,
little and o( expending, money from which some may savociety benefits
little is a 'whether or not" issue, not a question of high-cost-technology. Put
simply, it is whether or not we, as a society, Choose to pay for medical care fc3r
chronic and 'often tertanal illnes.in peoPle over the age of 65:

Fifth, it is worthwhile to analyze a statement by Manin Feldstein that
"our currpit methods of hospital insurance havencouraged hospitals to -

. raise wage rates and tO increase the sophisticatioAnd expensiveness of their
product more rapidly than the public actual II( wants."3 Wi th regar'd to wages,

ifospitals do not exist apart from tpe rest of society and its issues of equity in
wages and salaries'. Mich regard to, what the "public wants," I do not know
what surveY of ptiblic weferences Feldstein refers 6, but nowhere in his
essay do Hind evidence,;thai he had access to a scientific survey of peOple's
preferences re)ating .to such questions as: Do we want grandmother/father
u-eated for czmcer at age 66?Do we want mother/father to have renaedialysts
ana tratisplantation Do we want laboratory testing whiciir defines will'
prMsion the cause of hypertension and dictates its treatment as opPosed
giving drugs or doing surgery without relatiom.to causation?

The only support I could IQ for that st:atement in Feldstein's bbok is his
comment in a footnote that "the rapid groivth of the Kaiser Plan supports the

ew xhat when patients can choose in acblance; many. &..)f theM will select
the system inovhich costs and in which the qualit)k of care is lower."3
(EmwhaSis mine.) Feldstein. defines wilily of care in the- Vaiser system
generally as the number of hospital days rather than the cost per day. That is
a rather dubious view...First, I doubt seriously that the Kaiser people'
think they are bffering a product that has lower qualityl In any event, number
of bed datS per 1,000 in a population has nothing. to do. with the ttchnology
of care. In the Kaiser systern,lf a patient needs open-heart surgery or radiation
therapy, high-technOlogy caredf yotiyill, it is made available:I presume they
do laboratory tests which, they believe ill hells !item distinguii renal
yascular hypertension from alchisu;ronism, etc. But to .use the c ,ct of a
system of rTlical care on use .of WI-days, Paborat ry testing, 4-id general
resouriy allocation within the system as evidence-t -iat the publi does not
warn expensive,medkal care yhen it is perceived as necessa y' by the
physician, and is understOod by the patient as desirablr, is twisting and turn- ,
Mg,t6 support a viewpoint rather than using facts to support a reasotiable
conclusion

'Finally, about the only (114.10 find irk Gaus and Cooper's paper that I can
.agree with- regarding the 'problem and its cause is tbe,pOint quoted there
from Redisch's treatik on "Cost Containment and Physician Involvement in
Decision-Making. "4 I agree completely that "control measures to hold down
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the.rate orinflation of .hospital cost, if aimed solely at the hospital, wiIJ be
disappointing," I 'will go further: doomed to failure.

The effect of increased use of expentive technology
. on the health status Of Americans

,

In the-sedion of the Gaus/Cooper paper entitled "Technology and Health
Status," the question is examined of whether it is.possible to..ahow improve-
ment in health status as a result of increased use Of expensive technology..
Death rate per, 100,000 ,poPulation is one measure of 'health status in a

\ population; and changesniay or may not be attributable wholly Or in part to

some intervention or another. Much of ale change citedin lowered mortality
rates in heart disease in the last decade is-probably not the result of
sophisticated heart surgery, coronary dre units, or emwency 'vehicles
with monitoring and. direct commitrijeations with hctspitat-,--ernergency
rooms. But to say that medical care. Itittle to doi .,. es in crude
indices such .as deaths per 100,000 riopt.klation ignores e changes that.
are import* to indiKiduals.

Health stitus isertainly something other than death rateS.When we deal
in aggregates we- can ask such questions aS, 'how mug "improvement" did
our $10 billion in 1976 buy us'over 1966? In the aggregate, that becornesan
almost: imposlible question to answer, as is pointed'out by the authors if,
however, you look at individual interventions in terms of health smuts, each
of those individuaQnterveniions added up to the $10 billiOn being talked
about, and the quesuon.is whether none, some, most; or all of it was worth it:
for the individuals. It is all summed up in the statement attributed to
Barnes5 that "wc are now putting tens of thousands olpeople in the hoSpital
each year at a cost of $43 million to save each addkional That implies
that hospitals are there simply to save lives and thatlhat is their only rneaswe
of effecdveness. ,The book Costs, Risks, and Benefits of Surgery, from which
that quotk is taken, is careful to distinguish individual from societal values

and to inciude the betterment of the quality.of life for an indivIdull as a
benefit as well as lifesaving.-The staternent as quoted almost presumes that
there is no merit in ameliorating disease.if youpcannot eure it.

Control of technology as a meisin of cost containment
in health care

,

As Put by Gatis ana Cooper, the .operative question at this cOpference is
.Barirks' question, "How many rpoire lives could 6e saved if the $43 milliOn per
sindividual life.saved were used.more wisely?" It is that question of how we
spend available' dollars that we are giitcerned with: I-low much are we willing
to spend' on 'medical care, individualld-in thc aggregate, and for what'
purpose? Who is wise enough to Make the chqices? On what basis? Through
what process? Dealing with the cost of technolOgy arid the choices of how to
spend limited resourees raises moral and ethical issues that will begin to
spark a 'major sodetal debate. The debate should-at least be objective and, not

.
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couched in whose faith" rhetoric It has major social implications in terms,
of our perception of the kind Of people we-are and the kind of society we live
in. When we make the decision that, something is not worth doing monetarily
for society as a whole, we are also making thousands of decisions for
individuals.

Gaus and Cooper propose a number of Methods of Technology Control to
deal with the problem The basic approaches, advocated with varying degrees .
of enthusiasm, aret planning controls and reimbursement limits, direct
market entry (the FDA model), and physician training and consumer educa--'
Lion. While each of the approaches or combination of them has itsappeal,
each also has consequences which should be foreseen.

Control of capital expenditures and reimbursement limits is a way of
saying "rationing of resources", putting the control on the side of supply.
No one is going to argue that elimination of some redundant facilities,
cutting out marginal open-heart surgery programs through recertification
programs, etc., isnot a way to save money.:But the only significant money
that is going to be saved in 'the long haul will result from setting the limits
of spending at some level below that of demand, which is what wilthappen if
we take the limitation of capital approach. In effect, we will have rationing
thrOugh a queuing mechanism.

"Procelpre reimbursement: limitation," an alternative strategy, will have
the effect'of freezing the system in place. Proposed are protocols for testing
and pinting into practice all new uses of health technology l'assume that
this means' a range .frOm major techniqueS such as computerized axial
tomography aown tki arid including the various $2.50 per test determinations
introduced each year, which in total cost a lot of 'money. The problem with
that approth is that it always must be tied to the existing modes of practice. I
realize that Gaus and Cooper. In their section on prbtocols and reimburse-
ment changes, end by saying, "Perfect protocols could probably never.be
developed to handle every circumstance, so that flexible application wbuld
be needed." I think it is the experience of molt 6eople outside of government
that flexible application of any regulation has certainly not been the mode
of' operation' to this point.- Government, undoubtedly working through,
physicians' panels and so forth, wiil instead become deeply' involved in the'
practice of medicine, 'as'Opposed to developing and regulati rig payment and
quality, control of fraud and the like. If that hadbeen the modeof operation
in l800 would we still have Bertjamin Rush and the' wonders of calomel,
bleetling, and purging? And what could be the cost of this regulation? Will
regulation through' prólocots be cost-effective?, ,

-Another sOggestion is direct market entry_regirlation, "the FDA model." A
side effect bi federal regulation of testing and bringing new drugs into the
mstrk'etplac e. has been to create a rise in development 'costs for hew drugs
and an unaudited, bui probably real, reluctance Qyl ).he part of inanukaZturers
to risk money on developing drugs that aro less than certain to-be finally
approved but which could bring about the greaiest advances.. What is-worse
is the' f4ct that major drug firms are now going out of this country,to teSt
market. drugs and do phase HI, testing in .less restrictive societies, both
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developed and underdeveloped nadons. 4uite aside from the moral issues
raised by that (i.e., should this country use other populations as test
subject?), we may be denying ourselves 'earlier advances. The thalidomide
story alone is enough to make anYone grateful for an FDA, but whatis done
should not result in either undue and cOstly delay, or failure of development
th ough oveyy' restrictive testing and/or pushing,the hazards of testing onto
othe s.

Finally, with regard to physician training, there, is a real dilemma
regarding specialization. Increased knowledge in any field tendS to force
specialization; Pat on the other handthe real economic advantage accruing
to physicians dprough specialization cannot be denied, and in some instan%,
at least, it is likely that the difference beicveen -payments tb accredited
specialists and ,those to "gerieralists" has probably been a real factor in the
establishment of specialty boards. I,hope that we still believe that while
increased knowledge brings its problems it is better than unchanged or
increased ignorance. While one can argue that specialist 'medicine is more
expensive than ,general practice medicine, it is also true that specialists are
better than-generalists at taking care of cataracts in old people or handling
respiratory distress, in prematurely born incants. ,Specialization is -not a
clever plot of the AMA' to garner a greater share of 'the Gross National
Product, any wore than it is a plot for legal firms to have specialists in labor
law,, tax law, eic., or economists co specialize in one area or another. It has
to do with the body of knowledge and bow much any one person can
effectively deal with. To bear a _call for a return to teaching "black bag"
medicine cari only Cause me to ask whether, in the num 61 costcontainment,
we really wish to put the clock back to MO. The' question here is more
i-elated to ovaall numbers of specialists and their ge6graphic distribution
than' the control of technology through returning to "blck bag" medicine.
The issue is probably better dealt with through changes in reimbursement
mechanisms than through curbing, if it were possible, specialization:

It appears that most of the proposals put forward for curbing technology
a id its costs would cause medicine to be. as Dickens put it, "skewered through
and throug.h with office pens and bound band and,foot with red tape."6 We
save money, but at an unknown'price in terms of lives made better, lives saVed,
and challenges met. More importantly, what will be the ultimate effect on our
iwrception of Our society if the aggregate cost benefit to society is tbe basis
ho decision-making, rather than the benefit to individuals in that society? To
put it crudely), one solution to t typrol)lem of controlling technology costs
resides in deciding not to do things we can do fig individuals. We should not
allow the oft-cited fact that the results of our e forts are imperfect, or even the
fact that on occasion out med)ods are misguidd oi wrong, to be used to
obscure the distinction betweexmaking decisifor the collective versus
tkcisions for the individual.
Cost-benefit analytis as a means toward
control of technology

To be less critical and more aii,Ji i.
whet hei wliat e at.e, doing is worth wh.

,

,
able, to ask tht question of
1. paying. Thomas Preston
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es! that the, value of vein bypass surgery, for coronary artery disease is'
t proven, a 6c1 that the procedure is not establi ed as effective therapy. Thus,
f , in his view there is no evidence that it. is . eficial -when applied on the
scale used in this country. There is equally no proof that it. is unsuccessful or
of no net benefit. That is an important distinction, since lack of proof of
efficacy 'does not mean proof of no-value.

Prestdn's problem is the same one that Gaus and Cooper have, at least in
part. Good scientific investigation was not done to evaluate the procedure

',before it came into such common and. widespread 'use, which Preston :

estimates as a minimum of 60,000 operations per year, at an annual cost of
nearly three-quarters ofa billion dollars'in thistertmtry. Preston' alution
to the, problem is not more government regulation of technolc ble better
sel f-regu la tion'of the profession through use of establ iShecrscient fie methods
for evalu3ti on. . .

,But 6en if Preston's solution were possible, the central issue of the cost of
that, procedure in relation to aggregate health care costs, and other equally .

valid or more urgent societal nees, vould remain, If ccotbnary artery surgery
were uniformly agreed to be effe vein,anaeliorating the effect-of the diselke,
either thrbugh prolongation o life or 15- ough a more comfortable and
productive existence without significant life prolongation,' the procedure
would still be ery.,expensive,
-There, are els'-fOr mea:suring cost benefits or .cost-effectivenes n

medicine. 1,3unker; Barnes, and Mosteller's book on Costs, ,Risks and
Sen .s olSurgery, Weinstein et a0 conclude, a bit differently from Preston,

that for the individual patierlt.coronary artery bypass surgery is probably the
optimal method of treatment. From the point of view of resource allocation
for the collective, the pr6cedure appears to be less'attractiveandeven perhaps .
a pOor investment as opposed to oiher choices. In Weinstein's analysis, "The
cost per year of life saved or comfort achieved in this procedure clearly exceeds

. . the level,. of funcls generally available elsewhere in the) health sector and
considerations of earnings or willingness to pay by the individual if the
patient paid out of pocket."

..

These peculiar and relatively new concerns are examined in a futuristic
manner in a paper entitled, " location 'of Artificial Hearts in the Year
2002: Minerva . . . versus the N-' ional Health Agency," by George Arinas.9
He examines a hypothetical U.S. Supreme Court decision concerning the ..
"National Health Agency's" regulations, which had in 1997 established a
system for allocating artificial hearts to those whose lii,es Could be lengthened
by implantation. Minerva challen
lifesaving procedure. The aiency

constitutionality of allocation of a
d that allocation was needed, sirice

the expense of providing the hearts r everyone who might benefit was
more than the United States was able or willing to Spend in the year 204:L

The system involved allocating artificial beans to candidates who Met the
following criteria:

He or shd must be moxethan 15 years old but less than 70 years old, be cap4ble of
livinRaL least ten additional years if the implant procedure is successful, and nOt
be a chtbnic alcoholic or drug addict.
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Once a paicnt Wad qualified, his 'or 'ler name was immediately placed, by a
phisician certified by tlw National Health Agency as .a qualified thoracic
surgibn, on anational waiting list for artificial hearts. The patien ts were then
selected from the lista t random at the rate of 400 a week and, if lucky enough
(or unlucky enough), they would remain on the list until they died, or failed
to meet the criteria, or could have the artificial' heart implanted.

The. majori ty opinion in Annasstypothetical case rules that Congress had
. the right to ration a scarce resource-and that it was in the public interest to
ration.;Since thoracic surgeons were in short supply becauseof government

. restrictions imPosed on the number Of surgeons trained in prior years, they
would be turning all their attention to this, area rather than to other needed
services. The Court held further than random selection of patients did' not
Violate due procesS rights, and alio that an expensive medical technology,
such as an artificial heart implantation Gould properly, be labeled a luxury,
even though it did sustain life, and that the State had no need to provide it to

. al f of its citizens. Onepf the assen Ong judges joined the rnajerity only because
he belleVed that to, refrain' from rationing the protedure Would open up a
black market:, he really believed, however, that all artificial heart transplants
should be ontlawed because they were ininunan -aq. inhumane, and also
because there could be no such thing, in the case of lifesaVing procedure, as
informed consent. .

The dissenting opinions pointed Qut that the criteria listed by the govern-
rytent were used to diScriminate agairm some individuals on ihe baSis of
social, worth. Patients with a hiStory of mentatillness or 1,4;itii- criminal
y&ords, those .unemployed, ancf those with an Icrof lower than 80 were
generally underrepreSented on theIi4 even if they did meet the oth'er criteria,
because bias was at work. The dissenters felt that to characterize an artificial
heart 'as a luxury was playing with ,words and that ''today's 'luxury is
tornonow's necessity,..',', One justice believed that the allocation Of artificial
beans to Prolong life simply misdirected scarce'resources whidi could be
better spent in other areas; but if they were to be made available, the ability to
pay wopld be a better'allocator of 20,000 heaits a year than remilations hich
weretathqinistratively clumsy, somewhat arbitrary, and inevitably :\
dik t+rit4atory.

The problein that Preston, Weinstein, and the Supreme Court in Annas'
e .

all have is not 4.14ether it is possible to do cost-gentfit or cost-
ectiveness aenalysis, but whether it leads to understandable scicial equity. Is

e proper tasis for decision makine :

General comments and some alternative
suggestions for cost containment

There is no question that we have a problem with rapidly ris nghealth care
costs. Moreover, there seems to be' consensus that the rise is unwstainable
and in part unjustified. If that be the case, then the issue is cost containment,
not technology, mismanagement, or other bogies. It may be that focusingOn
technology as the culprit is politically easier ttian dealingwith the Wages arid
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salaries of health care work s, the increase innumbers of physicians, and the
untrammeled freedomof hea th care profesSionals to practice 'where and hoW
they wish. However, the notion-that it isfeasier to deal with technology is
illusory. To do so will- lead to greater problems than a more general cost
containment strategy. Annas' paper does lay out the choices' with regard to
control of technology, based on cost benefit analysis 'of cost-effectiveness
analySis, and Ale Societal dilemmas that each approach will lead 'to, The,
choices with r,tzerd to a given procedure are really four:

I. Ration or allocate throtigh regulation ..
2. Do not do j.t, for anyone outlaw the procedure .

3. You can have it if you can,pay for it
4. Don't clitanything and hope the problem solves itself, .

Three of thsse choices, I reject; the last one, a laissez-faire approach, is
unacceptable. Choice Three, Makes allocation strictly amauer of money, i:e.,
if you are poor,'you do not get the treatment; if you are middlesclasi, you can
go broke trying; and if you are wealthy, you'do get treatment. Choice Two,
outlawing certain therapies or procedures, will ultimately have the same
effect as the ,"atility to paY" decision, Since we already have offshore
"insurance companies" and "flags of convenience," I know where we will
find the heart surgeons! ,

That leaves us, unfortunately, with allocation and rationing through the
regulatory aPproach, which may have all the worst effects of choices Two and
Three. On the one hand it will basically require an all-pervasive and
powerful central "National Health Agenc;Cand will lead to the demise of -.

any semblance of a private sector in health. At the same time, over a few
years it will probably lead to the developmenrof a new and cOmpeting "you
can get it if you can pay for it" system.

Even.when the regulatory approach is combined with FDA premarketing
entry and the outlaxing of certain technologies and daerapies to avoid the
possibility thin the w6ilthy will be able to buy what the-government will not
underwrite for ;tilers, I. doubt, that the problegt of black markets, offshore
operations, and

S

the privilege of .wealth can be overcome. After all, even
rationing on a'ratIdop selection basis first come, first Served will be
subject in medicine to the same forces that influence maitre, d's to move
someone to. the head of the line in a busy restaurant.

Because of those problems, I do not believe that the direct regulation of
technology per se is a wise policy choice regarding cost containment in, heal th
care. Rather I would propose fundamental chahges in the reimbursement of
providers. changes in tax laws to make the consumer aware of the cost impli-
catims of 'the available choices, changes in benefits covered, mandated
chat4es in the evaluation of techn6logy, restructuring of,the.systern govern-
ing delivei y of tapital-intensive2'higli-operati ig-cost technologies, and
th angcs in nwdic al education. To be smiific: .

1. We should not, for the present, pass any new law or write or rewrite
regulations relating to the entry of new technology into medical care.
We should continue to develop technology, but spend some time
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dev-eloping the control obits use -through evidence concerning
effectiveness.

2. To draw on' Preston'gl ideias; we Must have objective scientific valida:-
tion of the efficacy of procedures, tests, etc. before their general
application. We need to establish the mechanism for thirmittption ,

and then develop effective sanctions against nonvalidated practiCe. .

The issue should be protection of the public, not limitation of
medical practice..

3. We need, to turn" medical education toward more emphasis on
scientific evidence conCerning the relative effectiveness of diagnosdc
testing and therapeutic intervention and insist on rigorous evidence
Co support claims of the superiority of one method of diagnosis or
treatment over another, ,Sanctions again must bereal.

4. We iliust shift the fee system away from large payments for surgical
and othep procedures. The current indemnity system for surgeon's'

. and physicians' procedures has the effect . of leading to excessive
surgery, the overuse of other procedures, and the overpopulation Of
certain procednrally oriented, high-income specialties.

5, With regard to expenshie, high-technologY tests and"procedures, we
must move away froni cost reimbursement for hospitals and toward
regionalization of facilities. The existing planning laws need added
strength.

6. We need to establish a basic but clearly limited set.of covered.health
benefits which all, third-party payers must offer2There should' be
limitations' on hospital coverage based on 'diagnosis and medical
condition, with no payment for some conditions, perhaps partial
payment for certain conditions, and full coverage for others. Purchase
of insnrance-covered services over and above this must be paid for by'
the recipient With no tax deductions,'or payment for the service be
counted wholly as taxable income if provided as a fringe benefit. For
topecial groups, the poor, dilkbled or handicapped, children, and the
elderly, coverage for special services should be added' by the
government.

7. We should restructure graduate medical eduattion by declaring
certain graduate medical education programs as surplus or unneeded
in whole or in part, and eliminating reimbursement Payments to
hospitals that support those training programs.

In summary, to attempt to control the growth of technology through
regulations as proposed by Gaus and Cooper will not limit what we know,
what we can do, or,even ultimately whether we do it for those who can pay.
It is highly likely that it will divide who gets what in medical care: or at
least in ameliorative and lifeflengthening therapy along economic lines. It
is likely that we will make the system so rigid that ultimate technology will
not ,replace the half-way technology .of today, that the introductitin of cost-
effective technology will be so slow that costs will not be saved, and that in
fact waste will result.
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We do need system changes; but the argument made here is that the
unforeseen consequence and cost of regulation of technology is likely to be

'<higher than i general cost containment strategy aimed at changes in
reimbursement, changes in practice through proper evaluation, and changes
in sliecialty distribudon. #
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Observations on health care teohnology:
fileasurenient, analysis, and policy*

Herbert E. Klarman

Introductlen
Both papers under discussion by Alain Entoven and Roger Noll and by
clifton R, Gaus and Barbara S. Cooper aje oriented toward Policy, and
'will be discussed accordingly. HoweverLeKth papers seem to be rooted in
certain assumptions regarding the sources of increase in hospital care
expenditures and the implications of systematic analysis for policy, which

.01 deserve to be spelled out and examined. Accordingly, Part I of mypaper cleals.
With the .arithmetic of measuring trends in hospital care expenditures *and
the several component factors. Part II presents a brief discussion of cost-
benefit analysis and its potential application to health 'care technology, as
requested in my invitation to the Forum. Part 1U addresses the policy options
proposed in the two papers,

The data: calculations and estimates
Neither the paper by Enthoven. and Noll nor that by Gaus and Codper

tates what . health care technology is. Perhaps that is because it appears
self-evident. Yet, technology may be rnanietflings, such as changes in the
application of existing modalities (Enthoven and Noll) or virtually all opera-
tions and procedtires (GAtts and Cooper). t

Both papers foCtis on the short-term hospital. GauS'an&Cooper...equate
changes in technolor with changes in factor intensity, following a foot,nche
in Martin Feldstein,' I do ,not believe that the ext4nt,of correlation between
technology and factor intensity is knowable a priori; that-can be determined
only case by case, as Altman and Wallack suggest.2 However, to understand
the increases in hospital care costs over the pis( decade,' we do need some
sense of the relative contributions to them of price increases versus increases
in factor intensity. I have therefore undertaken the following calculations
and estimates"hich employ the same.basic data as Gaus and Cooper, and
then made certain specific adjuanents. .s

As background for their paper. Enthoven and Noll note that per capita
real, age-adjusted expenditures for short-term hospital care rose by 80
percent between 1965 and 1975. Applying the Feldstein-Waldman. method,

,

Discussion.. of papers by Chiton. R. Gaus and Barbara S. Coopet: "Controlling He"alth
Technblogy," cind by Alain Enthoven and Roger, Noll, "Regulatory and onregulatory irt
Strategies for Controlling Health Care Cosy," ,
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Gaus and Cooper report that in the decade 1966-76). 'changes' in factor
intensity accounted for one-half of the increase in. patient day cost; for the
year :1976 they calculate that this factor amounts to $10 billion, or a range of
'$8 to $12 billion. .

For a better, more systematic grasp, of the data on expenditlires for short-
term hospital care, I have prepared the'following tables for the 'interval
1966 to 1976, based on data.kindly furnished by tfarbara Cooper. Table 1
shows the annual rates of incTease in several factors population, per capiia
utilization, adjusted patient day cost, etc. A percentage distribution of the
respective contributions of these factors to the increase in total expenditures
for sh,ort-term hospital care is shown in Table 2. Two steps that intervene
between Tables. 1 and 2 should be noted:, (1) payroll items are weighted at,
6] percent and noripayroll items at 39, as of 1966; and (2) here and there, one
or more tenths of a percentage point are lost for technical reasons: the
arithmetic has betin transformed from a process of multiplication to one of
addition.

Table 1
Annual rates of increase, various factors, in expenditures for short-ter.m hospital care

United States, fiscak years 1966-76

Factor Annual rate of increase

Totalraxpenditures , 15.8%

Population : , . . . ......... . t 0.9

tJtilization per capita ........... . . . 1,6

Adjusted cost, patiegt day' 12.9

Prices
Wages 8,0
Consumer Price Index 5,7

Inputs
Employees 2.8

Oiher 4

Source of data: Barbara Coops Health &ire Financing Adrninistrati

Table 2
Percentape distribution of contribution of various factors to incrtas4 in expenditures

for short-term hospital care
United States, fiscal years 1966-76

41Factor Pereentage distrithition

Total 100%

Ppulation . . . . . . . . ....... . 5.8

Lltilizabon per capita 10.4

Adjuited cost, patient day 83.8
Prices / * 48:0
inputs 35,8

Source Table 1 and text
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One-Sixt f the increase in expenditures for short-term -hospital care in
the decad 966-76 is due to an increae in utilization and fiyesixths is due to
the increase in adjusted patient day, cost, according to Table 2, In turn
'shown in exactly this Conn in the table), changes in prices contributed
57 percent of/the inditease in padent day cost and changes in inputs or in
intensity, 43'perCent. .

In view 'of the widespread irnpfession that aging of the population is an
iniportant influence, as well as to accommodate En thoven and Noll's interest'
in age. adjustknent, Phave calcUlated the contribution of the aging of the
population to the increase in Utilization Of short-term`fiospital care. To
different estimates emerged: -Ope allows for, the increase in tile percentage of
aged person (65 years arid over) in the total population, and holds per capita .
tise constant; the other allows for the change in the composition of popula-
,tiorrand also takes account of the itkrease in per capita use by the aged. For
the two approaches, the contributions of the aging of the population to the
increase in total utilization are 10 and 16 percent, respectively': Applied to the
figure of 16.2 percent in Table 2 (5.8 + 10.4), these are m;clest contributiOns
indeed between' 1.6 and 2.6 percent of the increase in- total hospital care
expenditures.

The question irnrnedithdy arises: How can-this finding be reconciled with
the well-knqwn fact' that at a given tiMe the aged u,se so much more hospital
Care per capita than the rtst of the population? The answer is twofo)d: (1) the
aged still sOnStittite only 10 percent of the populatfori; and '()' this fraction
increases rather slowly over dine.

I then proceeded td enter,seyeral adjustments' to Table 2, which beai,on
the relative contributions of changes in prices and in factor inquts to- the
increase in patient Cly c'ost.- Data to support these I:ljustments are not readily
available; no systematic 'time sd.ies exist. Nevertheless, the case for making
die adjustments is so.compelling that approximate estimates are better than
none. It is fair tonote,also that 'they are largely on the conservative side.

*The adjustments: then, and the data from which they are derived, areas
follows:

1. Data on fringe beiiefits for the year 1976 were published in Hospitals,
-and. tpe American Hospital Association has kindly furnished
unpublished data going back to 1971.3 For 1966, I have estimated the
figure by extrapolating .the available data backward and by making
use of other, more limited data for that year. The figures on fringe

."; benefits for 1966 and 197,6 were transferred from nonpaYroll to payroll
expenses, where they be(ong..

, 2. In two intervals for which nationwide data are available 1963 to

1966 and 1966 to 1969 the level of skill of hospital einployees
declined, as calculated by FekIstein-Taylor.4Arbitrarily I halved these
'authors' annual differential of 1.6 or 1.7 percent ancl extended irover
the entire decade.

3. The recent tendency of hospitals to contract for certain services was
taken into account,. on a minimum basis.5
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4. The mark-up and acceleration 0 capital depreci.ation in 'the 1.96(4'
were taken into account, following Fostef,6

S.till othet possible adjustments-iwere considered, especially in the le4th'
of work-week and work-year of hospital employees, but could not be carried
out.

-Table 3 presents my adjustments to the-annual rates 0 increase :) Table 1:
The shift of fringe benefits from nonpayr011 to payrbIl.raises iIproportion
of payroll to total expenses in the base year4rom 61 to 66.2 P cent..Table 4
shows revied relative contributions of increases in price an n factor inptits
to the increase in adjusted patient day cost..After the aajustirtents, ,the
contribution of the 'increase in 'price 'rises from 57 to 67 )ercent and that of
the imcrease in factor inputs falls correspondingly from 43 .to n. percent.

These estinfates are the best I have been :able tpimav with my own
resources at this time:and 1 do not claim that they are precise. However, I
do believe that they clearly show that the relayfve cOntribution of price
changes to the increase in cost has been generaikfy underes(imated and that
of change.s in factor 'inputs overestimated. Oly would expect that a shift in
the empirical findings' from one-half to one 'bird might have a bearing on
public policy. It is impi)rtant that the pr ss of estimating begun here be
'oritinued, expanded, atid refined by the jsonsib1e official agencies.

Analysis
This part cimsists of two section

by me."

'0)st-benefit \analysis.

t

s heavily on an earlier paper

Cost-benefit analysis i m of expenditure- analysis applicable- to the
public sector, which is ,ana6gDu s. to, and a subgt,itute for, supply-demand
analysis in the private sectoy. Its intellectual sources are diverse, including the
political-bureaucratic calcUlations' of the Army Corps of Engineers in its

,

/
gable 3

Adjustment factbrs fOr estimating relative contributions of prices and inputi
to.increase in adjusted patient day cost,

Adjustment factor

fiscal years 1966-16

Aveitige Number o Other
wage employees CPI inputs

Data. Table 1 . .

Fringe benefits . ,

Skill level, employees
Contracting out . a

Depreciation

Adjusted total

Source See text
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. 8,0% 2.8% 5.7% 9.3%

. 4-0.6

.. . 4-0,8 -0.8
' % +02 - -0.2

t. +0.8 -0.9
t _tit....

9.4% 2.2% 6.5% 7,9%
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Table 4
Ad usted data: .Percentagft distribution of ccetributlon of priee and Inputs

to increase in adjusted patient day cost,
fiscal years 1988-76

Factor
Annual rate
of increase

Weigthted annual
rate of increase

'Parcentage
distribution

Prices 8.4% 67.1%

. Wages . .. 9.4% .6.2
CP1 6.5 - 2.2

Inputs 4.1 32.9

Employees ....... . i2 1.4

Others 79 2.7

Tota 12.5% 100.0%

Source: Table 3 and text

evaluation of water projects; die highlx,theoretical '.'ne welfare economics,
decision making in business on cipitaLexpenditures, and program'analysis
for national defense through systems analysis a»d cost:effectivenesS analysis.

In thethealth care literature, reference is scimetir9es made to. cost-benefit,
relationships when they not germane. For example, .if a program Or
project produces a given service at a Iower cost per unit than another, ii. is
preferable, wiThout further a*do, simply because it is cheaper. This is a goOd
AnglocSaxon word.

But the essence of cost-benefit'analysis is thai it goes:beyond questions .4
efficiency or good managemeni in the financing or provision of a good or
service to questions of outcomes and their values. If a program Or project
yields a Set of ontcomes that is worth more than that of another program, or
costs less, or yields the greatest value of net benefits, it is preferable. In.cost-
benefit analysi all benefits and all costs of a project,are to be ascertained and
valued, to whomever they may acaue. Although discussion of distribution ;
who get§ what and who pays is enterik into the literature, definitive
treatment of the matter is still rare.

In the allocation of resources among alternative public program,s, -die aim
is to undertake all programs tfilit yield a surplus of benefits over costs. As a
practical matter, a budget constraint is likely to prevail, and the aim then is
to.undertake in rank order the projeFts widi the highest ratios of benefits to,
cost (ipperly defined), until the available funds run out. It is therefore
necessanb to delineate all the pilograms to be compared; measure the projected
costs over 'time for each program; determine the projected outcomes over time
for each program arid value their benefits; and render the streams of costs and
of benefit's for each program commensurate by means of a discount (interest)
rate.

The calculation of costs is more or less straightforward, especially if all
costs fail ivithin the iirogram's own bydget. However, before benefits can be
calculated, 'the physical .outcomes must be ascertained and measured in
whatever units are appropriate. Examples of units of health status outcome

p.

4 /
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e ins in life expectancy, reduction in injury or disease, improvement in
n, lessening.of anxiety, or, palliation of pain. Deterniing the effects of

programs is an-absolute prerequisite to the valuation of the benefits of health
care programs Aid of other, competing programs.

The next step, tha«rf valuing benefits, is rather subtle'and tricky: About
1960 a consensps emerged among health economists. Benefits Vere seen in
'terms of costs ,(die burden now being borne) that would be averted if a
program were successful. These'costs were of three types!

1, Direct co:sts, health care expenditures that would be sa.ved:
2. Indirect,. tangible co4s, losses in earnings that would not occur.
3. Intangible casts, the pain, grief, discomfort, etc., that wopld be

avoided.
t

The direct costs component,is clear; problems of calculation_arise, but the
task is certainly feasible, as demonstrated by Dorothy Rice's work.8 Intangible
costs receive lip service,_ but Bic usuallysilisregarded. The core of die 'viral
exercise in cost-benefit analyis of health care progi!ams lies in the calculation
of indirect, tangible benefits, as measured by earnings. This method and the
findings it yields are widely applied. .

.

lh recent years the method has evoked two sets of criticisms, One, the
'earnings approach is anti-egalitarian, in arta it puts a lower value on the
lives of aged persons, blacks, or women, who have lower earnings than young
adults, whites, ar men. In enaCting public programs we frequently refuse to
act on the findings that this method entails. Two, and perhaps more
'fundamental, a person's appraisal of the value of his own life is mit based on
his or her earnings potential. Perhaps a person's earnings are relevant to
'others; if so, they would be onLy.after that person's Own con:umpdon were
deducted. A person's yalpation of hisown life and the values 11 of us put oh

wn lives reflect what we would be willink to pay r a statistical
reduxtion in the probability of dying during a specified interval, say ihe next
year. Su( h an exercise wduld be difficUlt to carry oui, although one can
'confidently predict that the resulting figure ivould be positive. HoweverAhe
value attached by the rest of societ entails a deduction of consumption from
eatnings, an21 the figure for this romponent might turn om to be negative.
The aggregate value of the tt'vo componems is not known, a'ncl is perhaps not
,asceita,inable at this time. .

For pmgrams involving effects on mortality, I am therefore disinclined , ,
today in my own whyk to conduct a .full-fledged cosi-benefit analysis.8
Nevertheless, a limited but still strong analytical statement can be made. The
preferred program iS one that yields the same desired outcomes for the lowest
cost. We have how entered the realm of cost-effectiveness analysis. Here,

. .

. measurement of the effectiveness of p. rograms remains an essential steP.
when effe-cnveness . is tiot measured, the rest of the exer*Cise is futile.
I lowevet here I concur with En thoven and Noll ---= the typical problem in
health ( are technology is not likely to be total ineffectiveness, but rather one
of diminishing effectiveness of -,t program as total lltill9t1011 increases.
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Xn important point about cost-effectiveness analysiri's that when different.
types of out'come are involved. and their benefits are not valued, it confuses
matters to say that one program is cOst-effective and zinodier.is not. One
might just as well say, I like the one progrAin and do not care for the other.

Perhaps the politician the decision maker could .get away with such
statements of likes' ifnd dislikes; the policy analyst cannot. In the absence,of
valuation; what can die analys( do? He can calculate the costs of different
programs and comment tin the magnitudes-involved, Sometimes ti*sumsat'e
large enough to warrant being related to the total GNP. Here he cars point out
the irnplictions of choices among programs, if they ari.true alternatives for
one moth r. Often the'statement that this nation camibt afford aparticuhir
progwm -wre)y, reflects an implicit personal judgment of what is worth
doing.

Applications to technology
1 trust that this discussion of the ground rules' of cost-benefit analysis is

btit by itself it cap make .no contrihution to a sitbsantive
discussion of health care techikology. For, in general, there are no a priori
groiinds for believing that new tec.hnology will serve to increase or reduce
expenditures. It depoids on the specific case. For example, adoption of the .
practice of early ambulation after surgery and the consequent reduction in the
average length of patient stay in hospitals after Woajd Wv II meant a large
decline in cost per stay and a small increase in cost per patient day. The
magnitude of this effect has been ealculated.0

Automation of the laboratory has wrved to reduce cost per test, but at the
sanw time the vOlume of tests has risen. The net effect seems to have been a
wady upward creep in cost per case ce- per 'Patient day. (This impresSion is
sup)th led by Anne Scnovsky's

!sing disposable supplies in hospitals shouldeitlwr cost less or improve
the reliability of supplies. The same is true of equipping an entire hospital
with oxygen owlets. except that -here life-cycle analysis Of the cost 'cif the
service is appropriate.

A new procedut e like hemodialysis of patients with enJige kidney
disease increases total health care expenditures, for it must be m innued for
the remaindet of the lives of pet sons whose life expectancy is exte ded. I lotne
cho ysis an yield yime savings in the aggregate, bwo aises patient day cost in
the hoslital to the extent that the lauet now serves as a training center for all
new,. patients. Kidne},; oansplatitation Costs much/ mote per treatment, hitt
tedut es expenditut es pet life-year ganwd.12

Always there is I ht: temptation and tendency to exte id diagnosis and
treatment to additional mmibets of patients, as capacity expands. his
temdent y is reinforced by lit epayment with its dual price' %Nem (see below),

Fastet dissemination of new developments also makes a difference, as does
the /Ridding of new, complete hospitals in the suburbs. With complex
fa( ilities. When a piece of technology is cost-raising, its contribution to
higher expenditures will he greater when the rate of diffusion is nic ire rapid. A
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rapid rate of diffusion is likely -to hasten the adoption of half-way
technologies, and the larger the number of hospitals that adopt these
technologies. 'the higher Will be the-average rate of increase in expenditures.

If the rate of diffusion is fast, any control efftirt reqUires early identification
and assessment of the technology and its application. Such identification
may not be very difficult in terms of V',,hat is technologically possible over
the coming decade or so, but it is difficult in terms of guessing the probability
and areas of appittation. The imponderables of technological assessment are
bound to be greater when it is undertaken in an early phase of devd9pment,
nnintended effects are hard to conceive of, and the queslions posed initially
may miss the mark..

.With big, _visible pieces of equipment, I should not minimize the
advantages of bureaucratic delay as a component of policy. To deal with
small, creeping clAnges in technology, however, it is necessary to engage
the inechanis,rn of lifalth e financing.

Public policies
I turn now to alternative policies for dealing with the increase in hospital

car'e expenditures, holding, in abeyance their applicability to health care
technology.

The first very important, question to be faced is why the large Increase:in

hospital care expendiniirs is viewed as a serious problem. The standar
answer today is that increases in factor inputs or intensity have failed t6 ?wit.
a commensurate return in the form of improved health. Tiiis case, whichis.
usually argued in terms 91 the death rate, is becoming more difficult to sustain
in the face of the appreciable reducti6ns currently being reported for se;eral
major causes of death and the total death rates. Increasingly, it is suggested
that changes in life style, rather than increases in the volume of health care,
may be yielding this dividend. Surely, ingendity in research .design shOuld
enable us to disentagle the two influences. In addition, let me point to the
substantial increases in, price and ask whether inquiry should not be made
into the extent to which the hospital industry's wages and fringe benefits rpay
have caught up with remuneration in the same or comparable occupations
in other industries. Let us take note, too, of the wide geographic variationin '-
health care utilization that exists wday, without any apparent relationship to
health status; the probable inefficiencies in hospital operation that ivpre
introduced with the large-scale adoption of cost reimbursement on a retfo-
spective, basis; and the need to economize in the production of exiSting
services if certain services, particularly for long-term patients, are to be
expanded. In my view, these considerations warrant a strong interest in
curtailing the rate of increase in hospital care.

The two pawrs' by Enthoven and Noll and by Gaus and Cooper discuss,
broadly. four sets of cost-cuLtailmeet r)olicies: more copaymenti alternative
delivery and financinft systems, such as ihe Healt4MaMtenance Orgartha-
lion (HMO); planning and regulation;'and professional and consumer
education.
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Copayment

Central to the proposal to expand reliance on copayment is the belief that
the dual price system under the pcpayment system emits the wrong signals to
consumers a»cl. pr9viders. When a service is used, the price seems low,
everything looks sheaper than it really is, and everybody winds up asking for,
and get ting, mo)re of everything. This analyti is derives from Martin Feldstein.'

Provider vanity and physician influences are said to reinforce this effect.
However, these factorlkdie 109g been operative in the hospital in ustry.
What was new in the mid-1960s, when,ihe acceletation in cost incr ses
began, was the influx of many additional.dollars and the more widespread of
cost reimbursement.

It i noteWorthy that a review of the available estimates of the proportion of
third-patty payments to total hospital care expendiwres shows an increase
di only 6 percentage points between the year 1966 and- the year 1967:13 for
short-term hospitals alone, the estimated change was eVen smaller.4 The,
major shift toward third-party payments had taken place earlier, between
1950 and 1966, from 51 to 76 percent;4 recent Years have witnessed a small and
steady continuing rise. But the point is that the interval immediately
surrounding the implementation of Medicare and Medicaid saw orilT a
mddest rise. At the same time, according to a» early estima.te of mine, the
proporticin of all short-term hospital patients days reimbursed at rst rose
by 75 percent or rnOt:e." -

Accepting as fact the argument that increased prepayment alone led totlie
rise in expenditures. Enthoven and Noll deal with, and dispose of, the case
for more topayment. They object to more copayment on the ground that it is
not equitable and that it cannot be operative beyond''whatever point is
established as the Maximum financial liability" an individual or family:

I agtee. I take it that Gaus and Cooper do not deal with this policy option
because they do nOt regard it as. a serious one. Let me add that many
Americans buy supplementary health insurance to defray their ou.s.-of-pocket
payments; the aged pay for- this themselves, ithout any employer
contribution. Also, copayrnents would probably be income related..This
makes f4 complex administration, 'since individual or family 'income
fluctuates from one, period to another. Finally, copayments make for
difficulty in compliance by patients,'one effect of,which may be unintended
loss of benefits, as was eeorted by Regina- Lo%Wenstein.'5

The HMO or a restructured system

Enthovep and Noll deal 1% lilt the Heahh Maintenance Organization and
similar organizations at length, and endorse them as the only approach
that ould replaceAhe perverse incentives of the present health care system.
Gans and coopei do not deal with the HMO, again perhaps because they do""
WA see it as a 1-41j.or policy option at this time,.

many 11/bects the case for the HMO (more precisely, prepaid group
priktice ) is gilexceptitmable. It offers the advantage of finessing ,a major
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problern in this count 1/, that of the separati n despite their mutually
dependem relationship, M the practicing physieian and the hospital; it c'an
'enhance the siat us of primary care; and it can bring a critical mass 6f resources
to an nnderserved geographic area. PerhaPs prepaid group practice deserves
some compensation for pas«liscriMination against it, both legal and
professional. ..

In certain other respects dr case Usually advanced for the HMO can be
questioned.. Most of. the savings resulting from the HMO system are in

-hospital use; and inimany prepaid.group practices either bed supply is tight
or the'phTsiCians have limited access to-beds. In twovath-breaking studies,
which are widely cited, the Heal0 Insurance Plan of Greater New York'
(IIIP) reported lower.hospital use for its subscribers than in other Insurance
plans."' 17 This was despite the absence of financial incentives in this
direction, for the plan derived no ,gains-fr.orrr thetrr:avings in hie use of

1cotninunity hospitals. The fact is that hospital priv leges for, its physicians
were somewhat restricted." More recently, in thF arshfield, Wisconsin,
gminmp practice clinic, as reported by Joel Broida, conversiofl of part or the'
clientele from fee-for-serviCe to a prepayment plan did not result in any
saving.in hospital use: a possible explanation is thai the hospital beds were
still theme to he, used.0 Sometimes the savings clitlidecl by Opal& group
practices are overstated, cvhen hospital use outside the s'ystem is unreported
or WI fereriCes in the demographic composition of.thepopulations (..tv,ed are
neglec.'«'ql:20 Increasingly it is my impression that substantial regional
'dilViences exist among prepaid group practke plans in the use,of hospital
eine, in the pattern of expenditures, and in the resulting savings.

The point of the Ineceding discussion is that while existing prepaid group
pm act n e -plans ., have yielded appreciable savings in hospital use, the
«ifilounding factor of tight bed supply may be capable of yielding similar
savings in (abet settings. Whether such savings can' he attained through the
health planning process is still to he detertnined, though the evidence fOr
New York State is favorable.

Theie is a poim to be made about the quality of care, which is important in
«ifinection tvitA the Enthoven and Noll proposals for steps. to be taken by
govelnm(nt it) enhalic e Ow ctimpetitive fummework. They would do this by
developing nwasures of the quality of care for ambulatory patients and
disseminating tiwin mn published fomm among consumers, who would then
hAve a basis for making infom limed ( hoi( es.among «mil wting health insurance
plans. In 1971, Paul. Ellwood spoke at the New York Academy of Medicine
and th(rugh! Ilrat six h awasum es might be devised within two .years.2'
I lowevem . research in this aica is still making slow progress. Perhaps such -

.t research might be expanded and its pace quickened. but a breakthrough
does not seem,imminent.

In the absence of measum es of the.ctimaliiy of cafe, the concern that has been
expressed Over the incentives operating in the HMO towar'd underservice
cannot be taken lightly, once the WO leaves its traditional bailiwick of -

\ social!) aml pi olessr(ma Ily motivated boards and physicians c'aring for a
demaia ing midcttea lass ( 1 len tele. Noi is the otin (mine determinate when

,
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, .
small numbers of organized groups of consumers confront small groups of
insurance plans or providers; there is no telling in advance whose interests
will prevail." The final point isa, practical one. Conumers have not rushed I

to enmll in HMOs. .0i?-legal,obstades the main reason, or is it the unreason '

able requirements sec by the Congress for the HMO behefits package? Or, is i
largely due to the preference of the public to stay with their own physicians i

The latter finding was recently reaffirmed by Scitovsky and McCall.23
When Enthoven and Noll go beyond the HMO,and talk of anew system ofl

fixed prospective payments related to ptedictable medical need, 1-halr
difficulty in grasping their proposal. I can see actuarial calculations by a
and by sex, but what about current health statu&? Further, would, t
geogi-aplikc area for which premidins are set Ve that of the residence
employees or ,the site of the plant? How complex can the task facing t
employer be and still be administratively manageable?

It would be a misreading of Enthoven and Noll to interpret their prefere
for competitive behavior as an aversion to all form's of state intervent
'They merely advance for discussion a whole list of specific steps' designe
enhance competition. And some, of these steps ,are not meant tO be tak4 as
concrete, proposals at this time. Even so, I am perplexed, For exampl is
mmmththy rating to be resurrected and experience rating discarded? It
name of more competition, are we to establish federally financed regi
centers to provide tertiary care? Does 't-he' mention Cif a limit on catastroehic
c!xpenditur es perhaps (mil radio their prior rejection of more copaymei l', or
does ii u'llect dc 'cepiance of a second-best solution? I understand that me
ot ilw,c questions will be addiessM in subsequent work by Enthoven

Planning and regulation

thoven .11)(1 Noll discuss regulation of health are in the context of
public utility regulation and reject that as a substitute for appropriate

wial incentives. They pointiout that too many parties are involved in
he;, lth care: the product and thi.ljnnEs providing it are'heterogeneous; the
incentives and opportunities to evade i'egulation (in what they' felicitbusly
( all "innovative responses tO regulation") are many; and the penalties for
the tegulau i y agent saying "no" may be greau. while the kudos, if not
Iewards. h saing "yes" ate evident.

One almot help but he impressed by the hi oad case that Enthovtat and
Noll make against regulation, in terms of both' the logic of the argument
and the «incretriwss of examph's offered. My own leaction. is reinforced
by years of observation of the evolving`regulanny process in health care. The

cemives in e often wiong, thet is confusion about criteria, simple incompe-
tencv is not a tate event, and now a»d then the sheer arrogarfce of power is
displayed. Too ofwn tedress for failure to carry out what was intended is
demands for stronger teeth, fot a greater grant of authority,

1 lowevet in my opinion, the specific t ase argued by Enthoven atid MAl
against regulation and planning in health care, isenot nearly so soland. My
own reading ot the I I ill-Bmton program suggests that it was not innllnded to
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'liran'hospital bed capacity; the legislative formula.merely set a ceiling on the
federal subsidies for construction. Federal hospitals were simplY exeluded,
both by law and by tradition. Large cities would have many beds, because
rural residents would receive care therett The burgeoning health insurance
movement might serve to increase use; but the threat of .vacant beds would
serve to enforce financia) self-cliscipline upon individual institutions, and to
deter unnecessary expansi6 n.24 The vast,side effects of prepayment were not
foreseen in the INN.

Nt plea is, let us not reconstruct history. I prefer to admit that we\ have
changed our minds on what is desirable. Roemer's taw;25 26 .Feldsiein's'
work,r 4 abd the evidence from prepaid group .practicel6 1 " comprise a
veritable intellectual revolution. As long ,s w - resist this admission, we
continue to have the tyfies of difficulty that trith ven and Noil ascribeto the
special task force of the Institute of M4dicine on controlling the supply of
hospitar beds."

'Despite the strong intellectual case advanced.-against regulation I believe
that, the types of incentive recommended by Charles Schuhze243 have not yet
been devised for health care and tested. Meanwhile, since more copayment
neither desirable nor likely and more competition is not likely and perhaps
not 6o desirable (largely on the grounds that the consumer of health care
lacks adequate knOwledge), we shall continue to rely bn health'planning and
regulation for the reseeable future.

Specific proposa s for living in a world of health planning and regulation
are the Substance of the Gans and Cooper paper, The authors' discussion of
plannink .controls. Changes in reimbursement, and direct regulation of
market entry is specific and rather technical. Although some reference is made
to mechanisms with which we have had some experience, the emphasis is on
new, interesting, innovative, and increasingly cornplex ajaproaches.

Let me declare my bias: I tend to resist large-scale application of the
untried and the unevaluated. If an approach'has been previo%ly tried, I look
for its evaluation. If it has not yet been tried, I prefer to see it -introduced
seleptively, because evaluation stands to gain [rpm variation. I am concerned,
too, about approaches that depeild on the creation of large data bases in the
absence of specification of some of the uses to which the data will be put; this
is the one instance in which policy analysts do not count the costs of new
teclinoloht

The spedific proposals discussed under the heading of plannaig controls
are' 'three a limit on capital,expenditures, expansion of Certificate-of-Need,
ud vstriction of capital financing. The descriptions of the proposals jay
tt.Gaus and Cooper are to ale point, and I have attempted...12 make my
cdmments equallY specific.

Limit on capital expenditures. Gaus and Cooper do (tot deal with the
problem of. allocating a given nationwide total amount among the states;
surely populaticin alone is a poor ir,idicator. They call for need standards
and guidelines, for which adequate need projections. review.criteria,.and data
resavrces are required. (The words are taken virttiall)yrbatim from the
paper.) The projections of need,. which I believe we do not know how to.
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make, will presumably go with cost-benefit analyses (that take costs inio
account while need does not), which we also do not know how to perform
when redudions in .the death rate ar involved. I. wonder what general
standards can be developed that will preclude wasteful duplication of open-
heart surgery in a Community aria at the same time support needed
modernization of facilities? Indeed; what, measures, exist of the 'need for
modernization? Iraise these questions in the context of the Gaus and
Cooper paper, but they apply equally to much of the current literature on
heal th planning.

Expand the Certificate-of-Need. Clearly the Certificate-of-Need must be
extended to physician offices for large kerns of equipment. Gaus and Cod'per
would -I'certify apkoyals of existing facilities' not fully used..and stop
,pproved but uninitiated projects. As a one-time action, I have no objection
to the last propo,sat But review of all sexisting programs is'boand to be either'
a myth or an agenda for mechanical', mediocre performince. Also, t wonder
about the emergence of a potential liability to compenSate for the appropria-
Lion of Fondemned propery, This question is I/16Sb real when capital was
borrowed and a loan is still outstanding.

Restrift capital financing. In additioi to requiring. Certificate-of-Need
approvtd, Gaus and Cooper would impose maxiitturn limits On the operating'
costs arising from a particular project, and require consideration of available
alternative' facilities in an area and special consideration of cost-saving
institutional mergers. I should, like to think that the. Certificate-of-Need
process would always consider, the availability of alternitive facilities; and
that mergers would be incorporated in the, broader considerations entering
into the formulation of a Health Systems Agency's Itsalth plan. One suspects
that the operating costs ataibutable to a particular project can be
manipulated, up or down. Why interfere with management's Prerogatives in
this fashion?

Cap ori hospital revenue increases: Under changes in the reimbursement
system, Gaus and Cooper discuss three proposals: a cap on revenue increases;
specific procedure reimbursement; and Itechnology -sensitive fee schedules.
Along the lines of the Carter AdminiMation',s early. 1977 proposal, a cap on
revenue can raise a hospital's cost consciousness, according tO aus and
Cooper. But they express this concern: Will hospitals make choices that will
have the biggest payoff for health? This is a yery good example of a broader
general question: will the leaders of medicin,e in this country advance medical
research, education, or services? How can the diverse and often -competing

\
14.

interests and objectives of the public and of the professions be reconaled?To
what extent can payment formulas play a part in this process?

,J
Gaus and Cooper say that ideally they would 4e to see a prospective,

reimbursement system which (I) reflects an efficient level of production tor
each hospital, and (2) incorporates an increase facioflor the adoptiona'
accepted technology. In my opinion, if the cost of producing services
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efficiently were known', a drirstic,siThplificatioe in the Sway hospital care is
paid foticOuld take place. As tor the second oriterIbn, ari increase factor must

_involve more than ail allowance for new technology. Also.to be recognized are
the lag in prpductivity. gains in the labor-intensive hospital industry,behind
the economy ats-earge-, and the relative levels of wages currently paid by
hospitals for occupations that are comi3aralile with those,in other industries.

S.

Specific procedure reimburpement. Cps and Cooper suggest combining
the recent policy aecision4by the NationalAss'Ociation of slue Shiekt Plans
with wriuen protocols. Qne is concerned tor the patients for whose care
reimbursement would be deniedretroactively. Pdhaps this is not meant as a

.; serious proposal; cOnsider the following ti.trotation from the paper: -

,bevHopmeot of protocols wou4d be ex.6-eme1y expensive -and reqiiire long
implementation' time; reimbubtment procedures might require more dauranot
more paperwork; perfect protocols could probably never be developed to handle
every circuinstance, so that flexible application would p,e needed.

Techriology-sensidve.fee schecluW. The newest proposal ,is to pay less for
kmproven 'technology, thereby limiting the net income of physician, and to
pdy more' for proven technology. Let us be specific: how would we RIty for

.

multiphasic screening? oi for mammography? or for 'a periodic physical
examinaion? Indeed; how.would oni go about limiting the net earnings of
pirriciaris? Nevertheless, for tec'hnologies still.to emerge and identiffable
separate entities, this may be a handy approaCh..

, Direct market entry- Finally Gaus.and Cooper discuss the FDA model,
whetTby new technology would be tested, prior to introduction, for both
sgety and effectiveness. They would add to this the'test of cost-effectiveness.
One advantage of this approach, they note, is the accticiallation of arich data
trase. *Against it,zurC the additi4nal expense of research and development and
delay in ttie adopt ioln of thi.w technology. ',ask: What is to be learned ft-oh-Lour
exiieiiefice wid the development of tiew drugs since 1962? In this, conwxt, I.
tak5e.it, cost-elle Veness analysis really means cost-binefit analysis. In likht
of mv earl iertom lents on the practicability of cost-benefit analysis in health
care, .howskvould such apalyses be performed?

Phrician .and cont;umer education

Gaus and Cooper propose ihat physicians be educated anchrained to be
ost-t onst ions and that consumers be given- che facts about the, cost and

effect ri-eness of vat ious diagnost ic and treatment procedures. in principle, ni)
one can object to having physicians 'learn about Ltie economic Consegnences
of their det isions on behalf of their paueksts. I doubt that it would makemuch
difference in what they do. In any case. 1 lack competence to advise on die
contents of the medical schttol curriculupi

As fOr educating tICe consumer, my itnpression is that a the time of dines
patjents will say that price is no object. I recall" that when ,..oluntary

hospitals in New York City tried to protect patients against overcommit ting
4. 4
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therriselves financially, 'the patients were willing 't-o 'pay more for hospital
services than the hospitals [imposed to charge. Ler ine'also express the doubt

he time of illness, a,patient,, having chosen a phySician, would want .
to know just hoW uncertain'that physicianWas about diagnoSis or treathienti

,

Summary .0'
,

.
According to' Alreesurnates presented here; one-sixth of the incrtase in

'expenditures for short-tbrm hospital care in the decade l966-76is due tc a rise
ih utilization includedis a small atlowance for the-aging of the populatiOn:','
'Five-sixths of theMerease jsdue. to the inciease in cost per adjusted pAtient
day.' In. turn; my .estimates. indicate that apptoximately two-thirds, of the

-increase in patient day'cosijS .clUe to rncrease in the.prices ,;!" inpnts arid one-
. 'third is due. to increast414 the quantity ofinp,uts or in tensityThese estiMates

*present appreciable 'differences from findings reported or cited .by oiersr
Whatever its magnitude, an increase in inputs.Or in intensity is not

: tantamount to an increase in tec'l-mology. Neither the papers by En thoven and
ofland by caus and COoper nor in); own calculatIons yield an estimate of

the' ontributionpf chatages in technology 'td ihel increase in hospital care
exp r itures. This taslptill remains to be done, item by item, It is important
to recall, moreover; that, the raative contribution of an increase in a given
faCtor to an increase in total exPliditures depends no,t only on' its rate of
increase but also on its size in the base year.

It may be true, as the tw6 papers seem to suggest tacitly, that public policies
op 'health care techmlogy need pot differ from public policies cOncerning
'other types of input. However, it- i likely that different types.of technology
May call for different policies,

I agreewith Enthoven and Noll that more copayment is neither a desirable
nor a .practical policy alternative at this time. In this connection data have

qxen cited above on the, trend in third-party payments as proportion of
hospital care expenditures and-on the increase in the proportion of patient
days reimbursed at cost before and after 1966. The rnagnitude of the change
cost reimbursement was far greater than that of the chahge in prepayment. In
my ',Lidgment Which 'Many other observers do not share the former
prO!bly made the larger contribution to the marked acceleration irr patient
day cost that began in the first year of Medieare and Medicaid.

The discussion in -Ent hoven and N011 of the HMO and other, competitive
forms of health care dehvery is lucid and logical, but not necessalily
persuasive that they are a majbr pal icy option for the foieseeable future. In rny
judgmen t the savings in Ifospital use associated with prepaid group practice
have typically been confounded by a Eight bed supply and may be attainable,
at least in part, in other ways; the lack of measures to monitor the quality of
care for ambulatory patients continues to be a serious ,weakness; and so far
consumer acceptance has not been demonstrated on alarge scale.

/Physician and consumer education on costs may be worthwhile in

themselves, but are not likely to serve as sources of appreciable savings in
health care exPenditures. %
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For the foreseeable future it will be necesiary to Aly in major ways on.
healsh plaritiing and on pr4pettive,reimbur;emeht arrangemen'ts,

.Comments II

Some of my own views on health planning and on reimbursement fol ow.
With respect to health planning, the criterion of need is not amsistent with

the,performance of cost-benef4 analysis; and,' as noted above, Roemer's Lave
. raises still further difficulties 'the critekion of need. f would rather say, we
, ha:ye changed our mind: no longer ao we consider that More hospital care is

,
necessarily better.
- A principal problem in hdalth pliinning is how to effect acurtaiknent. in --
the sUpply of resourcesgoebig, visible pieces of equipment the Certificate-

. :of-Need. Proces; iS available. The questions are:' Can it be tilnely? Can
-

'operate fairly? Wha,t is required 0.) make' it effectiVe?
' To c6ntrol steady, ihrpmental techrioldgical deep it w II be necessaiy- to,

rely *on prospective reimbursement. Considerably less onderstanding
information are required to:cleal 'with changes in 'rates over 'time than with
varittioi) in rates at a given time. Some regulatory authorities donot,nsider
.this dis unctiork

However, it is only fair.to acknowledge that after some interval automatiC .

reimbursement formulas-cease to work, it then becomes necessa'ry to.negotiate
ith individual hospitals. A 'body of experience with this process is just

abeginning to emerge.
I have come to believe that a single reimbursement formula shoukl apply to

a hospital, reerdless of the number-of sources of payment. The rate-making
authority must not be affeaed by, the conflict of interest Thata third-party
payer hal in keeping down'its own rate of, payment.

It is perhaps, surprising that one of theloremost complaints abourprospec-
tive rennbursement in New York State, where it was enacted in1969, is thai
before the fall of 1977 it had not-really -.Veen tried. Too often it was applied
retroactively and without notice.29 Sound internal libspital management was
ther'eby impeded.,

Both in health planning' and in regulating rates it is important that the
proces's be seen as 'open, 'fair, and trustworthy. On the positive side of
regulation, there must be a stea0 display of.competence by the regulatory
authority; on the negative side, any temptation to exercise power'arbitrarily
Slictuld be resisted."

Both health planning and rate regulation are to be airried out below the
federal level 31 The responsibilitiesand authorities of the state and local levels
respectively 'are still to be delineated, as well as the amourct of discretion
allowed to them 'by federal laWs and regulations'.

In ptannjng and regulation the roles of professional and other voluntaiy,
mediating institutions remain to be considered. The %ticial costs such in.stiuk-

ons iMpose are often lower than those imposed by goyernmentai agencies."
But their legitimacy in carrying,out mandatory public po.licies is sometimes
questioned.
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. Finally I pyefer to,see constan&y in goals and stability in poilicies and
'practices.. Apblying and frequently modifying Ii f-baked regulatory
measures. may proye to, be mchtze dangerous thaM adopting half-waY-
technologies in diagnosis and treatment.

4 4a
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Report of the synitiosium .
August 1-57 1977-

,flealth care is a pressing social and 1itical is.sue in the. Uriited 5tates,,
Proposals. for change in the organi'z4ipn financing,, and provisiOn of.
personal heal th services are beinmade h increasing 43rce and frequency.

The SunWalley Forum on National Itio, a rionprotit Mstitution, was
established in 1970 ,to ,pursue educatoA activities concerning various
aspects-of the nation's health caresystem, lnjuiie 1971, the Forum iddressed
a major symposium to the financing of theiation 's health care system, In
June' 1972, the Forum turneeto the ques n tof the organization of the
nation's system for delivering medical care. Tit .107,3 symposium considered
'issues related to Primary care. .The symposAimqield in August of 1974
-reviewed Canada's experience with its natiohakh ith insu; rance system. A
symposium in, early 1975 dealt with ,the piiis4ip 'of the foreign, medical
graduate in the American health system, while aseeôpd in the summer dealt
with child health care.

In the summer of 1977, the 'Fortim held a gym 'tim on the topic
"Technologriand the American Health,. Care Systei* Is Technology the
Culprit in 'Rising Costs" For this syrnposium,,the fOrum commissioned
leading exPerts in health care services to prepare and Present papers on key
questions related to ,;.he topic of the symposiuM, The fOrtt*two participants
-in the symposium' included practicing 'physicians, acailemicians, medical
care specialistA, economists, administrators, govemmenio* fficials, members
of the press, and lawyers. A list, of the participants appears in the early pages
of this volume.

This rePdrt, prepared at the close of the 1977 symposiunVI,Vas reviewed by
the participants. No °tie was asked to sign the report, and it should not be
assumed that any participant subscribes to every statement appearing in it.
But except where it indicates that a participant accepted theopportunity to
dissent or to express a separate opinion, the report representsthe sense of the
symposium.

Introduction
In this century, the American health care system has witnesSed and iren a

party to massive technological change. Through the fruits iLkTa,,vast
biomedical research enterprise and ordinary technical evolution, nic*ne
has developed new techniques, and life-saving and -life-prolontOng
technologies that have transformed diagnostic procedures and treatment
practices. Government has fostered this technolgical development through
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sustained financial suppo'n of researgh, education, and patient care, a policy

choice enthusiastically endorsed by the public; private Philanthropy and

industrial research and development, also have made important
contribu (ions.

In the last decade, the cost of medical care has risen at an alarming rate,
about twice the general inflation rite. National health expenditures totaled
.,$42 billion in fiscal year 1966;, for the.year ending June 30, 1977, the tCytal was

about $160 billion. So far this expenditure explosion llas proven intractable.

.The public Price tag for Medicare and Medicaid alone is approaching $50
billion per annum, and the 'annual cost increases in these two programs
approximate the annual spending in the remainder of the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare's health budget.
The prpblem of rising costs stems from several recog ni,zed sources,

including general inflation, changes in medical practice, increases in
. .

population, per capita use, and-wage _structures. But in recent years some

voices have 'begun to al-gue that technology and technological change are
major, etrlprits in the cost spiral. The 1977 symVosium of the Sun Valley

Forum rth National Health was convened ao 'evaluate that contention.

Technolggy
TechnXtgy is an all-embracing term. Rational discussion oL policy

tiestions regarding technology is often impeded by the fact that the term has

different meanings to different persons. Technologies can Ile characterized by

their medical objectives, their capital and operating costs, their effectiveness,

and their safety (or. risk). A few points are iri4portant;

I. Growing technological complexity is not unique to themedical care

system.' All sectors of industrialized society have reflected increased

dependnee on Complex and costly 'production processes.

2. While all means ffIr producing and delivering .medical care are

technology is some sense, "new technology" usually refers to changes

associated., with new capital equitment, new medical and surgical
procedures, and new drugs.

3. The potential cost impact of a new technology Can be associated with

its medical objectives.
a. Therapeutic technologies directed at cure imply a limited period of

t esource use."11thse directed at the management of illaess, however,

imply on-going involvement of t'ite patient with the medical care
system and thus a long-term cost impact. Benefits from these

technologies depend upon the disease or ;disability being treated and

the efficacy of the technologiiiir-educing that illness. At the extreme,
technologies that extend survival without cure plare a htgh cost

burden on tho system without necessarily generating compensatory

benefi ts.
b. Diagnostic technologies present a distinct set of problems from the

standpoint of cost:impact, I Inhke therapy, which is usually directed

to the known, diagnostic technologies are addressed to the unknown.
For the undiagnosed disease, tests are often an open set without
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externally imposed limits. Indeed,' the more a series of tests 'yields no
.answer, the more reason is p;ovided to conduCt more tests.'AdVanced.
diagnostic measures can, of course, reduce the need for . more
expensive 'procedures', siach as exploratory surgery. But new
diagnostic technology which is developed for a particular disease is
-often applied more widely as it becomes rnorq available, And, in the
alxience of real lithitations;on availability, an ever-increasing expan-
sion of diagnostic tests. wql be induced by-hope of benefit and by
concerns abOut malpractice dlaims if the tests are not pursued. Greater
useof new diagnostic technologies is further pncOuraged'when, as is

. often the case, they entail little or no risk to the,patient, and when high
volume lead to low unit cost:,
c. Technologies directed at prevention, . early detection, and
rehabilitation have .the potential to' generate true.cost. reductions.
Advances in the 1940s and 1.950s, for.example,.preventeddiseases such ,. ,

as diptheria and polio and redkced the need for expensive,
i

.

for patients with tuberculosis. But since such.
technologies'often.operate outSide itie system for delivery of nutdical
mre, -they 'may not benefit from our current reimbursement system.
Thus,. some important cost-saving technologies are not the objects of
adequate financial I.itwes,tment. A Sound policy of managing medical
technology would pay far more attention to` those technologies'.
outside the media)) care delivery system that emphasize prevention,
detection, ,and rehabilitation.

4. It' is important to distinguish between the capital costs associated with
tiew technology and the impaCts of new technology on Continuing use
of resources in themedical care systea Public awareness is,foc4edon
"big-ticket" high capital cost technologies. But many technologies
that call for modest capital cost generate 'significant cdatinuing use..g
resources by requiKing increased personnel and supplies and by
stimulating increaSed levels of utilization within the system.,

5. Technologies that are directed toward improved management, of the
.. medical care delivery system rather than to the clinical condition of

paiients have significant potential for reducing the cost of care. Such
man gerial improvements should be included among the candidates'
for t w technological development.

Preliminary comments on Wallin other than
cost containment

predominam issue in the cui rent debate about medical 'technology
is cost, and the balance to be struck between the cost of newiechnology and its
.benelits. MDSI of symposium was addlessed to this question.1 ,But a

Neu ter Inriollig% tria oko, d (must% !cad to indiiui so ts ild x OVIS that,
r

art of greotri Iroirortavr C than direct clonal w. bui that would be the subjeets of another
41)1111)0'011M,
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. . -
number.of other policy questions also bear upon the general subject of health

care technol6gy. Though, these questions were not inirsued in detail at the
conference, some comments should be made about them before cost contain-

. .ment, the next subject of this report, isaddrssed, ,
, .

As a starting poin t, improved technologies have made a major contribution
.: to relief from -illness. Much medical te.chnology is good, and eondnuing

research is crucial to the future development of medical' care. The federal
.

..,
gcwernment shbuld continue to play a major role in enfiaging such
riSearch and development.

. In addition, th'e federal government's role should include a responsibility

to asstue that new medical technologies -are not introduced into Me-a-ical-
,

practice until they have been tested and shown to be reasonably safe: The
Medical Devices Amendment of -1976, amending earltqtgisladon, Ve-sis

responsibih(Y for this function in the Food and Drug Adminisuation and
represents a step in this direction. It is too early to evaluate the effect of this

-new law.' . .

Next, the federal government, producers, and beahh care providers all have

a responibi I i ty to see to it that mediCal technologies emplOyed in ths field are

rc:asonablvffe( tire as well 'as sal '2 For thls purpose, it would be desirable&
an..4propriate federal agent: -to assemble and evaluate data on thle,.

effectiveness of rnedieal technologies in use and to disseminate the results of

.1 such, _analyses to consumers, planners, third-pariy payers, and health
providers. (For therelevance of this point to cost containment, see the section

"Technology and coSt containment,," questioniour.)The federal agency that
gathers and dis'seminates data on the effectiyeness oi medical practices should

also take.the,initiative to disseminate information about,rehabilitation and

medical- management systems (u:hich do not command the attention they
deserve' in the heahh care community); as well' as information to consumeys
evaluating medical technologies that are is use.

Finally, all of the analysis and prescription about medical technology is
(-rippled by the scarcity of dtha on matters such as emerging new technolo-

gies,' at tual us of technologies in the field, true costs and charges for

technologies in use, radiating impact of technologies upon medical

pro( eduws and Practices, etc. Selective information on these and related:'

matters should be assembled, mialyzed and published periodically by an

apt), opl ia le govt.' nmenml agen( y. '

1

Rh in want, and 1 .er /whine (1).n 11)1, paragt,i1)1) din the pre ng one should lw

i»»ibined I emphosiir (hot view Unit s.ttett ;(1)(1 tli it( are intelie1,4 ti)(1 that, sin(e

in(-(1)( lt1 1,1,.. (;») lIe .ts',ey,ed niti in (dation

; Patin limin N1,11 k belicu-s th it their ,Ite maw, tkita 1811 dim theN getiel:Olyine of I jl1"( thin
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Technology and(cost coniillnment
.r

TechnologY as 'iuch is pervasive in modern medicine, is generally
dye, and, where safe and effective, should be encouraged. But On
remain:

Hut, to what degree does the continuous infusion of e echnology
increase the aggregate costs of medical care?

'Second, how can the benefits, costs and risks of new chnologies be
evaluated?

'Third, what balance can be struck between these costs benefits?
AnNourth, where it appears that tbe costs of new techn ogies (or some of

them) exceed their apparent benefits, what tecliniqi.é4f social conuol
would be most effective to bring costs and benefits in alance?

4-.0. In short, is the health care system .as a whole payin o Much for recent
technology so much that it cannot reasonably be afforded and, if so;
what if anything shbuld or can be done to. cdrrect that situation? How

. can the use of modern medical technology'ge optimized?

. Me suring and balancing costs and benefits

c ruc-
es ions

-I. Cost 'measurements are' available for a few particular medical
technologies, such as laboratdry tests and radiology, but the cost of
medical technology in the aggregate is not easily measurable. Avail-
able data on the increase in hospitalcare expenditures during 1966-76'
measure only the contribution ,of increased utilization, prices and
earnings, and res.ource inputs; they do riot measure the specific
contribution that tedmology made td the increase in cost levels.
While some new technologies in medicine represent genuinely new
capabilitieS, others simply replace older ones. Some new technologies
Are cost-reducing; a correct measure for assessing the economic impact
of tecimology on costs of the system would net out those savings. To
some substantial degree, moreover, increased costs.that are imputed to
a technology itself are often in fact attributable to excessive or other
inappropciate use 'of it, rather 'than to its Valid and appropriateuse.
And some inereased cost is attributable to the extension of use of a
technology to ,a newly discovered valid application, or extension to
new populations of patients. Although the methodology of economic
measurement is thus subject.to challenge, an'd data are limited, incre-
mental hospital care cost attributable to technology over the past
decade is believed to be in the range of 20 to 40 percent.'

2. We have yet to quantify, the aggregate benefits, or disbenefits,
produced by the intrOduction of new medical technologies oqr, any
given time span.

3. What has not been done in the aggregate has, in some instances, been
at least partially done in the particular i.e., to collect data about a

Parncipant Klarrnan ddes not believe that the aggregate data ava
bast., for this %tatentent.
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tbarticular technologl, to Calculate its cost in appfication, and to
assess the health out/Comes and improved kliagnostic results that it
produces. So far, however, few such analys,es have been made.

4. Even when such studies are made, mofeover, it must be reCognizeds'
that the ultimate question, wikether 'die bealtli and diagnostie
ontcomes are "worth" the:cost, rnust be a value judgment.

. ,

Diagnosis of the came of cost increases 4. .
.

Despite difficulties of measurement, there is ,al`r increasing sense among
informed observers that' more is being. spent for technologically related

activhies than can be juStified by, their medical benefits. If so., how should the
rate:of increased Use of new technology be slowed? The means of social
control chosen must. be related to the process sought to be controlled. If recent
teChnology has, in fact, produced a significant increase in the aggregatecost
of medical cam in ihe *United States, by what process has that:come about?
The answer is that,. as a' generalization, new technolOgy as such does' not
significantly boost costs; it is the behaviot of individual persons and human
institutions r- the zbay in which they usAknew 'technology that leads its
the cost rise. This dittiRction is.rentran,o rational policy analysis
--At root,. new m edical. tee ologis ars adopied .and used becau6e
physicians, scientists, hospi: is) patient's, and political 'leaders are all pre-
disposeti to encourage their ? ltse and virtual0 n8ttling deters them.

r
Under present payment system's, hospitals and, physicians .often benefit

financially from 'the use of new technologies-:iThe Hippocratic Oath, the
desire of the patient to obtain the ;best alailable care, pressures of the
malpractice threat, the teChnologically oriented ethos of the twentieth
century, widespread third-pany payment systems, the salesmanship of the
manufact urers 'of new technology all point in the same direction and create
the same predisposition, grotinded in a repugnance to setting a price on
human life and insulated from cost cOnsequences: "If a new, apparently safe
and benolicial technology appears use it!" Other things being equal, new.
technolOgy that is medically ,promising will always-be promptly adopted
unless active disincentives exist `that stow the process of adoPtion.

. , !
Are such disincentivis in place ;n the prekent system for health care

pay rt)en t in the t In i ted;Sta ws? Regret tably, they arc not. Hospitals opera te on
close to a full cost-reimbursement basis through governnwntal programs or

s

private insurance'', ans. Doctors are paid Riday in largest part not by pati6us
but by third parde the government and insurance companies on the
basis of fees charqed by the practitioners, and the fees themselves are largely
uncontrolled. Payrient for diagnostic tests and other ancillary services in the
hospital are reimbursed in the same way. The amount and kind of medical
services provided are largely at the discretion of the practitioner, not of the
patient or the third-party payer. The patient has little economk incentive to
keep down charges for medical services and typically has even less ability to
make an independent judgment as to the quality of, or need iois, the service

provided.
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If technology contributes to the aggregate cost of the medical care system o
the nation, it is not because of something peculiar to technology. It is for the
same reason that other factors contribute to the escalation of medical clre
costs namely, that there is little at work in the system tendirig to.keep cdsts
down, while at the same time the Congress andprivatepurchasersof medical
insurance have so far been willing to pour dollars into the system, either
directly 'or by tax subsidy.6

Changes in the irovider reirOursement systelet,

The conchisi,on 'that flows from the preceding paragraphs is that (tile way
to address the cost &tcreaseS att?ibuiable,to new medical technologies is to
btiild incentiveslor cost containment: into the medicafcare payment system.
Flow could th is be con es?'. .

1. Thy Caner Administratida proposes to impose .a national ceiling Op
hospital capital spending as as a tight limit (determined by a universal
percentage increase over the pr ding year) on the total revenues of each I
hospital. I t is interMed that this nçhanism of limited funding compel each 1
hopspital to establish, for the first thne, internal maplinetl, for setting-
priori ties among different expenditure oDands,

This approach has sdme,promis ast for the short run.7 It must be
recognized, :however, that its impact will be ihed, since it does riot cover all
hospitals. anti since hospital's account foe le' than 50 percent ofmedical
,care,expenditures.8 The impact this approach would -have on the addption
of new t&-hnology i4.speculatie. N

2. Another suggestion is that hospitals be requirn advance of each
operating year, to negotiate with the government a protive reimburse-
ment budget and then live within It. This approach is more hand-tailored
than the universal percentage cap, and difficult to administer. Prospective
reimbursement has not been subjected to a full test in the, United States, but
experiments with it are under way and'should be,continued.

3. A mzijor portion of aggregate health care spending is attributable to
charg'es made by physicians.,and by providers of 4uxiliary services: Short of
ilitect fee cbritrols;'i t woula be possible for the federal government, to develop

Pal 1,4 won* I:entity:mild qualify this point. by iioung that one form ofnew technology is the
capability to i.n1 fin m tAsk,s that tvere pteviously 1>eyond reach, aschstinct horn the capability. to

font* intent tosk.,moir efficiently ot in a marginally better waY.-To the extent that
tt/v apabilities 4 mated by tet hint .11 change require increased inputs beyond current

il:faas. Mu leo lenology causes in( leased new (0N1,,. 'nese ost increases are not behavicwal
origin; result from the 84e5y-,4 apabnity and a deterannation that' the itdditional resource
teqtriventett in uorth hic tor di ning let hnical dhinge is the desire to expand t orient

o deal with probleinsIthat are at pteyeni innactable.

Patin want Dunlop doe not <wee. %ince Ile leheves that 11 isrgve )5sil4e10 Amin wet
.the cxl,entlionr cap:alb:toted by Mr Entila kit by bnp.aucrats 10 slates, lor.alittes. and inthyrduid
Intspit,41%.,Pai tit ipant...itithin-en.and Nainiers thi4 concern..

" Pat ticipmt al>0 points out Min hospital,. may respoll t6 a tap by unbtnic
sexvn es and pislniig thew bat k into thy pl.zysit ians' oflices.
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schedules ' limit the amount which Idle government would 'pay to thq
provider for each designated medical service, or at leiet,for each neW one.

Private insurers would doubtless follow suit. This approaCh.would encounter
problems both in application, as, for example, in defining and enforcing
the unit of service upon whiCh the schedule is based;and because of the con-
tinued ability of providers to expand services. Thelorganited health
professionals would also oppose it bitterly. l'anethel6S, it has considerable
appeal as a practical mechanism for cost contaMment.

4. A 'point deserVing particular mention i that the limited fee reimblirSe-
mem approach just discussed could effecdvely be linked to the- proposal
discussed in the section. "Preliminary cornrilents on issues other than cosi
contaMment,", regarding data collection and evaluation of medical tech-
nologih, The physician limited fee reimbursemepi mechanism, -once in
place, would provide mechanism that would_ effectively 'Ziscbtirage
praCti dopers from using medical procedures that are found by experience
to be ineffective or to produce only marginal beneffts at high co'Sts.

5. It would; of course, be possible to combine the cap approach for
hospitals with a limited reimbursement fee schedule ,approach kr health
pracdtioners. A substantial impacton the rate of rise in national health care
expenditures would probably result.9 The organized professions contend
that this tworoach would have a negative effect on ,the quality, :character,
and availability of health care: that contendon is: hoviever, certainly
debatable.

6. In the view' of some, the best long-term sorution to- the problem is to
introduce a fully effective competitive environment into the field Of health

care by completel); restructufing the delivery sy5tem away fro% the tradi-

tional solo practitioner feefor-service basis. The central conCept would, be
to deliver health care through organized. health care delivery systems in

which physicians would have incentives to control costs, with payments.
aided by a national insurance vmcher plan. Under such a scheme the
economVincentives of the traditionAl medical (are vstern would be reversed
ia. health mainteniince ovganizations (HMOs) and 4imilar orianized
sysicms would compete among themselves and with the reS1 of, tht system,
consumers would choose their own $rovider, the income of physicians
would not rise directly asa function-of increases in the cost and amount of
services performed, and the cost risks would be shzired by the heahh providers.

4_palti, want., Ent ho% en and .;s:011 do not behec that Hitt' regulation tan eikt tivet t otnbat the

meth( t ale c011S ln the long ion. their viov, price regulmion has been ineffeetive
vbett wed elsewhele in the p:Ist:10 indosn les woh nolnetoos lintdtll et s. pine reguhmon has

grini.dh sett.ed to limn t entipeotion. it; redo( e intiodm tioA of tom-saving innovations. arid to

in mei t meth( itnt sitttu thnirthat ink e tegulatnni in the medical-6re field

"add ha.lI the gutwth "I Pt eihnd At map la-n (It e and nthet.insittutionta Innovation% thaJ have
the gre;ttest ponnist. tot ost iednt now Pal II( ipant Lee t ()milts in this general point, but
nonethele:,s feels that shott-i on considerations may make tI i« regulation neresstov.
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By two different siatutes, the goverArn n't has sought to promote tht growth
of HMOs.

Existing laws and regulations s uld be revise to go further to encourage
the spread of the HMO concept. But a must be recogt eci.that the road to .
a full reorganization Of the nation's traditional health re dehvery system
wguld be 'long, dilfiCult, and embattled.

7. Soincl proponents of national health insurance believe that their own.
favdred plan wOuld have the collateral advantage oCcontaining costs Of the
medical care system. Opponents, and some other proponents, dispute this.
The symposium participants did not -delpte!the cori'lplex 'perennial topit

. of national health' insuranco viewing it as collateral 'to tbe technology
issues before.the 0oup.

\

Regulatory controls

The approaches just reviewed' .eek to deal with the "technology problem''
by addressingAhe,broader und('!rlying problem of uncontrolled costs arising
from our present s'ystem of r,eimbursing medical care providers. The proposi-

'lions that follow deal w th proposals to use direct regulation to respond to the
phenomenon of new technology. (Whether 'any 'of these proposals tould
coMmand the degree of political consensus that would be Tequired to make
them effective is not evaltated here.)

I . The most direct approach would be to txy to impose a moratorium on
technological advance and its introduction into use. ThiS approach, is both
undesirable and certain to fail.

2. Rational use of new technology Would be substantially enhanced by
guidelines,' isSued by the federal government and" developed through
a process of concensus among interested groups, tharwould assist decisions
on whether new pieces of equipment or procedures are safe and efficaciou's,
how many should be acquired, and who should.get thern.,Informationand
advisory standards thus developed should be made available to public sector
purchasing agents; PSROs, ,Blue Cross-Blue Shield,' private insurance
companies, and consumer purchasers of. private insurance, to help t\hem
determi.Ve what new and existing technology should be covered or purchased
in- their programs.'Such information should also be mack generally available
to the public-. At each stage'in the evaluative process, opportunities sittuld
be provided for consumer input. Finite standards and assessment for each
technological advance would be difficuh to,develop,, but the ctffort. could
be productive.

3. State and local community planning agencies or health system
agencies can make a contribution toward constraining the excess diffusion
of expensive technology. Guidelines of the kwt just described could be
helpful to such agencies. 'Experience to date would indicate, however, that
local health plarthing agencies fend to approve most applications made
to thein because they have little incentive to say "No." TbeY are not spending
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their own. Money. apt they usually are subjec,ted ro heavr.community
pressuie it) lam) of pukhasing the aw('s( equipmciu.

1. Direct regu4ation of tecrfhology at the point,of entry to The 'inarket is
an aPproach that has been tried. The Food and Drug Administration regu-
hnes.food, di uts t osnietics, zind (since 1976) medical devices, by requirMg!
through variety of evaluative procedures, federal scrutiny and z;pproalal

tiefore such items t an be inuoduced to the market. Some have stAggeswd that
this approach be extended to medical procedures as well, 'r his aveniae.is.not,
however. recommended. The cost would be very high, and it is unlikely that
the FDA could obtain the resources tt.,.curry out the task adequately. EiuOraious
difficulties would be encounwred m the attempt to define and- islet

procedures. More,Jundamentally, governmental regulation is
inherently a linnted. tool, and invariably subject to politi(al interfererice
when it undertakeS to take action that is 'politically unpopular, as recent
experience with laetrile arid saccharin well illusnate.

5. A national dollar limit could be impOsed on hospital expenditures
facapital goods, including high-cost technologies', VI tbat a hospital could
not purchase stu h a technology without a C..ertifique-ogNeed proPes'3tv.hich
'hitherto has been lacking. This plan would re-ach onlytibig-ticket technology
items boughtby hospitals. Little technologies and' purchases by doctors'
ciffices would not be reai*d. But such a national control would force some,
degNee,of priority setting in the diffusion of costly technologies.

.6. Earlier discussed was a proposal Tor a federal agency to assume a direct
resPonsibility 'in assembling, keeping track of, evaluating and publishing
analyses of .niedical tethnologies and practices in use. It is also pointed out
that this approach would gain major leverage by being coupled with limits
on reirnbutsem.itr to health care pravklers for particular services or pro-.
ce'dures. his «nnbined mechanism .x7vould in fact' be a form of direct
regulation of technology, but one that did not suffer the bureaucratic
advantages of the FDA model and 'would have the major advantages of
bt..ing less coercive and based On actual experience with u:chnblogies as
applied in a real environment.

Other approaches

Besides Changes in the payMent siructure of the heahh can. system and the
introduction of direct «nut ols regarding technology, other supplemental
long,term approaches stiOuld be mentioned:

I. As change wmes to che structure and pament system of health (are,
corresponding change and postdoctoral programs in medical schools could
help prepare health care providers for later supportive participation it) the
new system.

2. Coturol of supply, as by constraining the supply of physicians and
Aospital facilities, especially hospital beds, is a possible strategy.
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3.2 Consumer education campaigns could help pUblic understanding of

:the efficacy-, of existing technologies and,mitigate unrealistic public expecta-
dolls from new technology. - 6

4. In future, any federal agency that 'rnakeS grants in 'support of bio-
medical technology developnyn should, in evaluatinra-ccsearch proposal,

'consider it to be a-negative factor if the agency were to estimAte that a success-
ful outcome of the proposed research would, devqlop a new technology that
would have a high pOtential escalatory impact on health care costs without
yielding benefits-Worth the cost.* The federal' government might also seek6 to target ip research support on:technologies with a ,potential,for reducirw
costs.

Nutst)ell summary

Medicakechnology per se is not the culprit behind rising costs in -tealth
ca re.

, The real problem underlying the soaring rise in the aggregate cost of-the
.nation's health care system is the virtual absence in the system. of ikentives
for containing costs. To deal with this problem, -it. is necessary to install
such incentives'. Various ways of doing this have been suggested, such as
hospital budget caps, limits on federal ,reimbursernent rates per service, and
competition of prepaid plans with each other and with other forms of medical
care, delivery. lp the short tun, hospital budget caps 'would be useful, but in
the long, run fundamental changes are required in the present payment
syst ern .

--To tidvance the safety and efficacy of new medical technologies and proce
dures and of those already in use, the federal government should assume a
greaker responsibiltity for an ongoing gathering; assembling, evaluadng
and dtsserti itutgpLdina and analysis rehiting to such technologies and
plot ti res.

Parciupants P uigMarki, and Lee do nor wActn in this snretne. In thegwie,Yo, the greatet
share of research grants involves outputs that are remote from near-term application in medical
tech nokgy ; furthermore. predict ion of tpe outcomes of research is uncertain. latrodut Ow of this
issue in research applications would thus be meaningless relative to its intended objective and
merely add to the cost of preparing and reviewing pnqiosals and justifying awaitl decisions. lt is
posstbk that investment decisions on research and development prog9rns might be.made in the
light of expec ted cmt impact. but even that would be diffiruh.

t.
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Research Summaries
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NCHSR-supPOrted research projects. The series, presents executive sum-
maries prepared by ,the investigators at the completion of the, project.
Specifk findings are highlighted int, more concise form than in the final.
report. The ReseaVh'Summary Series is intended for health services admin-
istrators, planners. and other research users Who iequire recent findings
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The Policy Rgearch Series describes findings from the research program
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are prepared by members of the staff of NCHSR or by independent investi-
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Research Reports

The, Research. Report Series provides significant research reports in their
entirety upon the completion of the project. Research Reports are developed
by the principal investigators who conducted the research, and are directed
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effort to expedite the dissemination of new knowledge resulting from its
project support.
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